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I.1. Rationale for the thesis 

 

The competitive environment in the maritime and port sector is changing at an ever increasing 

pace. ‘Globalisation’ and ‘the reinforcement of the world economy’ are frequently used 

concepts to summarise current economic developments. Both concepts appear to be 

applicable also to the port sector and to cargo handling in particular. Large cargo-handling 

players like Hutchison Port Holdings (HPH), Port of Singapore Authority (PSA), APM 

Terminals and P&O Ports have expanded and attained decision power over cargo-handling 

activities in a network which covers ports in all continents.  

 

The efficiencies of the cargo-handling companies are important as they are large and affect 

the cost of sea-borne trade. In 2000, not less than 50% of total trade in value and 70% in 

volume made use of maritime transport and therefore required cargo handling (Crook, 2002). 

Shipping charges on average stand for 6.11% of the value of commodities imported 

(UNCTAD, 2003, p. 118). Increasing a country’s port efficiency, so that the country ranks 

among the 25% best countries instead of the 75% best, reduces shipping charges on average 

by 12% (Clark et al., 2004; Sánchez, et al., 2003). Among all port-related charges, cargo-

handling charges with a 70% share are the most important ones, so that the largest efficiency 

effects are to be expected there (Stopford, 2002). 

 

Expansion and trying to gain efficiency also have their price, and therefore such decisions are 

to be carefully considered. PSA’s (two-step) acquisition of HesseNoordNatie for example 

involved cash expenses of 585 m EURO by the Asean operator, which made it control 

terminals in Antwerp, Zeebruges and Rotterdam (Drewry Shipping Consultants, 2003, p. 15). 

International Container Terminal Services, Inc. (ICTSI) at Gdynia acquired BCT, the state-

owned local operator, against payment of 41 m USD, and committed themselves to investing 

80 m USD more in the terminal (World Cargo News Online, 2003b). Insufficient 

consideration or unforeseen market developments can turn expansion into a financial disaster. 

Take ICTSI, which rendered its 71% stake in ICTSI International Holdings to HPH in 2001 

against payment of an estimated 600 m USD for covering its financial deficits (World Cargo 

News Online, 2003b). PSA took a 40% stake in Pipavav Port in India in 1998 (World Cargo 

News Online, 1998), reduced this share to 22,5 consequently, and finally sold its final shares 
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to Maersk in 2004 (Informare, 2004), according to various sources because the terminal’s 

results did not meet expectations. 

 

Despite the importance of efficiency gains in cargo handling, especially in relation to 

expansion, efficiencies were only in a few cases quantified in literature. A number of 

references, such as Kim and Sachish (1986) and Jara-Díaz et al. (2002), try to quantify port 

economies at an aggregate level, making no distinction between cargo handling and other port 

functions. Jansson and Shneerson (1982) and Haralambides et al. (2002) include in their costs 

also port users. Marlow and Paixao (2002) emphasize qualitative efficiency aspects. Others, 

like Tongzon (1993), Marchese et al. (2000), Tovar de la Fe et al. (2003 and 2003c) and 

Turner et al. (2004), focus on cargo handling, but make no or little distinction among the 

specific cargo-handling products. Only a few references, among which are Heaver (1995), 

Heaver et al. (2000 and 2001) and Ferrari and Benacchio (2000), examine aspects of the 

economic expansion context of cargo-handling companies. Furthermore, there is a substantial 

amount of literature focusing on very specific aspects of terminals, especially the literature on 

terminal optimisation and simulation. But most of these references take a very partial 

perspective. The number of references which apply cost and supply function analysis to 

expansion in cargo handling are particularly limited in number: Cariou (2001), Musso et al. 

(2001) and Trujillo and Serebrisky (2003) are among the few who have done so, without 

distinguishing among separate product types in their specifications. 

 

The absence of a framework for analyzing efficiencies in cargo handling is also felt as a 

problem by decision makers in the business. Pricing of acquisition moves for instance should 

be based on the efficiencies of the terminal(s) under consideration, but there is often 

disagreement on the future financial prospects of terminals. Dubai Ports Authority (DPA) for 

instance for its 2004 acquisition of CSX Worldwide Terminals (CSXWT) is said by 

competitors and business analysts to have paid an excessive amount of money in view of the 

CSXWT terminals’ capabilities (Hussain, 2005). Moreover, many sector representatives 

admit that cargo-handling companies currently lack resources and techniques to thoroughly 

and especially quickly scan the market for expansion opportunities. 
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The purpose of this thesis is to provide insight into the economics of cargo handling and of 

cargo-handling companies, many of which expand and build a network of facilities, while 

others feel the impact of the large players invading their market. Such insights may be of 

value for future developments. 

 

I.2. Setting for the expansion of cargo-handling companies 

 

Expansion of cargo-handling companies assumes two major forms: at own strength or through 

some form of co-operation. Expansion at own strength can be internal as well external. 

Internal expansion at own strength occurs through organic growth of a terminal. It is observed 

that many terminals can hardly keep pace in expanding their terminals’ capacity in an 

enduring way in reaction to rising demand. External expansion at own strength incorporates 

greenfield investments as well as the start-up of a subsidiary in cargo handling. PSA and 

P&O’s terminal developments at the new Deurganckdock, Antwerp, are two recent examples 

of greenfield investments. Contship Italia sa set up La Spezia Container Terminal Sp.A as a 

cargo-handling subsidiary, which itself can set up or take a stake in other terminals or 

businesses.  

 

Expansion through co-operation involves a wide spectrum of agreements between one or 

more cargo-handling companies and one or more horizontal or vertical transport chain 

partners or non-related investors. Common forms of horizontal co-operation aiming at 

expansion are the following. 

• Mergers/acquisitions: DPI for instance took over all activities of CSXWT through its 

subsidiary Dubai Ports International (Manoj, 2004). 

• Joint ventures: Shanghai Container Terminals Ltd for example was set up as a 50/50 joint 

venture between Shanghai Port Container Co. Ltd and Hutchison Ports Shanghai Ltd. 

(Port of Busan, 2005). 

Vertical expansionist co-operation occurs when upstream or downstream transport actors are 

involved, the most frequent types of which are the following. 

• Joint ventures with port authorities: in Guangzhou for instance, PSA formed a joint 

venture with the local Harbour Bureau for the operation of the Guangzhou Container 

Terminal (Maritime Global.Net, 2001). 
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• Joint ventures with shipping lines: Stevedoring Services of America (SSA) for example 

set up a Long Beach container terminal company together with China Ocean Shipping 

Company (COSCO) (SSAMarine, 2003). 

• Joint ventures with hinterland transporters: Hessenatie for instance, which merged into 

HesseNoordNatie within the PSA-group, set up Ocean Container Terminal Hessenatie 

Zeebrugge in joint venture with Inter Ferry Boats, a subsidiary of the Belgian Railways 

(Le Lloyd, 2000). 

Also co-operation for expansion with non-transport partners occurs: PSA at Incheon for 

instance set up a terminal in joint venture with Samsung Corporation (Informare, 2004b). 

Finally, combinations of the previous structures occur: in Shekou, P&O Ports and Modern 

Terminals are in a joint venture together with China Merchant and Swire Pacific (Informare, 

2002c). 

 

All of the previous forms of expansion focus on expansion in cargo handling. Other directions 

of expansion for cargo-handling companies are in vertically-related or non-related sectors. 

The former is also named vertical integration. An example is Eurokai KGaA, which, like 

many other cargo-handling companies, started up or took a stake in shipping agencies, 

hinterland transporters, shipping companies,… 

 

Many of the forms of cargo-handling expansion are found in other business sectors too, but 

there are three main complexities that make decision making on expansion for cargo-handling 

companies particular and that imply the need for specific methods of analysis: the volatile 

chain environment, a number of local terminal specifics, and policy impact.  

 

I.2.1. The chain environment 

 

The volatile environment as a first complexity visualizes in a large number of chain partners 

taking decisions on expansion parallel to the decisions of a particular cargo-handling 

company. Such decisions can affect the cargo-handling company and its expansion strategy 

directly or indirectly.  
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The cargo-handling company will presumably feel direct influence of chain movements when 

it is target of a horizontal acquisition move itself, or when a vertical partner tries to integrate 

the existing cargo-handling activity. In both cases, the cargo-handling company automatically 

loses (part of) its control, whether voluntarily or involuntarily through a friendly respectively 

a rival bid. Vertical integration in cargo-handling is all the more likely as profitability in cargo 

handling outstrips that of other activities in the transport chain. CSX Corp. saw its terminal 

unit, CSXWT, make an operating profit of 71 mn USD in 2000, whereas CXS Lines, its intra-

US sea carrier company, only broke even. Within the P&O Group, P&O Ports made an 

operating profit of 153 mn USD in 2000, whereas its share in P&O Nedlloyd gave the group 

an operating profit of 99 mn USD. Not only absolute figures but also operating profit margins 

in cargo handling are typically high: 47% for PSA in 2000, 38% for (HPH), 23% for CSXWT 

and 19% for P&O Ports (Damas, 2002). But also traffic assurance can be a motive: the 

Rotterdam Port Auhority taking a stake in Europe Combined Terminals (ECT) was the first 

example of a port authority integrating vertically, with the aim of binding terminal operators 

as well as shipping companies as one of the motives (Heaver et al., 2001, p. 299), next to 

motives of national or local interest.  

 

Indirect influence is normally felt in three cases. First, there is influence on handling 

economics when a cargo-handling competitor grows organically, sets up a greenfield 

investment or a cargo-handling subsidiary, is taken over by a third party, or set-ups a joint-

venture structure. Second, a cargo-handling company will feel the influence of a vertical chain 

partner starting up a greenfield cargo-handling project or a cargo-handling subsidiary on its 

own. COSCO, China Shipping Group (with its China Container Development Company), 

Maersk Sealand (with APM Terminals) and Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) are 

only a few of the shipping companies that have done this. CSXWT was set up as a subsidiary 

within the multimodal logistics group CSX. Another example is Dole Corporation, the fresh 

fruit producer, which erects its own terminals, and furthermore also owns vessels through a 

subsidiary. Third, expansion at levels in the transport chain other than the cargo-handling 

level can influence cargo-handling companies’ economic context for expansion. Conferences, 

consortia, vessel sharing agreements, alliances and mergers among shipping companies are 

very influential forms (Heaver et al., 2000; Massac, 1997). 
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I.2.2. Local terminal specifics 

 

A second complexity specific to expansionist decision making in cargo handling is the impact 

of local or national culture and history, mainly through labour and port organisation. Labour 

relations in the port sector have traditionally featured frequent strikes and strong union 

control. European port workers’ strikes against the proposed Port Package (European 

Commission, 2001) and similar strikes by their US counterparts made cargo-handling 

companies but also other chain actors incur large internal costs, indemnities and lost 

contracts
1
. Moreover, union strength has in some countries been more expressed than in 

others, scaring some cargo-handling companies to see some of their traffic diverted to 

competing ports in neighbouring countries where no strike was going on, with sometimes 

irreversible competitive damage. As far as port organisation is concerned, some countries, like 

France for instance, have traditionally had strong centralist port authority control, with the 

port authority sometimes also assuming a limited operating or operating role, whereas other 

countries, like the United Kingdom, had decentralised and even corporatized port authorities. 

Port organisation has direct influence on supply and demand conditions of a cargo-handling 

company operating under a specific system, and indirect influence on the position of 

competing cargo handlers. Labour relations and port organization illustrate that individual 

cargo-handling operators cannot take decisions in isolation from the local port context. 

 

I.2.3. Policy intervention 

 

The third complexity is the intervention of a large number of policy levels in the cargo-

handling environment, not always with the same interests and therefore not always acting in 

similar directions. 

• At local level: cities / municipalities; city-states; municipal districts. 

• At regional level: multi-state agencies; special districts; counties; departments; regions. 

• At national level: (federal) states. 

• At the super-national level: European Union; IMO. 

                                                
1 Anderson and Geckil (2002) value the reduction in earnings to US port and maritime companies due to 28 days 

strike at 48 mn USD, and the total cost to US society at somewhat less than 5 bn USD. 
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Government impact on ports has always been considerable, mainly due to their macro-

economic impact, although there have been national gradations in government intervention. 

Environmental concerns and safety and security issues increase governments’ involvement, 

affecting cargo-handling supply and demand. 

 

I.3. Hypotheses and Objectives 

 

Focusing on the economics of the cargo-handling business from the point of view of 

expansion, gives rise to the following main hypotheses for this thesis. 

1. There are economies of scale in cargo handling. 

2. Economies of scale differ according to the operational context. 

3. Cargo-handling efficiency can in particular be gained through co-operation. 

 

Testing these hypotheses should not only produce interesting information from a field which 

has hardly been researched, but should help cargo handlers to scientifically found expansion 

decisions. The testing is done by establishing supply functions, which can then, in a later 

stage, serve as inputs to an industrial-economic model where supply and demand interact. 

These supply functions should allow identification of specific factors generating efficiencies.  

 

Using the functions in later analysis in a formal model including supply as well as demand 

should allow getting a full view on what economies materialize under what supply and 

demand conditions. Such model could also be used to evaluate expansion decisions taken in 

the past and eventually to learn from them. Looking forward, such model could be useful to 

evaluate opportunities for expansion. To a certain extent, it should allow selection of the best 

alternative when a choice set of opportunities is available. Finally, a full-fledged supply and 

demand model could also be of use for actors somehow related to cargo handling, for 

instance, to public government bodies. Suppose a public body is planning to impose a (set of) 

measure(s) to cargo-handling companies. An industrial-economic model including a game 

setting should then help getting grip on cargo-handling companies’ reaction patterns, and 

should therefore help visualizing whether government measures are indeed effective or not. It 

will be argued in CHAPTER III that a one-stage game model fits the cargo-handling business. 
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I.4. Definition and limitation 

 

Expansion in cargo handling as such is a very broad area of research. Therefore, in this thesis, 

seven main constraints are introduced with respect to the scope of the field of study. 

 

1. The perspective taken in this thesis is that of the decision maker in cargo handling. 

Objectives of other chain actors and of activities other than cargo handling are only dealt 

with in as far as they influence cargo-handling supply and / or demand. The decision 

maker can be the management of a cargo-handling terminal itself, as well as for instance a 

shipping company owning and directing a cargo-handling business unit. Decisions 

evaluated in this thesis deal with expanding cargo-handling activities, and consider other 

decisions only as conditions which may alter the expansion decision’s outcome. In that 

respect, the cargo-handling activity for which expansion decisions are taken needs to be a 

separable product. 

 

2. A second constraint is on expansion: decision makers are assumed to look for efficiencies 

through mergers, full acquisitions (take-overs) or partial acquisitions. Other forms of 

expansion, whether at own strength or through co-operation, are only relevant as 

conditions which change cargo-handling supply and / or demand if the particular cargo-

handling company is involved in them. 

 

3. A third constraint is also on expansion: the focus is on horizontal expansion. Combined 

with the second constraint, this means that the analysis focuses on a cargo-handling 

company looking to acquire one or more other cargo-handling companies or units fully or 

partially, or to merge with them. Focusing on horizontal expansion also implies looking 

only for cargo-handling opportunities in sea ports, not in inland ports, and of course not in 

airports, where cargo handling also occurs, be it of a totally different nature. Sea ports are 

defined as "areas within which sea-going ships are loaded with and/or discharged of 

cargo, and which include the usual places where sea-going ships wait for their turn or are 

ordered or obliged to wait for their turn, no matter the distance from that area; usually, 

sea ports have an interface with other forms of transport and in so doing provide 
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connecting services" (definition adapted from Branch, 1986, p. 1
2
). Non-horizontal 

expansion is relevant only in as far as it determines cargo-handling demand and / or 

supply conditions. 

 

4. A fourth constraint is on the sea-port activities which compose the cargo-handling 

product. Paelinck (2001, p. 11) defines cargo handling as “The act of loading and 

discharging a cargo ship”. As a synonym, the author mentions “stevedoring”. In the 

course of time however, with evolving technologies and changing relationships within the 

transport chain, the content of the concept ‘stevedoring’ has broadened from what it 

originally was. Untill the mid 1900s, there used to be a distinction between the actual (un-

)loading (done by stevedores) and warehousing (done by ‘naties’ in Antwerp for instance). 

Nowadays, both are comprised in what is called ‘stevedoring’ or ‘cargo handling’ (Devos 

et al., 2004), and also paid for as part of the same product. Unfortunately, there is no 

existing reference which defines what activities cargo handling at present exactly 

involves. A review of literature on sea-port activities
3
 and on which actor in the transport 

chain pays for what product, reveals that in most contracts and locations ‘cargo handling’ 

involves (un-)loading cargo, storing it and delivering it to or receiving it from a hinterland 

mode. In case of transhipment, inter-modal delivery / receipt as a second move is of 

course replaced by a supplementary ship (un-)loading move. This way, three distinct main 

cargo-handling products can be distinguished. 

• Outbound-cargo handling4. 

• Inbound-cargo handling. 

• Transhipment-cargo handling. 

Sea-port activities which are not part of cargo handling but which are sold as separate 

products are only considered here if they interfere with cargo-handling supply and / or 

demand. 

 

                                                
2
 Appendix A.1 puts the choice of this sea-port definition into perspective. 

3 Appendix A.2 assesses and categorizes literature summarizing sea-port activities. 

4
 The definition of ‘outbound’ and ‘inbound’ depends on the perspective taken. This thesis puts maritime 

transport in the center, so ‘outbound’ cargo is cargo being unloaded from vessels, while ‘inbound’ cargo is cargo 

being loaded onto vessels. This is the most common perspective in maritime and ports literature. 
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5. A fifth constraint is on the differentiation of the cargo-handling product over time: if 

different operating-cost conditions apply to cargo handling at different points in time. For 

instance night, weekend or holiday wages may give rise to as many products as there are 

different conditions. These products occur sequentially in time, which implies that setting 

a production quantity for one type of product, for instance cargo handling during day 

shifts, does not affect capacity available to any other type of product, cargo handling 

during night shifts for instance. If this capacity independence condition would not be met, 

one would end up with un-comparable cargo-handling products. 

 

6. A sixth constraint deals with the type of commodities: containers are the focus of this 

thesis. A container is defined as “a van, flat rack, open top trailer or other similar trailer 

body on or into which cargo is loaded and transported without chassis aboard ocean 

vessels; a large rectangular or square container/box of a strong structure that can 

withstand continuous rough handling from ship to shore and back. It opens from one side 

to allow cargo to be stacked and stowed into it” (Paelinck, 2001, p. 16). Containers are 

usually distinguished from general cargo, dry bulk and liquid bulk (Stopford, 2002, p. 

388). Motivations for focusing on containers are that it is the fastest growing cargo type, 

and that it is a cargo-handling sector with considerable growth and merger and acquisition 

activity. That some operators deal with several commodity types implies the need to 

analyze the existence of economies of scope with an impact on container-handling supply 

and demand. 

 

7. The seventh constraint is on the physical location which is used as a unit for cargo-

handling activity: the terminal. The terminal definition used here is one adapted from Port 

of Miami (2004): “One or more structures comprising a terminal unit, and including, but 

not limited to wharves, warehouses, covered and/or open storage space, cold storage 

plants, landings and receiving stations, used for the transmission, care and convenience 

of cargo in the interchange of same between land and water carriers or between two 

water carriers”. Such terminal is the largest unit whose cargo-handling activities are 

grouped into one product, or a set of products if the terminal provides multiple or joint 

products. Eventually, several cargo-handling companies may run part of the same 

terminal, and therefore several products may be supplied at the same terminal. In the latter 
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case, the separate companies are the terminal units under consideration in this thesis. 

Supply functions in CHAPTER V are analyzed at the terminal level, or the business level 

if several companies run part of the same terminal. Economies at company level are only 

considered in as far as these impact on economies at the terminal level. 

 

Moreover, to the third hypothesis, it should be added that modern industrial economics 

asserts that economies of scale at company level are neither a necessary nor a sufficient 

condition for a company to be large. Economies are not necessary: companies can be large 

due to an expanding market, or due to accidental factors (Gibrat’s law). Economies are not 

always sufficient either: sometimes, contracts may allow obtaining similar results like 

under a merger or acquisition. These properties of economies of scale company level will 

be reflected in economies at terminal level. 

 

8. The eight and final constraint delineates the time perspective: the focus in calculating 

supply functions is on the short run. The reason for this is twofold. First, the literature in 

CHAPTER II shows that mergers and acquisitions are co-operation agreements which 

typically have a long-run mission, aiming more at market positioning than at cost-

economizing. Cost-economizing appears to be a typical short-run mission for co-operation 

agreements like technology exchange agreements or customer-supplier relationships. This 

does not mean that in reality, a merger or acquisition by themselves do not generate 

synergies, or that agreements with a short-run mission do not have long-run market 

effects. Proof of the existence of long-run efficiencies through mergers and acquisitions is 

given in CHAPTER III. But as the efficiency aim is typically short-run, it is right to stick 

to short-run supply functions in this thesis. A second argument for considering the short-

run cost-function is typical to the container-handling business: merger and acquisition 

efficiencies typically only show up after a longer time: when equipment renewal or 

capacity extension for instance are required. Moreover, it takes time for the company to 

co-ordinate activities at a newly acquired terminal. This implies that the first years after a 

merger or acquisition usually have existing operating conditions maintained. Only after a 

few years, merger or acquisition synergies materialize. By that time, the operating and / or 

market environment at the terminal may have changed, which implies that the terminal is 

in a new situation, which equals a new cell in the matrix introduced in CHAPTER IV. 
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I.5. Methodology 

 

Answering the research hypotheses requires a methodology which uses two main inputs: 

literature review and face-to-face meetings with business people. Throughout the research, 

these elements were processed in parallel. 

 

1. A first input in the research process was a literature review, assessing both port-economic 

and broad industrial-economic literature, theoretical as well as applied to comparable 

business sectors. The aim of the literature review was to check how previous research has 

approached questions similar to our research question. Translation to the cargo-handling 

sector requires sufficient creativity. Further on, a review of literature dealing with the 

operational and economic characteristics of cargo handling was used for gaining 

knowledge about the sector.  

 

For the literature review, use was made of university libraries worldwide, presentations 

from various conferences, and scientific literature available through the internet. For the 

specific operational data on cargo-handling, on the one hand specialized documents, such 

as reports by Drewry, Ocean Shipping Consultants reports, Marconsult, etc., and on the 

other hand data available through specialist sector websites and individual company 

websites were used. 

 

2. A second research input was meetings with cargo-handling stakeholders, which include 

cargo-handling operators as well as shippers, shipping companies, hinterland transporters, 

and other related chain actors. Furthermore, a number of maritime and port experts and 

industry-watchers were consulted. The aim here was again to get a better understanding of 

the functioning of the cargo-handling sector. 

 

Meetings with cargo-handling operators were arranged on a problem-specific basis. The 

Port of Antwerp has a port authority with specialized people on its board and its 

administration for nearly every field relating to cargo handling, and the port is host to a 

vast number of cargo-handling operators, shipping companies, hinterland transporters, 

agents, etc. The University of Antwerp through its Department of Transport and Regional 
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Economics and its Institute of Transport and Maritime Management has close 

relationships with the local port and its companies, and besides its own specialists, often 

calls on a number of external specialists who watch the port sector closely. Having the 

Port of Antwerp closeby is an advantage, as it is one of the major ports in the world, also 

as far as containers are concerned, being host to a number of competing container-

handling operators, and having recent experience with expansionist moves in container 

handling. 

 

During the research process, the inputs were combined in the following setting, in order to 

confirm or reject the hypotheses. 

 

1. It was acknowledged that a necessary element in the analysis of economies of scale at 

container terminals was the construction of supply functions. For this, use was made of 

company data and sector contacts. Company data mainly consist of production function 

indications and cost elements. Contacts from the sector supplement or qualify the 

available supply data. 

 

2. In order to be able to frame the specific supply setting from which the existence of 

economies of scale was to be derived, a typology of terminal settings was to be developed. 

This task used sector data, of a quantitative nature where available, but often of a 

qualitative nature, as exact cost specifications often lack. Next, also contacts from the 

container-handling sector were called at, in order to complete the frame, qualify 

information from literature, and distinguish important factors from less important ones. 

 

The resulting frame takes the form of a matrix, having as dimensions the factors that 

impact upon the size of cargo-handling efficiencies at terminals. Each cell then represents 

a specific set of conditions under which a terminal is operating. For each cell, specific 

supply and demand functions can be constructed.  

 

3. It was deemed that estimating specific supply functions not only requires knowledge of all 

characteristics of the specific container-handling context at a terminal, but also a notion of 

how a container terminal relates to other terminals and its own and other markets. Equally 
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important is awareness of dynamics in container-handling markets. Market data as well as 

sector contacts helped getting grip, at least in a qualitative way, on relationships in 

container-handling and between container-handling companies and other actors in the 

transport chain. 

 

4. An important element in building the framework of terminal settings as well as in 

visualizing and understanding sector relationships, is to know what are the usual forms of 

expansion and co-operation in container handling. Expansion and co-operation determine 

the specific conditions to which a company’s terminals will be subject. They are also an 

important element in viewing the types of strategies and relationships that typify the 

container-handling business and particular companies. Company data and contact persons 

in various container-handling companies were the main input in this step of the 

methodology. 

 

The four steps in the methodology, combining both literature and personal contacts like 

shown in the previous paragraphs, allow concluding on the three hypotheses in the following 

way. 

 

1. The picture of forms of co-operation and expansion allows answering hypothesis 3 

partially and in a qualitative way, namely to the extent that literature shows what forms of 

expansion and co-operation typically lead to what types of economies. 

 

2. Sector dynamics and relationships allow answering all three hypotheses in a partial and 

qualitative way. 

 

3. The matrix of container-handling conditions again answers part of all three hypotheses in 

a qualitative manner, as different cells are distinguished on the basis of different demand 

but especially different supply conditions. 

 

4. Supply function estimations finally allow answering the first and the second hypothesis, 

not the third, as sufficient and consistent data for this part are lacking. 
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I.6. Text  Outline 

 

 

 analyzes the importance of mergers and acquisitions in container handling, and gives an 

overview of other forms of expansion and co-operation in container handling and related 

sectors which alter supply and / or demand conditions. 

 

CHAPTER III reviews the literature dealing with merger and / or acquisition efficiency 

analysis. The few useful industrial-economic applications to the cargo-handling sector are 

highlighted, as well as the possibilities for development of hypothesis testing methods similar 

to those applied in other businesses. Useful insights provided by general industrial-economic 

literature are selected. Special attention is paid to market structures, company goals and 

operational areas where expansion through merger and / or acquisition allows efficiency 

gains. 

 

CHAPTER IV first of all defines the sub-activities that the container-handling product 

comprises in order to enable (un-)loading, storage and inter-modal delivery. Second, it also 

identifies the factors affecting supply and demand in container handling and introduces the 

matrix into which they may be organized. The factors are treated in four groups, in an order 

from less to more terminal-specific items: political factors, scope activities, chain interactions 

and terminal characteristics. Policy factors are the relevant actions undertaken by 

governments at several levels. Scope factors are the activities which a cargo-handling 

company may undertake in combination with cargo handling. Transport chain factors 

comprise the extent to which the cargo-handling company is vertically integrated or has 

vertical relations. Local terminal elements are those factors specific to the merger or 

acquisition targets. Each factor has a number of possible states which make a difference to 

supply and demand conditions. 

 

CHAPTER V presents the supply estimations related to cells in the matrix of CHAPTER IV. 

Efficiencies can be derived from the cost functions, as well as a number of conditions under 

which efficiencies are larger or smaller.  
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The conclusion in CHAPTER VI summarizes the results from the hypotheses tests. It also 

gives directions for future research, based on the gaps that remain or opportunities that arose 

during this research. 

 

In summary, the relationship between chapters, literature and personal-contact inputs, and 

answers to hypotheses runs like in Figure I-1. 

Figure I-1: The relationship between chapters, inputs and hypotheses 
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II.1. Rationale for the chapter 

 

Although the focus in this thesis is on horizontal expansion in container handling through 

merger or acquisition, it cannot be denied that container-handling companies get involved into 

other forms of expansion and co-operation, and that these may impact to a larger or lesser 

extent the supply and demand conditions at their terminals. This chapter gives a framework 

for possible forms of expansion and co-operation based on their impacts on supply and 

demand conditions, and analyzes to what extent each of the forms is applied in the container-

handling sector. This way, the chapter elaborates on the co-operation classification given in 

Heaver et al. (2000 and 2001) for maritime actors, and puts the container-handling actor into 

perspective. 

 

The historical track record of the major container-handling companies is drawn and used as 

input to the chapter. The analysis provides various useful inputs to next chapters. 

 

II.2.  Co-operation definition 

 

In general economic literature, the concept ‘co-operation’ has been defined in various ways, 

indicating either a narrow or a broad set of forms of inter-firm contact. Contractor and 

Lorange (1988, p. 5) use the term ‘alliances’ to indicate several specific forms of co-operation 

which range from full integration into one firm to pure market transactions. This thesis starts 

from the same broad perspective and distinguishes among a varied set of co-operative forms, 

in as far as necessary in view of container-handling supply and demand impacts. 

 

II.3. Major container-handling companies 

 

The major container-handling companies, for which co-operation track records are 

reconstructed, are the first six players from Drewry Shipping Consultants’ 2003 throughput 

league. In 2003, those players were still seven, but in the meantime, two of them, DPA and 

CSXWT, merged, so that their throughputs are combined for this thesis’ ranking.  
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Table II-1: Top-six global container-handling companies 

% of total  

all container-handling operators 

  Operator 

2003 TEU throughput  

(mn TEU) 2001 2003 

1 HPH 41.5 11 13.1 

2 PSA 28.7 7.7 9.1 

3 APM Terminals 21.4 6.5 6.8 

4 P&O Ports 16 4 5.1 

5 Eurogate 10.8 3.5 3.4 

6 DPA + CSXWT 9.6 1.9 3 

 Total 128 34.6 40.5 

Source: Informare (2004e), Drewry Shipping Consultants (2002) 

 

A comparison with Drewry Shipping Consultants’ 1996 ranking learns the top positions have 

been occupied by about the same container-handling companies: HPH and PSA switched 

places, APM Terminals, as a merger of Maersk and Sea-Land terminals, leapfrogged P&O 

Ports, and the latter regrouping made Eurogate move one position up and made DPA enter in 

the top six (Drewry Shipping Consultants, 1998). SSA and especially ICTSI saw their global 

throughput share shrink over the period 1996-2003, the latter through the sale of its 

international division to HPH in 2001. Figure II-1 shows how the major container-handling 

companies have regrouped over time, and what their resulting throughput rank was. Full 

regroupings are in full lines, partial regroupings in dotted lines. 

 

Using available capacity instead of actual throughput as a ranking criterion leads to the same 

top league: in 2001, only DPA ranked ninth in terms of capacity compared to sixth in terms of 

throughput (Drewry Shipping Consultants, 2002). DPA lost its sixth throughput position in 

2002 (Drewry Shipping Consultants, 2003), but eventually regained this position after 

acquiring CSXWT in 2004. Important to note is that DPA’s position was taken by growing 

container carrier operators Evergreen and Cosco. Not all carriers involved in container 

handling experienced similar throughput growth: MSC more than doubled its throughput 

figures over the period 2001-2003, Evergreen and Cosco saw their absolute throughput nearly 

double, whereas APL had a 16% increase. 
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Figure II-1: Container-handling regroupings and rankings over time 

 1996  2001  2003 

1 PSA  HPH  HPH 

2 HPH  PSA  PSA 

3 P&O Ports  APM 

Terminals 

 APM 

Terminals 

4 Maersk  P&O Ports  P&O Ports 

5 Sea-Land  Eurogate  Eurogate 

6 Eurokai  DPA  Cosco 

7 DPA  Evergreen  Evergreen 

8 ICTSI  Cosco  DPA 

9 SSA  Hanjin  SSA 

10 Hamburger Hafen und 
Lagerhaus 

Aktiengesellschaft (HHLA) 

 SSA  APL/NOL 

11 Pacific Ports Co.  HHLA  HHLA 

12 Ceres Terminals Inc.  APL/NOL  Hanjin 

13 Europe Combined 

Terminals 

 NYK  MSC 

14 Bremer Lagerhaus 

Gesellschaft 

 Hyundai  NYK 

15 NYK  CSXWT  OOCL 

16 APL/NOL  Mitsui OSK 

Lines 

 CSXWT 

17 OOCL  OOCL  Mitsui OSK 

Lines 

18 Hanjin  K Line  Dragados 

19 Mitsui  Dragados  K Line 

20 Evergreen  TCB   TCB 

21 K Line  MSC  ICTSI 

22 Cosco  ICTSI  P&O 

Nedlloyd 

23 CSXWT  Yang Ming 

Line 

  

24 Terminal Contenedores de 

Barcelona (TCB) 

    

25 Yang Ming Line     

… Hyundai     

… Hessenatie  Hessenatie   

… Noord Natie  Noord Natie   

… Contship Italia sa     

… Sinport Sinergie Portuali     

… Egis Ports  Egis Ports   

Source: own composition based on Drewry Shipping Consultants (1998 and 2003) and 

Informare (2004e) 
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The co-operation track records of HPH, PSA, APM Terminals, P&O Ports, Eurogate and 

DPA are shown in appendix A.3. Dealing with these six operators implies also considering 

the co-operation history of ICTSI and ECT, whose international division respectively full 

activities were acquired by HPH; HesseNoordNatie and Sinport Sinergie Portuali, which were 

both acquired by PSA; Sea-Ro Terminal nv, acquired by HesseNoordNatie; Sea-Land, 

acquired by the A.P. Möller Group which also APM Terminals is part of; Egis Ports, acquired  

by P&O Ports; BLG Logistics and Eurokai, which jointly created Eurogate; Carl Tiedemann 

GmbH & Co, which was acquired by Eurokai; Contship Italia sa, acquired partly by Eurokai 

and partly by EUROGATE; CSXWT, which was acquired by DPA. 

 

It should be noted that in the case of APM Terminals, terminals started up under or acquired 

by A.P. Möller previous to its APM Terminals subsidiary creation, which were all collected 

under APM Terminals later, are considered to have been started up or acquired by APM 

Terminals. Non-cargo-handling investments by A.P. Möller are not assigned to APM 

Terminal’s balance.  

 

For Eurogate, all of the BLG Logistics investments are considered. This is motivated by the 

observations that Eurogate is closely interlinked with the BLG Logistics group. Eurogate’s 

policy is largely coupled to BLG Logistics’ strategy, some BLG Logistics divisions have 

started up or acquired terminals which are complementary or certainly are not competitive to 

Eurogate’s terminals, and other BLG Logistics divisions are using Eurogate’s services on 

internalized account terms. 

 

II.4. Co-operation in container handling 

 

Different (combinations of) criteria for distinguishing among forms of co-operation are used 

by different authors. Some authors limit themselves to one characteristic to distinguish among 

several varieties of co-operative forms, whereas others prefer a simultaneous combination of 

criteria. 

 

Combining several dimensions leads to a multi-dimensional ranking of forms of co-operation.  

The more dimensions are incorporated, the better forms of co-operation can be characterized. 
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This thesis comes to a classification combining 14 dimensions, integrating the dimensions 

suggested by various authors. 

 

The classification developed in this thesis is mainly based on Nooteboom (1999, p. 66-67), 

who provides one of the most complete classification systems available in the literature by 

combining nine dimensions: legal form, number of participants, duration, range of joint 

assets, distribution of asset ownership among the participants, range of activities in which co-

operation takes place, intensity of co-operation, distribution of decision rights and network 

pattern of relations between participants. To these dimensions are added from other authors: 

geography and nationality, vertical or horizontal co-operation, risk, compensation and 

mission. All authors assign a number of possible states to the previous dimensions. In this 

section, the states for each of the dimensions are screened for their occurrence in container 

handling. Supporting use was made of Hansmann (1996) for structuring forms of company 

ownership. 

 

II.4.1. Legal form 

 

The first dimension focused on is the legal form of the co-operation agreement. Osborn and 

Baughn (1990, p. 504-505) separate forms of co-operation into market-dominated forms like 

contractual agreements on the one hand, and hierarchically dominated forms like joint-

ventures on the other hand. Nooteboom (1999) and Hagedoorn (1993, p. 374-375) distinguish 

among the forms of Table II-2, which besides legally enforceable forms of co-operation also 

contains so-called relational forms of co-operation (Nooteboom, 1999, p. 70). Legally 

enforceable forms can also be called authoritarian, whereas relational forms are then called 

deliberational (Nooteboom, 1999, p. 70) 

 

Table II-3 gives an overview of the legal-form values mentioned by Bresser (1988). They are 

ranked according to their level of formalization. 

 

A further series of legal-form values are ranked by Fombrun and Astley (1983) according to 

their degree of restraint.  In Table II-4, a distinction is made among bilateral and multilateral 

forms of co-operation. 
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Table II-2: Nooteboom’s (1999) legal-form dimension 

Limited company       Legal partnership        Society           Foundation                        Contract 

 

Joint venture                                                                          Association           R&D agreement 

Research corporation                                                                                 Information exchange                                                                  

                                                                                                                                      agreement 

Minority investment                                                                          Customer-supplier  

                                                                                                                                    relationship 

                                                                                                                              One-directional  

                                                                                                                          information flows 

                                                                                                                            Joint advertising  

                                                                                                                                 arrangements 

Source: Nooteboom, 1999, p. 66-67 and Hagedoorn, 1993, p. 374-375 
 

 

Table II-3: Bresser’s (1988) legal-form dimension 

Degree of formalisation Form of co-ordination 

High 

High 

High 

High 

Medium 

Medium 

Low 

Collective lobby 

Contractual agreement 

Merger 

Joint venture 

Connected board of commissioners 

Commercial association 

Secret understanding and industrial leadership 

Source: Bresser, 1988 
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Table II-4: Fombrun et al.’s (1983) legal-form dimension 

Degree of restraint Bilateral structures Multilateral structures 

Low 

 

 

 

High 

Informal meeting 

Informal agreement 

Formal contract 

Joint venture 

Merger / acquisition / takeover
1
 

Study group 

Commercial association 

Secret agreements 

Cartel 

Joint venture 

Source: Fombrun and Astley, 1983 

 

The six major container-handling companies considered do not seem to have appealed to legal 

partnerships, societies or joint study groups. Connected boards of commissioners seem to be 

very rare from the very limited data that are available on container-handling companies’ 

commissioners. Interlocking, or the phenomenon whereby board members and / or managers 

swap company, indirectly leads to connection, although not of co-operative nature. 

Foundations have been used only to a very limited extent in container handling, and only in 

one case such foundation was co-operative, namely Europe Combined Terminals’ (ECT) staff 

foundation in 1999. Li Ka Shing brought Hutchison Whampoa (under which HPH was later 

formed) under the Li Ka Shing foundation. In a wider port context, associations like FEPORT 

represent private port operators’ interests. They can be considered as collective lobby 

organisms or commercial associations. In an even wider context, there are sea port 

associations like ESPO or AAPA which represent entire sea ports. In contrast to the above-

mentioned legal forms, which are not or only moderately used, limited companies and 

contracts are very often used. 

 

Limited companies have been started up co-operatively as well as non-co-operatively, and 

often they have also been acquired or subject to merger. Container-handling companies have 

started up or acquired limited companies in container-handling as well as in other related or 

non-related sectors. Table II-5’s figures pack together container-handling and non-container-

handling limited companies. Figures between brackets show the numbers of limited 

companies started up or acquired by companies or business units which were at some point in 

                                                
1  The difference between a takeover and an acquisition is that with a takeover, the new companies are not 

integrated. They do normally not occur in container handling. 
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time acquired by one of the six major container-handling companies. Those figures between 

brackets are not included in the figures before the brackets.  

 

Only limited companies initiated or acquired by any of the six major container-handling 

companies are counted in Table II-5. When the main company or one of its subsidiaries itself 

was acquired, this is not allocated to the company’s account. Neither is the disappearance, 

through bankruptcy or other cause, of the main company or one its subsidiaries registered on 

the company’s account. Sequential partial acquisitions of the same limited company, or partial 

acquisitions following a co-operative start-up are dealt with as separate acquisition moves. 

When two or more subsidiaries of one of the six main container-handling companies are 

involved in the same start-up or acquisition move, this is considered to be one single move.  

 

Company name changes
2
 are not interpreted as start-up moves. Neither are start-up subsidiary 

companies which only act as holding companies and which only acquire limited companies 

acquired or started up by the company earlier, or which only start up subsidiary companies, 

but which in any case do not have economic activities in their own name. But if the holding 

company changes the major operator’s ownership share of previously acquired or started 

subsidiaries, the holding company needs to be taken into account. Acquisitions of and 

mergers with limited companies which only act as holding companies are treated in a similar 

manner: they are not taken into account. Only the latter’s earlier acquisitions and start-ups in 

the figures between brackets are considered. Failed attempts to start up or acquire or merge 

(due to lost bids, early withdrawal after expression of interest or start of bidding process, etc.) 

are not counted either. 

Table II-5: Container-handling operators’ limited companies over their life time 

  Operator 

Start-up co-

operatively 

Start-up non-co-

operatively 

Merger / 

acquisition 

1 HPH 25 (16)                            2   (5) 26   (4) 

2 PSA 83 (27) 35 (20) 18 (10) 

3 APM Terminals                       11  (3) 17   (1)              15 

4 P&O Ports                22                     2    16   (4) 

5 Eurogate                      34  (7) 60 (11) 19 (13) 

6 DPA + CSXWT                        2  (7) 8   (5) (3) 

                                                
2 With company name changes, the newly started-up company exactly replaces the old one whose name 

disappears and whereby ownership remains spread in an equal manner. 
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Figure II-2: The major six container-handling operators’ relative position 

Form of co-operation Many                                                                                              Few 

Merger/acquisition HPH       Eurogate  P&O Ports                                                    DPA 

                        PSA       APM Terminals 

Start-up co-operatively PSA                                                      Eurogate   P&O Ports    DPA 

                                                                HPH            APM Terminals 

Start-up non-co-

operatively 

Eurogate                                   PSA              APM Terminals   HPH 

                                                                                 DPA   P&O Ports 

 

From Table II-5 and Figure II-2, it can be observed that HPH, PSA and P&O Ports have 

started up far more limited companies co-operatively than non-co-operatively, whereas APM 

Terminals, Eurogate and DPA/CSXWT have started up more companies non-co-operatively. 

The number of limited companies started up (co-operatively as well as non-co-operatively) 

outweighs the number of mergers and acquisitions for all of the operators. Some of the co-

operative start-ups are minority investments and / or are research corporations, and these are 

dealt with in more detail in Sections II.4.5 and II.4.6 respectively. 

 

Contracts are used by container-handling operators to an even larger extent than limited 

companies, be it rather vertically than horizontally: in order to acquire inputs (labour, IT 

services, leasing, maintenance, know how, etc.), where they often function as R&D 

agreements, or in order to bind customers (shipping lines), where they are pure customer-

supplier relationships, or in order to provide additional services to customers, like for instance 

shuttle services from sea ports to inland terminals from where further dispatching occurs. In 

each of these cases, there can be information exchange or one-directional information flow 

agreements.  

 

The presence of informal meetings is harder to discover than the existence of limited 

companies, contracts and foundations. Some business literature refers to meetings between 

top managers of the major container-handling operators, but the existence and the scope of 

these meetings is hard to prove and assess, since they are informal by nature. In any case, 

there seems to be no trace of the existence of a financial or other group of container-handling 

companies, in the sense mentioned by Weinstein and Yafeh (1995). Informal or secret 

agreements among container-handling operators are not very likely, just as cartel agreements, 

like those applied in maritime and air transport for controlling and / or pooling capacity and 
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tariffs, due to the competitive nature of the business. CHAPTER III deals with this in more 

detail. One may, in the absence of self-regulatory retaliation techniques, expect for an 

agreement to be effective that it is formalized on paper. 

 

Usually, legally enforceable forms of co-operation are closed in number of participants and 

activities to be included, whereas deliberational forms of control are open and leave more 

degrees of freedom to the participants (Nooteboom, 1999, p. 70). The number of participants 

and the range of activities included are dealt with in Sections II.4.2 respectively II.4.6. 

 

II.4.2. Number of participants 

 

Nooteboom’s (1999) second co-operation dimension is the number of participants involved.  

Table II-6: Number-of-participants dimension 

Many                                                              Several                                                            Two 

 

Franchise, association                                  Consortium                                          Joint venture 

Source: Nooteboom, 1999, p. 66-67 

 

Although Nooteboom (1999) does not delineate the concepts ‘several’ and ‘many’ with exact 

numbers, the literature seems to agree that a co-operation agreement among eight participants 

is still considered to be a consortium. Table II-7 reveals that none of the six major container-

handling operators is involved in co-operation agreements with more than eight participants. 

The only exception is their membership of business sector associations like FEPORT, which 

defend interests of a large number of members. 

 

In Table II-7, a distinction is made between on the one hand acquisitions, where by definition 

two companies are involved, and start-ups and mergers on the other hand. For the latter group, 

a further distinction is made according to the number of participants involved. Also solo-start-

ups are mentioned in Table II-7, although those are not co-operative, but they function as a 

benchmark. New terminals started up under the same limited company or other legal form are 

counted as separate start-ups, and in such case the limited company is not interpreted as a 

start-up. Forms of co-operation other than limited companies are included where applicable. 
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Note that in some cases start-ups of distinct terminals in the same location are considered as 

one start-up when the exact number of terminals erected or the exact date of creation of the 

new terminal is not known. Therefore, the number of start-ups in Table II-7 is the absolute 

minimum and may be an underestimation. Purely contractual agreements are not included in 

Table II-7.  

 

Just like with Table II-5, Table II-7’s figures bring together container-handling and non-

container-handling initiatives. Figures between brackets again show the numbers of 

acquisitions respectively start-up initiatives and mergers undertaken by companies or business 

units which were at some point in time acquired by one of the six major container-handling 

companies. Double counting therefore is again avoided. Initiatives not initiated by the major 

container-handling company are not taken into account, and neither are disappearances of 

companies or business units. Sequential acquisitions of the same company or business unit are 

again treated as separate moves. Name changes do not count, and neither do start-ups of 

holding companies involving no ownership share change nor do failed start-up or acquisition 

attempts. 

Table II-7: Container-handling operators’ number of co-operation participants 

Merger/start-up   Operator Acq. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ? 

1 HPH 26 (4) 5 (6) 14 (8) 3 (1) 2 1 (1) 0 0 0 14 (5) 

2 PSA 17 (10) 41 (30) 12 (8) 3 (4) 7 (1) 3 0 0 0 64 (15) 

3 APM Terminals 13 14 (15) 9 (1) 3 (1) 0 (1) (1) 0 0 0 

4 P&O Ports 16 (4) 5 5 6 1 1 1 1 1 6 

5 Eurogate 16 (12) 61 (12) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 0 0 0 0 30 (6) 

6 DPA + CSXWT (3) 10 (5) 2 (6) (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Figure II-3: Average number of participants for the six major container-handling 

operators’ mergers and co-operative start-ups 

Many (eight)                                                                                                                          Two 

                                                                                                                      HPH 

                                                                               PSA 

                                                                                                                             APM Terminals 

                                                                                              P&O Ports 

                                                                      Eurogate 

                                                                                                             DPA 
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Table II-7 and Figure II-3 show that of all mergers and start-ups for which the partners are 

known, 62% are initiated non-co-operatively, 23% involve two participants, more than 7% 

have three participants, and nearly 4% have four participants. It should be noted that the last 

column of the table, representing the mergers and start-ups for which the number of 

participants is at least two but is not known exactly, has considerable amounts of 

undetermined mergers and start-ups. Especially for PSA, the exact number of participants 

could often not be determined. Knowing that the last column refers to initiatives with at least 

two participants, it is confirmed that HPH, PSA and P&O Ports clearly have more co-

operative than non-co-operative initiatives, whereas the reverse is true with APM Terminals, 

Eurogate and DPA/CSXWT. 

 

The number of participants in co-operative ventures however is sometimes subject to changes. 

Referring back to the data from Table II-5, for co-operative start-ups and partially acquired 

limited companies an analysis is made of the number of companies of which the number of 

participants changed while the operator in focus or its subsidiaries (figures between brackets) 

were involved. The operator’s own entry and eventual exit moves are not incorporated in 

Table II-8. A participant’s exit and later regain of ownership is counted as two ownership 

changes. Ownership-structure changes where the partners involved are not known, are not 

dealt with in Table II-8, since it is impossible to discern in this case whether the move is 

merely an internal reshuffling of ownership shares or whether one or more partners enter or 

leave the company. A replacement of one owner by another in one large move at about the 

same time is not interpreted as a change in number of participants. 

Table II-8: Container-handling operators’ changes in number of co-operative partners 

  Operator Participant number changes 

1 HPH 7 (13) 

2 PSA 5 (3) 

3 APM Terminals 2 (1) 

4 P&O Ports 6 

5 Eurogate 3 

6 DPA + CSXWT 0 

 

Table II-8 indicates that a change in number of participants is not that frequent compared to 

the total number of co-operative limited companies started up or acquired. Note moreover that 

HPH’s high figure for subsidiaries is highly determined by the ECT holding ownership 
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change, which causes all of its container-handling subsidiaries to have ownership changed, all 

of the changes being interpreted as separate ownership changes although being caused by one 

move. Not indicated in the table is that most participant-number changes involve only one 

partner joining or leaving, and involve the same limited company only once. 

 

II.4.3. Duration 

 

Duration of the co-operation initiative is Nooteboom’s (1999) third dimension. Backman 

1983) makes a distinction between temporary and permanent co-operation agreements. 

Nooteboom adds latent as an intermediary value in Table II-9. 

Table II-9: Duration dimension 

Continuous                                                    Latent                                                              Once 

 

Source: Nooteboom, 1999, p. 66-67 

 

Most of the co-operation agreements dealt with in Table II-5 and Table II-7 are meant to be 

forms of continuous co-operation. This contrasts with contractual co-operation, which, as 

stated higher, is in most cases not used as a means to expand container-handling activities, 

and therefore often takes short(-er)-term perspectives. Table II-10 uses the co-operation 

agreements from Table II-5 and looks at how many of the co-operation agreements were 

stopped in the meantime.  

 

An agreement is considered as ended when it fulfils one of these conditions. 

• The co-operative venture stopped activities. 

• The number of participants to the venture was reduced from more than one to exactly one, 

which means that the specific operator bought all of the other partners’ shares, so that he 

remained as the sole owner. 

• The operator sold all of his shares in a venture. 

 

Under consideration are ventures which were earlier started up co-operatively or which 

became co-operative agreements later, and businesses which were partly acquired or were at 

first fully acquired and later sold partly to another operator. In Table II-10, stopped container-
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handling and non-container-handling co-operation agreements are merged. The figure 

between brackets is a stopped co-operation agreement due to share sale, which was later re-

activated by means of partial re-acquisition. 

Table II-10: Container-handling operators’ stopped limited company co-operation 

agreements 

  Operator Co-operation stopped 

1 HPH 4 (2) 

2 PSA 13 

3 APM Terminals 6 

4 P&O Ports 1 

5 Eurogate 2 

6 DPA + CSXWT 2 

 

Compared to the Table II-5 figures, Table II-10’s figures are very low, which shows that most 

co-operation agreements are meant to and do indeed last for a longer period of time. 

 

II.4.4. Range of joint assets 

 

Notoeboom (1999) has the range of assets as a fourth dimension to distinguish among forms 

of co-operation. 

Table II-11: Range-of-joint-assets dimension 

Full range                                                   Specific range                                                       No 

 

Joint venture                                              Co-makership                                         Associations 

Source: Nooteboom, 1999, p. 66-67 

 

Associations like FEPORT for port companies and ESPO or AAPA for sea ports mentioned 

higher share no assets, only common interests. Co-makership applies to nearly all contractual 

relationships in container-handling: when a container-handling operator contracts a shipping 

company, mutual use of specific assets is agreed upon in order to produce a certain output 

which serves customers. Co-makership is also applied for developing certain inputs like IT 

systems: an IT contractor dedicates a certain number of people and capital goods to a specific 

terminal in order to start up a certain system, whereby the IT personnel gets contractual access 

to certain assets of the container-handling company at the terminal. Joint ventures, or by 
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extension limited companies with more than two participants, whether by initial joint creation 

or by partial acquisition, are widely used in container handling, as was shown in previous 

sections. All assets specific to the joint venture are (prone to be) shared by the participating 

companies. 

 

II.4.5. Distribution of asset ownership 

 

Next to the number of participants and the range of assets shared, Nooteboom (1999) judges 

the actual way in which asset ownership is shared among participants an important 

distinguishing factor among forms of co-operation. 

Table II-12: Asset-ownership-distribution dimension 

Skewed                                                                                                                            Uniform 

 

Dominated Joint Venture                                                                         Balanced Joint Venture 

Source: Nooteboom, 1999, p. 66-67 

 

Table II-13 summarizes asset ownership for co-operation agreements started up or acquired 

by container-handling companies, based on the data from Table II-5. Focusing on co-

operation agreements means that solo-start-ups are not considered. In the case of dominated 

co-operation limited companies, no distinction is made between the container-handling 

operator dominating or one or more of the partners. Neither is a distinction made between 

highly or moderately dominated co-operation agreements: when ownership division is equal 

among participants, the agreement is considered to be balanced, in all other cases it is not. 

Limited companies for which not all owners’ shares are known, are classified as companies 

for which ownership division is not known. An exception is made when the operator’s 

ownership share is higher than 50%, which is clearly a situation where ownership must be 

unbalanced and therefore dominated. 
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Table II-13: Container-handling operators’ limited company asset ownership 

distribution 

  Operator 

Balanced 

start-up 

Balanced 

acquisition 

Dominated 

start-up 

Dominated 

acquisition 

Unknown 

start-up 

Unknown 

acquisition 

1 HPH 9 (7) 5 (1) 14 (8) 12 (15) 2 (1)   

2 PSA (7) 1 (2) 61 (8) 17 (9) 7 (6)   

3 

APM 

Terminals 3 1 5 (3) 15 3   

4 

P&O 

Ports 1 (1) 19 14 (6) 2   

5 Eurogate 4   9(7) 13 (1) 12 5 

6 

DPA + 

CSXWT (3)   (3) (1) 2 (1) (2) 

 

Table II-13 shows that dominated start-ups and acquisitions generally occur a lot more than 

their balanced counterparts, except in the case of DPA/CSXWT’s start-ups, where both 

figures are equal. Even if all co-operation agreements for which the ownership division is not 

known, are considered as balanced, dominated agreements generally outweigh balanced 

agreements, except in the case of Eurogate’s and APM Terminals’ start-ups and all of 

DPA/CSXWT’s agreements. 

 

Table II-8 showed that the number of partners in agreements changes not that often. Table 

II-14, which is based on Table II-8, shows that changes in ownership division are much more 

frequent. Note that Table II-14 includes more than just shifts from balanced to dominated 

agreements: the shift can be of any size, but in any case not 100%, since this is a first and full 

entry into a company, a move which is not included. 

Table II-14: Container-handling operators’ changes in asset ownership distribution 

  Operator Ownership division changes 

1 HPH 22 (9) 

2 PSA 23 (4) 

3 APM Terminals 5 (3) 

4 P&O Ports 9 

5 Eurogate 27 (10) 

6 DPA + CSXWT (1) 

 

The number of ownership changes in general is a multiple of the number-of-participants 

changes. Only DPA experienced very few changes in its subsidiaries’ ownership structure. 
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II.4.6. Range of activities in which co-operation takes place 

 
The range of activities incorporated in the agreement is Nooteboom’s (1999) sixth dimension 

in distinguishing forms of co-operation. This dimension is closely related to the range of 

assets included in the agreement, as the activities will determine the assets to be included. 

Nooteboom’s values are summarized in Table II-15.  

Table II-15: Range-of-activities dimension 

Extensive                                                    Considerable                                                 Limited 

 

Joint Venture                                             Co-makership                                          Association 

Source: Nooteboom, 1999, p. 66-67 

 

The observations for the six major container-handling operators conform to those made in 

Section II.4.4: all three degrees of inclusion of activities are found in container-handling. 

Apart from the extensiveness of the co-operation agreement, the exact fields of co-operation 

are important. Root (1988, p. 71) therefore assesses co-operation possibilities over the value-

added chain and ends up with the structure of Table II-16, which, although originally set up 

for manufacturing industries, also applies to container handling. 

Table II-16: Activity dimension combined with legal-form dimension 

Ownership 

 

Value-added chain 

Contractual agreements Equity joint ventures 

R&D Turnkey contract  

Raw materials / 

component manufacture 

Supply agreement, 

representative licensing 

agreement, turnkey contract, 

contract manufacturing 

agreement 

 

Assembly Representative licensing 

agreement, turnkey contract, 

contract manufacturing 

agreement, co-production 

agreement 

 

Marketing Foreign distributorship 

agreement, representative 

licensing agreement 

Equity joint venture 

Distribution / customer 

service 

Representative licensing 

agreement 

Equity joint venture 

Source: Root, 1988, p. 71 
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Co-operation in R&D is often used by container-handling companies in order to have at their 

disposal good technologies and ICT systems. Turnkey contracts seem to be most frequent 

there.  

 

Raw materials in case of container handling are the containers to be moved on or off ships. 

Contractual supply agreements between shipping companies on the one hand and container-

handling operators on the other hand ensure the provision of a certain amount of containers 

during a certain period of time, no matter the specifics of the arrangements: dedication of part 

of or the entire terminal capacity, preferential treatment, etc. Representative licensing, turnkey 

contracts and contract manufacturing agreements do not apply to container handling. 

 

Assembly translates to the container-handling sector as the actual moving of containers. So-

called management contracts in fact are turnkey contracts when the terminal’s entire 

container-handling business is run by the contractee, or they are contract manufacturing 

agreements when only part of the business is contracted while the remainder stays in the 

hands of the contractor. Co-production is not familiar in moving containers, and neither is 

licensing. It should be noted that management contracts in most cases transcend the assembly 

activity and also include R&D, container supply, marketing and customer service. 

Separate contractual marketing agreements appear to be very rare in container handling, and 

neither is evidence found of marketing joint ventures set up by one of the major container-

handling companies. The same observation applies to customer service: separate contracts or 

companies are not formed solely for this activity. Distribution of course does not apply to 

container handling, as the actual moving of containers on and off ships in se is some form of 

distribution. 

 

Buckley and Casson (1998) specify forms of co-operation where two participants co-operate 

in either technology sourcing or marketing or both. As pure marketing arrangements are not 

found in container handling, the corresponding cells are marked grey in Table II-17. 
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Table II-17: Activity dimensions for two-firm co-operation 

Firm 2 

Firm 1 

Technology Marketing Both 

Technology R&D collaboration Market access by 

Firm 1 to Country B 

R&D collaboration 

with access to market 

B (Firm 2 ‘buys 

back’) 

Marketing Market access by 

Firm 2 to Country A 

Collusion in markets 

A and B 

Firm 2 supplies 

technology for use in 

both markets (Firm 2 

‘buys back’) 

Both R&D collaboration 

with access to market 

A (Firm 1 ‘buys 

back’) 

Firm 1 supplies 

technology for use in 

both markets (Firm 1 

‘buys back’) 

R&D collaboration 

with access to both 

markets (both firms 

‘buy back’) 

Source: Buckley and Casson, 1998, p. 112 – 117 

 

Pure R&D collaboration occurs when the two container-handling operators are already 

present in the specific market. Sinport Sinergie Portuali’s start-up of Terminal Darsena 

Toscana together with Italian partners CLP and Sintermar is especially meant to forge all 

three participants’ strengths. R&D collaboration with market access for one of the two firms 

occurs when one participant enters a new market, which the other participant is already 

familiar with. HPH’s start-up of Korea International Terminals combined Hanjin’s and 

Hyundai’s familiarity with the Korean market and their experience in container-handling. 

R&D collaboration with market access for both participants involves two container-handling 

companies who are not familiar with the specific market. ICTSI’s and American President 

Lines’ joint start-up in Karachi was a new-market entry for both participants. 

 

II.4.7. Intensity of co-operation 

 

Nooteboom (1999) measures intensity of co-operation in terms of mutual dedicated 

adjustment, type and extent of knowledge exchange, frequency of meetings and / or exchange 

of staff. This type of indicators is hard to measure in container handling. Observation however 

learns that the classification of the forms of co-operation is similar when using legal form and 

duration are criteria rather than intensity of co-operation. Moreover, exchange of staff in 

container handling observably never goes so far as to create a group of interrelated companies 

in the sense of Weinstein and Yafeh (1995). 
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II.4.8. Distribution of decision rights 

 

The basic division to be made here is that used in Section II.4.5, between skewed and uniform 

distribution. Anderson and Gatignon (1986) however develop a more detailed typology of co-

operative forms according to the strength of decision control, outlined in Table II-18. Control 

is defined as the ability to influence systems, methods and decisions. It allows to obtain a 

higher share of returns, but it also implies the need to assume responsibilities and risks. A 

fully-owned subsidiary is a non-co-operative form and therefore stands between brackets. 

Table II-18: Distribution-of-decision-rights dimension 

High-control modes: dominant equity interests: 

(Wholly-owned subsidiary) 

Dominant shareholder (many partners) 

Dominant shareholder (few partners) 

Dominant shareholder (one partner) 

Medium-control modes: balanced interests: 

Plurality shareholder (many partners) 

Plurality shareholder (few partners) 

Equal partner (50/50) 

Contractual joint-venture 

Contract management 

Restrictive exclusive contract (e.g. distribution agreement, license) 

Franchise 

Nonexclusive restrictive contract 

Exclusive nonrestrictive contract 

Low-control modes : diffused interests : 

Nonexclusive, non-restrictive contracts (e.g. intensive distribution, some licenses) 

Small shareholders (many partners) 

Small shareholders (few partners) 

Small shareholder (one partner) 

Source: Anderson and Gatignon, 1986, p. 5 

 

For the limited-company structures from Table II-18, the decision-rights situation of the 

container-handling sector is shown in Table II-19. This table details data from Table II-7 and 

Table II-13 and takes the perspective of the specific operator’s decision rights.  
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Table II-19: Container-handling operators’ distribution of decision rights 

Start-up Acquisition 

2 participants 3 participants 4 participants 

  Operator 

Ma Pl Mi ? Ma Pl Mi ? Ma Pl Mi ? Ma Pl Mi ? 

1 HPH 16 3(3) 7(1) 0 0 3 3(2) (1) 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 

2 PSA 6(5) 3(1) 8(1) 0 1 6(1) 7 (1) 2 0 1 3 (1) 1 0 3 1 (1) 

3 

APM 

Terminals 1 1 9 0 1 2 11(1) 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

4 

P&O 

Ports 13 1 4 0 0 3 1 0 1 1 5 1 0 0 0 0 

5 Eurogate 4(4) (2) 3(3) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

6 

DPA + 

CSXWT 0 0 (1) (1) 0 0 0 0 0 (1) (2) 2 0 0 (1) 0 

 

Start-up 

5 participants 6 participants 7 participants 8 participants 

  Operator 

Ma Pl Mi ? Ma Pl Mi ? Ma Pl Mi ? Ma Pl Mi ? 

1 HPH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 PSA 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 
APM 

Terminals 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 
P&O 
Ports 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 

5 Eurogate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 
DPA + 

CSXWT 0 0 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Start-up 

? participants 

  Operator 

Ma Pl Mi ? 

1 HPH 1 1(1) 4 (1) 

2 PSA 3(1) 6 40(2) 5(5) 

3 
APM 

Terminals 0 1 1 0 

4 
P&O 

Ports 1 0 2 1 

5 Eurogate 2(2) 1(1) 16(4) 4 

6 
DPA + 

CSXWT 0 0 0 0 

 

A dominant position in Table II-19 is considered to be one where the operator has 80% or 

more of the shares, but not all of them in case of a start-up, since then there is no co-operation 

in the venture. The number of such start-ups is already known from Table II-7. A plurality 

position then is one with ownership of shares between 50 and 80%. A small shareholder 
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finally is one who owns less than half of the shares. 50% start-ups are not considered in Table 

II-19. 

 

PSA, APM Terminals, Eurogate and DPA/CSXWT clearly have more minority than majority 

or plurality start-ups and acquisitions. P&O Ports’s start-ups and acquisitions are nearly 

equally spread between majority and minority ones, whereas HPH has more majority start-ups 

and acquisitions. Plurality start-ups and acquisitions are the smallest category for HPH, P&O 

Ports and Eurogate.  

 

Having the six major container-handling operators’ acquisitions in focus learns that most of 

them are of such nature that the major container-handling operator takes or already has a 

dominant position. Only APM Terminals has clearly made more minority acquisitions than 

plurality or dominant acquisitions. These observations imply that except for APM Terminals, 

all of the major container-handling operators have gained substantial control in their acquired 

companies. No link is made however to the number of participants which were involved in the 

acquired company before and after the acquisition. 

 

The start-ups of HPH, PSA, P&O Ports and Eurogate are mostly minority start-ups. For HPH, 

the number of participants in most cases is limited to two or three, which strengthens their 

minority control. P&O Ports has relatively less control over its start-ups since the average 

number of participants is higher. For PSA and especially Eurogate, the number of participants 

for its start-ups is in most respectively all cases not known, which makes concluding on their 

effective decision power difficult. For APM Terminals and DPA/CSXWT, there is no clearly 

dominating start-up form.  

 

Devlin and Bleackley  (1988) measure control as restraint and its counterpart autonomy, as in 

Table II-20. 
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Table II-20: Decision rights as restraint and autonomy 

Degree of restraint 

High                                                                                                                                       Low 

Acquisition                Merger         Classical strategic alliance                Independent approach 

Degree of autonomy 

Small                                                                                                                                    Large 

Source: Devlin and Bleackley, 1988 

 

From Table II-5, it is known that for HPH and P&O Ports, the number of mergers and 

acquisitions outweighs the number of non-co-operative start-ups, which implies that those 

operators have relatively smaller autonomy compared to operators like PSA, Eurogate, 

DPA/CSXWT and to a lesser degree APM Terminals, who clearly have more non-co-

operative start-ups than mergers and acquisitions. Classical strategic alliances are very hard to 

initiate in container handling, due to the location-bound nature of the business. 

 

Nooteboom (1999, p. 65) couples distribution of decision rights to ownership distribution in 

order to rank different forms of organization, as in Figure II-4. Financial concentration 

measures the way asset ownership is distributed, like in Section II.4.5, whereas organizational 

concentration multiplies the operator’s specific asset ownership share (Section II.4.5) by the 

square root of the number of participants (Section II.4.2), in order to get a division like in 

Table II-18. 

 

From Figure II-4, the forms licensing, industrial district, keiretsu, virtual firm, franchise, and 

purchasing co-operative are not applied by container-handling operators. A retail chain 

structure by its nature is impossible in a container-handling context. On average, the six major 

container-handling operators’ acquisitions fit into Nooteboom’s (1999, p. 65) structure like in 

Figure II-5, their start-ups do like in Figure II-6. 
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Organizational 

concentration  

of decisions 

Organizational 

concentration  

of decisions 

Figure II-4: Decision-rights dimension combined with ownership-distribution dimension 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Nooteboom, 1999, p. 65 

 

Figure II-5: The six major container-handling companies’ average distribution of 

decision rights and ownership for acquisitions 
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Organizational 

concentration  

of decisions 

Figure II-6: The six major container-handling companies’ average distribution of 

decision rights and ownership for mergers and start-ups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Root (1988, p. 75-76) measures the degree of control by combining ownership distribution 

with relative bargaining power in the specific case of joint ventures. The exercise of control is 

more important the stronger the agreement contributes to a greater share of the company’s 

growth or profit or other indicator in case an other activity goal applies.  

Table II-21: Relative bargaining power, ownership and control in joint ventures 

Ownership of partner 

A 

Relative  

bargaining power 

of partner A 

Minority  

joint venture 

50:50  

joint venture 

Majority  

joint venture 

Inferior Very weak control Weak control Shared control 

Equal Weak control Shared control Strong control 

Superior Shared control Strong control Very strong control 

Source: Root, 1988, p. 75-76 

 

As shown in Table II-21, stronger control can be obtained by increasing bargaining power and 

/ or ownership. Little is known however about the exact bargaining power of container-

handling operators in the joint ventures they set up, not only with container-handling partners, 

but also with partners involved in other sectors of the logistics chain or even unrelated 

partners. 
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Control and bargaining power can be determined by the degree to which companies are 

interrelated. The situation of Weinstein and Yafeh’s (1995) and Amel and Rhoades’ (1988) 

company groups, with very strong mutual ties among companies, is not found among the 

major container-handling companies: there is no mutual shareholding, no reciprocal 

management, and no mutual functioning as lender.  

 

II.4.9. Network pattern 

 

Nooteboom’s (1999) ninth and last dimension is the network pattern of relations between 

participants. 

Table II-22: Network-pattern dimension 

Hub and spoke                                                                                              Parallel connections 

 

 Associations                                                                                                Research consortium 

Source: Nooteboom, 1999, p. 66-67 

 

Container-handling associations like FEPORT have a hub-and-spoke structure, where the 

association management has loose links with members. In co-operative start-ups, acquisitions 

and mergers in container handling, participants have parallel connections, depending on the 

division of decision fields among them. Contractual container-handling agreements also lead 

to parallel relations between participants in most cases.  

 

II.4.10. Geographic scope and nationality 

 

Geographic scope is a co-operation dimension not mentioned by Nooteboom (1999) but by 

other authors, like for instance Root (1988). The geographic scope of the agreement may be 

confined to the own (domestic) country, a foreign country, a multi-country region, or the 

entire globe. That scope may be determined on the basis of an operations market on the one 

hand, for instance in the case of co-operation for technology or component acquisition, or a 

target market on the other hand, for instance in the case of co-operation for market entry. In 

Table II-23, the combination of the elements scope and activities is completed with 

corresponding types of co-operation.  
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Table II-23: Geographic-scope dimension combined with activity range 

Geographic  

scope 

Mission 

Home country Foreign country Regional / global 

Technology sourcing    

Components / 

assembly sourcing 

Subsidiaries 

Co-operation 

agreements 

  

Market entry  Distributor / agent 

contracts 

Licensing 

Franchising 

Technical agreements 

Service contracts 

Joint ventures with 

local partners 

 

Source: Root, 1998, p. 72-73 

 

Building further on the base data from Table II-7, it can be analysed how many ventures have 

been started up or acquired at home and abroad. A distinction is made among non-co-

operative and co-operative start-ups. Acquisitions are automatically considered as co-

operative forms in Table II-24. The domestic character is determined by the operator’s 

country of incorporation: if the venture is located in a different country than the country of 

registration, the venture is considered to be abroad. Countries of registration are like in Table 

II-25. Figure II-7 summarizes the relative positions of the six major container-handling 

companies. 

Table II-24: Container-handling operators’ geographic scope 

Domestic Abroad 

  Operator 
Non-co-

operative Co-operative 

Non-co-

operative Co-operative 

1 HPH 4 (4) 25 (5) 1 (2) 45 (14) 

2 PSA 33 (27) 34 (31) 8 (3) 72 (7) 

3 APM Terminals (6) 0 14 (9) 25 (4) 

4 P&O Ports 4 1 1 38 (4) 

5 Eurogate 56 (9) 43 (19) 4 (2) 6 (1) 

6 DPA + CSXWT 3 (3) 1 7 (4) 1 (10) 
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Figure II-7: The six major container-handling companies’ overall geographic scope 

Domestic                                                                                                                        Abroad 

                                                                          PSA                             HPH   APM Terminals                                                                      

        Eurogate                                                   DPA                                                P&O Ports 

 

Table II-25: Container-handling operators’ country of registration 

  Operator Subsidiary Country of registration 

HPH  Hong Kong 

ICTSI Philippines 

1 

  ECT The Netherlands 

PSA  Singapore 

HesseNoordNatie  Belgium 

2 

  Sinport Sinergie Portuali Italy 

APM Terminals  Denmark 3 

  

Sea-Land (International Terminal 

Operations) USA 

4 P&O Ports  Australia 

Eurogate  Germany 

BLG Logistics Germany 

Eurokai Germany 

Carl Tiedemann Germany 

5 

  Contship Italia Italy 

DPA + CSXWT  United Arab Emirates 6 

  CSXWT USA 

 

From Table II-24, it appears that most domestic ventures for most container-handling 

operators are non-co-operative ones, except for PSA, where the division is balanced, and 

HPH, which has markedly more co-operative ventures than non-co-operative ones at home. 

Note that Hong Kong is considered as a separate country. Abroad, all of the cargo-handling 

operators except DPA/CSXWT have more co-operative than non-co-operative ventures. For 

the operators’ acquired subsidiaries, the situation can be different: Contship Italia for instance 

had more co-operative than non-co-operative domestic ventures. Sea-Land had more non-co-

operative than co-operative ventures abroad. 

 

Closely related to geographic scope is the nationality dimension. Legislation often makes it 

impossible to enter a foreign market without establishing links with one or more local 

partners. Sometimes, technology must be sourced from a local partner by law. In each of these 
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cases, an international co-operation has to be set up. Root (1988, p. 69) defines an 

international co-operative agreement as “any form of long-term co-operation between two or 

more independent firms headquartered in two or more countries that undertakes or supports 

a business activity for mutual economic gain. Long-term does not refer to any specific period 

of time, but, rather, to a duration that exceeds the duration needed to complete arm’s-length, 

open-market transactions. The firms in question may be private or state enterprises.” In this 

definition, the new element clearly is firm’s different nationality in a co-operation agreement. 

 

An international co-operation agreement typically involves more than one link in the value-

added chain, because each participant has its own value-added chain and moreover often 

contributes complementary resources. In an equity joint-venture system for instance between 

an international and a local firm, the former often contributes technology (R&D) and capital, 

while the latter contributes marketing, distribution, and customer service resources. (Root, 

1998) 

 

Combining nationality with legal form of the agreement, Root gets the typology from Table 

II-26. 

Table II-26: Nationality dimension combined with legal-form dimension 

Co-operation 

Nationality 

Open-market 

Transactions  (Trade) 

Inter-firm co-

operative agreements 

Intra-firm co-

operative agreements 

Uninational No or minimal, short-

term co-operation 

Domestic co-

operation 

Going it alone 

Binational No or minimal, short-

term co-operation 

International co-

operation 

Going it alone 

Multinational No or minimal, short-

term co-operation 

International co-

operation 

Going it alone 

Source: Root, 1998, p. 70 

 

Table II-27 and Figure II-8 provide an overview of the number of nationalities involved in the 

major container-handling operators’ co-operative ventures, based on data from Table II-5. A 

division is made between inter-firm co-operation, which is co-operation among container-

handling operators and / or other actors, and intra-firm co-operation, which is defined as co-
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operation between the operators’ subsidiaries. When there is inter- as well as intra-firm co-

operation, the venture is ranked as one with inter-firm co-operation. Applying this rule leaves 

no intra-firm co-operative ventures: in a number of cases, several divisions co-operate, but at 

least one other company is involved in all cases. Open-market transactions and solo start-ups 

are not considered. Acquisitions are not taken into account either, since with acquisitions, 

there basically is interaction between at most two nationalities, which makes the distinction 

between uni-national and bi-national acquisitions boil down to acquisitions at home or 

abroad. It could of course be examined how many nationalities were involved before and after 

the acquisition, but as the exact partners are often not known, such exercise will have little 

result. The number of nationalities involved in start-ups is counted according to the 

nationality of the participants, which in turn depends on the location of incorporation. The 

nationality of the venture which is set up is not taken into account. Using data from Table II-5 

implies that pure holding companies with different nationality than the mother company 

which they belong to, do not count as a separate nationality: they are assigned the nationality 

of their mother company. 

Table II-27: Container-handling operators’ nationalities in co-operative limited 

companies started up 

Number of nationalities involved 

  Operator 1 2 3 4 7 ? 

1 HPH 2 (4) 18 (8) 1 (1) 0 0 3 (3) 

2 PSA 2 (7) 24 (6) 1 (1) 1 0 55 (13) 

3 APM Terminals 0 9 (2) 2 (1) 0 0 0 

4 P&O Ports 0 10 6 0 1 4 

5 Eurogate 0 2 0 0 0 32 (7) 

6 DPA + CSXWT 0 2 (6) (1) 0 0 0 

 

Figure II-8:The six major container-handling companies’ average number of 

nationalities 

Many (seven)                                                                                                                       One 

                                                                                               APM Terminals     PSA                                                                  

                                                                                   P&O Ports  DPA  HPH Eurogate           

 

Most co-operative ventures have two nationalities involved. More than three nationalities are 

hardly found in the same venture. The small number of single-nationality ventures shows that 

having a different nationality joining is an important factor in the decision to start up a joint 
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venture. The results are tentative to the extent that there is a large number of ventures for 

which the number of nationalities is unknown, which is especially true for PSA and Eurogate. 

 

II.4.11. Direction of co-operation 

 

Not mentioned either by Nooteboom (1999) is the direction dimension: whether co-operation 

is horizontal or vertical. The direction of co-operation is to be interpreted in two ways: is there 

co-operation with vertically or horizontally related partners, and is there co-operation in 

horizontally or vertically related businesses? For the major container-handling operators’ 

limited companies, Table II-28 and Figure II-9 deal with the first question, Table II-29 and 

Figure II-10 with the second one. In Table II-28, only co-operative start-ups are considered, 

based on the data from Table II-5. In Table II-29, all start-ups, whether co-operative or non-

co-operative, as well as all acquisitions and mergers from Table II-5 are examined.  

 

Note that in Table II-28 respectively Table II-29, the basic distinction between horizontal and 

vertical co-operation and / or expansion is made by determining whether the partner 

respectively the venture started up is performing cargo-handling or non-cargo-handling 

activities as its main activity in terms of turnover. The concept ‘vertical’ in this thesis so 

incorporates both the concepts ‘vertical’ and ‘conglomerate’ or ‘lateral’ which OECD 

(OECD, 1999, 58) respectively Azevedo (1999, p. 5) distinguish among. The scope of the 

concept ‘handling’ in this section is wider than merely container handling: cargo handling 

also involves dry or liquid-bulk handling and handling of general cargo. To the extent that 

container-handling operators who co-operate process different types of cargo, horizontal co-

operation in this thesis also includes what De Lembre and Biesemans – De Deken (1992) call 

concentric co-operation. ‘CH’ in both tables stands for ‘cargo handling’. The activity in which 

co-operation occurs is the basic discriminatory factor in Table II-29 but is also used as a sub-

dimension in Table II-28. When cargo-handling and non-cargo-handling activities are 

acquired or started up simultaneously through the same limited company, the dominating 

business determines whether the co-operation is considered as a horizontal or vertical one. 

When cargo-handling as well as non-cargo-handling participants co-operate in the same 

venture, the latter is classified in Table II-28 as a venture with non-cargo-handling partners. 

When one or more of the partners or its main activity is not known, and when the other 
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partners, which are known, are in cargo handling, Table II-28 classifies the venture as one 

where the direction of co-operation is unknown. 

Table II-28: Container-handling operators’ direction dimension: with what partners? 

CH partner Non-CH partner ? 

  

Operator 

CH Non-CH CH Non-CH CH Non-CH 

1 HPH 1 1 15 (12) 2 (1) 5 (2) 1 (1) 

2 PSA 1 0 12 (8) 42 (5) 5 (8) 24 (5) 

3 APM Terminals 4 (1) 0 7 (2) 0 0 0 

4 P&O Ports 2 0 17 1 2 0 

5 Eurogate 0 0 1 1 5 (3) 27 (4) 

6 DPA + CSXWT 0 0 2 (7) 0 0 0 

 

Figure II-9: The six major container-handling companies’ average partner direction 

CH                                                                                                                                Non-CH 

                                                                                                                               HPH     PSA                                                           

                                                                            APM Terminals          P&O Ports    Eurogate 

                                                                                                                                           DPA 

 

Table II-28 shows that the major container-handling companies start up most of their co-

operative ventures with non-cargo-handling partners. Only for Eurogate, the nature of all but 

one co-operative ventures is uncertain, so that the balance may eventually shift in the 

direction of cargo-handling partners. APM Terminals is the only major operator appealing to 

cargo-handling partners relatively much for setting up cargo-handling co-operative ventures. 

For Eurogate and DPA/CSXWT, conclusions on cargo-handling partners in cargo-handling 

activities are hard to draw due to the high number of uncertainties respectively the low 

number of co-operation agreements. 

 

From Table II-29, it can be observed that HPH, APM Terminals, P&O Ports and 

DPA/CSXWT have started up, acquired or merged with more limited companies in cargo-

handling than in non-cargo-handling activities. For PSA and Eurogate, the observation goes 

the other way round. For all operators except PSA, the general conclusions from Table II-5 

remain valid for cargo-handling and non-cargo-handling ventures separately. In the case of 

PSA, which overall has more non-co-operative start-ups than mergers and acquisitions, its 

cargo-handling ventures are created more through mergers and acquisitions than non-co-

operatively. 
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Table II-29: Container-handling operators’ direction dimension: in what businesses? 

CH Non-CH 

  

Operator 

Start-up co-

operatively 

Start-up non 

co-
operatively 

Merger / 

acquisition 

Start-up co-

operatively 

Start-up 

non-co-
operatively 

Merger / 

acquisition

1 HPH 20 (14) 1 (1) 22 (3) 5 (2) 1 (4) 5 

2 PSA 15 (19) 2 (5) 9 (8) 68 (8) 33 (15) 9 (2) 

3 

APM 

Terminals 11 (3) 17 (1) 15 0 0 0 

4 P&O Ports 21 2 16 (4) 1 0 0 

5 Eurogate 6 (3) 10 (1) 5 (5) 28 (4) 50 (10) 14 (8) 

6 

DPA + 

CSXWT 1 (6) 5 (5) (3) 1 (1) 3 0 

 

Figure II-10: The six major container-handling companies’ average business direction 

CH                                                                                                                                Non-CH 

                  HPH                                                                                    PSA                                                                  

APM Terminals                                                                                         Eurogate 

                  P&O Ports                    DPA                                                                                    

 

 

For the co-operative limited companies from Table II-28 started up in cargo handling and 

having non-cargo-handling partners, Table II-30 details what the nature of those partners is 

when their nature is known. When the direct partner is a holding company belonging to a 

mother company with an outspoken economic activity, the mother company’s activity is 

mentioned in Table II-30. Consortia of companies which have a stake in a venture as a group 

are considered to be one partner. The heading ‘Industrial / investment’ covers all remaining 

types of partners, among others industrial companies, financial or investment corporations, 

etc. Also governments and the public are ranked under this category, as especially in case of 

government funding, some kind of government agency is set up for channeling capital flows. 

Inland terminals are mentioned under ‘Hinterland’. 
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Table II-30: Container-handling operators’ limited companies in cargo handling: with 

what non-cargo-handling partners? 

  Operator MAR HINT LOG PA AG FFWD DRED IND / INV 

1 HPH 5 (5) 0 0 4 0 0 (1) 15 (6) 

2 PSA 2 (2) 0 4 (1) 0 0 (1) 10 (5) 

3 

APM 

Terminals (1) 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 (5) 

4 P&O Ports 11 2 0 5 1 1 0 15 

5 Eurogate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 

DPA + 

CSXWT 0 0 0 (2) 1 (1) 0 0 1 (7) 

MAR = Maritime 

HINT = Hinterland 

LOG = Logistics 

PA = Port authority 

AG = Agency 

FFWD = Freight Forwarding 

DRED = Dredging 

IND / INV = Industrial / Investment 

Most of the non-horizontal partners in cargo-handling ventures appear to be industrial or 

investment companies. Port authorities are quite often solicited as cargo-handling partners 

too. P&O Ports has relatively much maritime partners in its limited cargo-handling 

companies. For Eurogate, the absence of non-cargo-handling partners in the table is due to the 

lack of data on exact partners in its ventures. 

 

Table II-31 considers what businesses the non-cargo-handling companies from Table II-29 are 

in. All limited companies started up co-operatively or non-co-operatively or acquired or 

merged with are taken into account. Distribution is covered by the logistics heading, while 

trading companies are categorized as financial / commercial services companies. Inspection 

services are interpreted as consulting services. All non-cargo-handling services to ships and 

cargo in ports are classified as ‘Port services’. It was known from Table II-29 that APM 

Terminals had no co-operative non-cargo-handling ventures. 
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Table II-31: Container-handling operators’ limited companies in cargo handling: in 

what non-cargo-handling businesses? 

  Operator MAR HINT LOG PORT IND AIR 

SOFT / 

TECH 

SHIP 

REP FIN FFWD AG CONS

1 HPH (1) (6) 1 3 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 

2 PSA 11 4 (4)38 (13) 15 (1) 10 (3) 2(1) 13 (3) 0 3 9 0 5 

4 P&O Ports 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 Eurogate 4 (5)24 (4) 39 (1) (1) 11 (3) 0 10 0 1 1 (8) 2 

6 

DPA + 

CSXWT 0 0 3 (1) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MAR = Maritime 

HINT = Hinterland 

LOG = Logistics 

PORT = Port Services 

IND = Industrial 

AIR = Air Transport 

SOFT / TECH = Software / Technology 

SHIP REP = Ship Repair 

FIN = Financial 

FFWD = Freight Forwarding 

AG = Agency 

CONS = Consulting 

 

PSA’s and Eurogate’s non-cargo-handling ventures predominantly are in logistics. The same 

is true for DPA although the total number of non-cargo-handling ventures is much smaller. 

HPH’s ventures are spread over a large number of sectors, although services to ships and 

cargo are largest in number. 

 

For contractual agreements, Vermeulen (1987) presents the overview from Table II-32, which 

combines direction and intensity of co-operation.  

Table II-32: Direction-of-co-operation dimension combined with intensity dimension 

Knowledge intensity 

Direction   

High Low 

Vertical Co-makership Standard provisioning 

Horizontal Pre-competitive co-operation Capacity extension 

Source: Vermeulen, 1987 

 

The use of co-makership in container handling was already demonstrated in Section II.4.4. 

Standard provisioning, which is a form of co-operation requiring less interaction between 

participants, can be assumed to occur even more, although no exact countings have been 

made. Labour, IT services, leasing, maintenance, know how, etc. are typically subject to 

vertical agreements, in contrast to for instance air transport, where they are often subject to 
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horizontal co-operation (Lemmens, 1991). Harder to identify and count is the occurrence of 

pre-competitive co-operation in container handling. The competitive nature of the business 

makes the likelihood of this type of co-operation very small. Neither is there evidence of 

contractual capacity-exchange agreements. 

 

II.4.12. Risk  

 

The risk dimension is one not treated by Nooteboom (1999), but which deserves attention due 

to the possible impacts on supply and demand conditions. Root (1998, p. 74-75) distinguishes 

among two forms of risk: fiduciary and environmental risk. Fiduciary risk entails the possible 

asset loss due to partners’ inability to reach performance requirements agreed upon. 

Environmental risk involves the risk caused by ‘external’, i.e. political, economic and other 

factors. Table II-33 shows what forms of co-operation are typically subject to what 

combinations of fiduciary and environmental risk. 

Table II-33: Fiduciary and environmental risk dimensions combined 

Environmental Risk 

Exposure 

Fiduciary 

Risk 

Low Middle High 

Low Open-market 

transaction 

(documents against 

payment – documents 

against acceptance) 

 Intra-firm co-

operative agreements 

Middle  50/50 or majority 

ventures 

 

High minority ventures   

Source: Root, 1998, p. 72-73 

 

As it was shown in Section II.4.8 that the major container-handling companies’ ventures 

started up co-operatively are minority ones, except in the case of HPH, and as Section II.4.1 

learns that most operators except APM Terminals have more co-operative start-ups than 

acquisitions and mergers, it can be concluded that the major operators are in most of their co-

operative ventures subject to high fiduciary but low environmental risk. The fact that most of 

the container-handling operators’ acquisitions are majority ones, except for APM Terminals, 

shifts their risk situation for that part to medium fiduciary but higher environmental risk. 
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Therefore, applying Nooteboom’s (1999) terminology, all operators except APM Terminals 

can be called moderately entrepreneurial in their acquisitions. Open-market (contractual) 

transactions are abundantly present in container-handling but in general have low overall risk. 

According to Nooteboom’s (1999) terminology, the major container-handling operators can 

be called ‘risk averse’ in the fields where they apply open-market agreements. Intra-firm 

agreements are shown to hardly occur. 

 

II.4.13. Compensation 

 

Contractor and Lorange (1998), elaborating their ideas from an earlier study (Contractor and 

Lorange, 1988), mention the compensation dimension as a further basis for distinguishing 

forms of co-operation. The compensation dimension is conceptually equal to Williamson’s 

(1999) provision of finance and sharing of costs/profits. Contractor and Lorange (1988) 

distinguish the types of co-operation agreements shown in Table II-34 by combining the 

compensation dimension with the degree of restraint, which was dealt with in Section II.4.8. 

Table II-34: Compensation dimension combined with degree of restraint 

Co-operative form Typical 

compensation 

method 

Degree of 

restraint 

Technical training / start-up assistance agreements L         Negligible 

Patent licensing m  

Production / assembly / buy-back agreements r  

Franchising r,m  

“Know-how”-licensing L,r  

Management / marketing service agreement L,r  

exploration πi=f(CV,RV)  

research partnership πi=f(CV,Ri)  

Non-equity co-operative 

agreements in  

development / co-production πi=f(Ci,Rj)  

Equity joint venture α High          

L = lump sum fee 

m = markup on components sold or finished output bought back 

r = royalty (% of turnover) 

πI = profit of firm I 

CV = venture cost  

RV = venture revenue  

Ci = cost of firm i 

Ri = revenue of firm j 

α = share of dividends 

Source: Contractor and Lorange, 1998, p. 7 
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Contractor and Lorange’s (1998) main distinction is that between contractual agreements 

(licensing, franchising, technical assistance, and co-production) and equity joint ventures. In 

the former case, the participants commit resources to a business activity, without sharing the 

ownership or profits of the venture. In the latter case, participants in equity joint-ventures 

share ownership of the enterprise and compensation in the form of profits or dividends, and 

they also assume the (market and non-market) risks of the enterprise. In that respect, risk and 

compensation are interlinked. 

 

Contractual technical training and start-up assistance agreements are often made by container-

handling companies, as stated higher. The compensation then typically is a fixed amount of 

money agreed upon. Management agreements too are frequent in container-handling. They 

are typically compensated for by fixed fees and / or performance-related bonuses. Equity joint 

ventures, whether through start-up or through acquisition or merger, were higher in this thesis 

shown to exist numerously, and they usually allow for a dividend to be shared among the 

owners. There is no evidence in container-handling of non-equity co-operative agreements of 

the types mentioned by Contractor and Lorange (1998). Higher, it was said that franchising 

and licensing are not used either. Production, assembly and buy-back agreements can be 

summarized as the contractual agreement between shipping company and cargo-handling 

company. 

 

II.4.14. Mission 

 

A last dimension, mentioned by Root (1998, p. 72 and 73), is the co-operation agreement’s 

mission. The author discerns three reasons why companies may take part in co-operative 

arrangements. 

1. To source technology that can lead to new products or cheaper production of existing 

products. 

2. To assemble components or products at lower costs,  

3. To enter into a country market or into regional or global markets.  

 

Hagedoorn (1993, p. 375), who names the agreement’s mission its aim, for technology 

agreements distinguishes among a short-run, cost-economizing and / or a strategic, long-term 
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positioning aim. The former two of Root’s (1998) reasons for co-operation are cost-

economizing reasons, the latter is a strategic reason. The degree to which certain forms of co-

operation enable the participant to reach a certain aim is established in Table II-35. 

Table II-35: Mission-dimension for technology agreements 

Agreement 

 

 

Mission 

Joint 

venture, 

research 

corporations 

Joint R&D Technology 

exchange 

Direct 

investment 

Customer-

supplier 

relationships 

One-

directional 

technology 

flows 

Cost 

economizing 

- - +++ - +++ +++ 

Mixed 

strategy 

- + + + + + 

Long-term 

positioning 

++++ +++ - +++ - - 

Source: Hagedoorn, 1993, p. 375-376 

 

Copeland et al. (2000, p. 125) detail the cost-economizing mission into sharing upstream 

risks, sharing development costs, leapfrogging product technology, increasing capacity 

utilization and exploiting economies of scale, whereas long-term positioning missions are 

detailed into filling product-line gaps, developing new product markets and penetrating new 

geographic markets. The extent to which each certain forms allow the container-handling 

operator to reach a certain mission is shown in Table II-36. There is no gradation. 

 

As shown in Section II.4.6, in container handling, most agreements involve some technology 

component, so that Hagedoorn’s (1993) characteristics can be applied. Development and 

production or core-business joint ventures, mergers, acquisitions, direct investments and 

customer-supplier relationships are often found in container handling. Joint R&D, technology 

exchange and one-directional technology flows hardly occur due to the competitive nature of 

the business. Sales joint ventures and production licenses, as stated higher, just like product 

swaps and development licenses, are not encountered in container handling. This observation, 

according to Hagedoorn’s (1993) and Copeland et al.’s (2000) classification, implies that the 

focus of the limited companies started up or acquired is on long-term positioning rather than 

cost-economizing. However, the cost-economizing aspect can still be substantial, also when 

the focus is on market motives, as shown in  CHAPTER IV. 
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Table II-36: Mission-dimension for general agreements 

Mission 
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g
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o

g
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p
h

ic
 

m
ar

k
et

s 

Acquisition - - + + + + - + 

Merger - - + + + + - - 

Core-business 

joint venture 

- - + + + + - + 

Sales joint 

venture 

- - + + - + - + 

Production 

joint venture 

- - + + + - - + 

Development 

joint venture 

- + - + - + - + 

Product swap - + + - + + - - 

Production 

license 

- + + + + - + - 

Technology 

alliance 

+ - - - - - + - 

Development 

license 

+ + - - - - + - 

Source: Copeland et al., 2000, p. 125 

 

Root (1998) states that in co-operation agreements, firms may go behind more than one 

mission. However, they will normally have one principal mission. Partners in a co-operation 

agreement will usually have to deal with different missions, which requires elaboration of a 

balanced solution which satisfies all partners in order for the agreement to be sustainable. 

 

Focusing on a mission does not impede other effects than the intended, main effect to occur. 

More on merger effects is explained in CHAPTER III. 

 

II.5. Container-handling companies’ co-operation and expansion 

strategies 

 

The six major container-handling companies are very different in nature and have very 

divergent strategies. HPH, ECT, ICTSI, HesseNoordNatie, Sinport Sinergie Portuali, Sea-Ro 
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Terminal, Egis Ports and Carl Tiedemann GmbH have always been in the terminal and 

warehousing business. APM Terminals and P&O Ports originated as container-handling 

divisions of a sea carrier and gained autonomy over the years. Contship Italia originally was 

in shipping but gradually focused on terminal activities. Sea-Land was a sea carrier whose 

container shipping activities together with international terminal activities were acquired by 

A.P. Möller. CSXWT was set up as a terminal division within a company which originated as 

a railway company. PSA and DPA were port authorities which strongly commercialized and 

expanded their container-handling businesses. 

 

In this section, the strategies applied by the six major container-handling companies in their 

geographical expansion are reviewed. Dates mentioned are the dates of official announcement 

of a specific move, at least in as far as available. In some cases, there is a significant time gap 

between date of official announcement and date of start of operations or integration (Peters, 

2003, p.9). 

 

II.5.1. Hutchison Port Holdings 

 

HPH’s first foreign terminal operations started in 1991 with the full acquisition of the port of 

Felixstowe, although all activities were then still performed under mother company Hutchison 

Whampoa’s name, as HPH was formed only in 1994. Due to its early internationalization, 

HPH is classified by De Souza et al. (2003, p. 400) as a first-wave global terminal operator. 

The Hong Kong and Whampoa Dock Company, Hutchison Whampoa’s predecessor, had 

been operating warehouses and terminals in Hong Kong since 1866. In subsequent years after 

1991, HPH’s international focus was on China and to a lesser extent South America / 

Caribbean. 1998 and 1999 saw big moves into Europe with the majority acquisition of 

Thamesport and Harwich ports respectively the minority acquisition of ECT. After that, HPH 

returned to the Asia / Far East and South America / Caribbean areas to develop new terminal 

activities. A terminal acquisition in Poland, the co-operative start-up of a terminal in Egypt, 

and the bid to start up a terminal in Madagascar have been the only exceptions. HPH’s 

continued focus on Asia shows that the market saturation mentioned by some authors (for 

instance Musso et al., 2001, p.12) can be reversed over time as economic activity in the area 

increases. 
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ECT, since 1966 active under the names of its predecessors Europe Container Terminus and 

Europe Combined Terminals, started its first foreign sea-terminal activity in 1999 with the 

start-up of the Suez Canal Canal Container Terminal. A year before however, ECT had its 

very first foreign experience in a hinterland terminal in Belgium (Willebroek). Among its four 

shareholders, all of them Dutch, ECT had two stevedoring and warehousing companies, 

(Koninklijke Pakhoed and Internatio-Müller), as well as hinterland transporter NS Groep and 

sea carrier Koninklijke Nedlloyd. After the entry of HPH into ECT capital in 1999, ECT’s 

new activities were only on Dutch territory, except for a partly failed attempt to start up a 

terminal in Trieste. The acquisition of part of DeCeTe in Duisburg was the only exception. 

 

ICTSI was founded only in 1987, initially having sea carrier Sea-Land as one of its 

shareholders. Its first foreign terminal activity came quite quickly with the start-up of the 

Argentina Buenos Aires Container Terminal in 1994. 2001, ICTSI sold its international 

terminals to HPH. Till then, ICTSI had not been involved in any non-cargo-handling 

activities. This changed after the sale of the international terminals to HPH: two software 

initiatives were started, just like a large number of new and very dispersed terminals 

worldwide. 

 

HPH’s acquisition of ICTSI’s international terminals, a large number of them located in South 

and Central America, was a move into complementarity. In the meantime, the acquisition 

made HPH enter into the Philippines, where a year before HPH had failed to start up a 

terminal. Together with the acquisition of ECT, HPH had terminal feet on the ground in Asia / 

Far East, Middle East, Africa, Europe and South America / Caribbean, as shown in Figure 

II-11, where the green bullets mark existing terminals, whereas red bullets mark terminals 

which were formerly part of the company or failed acquisition or start-up attempts. In 2004, 

HPH submitted but lost a bid on CSXWT, which would have given it access to new cargo-

handling regions in its portfolio like the US west and east coast, the Russian east coast and 

Australia. HPH’s involvement in non-cargo-handling activities has always been limited: it 

only has a few participations in towage companies, inland terminals and depots, software 

companies and an airport company. 
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In its co-operative ventures with shipping companies, HPH joined COSCO, Jiangmen 

Shipping Company, Hyundai Merchant Marine and Hanjin Shipping. In each of the previous 

co-operation agreements, the shipping companies have the nationality of the country where 

the venture was set up, except for COSCO if we consider Hong Kong a separate country like 

was done higher. The A.P. Möller Group and P&O Nedlloyd have been partners of ECT and 

therefore later of HPH. P&O Nedlloyd is a semi-Dutch company and again has the same 

nationality as the terminal venture. American President Lines and the Maritime Company for 

Navigation were partners of ICTSI and changed with the latter’s international partners into 

partners of HPH. 

 

II.5.2. Port of Singapore Authority 

 

PSA’s terminal-operating roots go back to 1849. Geographic scope was confined to Singapore 

till 1996, when PSA erected Dalian Container Terminal. As this is considerably later than was 

the case for HPH, De Souza et al. (2003, p. 400) name PSA a second-wave global operator. 

Over the years, PSA’s terminal network expanded over countries like China, Korea, Japan, 

India, Yemen, Portugal, till Belgium and the Netherlands with the acquisition of 

HesseNoordNatie in 2002. There were some notable bids and expressions of interest for 

Southern American terminals, but eventually PSA withdrew or bids were rejected. PSA’s 

European experience started with the acquisition of Sinport Sinergie Portuali in 1998, which 

had cargo-handling as well as non-cargo-handling operations running, mainly in Italy, but 

furthermore also in India and China. PSA itself clearly had much more non-cargo-handling 

than cargo-handling operations.  

 

HesseNoordNatie originated from the merger between Hessenatie, which was founded in 

1859, and Noord Natie, which was founded in 1882. Hessenatie, before its merger with Noord 

Natie and the subsequent acquisition by PSA, had terminal operations in Antwerp and 

Zeebruges but also in Uruguay and Morocco. Noord Natie traditionally focused on Antwerp, 

but in 1998 started up a terminal in Ventspils. In 1999, HesseNoordNatie entered The 

Netherlands with the start-up of the Westerschelde Container Terminal. This terminal 

however to date is still not operating due to various legal obstructions. Shortly after its sale to 

PSA, HesseNoordNatie started a second Dutch terminal, in Rotterdam, in direct competition  
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with HPH. Before as after its acquisition by PSA, HesseNoordNatie has been involved in a 

substantial number of non-cargo-handling activities, through Hessenatie as well as Noord 

Natie. 

 

Acquiring the Belgian operations clearly meant entering a new geographical area for PSA, 

where moreover HPH had entered two years before, whereas taking ownership of Montevideo 

allowed PSA to enter the Southern American region which it had unsuccessfully tried to enter 

a couple of times. PSA’s relative absence in the Southern American / Caribbean region, as can 

be noticed from Figure II-12, is a big difference between PSA’s and HPH’s terminal network. 

 

PSA has teamed up with Orient Overseas Container Lines and P&O Nedlloyd, the latter of 

which was also a partner of ECT and therefore HPH. Maersk Line, an ECT partner equally, 

became PSA’s partner by acquiring part of the assets of the Dalian terminal where PSA was 

involved. P&O Nedlloyd became a partner in one of PSA’s logistics daughters. Compagnie 

Maritime Belge and Cobelfret became partners of Hessenatie respectively HesseNoordNatie. 

Both companies have the same nationality as Hessenatie / HesseNoordNatie. The former quit 

a year after the merger between Hessenatie and Noord Natie was completed. 

 

II.5.3. APM Terminals 

 

The A.P. Möller group took off in 1904 as a steamship company, but over the years started to 

do business in ship building, supermarkets, software development, air transport, oil and gas 

extraction. A.P. Möller’s first terminal venture was in Tacoma in 1975. The next ventures 

were mostly in Asia. 1999 started A.P. Möller’s entry into the European terminal scene and 

equally the American scene through the acquisition of Sea-Land’s international terminal 

operations and its global container shipping division from CSX Corporation, which had 

acquired Sea-Land’s entire activities in 1987. APM Terminals was set up as a separate legal 

entity in 2001 and took over all of A.P. Möller’s existing terminal ventures. APM Terminals 

continued to expand in the familiar regions Asia, Europe and the US, but also entered new 

markets like Africa, India and Eastern Europe. 2004 and 2005 were years with a particularly 

large number of new terminal start-ups and acquisitions.  
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Sea-Land started activities in 1956 as the first shipping company transporting containers, a 

concept introduced by the company’s founder, Malcolm McLean. Terminals started were 

mainly in the US, till 1975, when terminals in Europe, Middle East and Asia were erected. 

1993, Sea-Land entered the Australian market. Sea-Land had started one foreign terminal 

earlier, in 1970 in Hong Kong, but this terminal under the 1999 split-up was assigned to the 

‘domestic trade’ division and therefore remained under CSX and later came under DPA 

ownership. 

 

Acquiring Sea-Land enabled A.P. Möller to reinforce its cargo-handling position in the US, 

Asia and Europe, and to get access to the Middle East market. In the US, APM Terminals got 

a hold on terminals on the South-West Coast, the Caribbean and the East Coast. In Asia, 

especially Hong Kong was an interesting entry for APM Terminals. The most important 

motive for the acquisition however was Sea-Land’s large container-shipping network, which 

was complemented by the network’s terminals. A striking observation from Figure II-13 is 

APM Terminals’ very strong position in North America and Africa, especially if compared to 

HPH’s and PSA’s situation. In Damas and Mottley (2003), Sondergaard, A.P. Möller’s vice-

president, states that the company’s aim is to have what they call ‘direct’ ports near 

population and distribution centers, whereas transshipment hubs are preferably located on the 

equatorial routes. 

 

APM Terminals had no shipping companies other than its own with which it has partnered in 

terminal ventures. Sea-Land has partnered with the A.P. Möller Group in the Salalah terminal, 

right before this terminal together with Sea-Land’s other international ventures was acquired 

by A.P. Möller. Appendix A.3 shows that this goal has been achieved so far. 
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II.5.4. P&O Ports 

 

P&O Group is a British-Australian company with roots dating back to 1830 and whose first 

terminal activities focused on Australia. Foreign ventures only came into existence after 

formation of P&O Ports in 1981. Clearly, P&O Ports is a first-wave global operator (De 

Souza, 2003, p. 400). New start-ups and acquisitions had a worldwide spread, which makes 

P&O Ports unique in that it has terminals in all continents, as is shown in Figure II-14. 

Entering into a so many different markets can pose a risk due to unfamiliarity with specific 

markets, but in the meantime it can mitigate overall risk by spreading terminal operations over 

independent markets which may balance the portfolio, especially with developed markets like 

the US, Europe and Australia being included in the portfolio. This confirms the ideas from 

Musso et al. (2001). Moreover, P&O Ports compared to other operators quite often relies on 

acquisitions, which, as far as information is available, allows selection of terminals that did 

well in the past. The start-up of its London terminal in 2000 and the acquisitions of the 

Antwerp and Le Havre terminals (2000 respectively 2002) follow HPH’s acquisitions in the 

UK and The Netherlands, and precede PSA’s entry in Antwerp. 

 

P&O Ports has a fairly good tradition of partnering with shipping companies for terminal 

exploitation. In 4 out of the 11 cases, sister companies P&O Nedlloyd or P&O Containers are 

P&O Ports’ partners, but in all other cases, non-members of the P&O Group are partners. 

CMA-CGM had the same nationality as the acquired company Egis Ports, and COSCO is a 

Chinese company just like the Shekou terminal started up with P&O Ports. With Gearbulk, 

Sea-Land, Neptune Orient Lines, Marita Marine Co and Evergreen Group, there was no 

nationality link with the terminals started up. 

 

II.5.5. Eurogate 

 

Eurogate’s terminal ventures have a very limited geographic scope: the group has no terminal 

interests outside Europe. Bremer Lagerhaus Gesellschaft, which was founded in 1877 and 

became BLG Logistics Group in 1997, only had terminals in Bremen. Eurokai, incorporated 

as a Hamburg cargo-handler in 1961 but with roots going back till 1902, started a terminal in 

Lisbon in 1984 and acquired part of La Spezia Container Terminal in 1985 from Contship
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Italia. Next to cargo-handling activities, Eurokai developed activities in logistics and 

hinterland transport, whereas BLG Logistics next to logistics and hinterland also added ICT 

and consulting. In 1999, BLG Logistics and Eurokai jointly set up Eurogate as the cargo-

handling operator for both mother companies. The new company immediately took full 

ownership of Contship Italia, a company with experience in the Mediterranean area. BLG 

Logistics continued to start up new initiatives in automobile and general logistics, businesses 

complementary to Eurogate’s cargo-handling activities. For automobile logistics, a separate 

joint venture was set up together with Egon-Herbert Harms. No new terminal stakes were 

taken by Eurogate, although some were considered in Russia in 2002. Two management 

contracts were signed in 1999, for the ports of Klaipeda (Lithuania) and Sepetiba (Brazil). 

Contship Italia started as a container shipping company but eventually set up agency, cargo-

handling, hinterland, logistics and port-related activities. After its partial acquisition by 

Eurokai in 1989, Contship Italia intensified participation in terminals, although only in Italy. 

After the full acquisition by Eurogate in 1999, Contship Italia’s terminal participation was 

again boosted, this time not only in Italy but also in Croatia and Russia. 

 

II.5.6. Dubai Ports Authority 

 

DPA started its activities upon completion of Port Rashid in United Arab Emirates in 1969. It 

became an international player in 1999 when a terminal was started up in neighbouring Saudi 

Arabia. Other terminal initiatives, except the terminal in Romania, were all in the same 

region: Iran, Djibouti and India. DPA’s acquisition of CSXWT granted the Emirates’ 

company full access to Sea-Land’s US, Asian, Australian and Finnish terminals, as well as to 

CSXWT’s Caribbean and Asian terminals. The acquisition of CSXWT made DPA a full-

fledged world cargo-handling player, who also operates in the related logistics business. 

 

CSXWT, just like its predecessor Sea-Land, used to have a preference for greenfield 

investments over use of existing terminals, as was stated by a CSXWT director in 

Mongelluzzo (2002, p. 30), and as is confirmed from the data in appendix A.3. CSXWT in 

most cases also teamed up with local partners for its foreign ventures, in contrast to Sea-Land, 

which mostly started up new terminals on its own. 
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II.6. Summary on expansion and co-operation in container handling 

 

The analysis of this chapter leads to a number of important conclusions in view of the 

chapters that are to come. Conclusions with respect to general and company-specific 

strategies are relevant for CHAPTER III. The result of expansion and co-operation may be a 

different setting in the framework of CHAPTER IIIV. 

 

Limited companies and contractual agreements are the most used forms of co-operation by 

container-handling companies. More limited companies are started up abroad than 

domestically. This differs however between two extremes in container handling: P&O Ports  

on the one hand with a terminal network covering all continents, and Eurogate on the other 

hand, with a terminal network limited to one continent. This means that P&O Ports compared 

to Eurogate is involved in a lot more markets, each market and location probably having its 

own specific operating conditions. 

 

Most limited companies are started up co-operatively, at least abroad. At home, the reverse 

conclusion is to be drawn. This has repercussions on the possibilities for co-ordination over 

the companies’ terminal network: co-operative start-up implies less power to direct terminal 

co-ordination. Most co-operative ventures have two participants and two nationalities 

involved. The number of single-nationality ventures is very low. On the other hand, more than 

five participants and three nationalities are hardly ever found in limited companies started up. 

Most start-up ventures have one of the two participants dominating, and in most cases, this is 

the partner, not the major container-handling company in focus. This places the container-

handling operator in a position with rather high fiduciary but low environmental risk, and 

with a share in dividends which usually is rather small. These are important strategic inputs to 

CHAPTER III. 

 

Most co-operative ventures have one or more non-cargo-handling partners. Ventures with 

only cargo-handling companies are limited in number, also when the business started up is in 

cargo handling. Favorite partners are industrial or investments companies and port authorities.  

Having such partners is an important indication of specific operating conditions compared to 

terminals not in this situation. Except for the major operators PSA and Eurogate, all operators 

have started up more limited companies in the cargo-handling business than in non-cargo-

handling businesses. The logistics sector is most often a target sector. The fact that PSA and 
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Eurogate have a large presence in non-cargo-handling activities most probably makes the 

operating conditions at their terminals specific compared to the conditions at the terminals of 

the other major operators. 

 

In majority, limited companies in both cargo-handling and non-cargo-handling businesses are 

meant to co-operate in technology (R&D). A second possible field of co-operation, which 

however is always combined with technological co-operation, is marketing. Most limited-

company agreements are very stable, as exit of business and even change in number of 

participants is very low. Higher is the number of changes in distribution of asset ownership. 

The longer duration of limited companies stresses their long-term positioning character, 

which is again an important observation in view of CHAPTER III. 

 

New terminals under the same limited venture are frequent, even at very different locations. 

Acquisitions are less in number than start-ups, but what is similar is that they occur in 

majority abroad. Most acquisitions are majority acquisitions from the part of the major 

container-handling company. Combined with a relatively small number of partners, this yields 

relatively high decision power to the major container-handling operator, but also implies 

medium environmental risk, which is rewarded with a rather high share in dividends. There 

exist counter-examples of operators which overall have higher numbers of partners in their 

ventures. Acquisitions as limited companies focus on long-term positioning rather than cost-

economizing, just like ventures started up. As to strategies in CHAPTER III, this does 

however not imply that no economies may result from merging or acquiring a company. This 

confirms hypothesis 3, which states that mergers and acquisitions may generate specific 

economies. 

 

Contractual agreements are frequently used for acquiring inputs, binding customers and 

providing additional services. Especially where contracts serve the provision of inputs, the 

focus is on cost-economizing. Where some type of co-makership applies, for instance in IT 

installation, a number of assets are shared. The presence of contracts puts such terminals in a 

specific operating condition in CHAPTER IIIV. 

 

Management contracts are frequently applied in container-handling and arrange for container 

handling to be outsourced in exchange for a fixed amount of money, part of which may be 
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conditional upon turnover or other criteria. The amount of money to be paid by the operator 

again creates a specific operating condition for CHAPTER IIIV. 

 

A number of associations represent container-handling companies’ interests towards external 

parties. They have radial links with their members, and have a very limited number of assets 

and activities in common. The presence of such associations may alter a terminal’s supply as 

well as demand function, as shown in CHAPTER IIIV. 

 

The next chapter looks at company strategies, market structure and merger and acquisition 

effects in container handling from a more conceptual point of view.  
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III.1. Rationale for the chapter 

 

It was indicated in CHAPTER I that literature on efficiency gains through co-operation in 

container handling is fairly limited. The few resources that explicitly deal with this topic are 

reviewed in this chapter. They are supplemented by literature that deals with other operational 

aspects in container handling, as well as by literature that elaborates on co-operation 

processes and effects from a general-economic point of view or applied to a specific business. 

 

Economic sectors the literature on which is useful for studying container-handling economics 

due to the similarities that exist, and which is more substantial than comparable literature on 

container handling, are seven and are summarized in Table III-1. A sector with many 

similarities which is not included due to lack of literature is ground handling in airports. 

Table III-1: Economic sectors with container-handling similarities 

Sector Similarities Dissimilarities 
Airlines Network Spoke part instead of hub 

part, except when ground 
handling is considered 

Banking Location-bound (although to 
decreasing extent through 
ICT evolutions) 

Financial products with own 
logic 

Electricity Network Spoke part instead of hub 
part 

Pharmacy Location-bound 
Purely physical product 

Smaller markets 
Health-driven 

Railways Network Spoke part instead of hub 
part 

Retail Location-bound 
Purely physical product 

Smaller markets 
End-consumer-driven 

Shipping Network Spoke part instead of hub 
part 

Telecommunications Network Spoke part instead of hub 
part, except when for 
instance telephone shops are 
considered 

 

The chapter consecutively deals with relevant literature on market structure, firm behaviour 

and co-operation effects. Market structure involves product variety, market size and number 

and size of players. Firm behaviour entails activity goals and firm decision types. Co-
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operation effects involve horizontal merger and acquisition effects on the terminal, effects of 

other forms of co-operation, and merger aspects which are abstracted in this thesis. 

 

III.2. Product nature  

 

The importance of correctly defining products is shown by Clark (1984, p. 54), who 

distinguishes among three methods to define products. 

Table III-2: Methods for product definition 

Method Advantage Disadvantage 
Total volume Relatively easy to assess Not suitable in multi-product 

environment and no 
recognition of joint 
production 

Production function Suitable in multi-product 
environments 

No recognition of joint 
production 
Harder to assess 

Weighted index from 
income statement and 
balance sheet 

Suitable in multi-product 
environments and recognition 
of joint production 
Flow variable 

Requires intensive 
assessment 

Source: own translation to container handling from Clark, 1984, p. 54 
 

Business observation learns that container handling at a terminal often is a multi-product 

business with joint production. The multi-product character can be a consequence of demand 

as well as supply characteristics. 

 

From the demand side, it was shown in CHAPTER I that containers either have outbound, 

inbound or transhipment status. Each of these container status types represents a different 

product. A specific terminal may be subject to high willingness-to-pay for inbound containers, 

while demand for outbound containers is low, or vice versa. Container-handling production 

functions may equally differ among inbound, outbound and transhipment cargo, depending 

partly on the characteristics of terminal operations.  

 

There are however more container-handling products to be distinguished among, based on 

container characteristics summarized in Table III-3. These characteristics can apply to 

outbound, inbound as well as transhipment containers. 
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Table III-3: Container characteristics delineating different container-handling products  

Container 

Characteristic 

Typology 

Container 

destination 

Containers with different destinations may be subject to different 

demand conditions. Kok (2004) for instance shows how sea-port 

congestion can affect transhipment, intra-continental and 

intercontinental container flows differently. Ziss (1995) shows how 

location-bound differentiation can have an impact on competition and 

co-operation. 

Container dimension Twenty-foot equivalent unit containers (TEUs) impose handling 

requirements but have willingness-to-pay that are both different from 

those imposed by fourty-foot equivalent unit containers (FEUs). High 

cube containers have even different dimensions1, and are gaining 

importance in total traffic. Half-height containers2 are less used: they 

typically contain heavy loads.  

Container security Secure containers can bring down terminal security expenses. An 

example is the Tamper Evident Secure Container (World Cargo News 

Online, 2004ar)  

Container state Damaged containers require different (un-)loading processes than 

containers in normal shape. 

Cargo nature Export 911 (2004) refers to cargo that requires climatisation: 

refrigeration or heating. Paelinck (2004) mentions cargo that requires 

cooling3. Van de Merbel (1998), Steenken et al. (2004) and 

Meersmans and Dekker (2001, p. 5) furthermore mention 

containerized cargoes that need to be ventilated/vented, and also 

dangerous or fragile cargo. Handling requirements will normally 

differ in each of these cases, and willingness-to-pay may alter too.  

  

                                                 
1 High cube containers measure 20’ x 8’ x 9.5’ or 40’ x 8’ x 8.5’, whereas standard containers measure 20’ x 8’ x 
8.5’ (TEU) or 40’ x 8’ x  8.5’ (FEU) (Export 911, 2004) 
2 Half-height containers measure 20’ x 8’ x 4.25’ or 20’ x 8’ x 4.30’ (Export 911, 2004) 
3 Cooling is keeping temperature low but not under -4° Celsius. The term ‘refrigeration’ is used where 
temperature goes under -4° Celsius. 
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Container 

Characteristic 

Typology 

Cargo weight Containers may be empty, which will have an impact on their 

associated willingness-to-pay. If containers are loaded, their payload 

may differ, impacting mainly on handling productivity. 

Vessel 

characteristics 

Vessel type will limit the techniques available for (un-)loading a 

vessel. One can distinguish among the lift-on/lift-off (lo/lo), roll-

on/roll-off (ro/ro) and stowage/roll-on/roll-of (sto/ro) techniques4. 

Vessel size Container vessels are classified as first to fifth-generation ships 

according to their size. D’Hondt (2002) shows what impact different 

vessel sizes can have on productivity. 

Hinterland transport 

modes 

Containers may be delivered to or received from the hinterland via 

either road, rail or waterways. The specific mode used for a specific 

container will impose different requirement on the intemodal sea-land 

exchange. 

Handling / quality 

requests 

Requests from shipowners and / or shippers involve handling speed, 

FCL-LCL5 or reverse status change, container orientation, loading 

specifications concerning location in the ship, and partial self-

handling. 

 

From the supply side, it was mentioned in CHAPTER I that different operating conditions in 

time can lead to different products constrained in time. Special operating conditions can for 

instance consist of different wages for night work, holiday work, etc.  

 

At a terminal, several products can be processed sequentially, even under equal operating 

conditions. This implies that a terminal can be a multi-product environment. Gambardella and 

Rizzoli (2000) refer to different products which require different terminal settings, elements 

of which in turn change at different moments in time: yard area use is planned weeks ahead, 

                                                 
4 Under lo/lo, containers are lifted on and off the vessel vertically. In case of ro/ro, the containers go on the 
vessel horizontally. Sto/ro finally is a combination of both: containers are driven on or off the vessel in some 
way or another, and on the vessel itself they are lifted on or off through some kind of crane. (Van de Merbel, 
1998) 
5 FCL = Full Container Load, LCL = Less than Container Load 
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berth and resource allocation are planned a few days in advance, for stowage plans this is 

done a few hours before the ship arrives, and loading and unloading lists are composed 

minutes before operations start, and often even in real time. Murty et al. (2003, p. 14) and 

Steenken et al. (2004) make a distinction between static and dynamic terminal characteristics, 

where the static ones remain constant at least for a certain part of the planning horizon, 

whereas the dynamic ones nearly constantly change. 

 

But several products can also be processed simultaneously. At one berth at a terminal for 

instance, a crane or other equipment can handle one type of product at a certain point in time, 

while, at a separate berth at the same terminal, a separate crane handles a different type of 

product. Depending on terminal configuration and work organization, common superstructure 

may be used for the two berths simultaneously. At the same ship, two cranes can process 

containers with different product status. Again, common superstructure may simultaneously 

be used. Also at the same ship, one crane may apply double-cycling (also called back-

loading): unloading a container in one cycle and use the reverse cycle, which would be 

unproductive under single-cycling, for loading a container6. Finally, twin spreaders allow to 

process containers of different product types at the same time. In each of the previous cases, 

joint production occurs, with the possibility of economies of scope. If at a terminal other types 

of cargo than containers are handled simultaneously with containers, involving use of joint 

inputs, there also is joint production, with possibly economies of scope. Normally, no direct 

interference with other than cargo-handling products occurs. 

 

The eventual occurrence of multiple products as well as joint production in container handling 

implies that sometimes a weighted index from income statements and balance sheets may be 

needed in addition to production functions. Perceiving multiplicity of products correctly is 

also an important duty in determining economies of scale, as indicated by Baumol (1977). 

 

As terminal capacity is limited, each product will be able to absorb a finite amount as a share 

of that total capacity. That finite amount of capacity allows producing a limited quantity of 

the product. This implies that the total production set is closed (Mas-Colell et al., 1995), 

                                                 
6 Single-cycling stowage strategies are these: first unload all containers to be unloaded, and then load, or unload 
from some bays, while loading to others, with separate cranes or other equipment. 
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which is an important conclusion as to the models that qualify for further analysis of the 

container-handling sector. 

 

An issue of particular interest is compatibility of container-handling products. It is well 

known that not all vessel types are compatible with all sea ports: the largest vessels are only 

able to enter a limited number of ports whose draught is large enough. Conversely, not all 

terminal infrastructure and superstructure settings allow handling all types of vessels. Both 

compatibility problems derive from the fact that container-handling is embedded in a network 

setting. The first problem determines market power of the container-handling terminal, the 

second determines supply options to be chosen. Carlton (1992), Weisman (2002) and Shy 

(2001) show how compatibility does influence network deployment and operation, and how 

standard-setting enables co-ordination. They also deal with network externalities like these 

may occur in container handling. Ship standardization leads to standardization on the 

container-handling operations side, and also determines the number of players within a certain 

market. Standardization of handling operations itself enables the container-handling terminal 

to control the number of competitors. 

 

III.3. Market size 

 

Market definition is a prerequisite for industry definition, if no use is or can be made of 

technological characteristics. The traditional view is that an industry comprises all products 

between which there is a high cross-elasticity of supply. Reekie (1989, p. 52) however 

stresses the importance of the level of aggregation in assessing cross-elasticity: it could well 

be that, at aggregate level, cross-elasticity is high, whereas cross-elasticity between 

disaggregate groups of products at market level is often a lot lower. The importance of the 

level of aggregation also applies to container handling. However, intuitively, the container-

handling business as an industry can be clearly delineated from other businesses. Even from 

handling of non-containerized cargo, although some of this cargo may be containerizable, and 

thus there is some degree of substitutability, which needs to be taken into account in 

competition analysis. 
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Sleuwaegen and Devoldere (2001) note that geographical market delineation is well 

developed in antitrust literature. EC and US antitrust policy generally define a relevant market 

as “the smallest grouping of sales for which the elasticity of demand and supply are 

sufficiently low that a firm with 100% of that grouping, the hypothetical monopolist, could 

profitably reduce output and increase price substantially above marginal cost or the 

prevailing price” (Church and Ware, 2000). 

 

It is however difficult to apply this market demand elasticity analysis to container handling in 

a thorough, quantified manner, as price data are in most cases highly confidential. This 

observation also implies that there is no indication of whether container-handling demand is 

linear or takes some other form. Most models, for ease of analysis, deal with linear demand. 

Examples are Gaudet and Salant (1992) for general economic analysis and Werden and Froeb 

(1998) for merger analysis. 

 

Other methods for market delineation are discussed in the literature, each of which has its 

drawbacks, especially with respect to container handling. Moreover, they focus on pure 

geographic market definition. Elzinga and Hogarty (1973) for instance start from physical 

shipments: if between and within two geographical areas there are substantial shipment flows, 

both areas together should be considered as one market. As a related approach, Landes and 

Posner (1981, pp. 963-970) mention the diversion, the exports, and the Areeda-Turner 

method. The diversion approach considers how many of a company`s sales are in a different 

geographical area than the company`s production plant. If this share is substantial, the area 

should be included in the company`s market. The export approach considers how many of a 

company`s sales are abroad in order to decide on inclusion of the foreign market. The Areeda-

Turner method combines both the shipments and price approach: all export destinations are 

included unless (i) there is also a substantial reverse, import flow of the same good, and (ii) 

the price of the export product augmented with transportation costs exceeds the price of 

substitute products in the destination country. McCallum (1995) deals with border effects: if 

flows between two areas only occur at borders, one can discern the areas as distinct markets. 
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Werden (1981) sees two major drawbacks in Elzinga and Hogarty’s (1973) approach. 

1. It is not because there are no shipments between two areas, that there are no shipments 

towards or from other areas. Not taking into account these other flows implies that both 

markets are not correctly delineated. 

2. It is not because there currently are no shipments between two areas, that this could not 

become the case, whether by an endogenous development (for instance a merger between 

two suppliers) or an exogenous factor (like a change in production cost in one area). 

With respect to container handling in particular, it can be added that applying Elzinga and 

Hogarty’s (1973) approach is particularly difficult due to the fact that there are no physical 

flows of commodities. Container handling is a service, which cannot be transferred like a 

commodity can be transferred. The same problem arises with McCallum’s (1995) approach.  

 

Shrieves (1978) works with similarity and significance measures: if there is ample similarity 

in flows within two areas, and these flows represent a large share of the total volume of the 

product, then the two areas are to be viewed as one market. Although in general not often 

applied because of measurement problems with similarity and significance, the method fits 

the container-handling industry: similarity can be defined according to criteria from Table 

III-3. In order to be similar, two containers need to have equal scores on all characteristics 

from Table III-3.  

 

Kwast et al. (1997) use this type of methodology for defining markets in banking. A 

difference with the container-handling industry is that for banking, Kwast et al. merely deal 

with immaterial monetary transactions, which are not location-bound. This allows the authors 

to distinguish among use of local and non-local service providers. The local and non-local 

banks do not correspond to local and global service providers in container handling: in 

container handling, global service providers need to be locally present in order to be able to 

provide services. In banking, where most transactions are virtual, they do not. On the other 

hand, due to the service nature of container handling, product transportation or production 

costs nor exchange rate risk are conditions for foreign container-handling investments. 

 

Borenstein and Bushnell (1999) apply Shrieves’ (1978) methodology to the electricity 

industry. The electricity business is more comparable to container handling than banking in 
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the sense that physical local presence is needed. Laaser et al. (2000) deal with Shrieves’ 

methodology for determining airline markets. They consider three market dimensions: 

airports (hubs in the network), routes (spokes) and global traffic. The second and the third can 

be translated to container-handling: a certain terminal can compete for traffic on a certain 

route, and as more local players are being absorbed by global players, competition becomes 

near to global. 

 

Landes and Posner (1981, p. 947 - 948) refer to the number of imperfect substitutes in 

consumption as a determinant of market size. The number of substitutes is one of the 

dimensions in Porter’s (1980) five-forces model, which was applied to the sea-port sector in 

Office of the Regulator-General – Victoria (1999). Business observation learns that in 

container-handling, there normally is at least one substitute to each product. Spulber (1995) 

refers to consumer switching costs as a determinant of market size. In container handling, 

switching costs or other barriers to mobility occur primarily in the form of contracts which 

have a fixed term, but also in the form of search and loyalty costs. 

 

III.4. Number and size of suppliers 

 

The counterpart of the number of customers in market structure is the number of suppliers. 

The two possible extremes in market forms are monopoly and perfect competition, but like in 

most businesses, real market structure in container handling is a form in between.  

 

The scientific literature on market structure in container handling is fairly limited. Ferrari and 

Benacchio (2000) conclude that in container handling, an equilibrium à la Stackelberg 

prevails. This situation is true for a number of container-handling markets but certainly not for 

all of them, and moreover has changed during recent years as terminals in the same market 

approach each other’s size. 

 

A number of publications quantify the number of container-handling players in specific 

geographic areas, but none of them considers the market level like it is defined in this thesis, 

as is shown in Table III-4. The results in general do only allow drawing partial conclusions at 

market level. 
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An interesting result from Turnbull and Weston (1993) is that the large majority of port 

operators perceives overall cargo-handling competition to have increased during 1989-1999. 

Trujillo and Nombela (1999, p. 22-23) mention general treshold levels of numbers of players, 

which necessitate regulation at various geographical levels of competition. Their definition of 

the concept ‘terminal’ is not equal to the definition used in this thesis.  

 

Ocean Shipping Consultants (2003) group ports into sub-continents, most of which include 

several ranges. The resulting range structure is the one from Figure III-1 and is based on 

appendix A-4. Historic evolution and trend forecasts on container-handling volumes in these 

ranges are available from Ocean Shipping Consultants (2003).  

Table III-4: Analysis in literature of the number of container-handling terminals 

Publication Geographic scope Product scope 
Chambers (2001, Chambers) North China – port level Container handling 
Charles River Associates 
(2002) 

New Zealand  - intra-port and 
inter-port level 

Container handling among 
other port services 

Estache et al. (2001, p. 2-3) Mexico - national level Port overall 
Office of the Regulator-
General – Victoria (1999) 

Port level Container handling among 
other product types and other  
port services 

Gillen and Cooper (1995) 
and Pawlik (2003, p. 2) 

Sea ports vs. other intermodal 
transfer points – port range 
level – port group level – port 
level – port companies within 
port  

Container handling among 
other product types 

Penfold (2002, p.7) Asia – South-East Asia Container handling 
Trujillo and Nombela (1999, 
p. 22-23) 

Intra-terminal, inter-terminal 
and inter-port level 

Container handling 

Turnbull and Weston (1993) Great-Britain - intra-port, 
regional, national and 
international level 

Cargo handling in general 

 

Ocean Shipping Consultants’ (2003) structure however does not cover container-handling 

markets entirely the way they are dealt with in this thesis in two ways. First, Ocean Shipping 

Consultants (2003) primarily deal with ports, whereas container-handling competition in 

practice evolves around terminals. Second, there is a major distinction between container-

handling product types. Take as an example the Mediterranean sub-continent and focus on the 

Western-Mediterranean range. In Ocean Shipping Consultants’ (2003) analysis, this range 
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includes terminals in Mediterranean Spain and Southern France on the European continent as 

well as Moroccan and Algerian terminals on the African continent. 

 

It is clear that the Western-Mediterranean range does not cover the correct players for 

container traffic which is bound for Eastern Spain through domestic delivery, since the 

Northern-African terminals and also the non-Spanish terminals in Southern-European do not 

fit there. Neither will the range cover the correct players for traffic which is bound for 

Southern Europe through regional delivery, since the Northern-African terminals do not fit 

there. Moreover, terminals in the Atlantic and Hamburg-Le Havre range are most probably 

competitors which are not taken into account in Ocean Shipping Consultants’ (2003) analysis. 

For transhipment traffic, the Western-Mediterranean range will most probably not be 

sufficiently large to cover all competing terminals: also terminals from other Mediterranean 

ranges will compete for this type of traffic. 

 

It should be noted that the type of traffic which a terminal qualifies for, is a function of 

demand and supply characteristics. On the demand side, shippers’ and shipping companies’ 

preferences for instance will determine willingness-to-pay for a certain container-handling 

service. Shipping companies’ decision for setting up a hub-and-spoke system will have a 

particularly large impact on demand for container-handling. On the supply side, choices made 

by governments and container-handling companies among others will determine the 

attractiveness of a certain container terminal. For a terminal, demand and market structure 

will be substantially influenced by government’s decision to assign the port a domestic, transit 

or hub role, and plan and design the port accordingly. As demand and supply factors not only 

impact on market structure but also on magnitude of demand, they are analysed in greater 

detail in CHAPTER IV. 
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Figure III-1: Ocean Shipping Consultants’ (2003) container-handling geography 

 
 

Source: own composition based on Ocean Shipping Consultants, 2003
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European Parliament and Council (2001), in a previous version of their Port Package, 

proposed to assess the number of container-handling terminals and operators within a 

particular sea port, and to impose that there should be more than one supplier. Competitive 

analysis therewith is done port per port, whereas in practice the relevant market often reaches 

a lot further and is to be considered product by product. A container-handling terminal could 

be a monopolist for one type of container-handling product in the relevant market, while he 

comes into competition with other terminals in other product markets.  

 

An interesting twist is the distinction between terminals and operators. Once the condition of 

several terminals competing in the same product market is fulfilled, it is of particular 

importance to know whether the terminals are operated by different companies or not. If the 

companies having decision power are the same, competition will be of a totally different 

nature compared to when several companies own terminals. In the former case, there will 

normally be a tendency to co-ordinate activities over the terminals one owns and to modify 

the terminal’s activity goal according to company goals, for instance in order to obtain overall 

profit maximization. A further interesting twist is the multi-market or even global presence of 

many container-handling companies. Global presence may generate the tendency to co-

ordinate activities over companies, but not so in container handling. Both issues get further 

attention later in this thesis. The impacts of both multi-terminal and multi-market presence on 

demand and supply are dealt with in CHAPTER IV. 

 

If a product market is delineated using a method from Section III.3, measurement of market 

concentration is a helpful method for getting a hold on the type of interaction between market 

players. Aggregate concentration, which measures the economic importance of a company 

relative to the entire economy (OECD, 1999, p. 23), is not considered here. A useful tool is 

calculating a concentration index. Reekie (1989, p. 45 - 49) and OECD (1999, p. 25) discern 

eight concentration-index types, many of which have substantial weaknesses. 
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Table III-5: Concentration indexes 

Index name Index formula Disadvantage 
Fixed % of sales, assets, employment 
in hands of fixed number of firms 

Concentration 
ratio 

Fixed number of sales, assets of 
employment in hands of how many 
firms 

Calculated only for one %, does 
not allow to grab full picture of 
concentration at other % 

Cumulative share 

curve 

Spread of cumulative market share 
versus absolute number of firms 

Does not take into account all 
firms in an industry  

Hirschmann-

Herfindahl index 

(HHI) 

(c²+1)/n , where c = coefficient of 
variation of firm sizes and n = 
number of firms in market 

High emphasis on large firms 

Numbers 

equivalent index 

Number of firms of equal size which 
could produce same output and have 
same HHI as in actual situation 

Does not use relative numbers of 
firms 

Lorenz-curve = cumulative share curve, but with 
relative number of firms 

 

Gini coefficient Surface obtained under Lorenz-curve  

Hannah and Kay 

(1977) 

Index satisfying: 
• intersection of cumulative share 

curves in market implies that no 
conclusion is made on relative 
concentration 

• sales shift between companies 
increases index value 

• addition of small firm decrease 
index value 

• any merger increases index value 

 

Entropy index Equals the entropy formula from 
chemistry 

 

Source: Reekie, 1989, p. 45 - 49 and OECD, 1999, p. 25 
 

All indexes from Table III-5 only consider one point in time. Rivalry indexes allow to assess 

structural changes over time. Reekie (1989, p. 49) discerns the rank correlation coefficient 

and the Hymer-Paschigian index. 
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Table III-6: Rivalry indexes 

Index name Index formula Disadvantage 
Rank correlation 
coefficient 

Firms are ranked by size, and 
correlation over time between ranks 
is calculated 

Meaningless if size more or less 
equal 
Ignorance of economic 
importance of firms 

Hymer-Paschigian 
index 

Absolute share changes are summed  

 

The indexes from Table III-5 and Table III-6 can be calculated at industry level for the 

container-handling companies, but can only be calculated at market level once the correct 

market is determined, an exercise which is hampered by lack of market data, as was shown in 

Section III.3. 

 

For the number of and interaction among players at market level, we are bound to more 

intuitive observations. Although it is very hard to get data on the volume of maritime 

container traffic bound for instance for Belgium or leaving the country through a Belgian sea 

port compared to the volume using a foreign port, it can be observed that the majority of 

traffic passes through a Belgian port. It can furthermore be observed that the Belgian 

container terminals have different service characteristics: performance diverges depending on 

the location of the specific sea port, and within ports, location in front or behind locks for 

instance plays an important role. The total container traffic entering or leaving the country is 

further decomposed according to the other characteristics from Table III-3. This leads to the 

conclusion that at most a few terminals will for each product be equally valued by shipping 

companies and shippers. In this case, an oligopoly setting applies. It is derived that in most 

container-handling markets, an oligopoly is the actual market situation. This observation 

contrasts with conclusions for the logistics sector, where studies show that the market is 

fragmented and there is no oligopoly (De Lloyd, 2003). 

 

The previous paragraphs have been dealing with number of players and concentration. Gale 

and Branch’s (1982) observation, that market share rather than concentration is crucial for 

explaining performance, deserves due attention however, also in the case of container 

terminals. Landes and Posner (1981, pp. 944-946) moreover state that market share is an 

important determinant of market power, next to market demand elasticity and fringe supply 
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elasticity. Market demand elasticity was dealt with in Section III.3. Charles River Associates 

(2002, p. 9) add sector knowledge, regulation, product differentiation, occurrence of natural 

monopoly, mergers and collusion as important determinants of market power. Merger effects 

are dealt with in Section III.8. The Lerner index normally is a useful tool to measure market 

power, but lack of price data make it hard to be applied to container handling. 

 

With respect to market share, it can be observed that, in the course of time, size differences 

between terminals have decreased. Large, global operators got involved in many of the 

container terminals. Container terminals which remained smaller have often specialized in 

niche markets. In the other markets, players often have comparable size, and there are no 

dominant players. This does not necessarily imply that supply structures between terminals 

are more or less equal: between AGV7 and straddle-carrier systems for instance, substantial 

operational cost differences may exist. 

 

Landes and Posner (1981, pp. 947–950) stress that market share needs to be put into 

perspective as it is subject to high volatility due to a high number of substitutes in production, 

changing output of fringe firms, and entry by a new competitor. 

 

Observing that in container-handling markets, a limited number of terminals are competing, 

who do not differ too much in size, and observing that there is no real trace of collusion, a 

combination of within-market Cournot competition and between-market Bertrand competition 

seems to occur. In a one-stage, static game, container-handling terminals simultaneously 

determine the amount of output to produce, given supply and demand conditions within the 

market, whose eventual tendency to change may be observed and anticipated, and they 

determine prices taking into account possible reactions at other product markets. Such static 

game can be solved by using analyses from Mas-Colell et al. (1995) and Gaudet and Salant 

(1992). Table III-7 illustrates the existence of Cournot competition with a case where 

container-handling terminals compete in quantities, whereas Table III-8 illustrates the 

existence of Bertrand competition in prices. There are however not sufficient price and 

volume data to perform thorough conductive analysis like Brander and Zhang (1990) did for 

the airline sector. 
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Table III-7: Examples of quantity competition in container handling 

Date Terminal Move Goal 
2005 China – Ningbo 

– Jintang 
project 

Competing with 
neighbouring 
Shanghai 

Compete with Shanghai head to head, 
instead of being complementary to them (as 
originally planned) 

Source: World Cargo News Online, 2005p 

Table III-8: Examples of price competition in container handling 

Date Terminal Move Goal 
2005 Italy - PSA 

Sinport Voltri 
Terminal 
Europe 

Attracting Grand 
Alliance and giving 
P&O Nedlloyd 
equity stake at 
bargain price 

Attract Grand Alliance traffic previously 
handled at Eurogate facilities (MCT Gioia 
Tauro, CICT Cagliari and LSCT La Spezia), 
and keep Eurogate out of Voltri 

2004 Singapore – 
PSA Terminals 

Improve service 
quality 

Lessen congestion and regain traffic lost to 
Tanjung Pelepas 

2004 Hong Kong - 
Kwai Chung -
CT 1 - 9 

Slashing container-
handling charges 

Capture mid-stream traffic 
Fill underutilized berths 

2004 Hong Kong - 
Kwai Chung 

Offering price 
discounts up to 
30% 

Fill traffic void 

2002 China - 
Hutchison 
Shanghai 
Container 
Terminals 

Cutting fees by 5% Fend off competition from neighbouring 
Shanghai terminals; 
Price still 12% higher than at Waigaoqiao 
port 

2002 Singapore - 
PSA Terminals 

50% discount on 
empty boxes 
handling charges, 
for 12 months 

Attract traffic from Port Klang among 
others 

2002 Port Klang 
Northport and 
Westport 
terminals 

Improve service 
quality 

Diversify from PSA Singapore service and 
be able to compete in prices 

2002 Singapore - 
PSA Terminals 

Slashing charges 
after Maersk and 
Evergreen moved 
the bulk of their 
traffic to Tanjung 
Pelepas 

Regain traffic lost to Tangjung Pelepas; 
Tanjung Pelepas terminals seem to be 
perfect substitutes for Singapore terminals; 
Tanjung Pelepas had slashed charges and 
attracted large customers from PSA 

Source: De Lloyd, 2002b, 2002c and 2002d; Rao, 2004b; World Cargo News Online, 2004by, 

2005m, 2005w 

                                                                                                                                                         
7 Automated Guided Vehicle 
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To the rule that in container handling no collusion is found, two exceptions were encountered: 

at Port Klang in Malaysia, Westport and Northport unified handling charges in order to 

concentrate on competition with primarily PSA (De Lloyd, 2002d); PSA and PTP too were 

said to be in rate talks (Fairplay, 2003 and De Lloyd, 2004d). 

 

Different market share in Cournot and Bertrand settings may be the consequence of differing 

cost structures between terminals. In container handling, it is indeed not the case that all 

terminals have identical constant average costs, like in the analyses of Salant et al. (1983) and 

Reitman (1994). One reason may be different technologies. Moreover, there are fixed costs. 

These are not directly observable, like they are in Bresnahan and Reiss (1991), but they can 

be derived when terminal technology is analysed. The presence of fixed costs implies that 

there is no fixed proportion of outputs to inputs, like in Azzam’s (1997) analysis. Container 

handling is in a situation where inputs are distinct from outputs, so the market analysis from 

Mas-Colell et al. (1995) applies. Furthermore, terminal capacity is lumpy, like it is in Faulí-

Oller (1997): new capacity additions are usually large compared to market demand. Capacity 

also involves a large amount of sunk investments. 

 

III.5. Other relevant market characteristics 

 

In container handling, market players do often only dispose of incomplete information: they 

do not know all of their competitors’ supply functions exactly, they do not know how exactly 

demand may change over time, and it is hard for them to assess what the exact effect of a 

merger may be. It is assumed however that the terminal’s profit function is known by the 

operator. Also rivals’ past decisions are assumed to be known. The exact absolute value of 

profit, in contrast to the profit function, is not known beforehand, as demand imposes a 

number of uncertainties, like in Mas-Colell et al. (1995) and Friedman (1971). 

 

There is in most cases no communication between terminals, and particularly not for 

exchanging inside business information and plans. There is no indication of collusion in 

particular, except of course when the terminal is owned by the same company. Collusion 

requires some form of forbearance. As neither related law nor any self-punishment 

mechanism exist, and as trust is hard to gain due to the volatility and international competitive 
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character of container handling, and as hostages are hard to set up without causing harm to 

ones own business, forbearance is hard to implement. Neither is there any strong sector 

organization which could organize collusion using existing organizational structures. 

Furthermore, antitrust authorities are watching container-handling closely. Finally, container-

handling capacity is not at equilibrium, there is product differentiation and regional division 

of activities, cost differences feature and a discount rate applies, which are all supplementary 

arguments in disfavor of collusion (Buckley and Casson, 1998b; European Commission, 

2001b, p. 8: and p. 29; Green and Porter, 1984; OECD, 1999, p. 11, p. 17 and p. 21; Spulber, 

1995). One of the phenomena that strengthens the container-handling disequilibrium and that 

prevents collusion, is the fear for spillovers of knowledge and technology. Interlocking may 

initiate such spillovers: it is observed that board and / or management members frequently 

change company and take with them the company’s entire strategic setting and financial 

background. 

 

The single-stage competition game in container handling is played several times over multiple 

periods. Each entry for instance requires the terminal to reconsider its output and / or price 

decision. However, an entry process, whereby a new terminal is erected, or whereby an 

existing terminal changes its service characteristics so that it enters a new market, usually 

requires several years to be completed, planning and construction included. This translates as 

non-free disposal of inputs, which is supposed in the analysis of Mas-Colell et al. (1995). 

Moreover, in container handling, there are substantial barriers to entry, which bring down the 

number of reasonable entrants and which slow down the entry process of actual entrants. 

Table III-9 presents an overview of entry barriers in container handling. 

 

Supplier profits are normally strongly in line with entry barriers, except when rents are 

capitalized, inefficiency features, part of the benefits are non-monetary, limit pricing is 

practised, or government regulation is present (Orr, 1974; Berechman et al., 1994). Caves and 

Porter (1977) refer to mobility barriers rather than entry barriers: they discern industry 

subgroups, where products within a subgroup have major similarities, and where mobility 

between subgroups is limited. It is difficult however to apply this subgroup theory to 

container handling: it is hard to discern a level between the industry and the market. 
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Table III-9: Entry barriers in container handling 

Barrier category Barrier Impact 
Company 
structure 

Vertical integration Vertical integration implies better knowledge 
and control of inputs and outputs 

Economies of scale Operations; management Economic 
Fixed costs Input prices (eventually oligopsony); sunk 

costs; capital cost 
Advertising intensity Advertising creates strategic advantage 
Capital requirements 150m USD / 1m TEU is on average required, 

including infrastructure as well as 
superstructure 

Royalty payment Substantial lump-sum lease payments before 
any revenue is generated 

R&D intensity R&D (also in terms of market screening or 
experience) provides knowledge about most 
efficient technologies and market structure 

Financial 

Risk Risk is harder to bear for entrants who already 
spent a lot of capital in investing 

Legal Legal claims on 
scarce terminal areas 
and legal limits on 
terminal size 

Long-term lease contracts make terminal space 
a very scarce resource; terminal size is limited 
by public legislation, which is some form 
exogenous capacity limitation in the sense of 
Mas-Colell et al. (1995) 

Acceptance Being established in a market creates more trust 
and willingness from economic and political 
stakeholders 

Access to inputs Being familiar with a market implies better 
access to inputs and often leads to superior 
control over essential resources 

Brand loyalty / 
Reputation 

Established good relationship decreases 
incentive to change supplier 

Concentration Concentration increases profitability and 
therefore cash reserves; concentration also 
increases strength of co-ordinated action against 
entrants 

Long-term / Multi-
terminal contracts 

Longer terms and inclusion of multiple 
terminals in contracts allow to bind customers 
more tightly 

Market 

Product 
differentiation 

Being present in several markets means 
controlling a larger part of the business 

Source: own composition from Bain, 1956; Contractor and Lorange, 1988; Fusillo, 2003, pp. 

18–21; Hagedoorn, 1993; Nooteboom, 1999; Office of the Regulator-General, Victoria, 

1999b, p. 18-21; Orr, 1974; Werden and Froeb, 1998; West B.L. Panmure, 2001, p. 17-18 
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The previous observations are in line with the assumptions that Gaudet and Salant (1992) 

make in their model. Only the authors’ assumption that all players in one’s market are known, 

seems problematic in container handling.  

 

With respect to demand, it can be stated that container handling is not in a situation like in 

Bresnahan and Reiss (1991), where demand grows in line with the number of customers. In 

container shipping, shipping lines can offer smaller or larger container packages to be 

unloaded or loaded at a specific terminal, depending partly on shippers’ choices. A 

supplementary difficulty and difference with Bresnahan and Reiss (1991) is that prices and 

quantities are not immediately observable. 

 

Further on the demand side, only a small degree of buyer concentration can be observed. 

Lines indeed have some market power vis-à-vis terminals through mergers, acquisitions and 

alliances and related instruments analysed in Heaver et al. (2001), but not to such an extent 

that an oligopsony is in place. 

 

III.6. Activity goals 

 

In industrial economics research, profit maximization is most frequently used as the key goal. 

A distinction should be made between short-term and long-term profits. In the long run, 

profits can become minimal in a competitive market, due to entry of new companies. Only in 

markets where a natural monopoly is present, this is not likely to happen. In the short run, 

market incumbents can also prevent entry through the construction of barriers to entry, as 

shown in Section III.5.  

 

Anderson (1990) refers to cash-flow maximization as an alternative goal to profitability. De 

Lloyd (2004) shows that container-handling companies often try to build cash reserves in 

view of for instance later acquisitions they may make. Masschelier (2004) confirms but refers 

to especially Asian terminals which usually emphasize EBITDA maximization8.  Each of the 

previous goals may be a means for maximizing shareholder value. Devine et al. (1985, p. 198) 

                                                 
8 EBITDA = Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization 
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note that shareholders may want to maximize market or stock market value. As individual 

terminals are not quoted in stock markets, the second goal does not apply to container 

handling at the terminal level. It may apply to the companies possessing all or part of the 

terminal’s ownership shares, although of the six major container-handling companies, only 

APM Terminals and P&O Ports are currently quoted at stock exchanges. PSA has the 

intention to introduce itself at the stock market. Maximizing market value may be a goal 

where terminals are primarily meant to be investment projects which can be sold easily 

without harming the company’s terminal network. This applies to none of the six major 

container-handling operators, as their terminals’ primary goal is to fit into the network. 

 

Gale and Branch (1982) mention maximization of return on investment (ROI), which is 

however more often used for specific projects. Friedman (1969) mentions market share 

maximization as a company goal, whereas Asian Development Bank (2000, p.7) refers to 

maximization of concentration. Both of these goals can also be intermediary goals for 

obtaining a further goal, for instance maximum cash flow. If any of both goals is pursued as 

primary goals, it comes close to what Gugler et al. (2001) typify as irrational goals: expansion 

or growth for instance, or starting-up prestige projects (Amihud and Lev, 1981), both 

potentially caused by hubris. In container handling, hubris may impact on a small number of 

terminal-acquisition or start-up decisions, but the huge investments involved in most cases 

prompt terminal operators on thorough and rational market and terminal analysis. Sales 

maximization is normally equal to market share maximization (Friedman, 1969 and 1971). 

 

As far as profitability is concerned, Martin (2001) distinguishes among traditional firms, 

where profit maximization, compatible with the utility maximization of its owners-managers, 

was a logical firm goal, and the modern firm with its separation of managers and 

shareholders, which present sometimes conflicting intentions. Managers sometimes no longer 

feel obliged to maximize the return to stockholders, but they may be interested in maximizing 

managerial rewards or maximizing discretionary power (Friedman, 1969). Alternatively, 

managers may also want to keep risk minimal (Amihud and Lev, 1981). Trujillo and Nombela 

(1999, pp. 29-31) discern construction, operational, revenue, financial and environmental risk. 

None of these managerial ‘biases’ are very likely in container handling, as terminal-company 

owners usually have a strong hand in and tight control over terminal management. Moreover, 
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with respect to risk, managers and owners may have common interests, be it that managers 

may want to reduce risk in order to protect their positions, whereas owners usually reduce risk 

in order not to incur loss of capital. 

 

Managerial motives may prevail in the short run, but in the longer term, profit or cash flow is 

the basis for the terminal’s value. Non-profit-maximizing terminals may see their terminal 

value decrease, making the terminal more vulnerable to takeovers or acquisitions, and in the 

end making managers worse off through synergy measures like elimination of duplicate jobs. 

Mas-Colell et al. (1995) refer to this phenomenon as ‘external market control’. According to 

Mas-Colell et al. (1995), in the short term, profit maximization is usually to be applied when 

(i) prices are not influenced by company behaviour, (ii) profit is not uncertain, and (iii) 

managers are tightly controlled by owners. In the former two cases, absence of influence from 

owners’ personal preferences and absence of risk behaviour helps imposing profit 

maximization. In the latter case, reduction of managerial decision power prevents non-profit-

maximizing behaviour. The former two cases are not typical to container handling, the latter 

is. Mas-Colell et al. (1995) suggests ‘internal agency contract control’ as a useful tool for 

fulfilling the third condition. 

 

Alternatively to maximizing, terminals may also seek to outperform their rivals in one of the 

previously mentioned yardsticks: reaching a level of profit, sales or growth that is good 

relative to rivals’ levels (Friedman, 1969). Or terminals may satisfice rather than optimize, in 

most cases in order to avoid trouble: keep stockholders happy through high enough profits, 

satisfy unions through high enough wages, keep extra inventories to avoid shortage, or avoid 

any action that arouses suspicion at higher levels. The latter situation may result in X-

inefficiency if bureaucratic management is in place. In terminals which are publicly run, some 

form of satisficing behaviour may be more likely than in a private environment. Doing no 

more than outperforming rivals may occur in more terminals, especially if the profit-

maximizing level of output or prices is not exactly known. 

 

Reekie (1989) adds technical efficiency, which is production at minimum possible average 

cost. In a single-output environment, cost minimization equals profit maximization. However, 

as container handling nearly always is a multiple-output activity, this duality is not valid here.  
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Technical progressiveness or innovation is a related goal which seldom applies to container 

handling: new technologies which do not enable the firm to reach the same profitability or 

cash flow are not sustained for long.  

 

Hennart (1988) mentions equity maximization as a possible company goal. This however is a 

goal which is most closely attained in public environments, but even there disturbance factors 

like X-inefficiency prevent full equity from being reached. The same reasoning goes for 

employment maximization (Friedman, 1969). Lynk (1995) shows what merger effects may 

occur under such ‘non-profit’ goals. 

 

A more ‘intangible’ yardstick, quality, is being dealt with by Oum, Park and Zhang (2000), 

Douglas and Miller (1974) and Jamison (2000). Hardly ever though, it is considered as the 

ultimate goal: a container-handling product’s quality is reflected in shipping companies’ 

willingness-to-pay. 

 

Nooteboom (1999) pays special attention to small firms. They may have as a secondary goal 

to remain small, in order to preserve their independence, go their own way, lead a traditional 

life, and do things which are impossible in large firms. Their primary goal should be one of 

the yardsticks mentioned earlier in this paragraph. Small container terminals to date only 

serve niche markets.  

 

Industrial economics recognizes that maximization of company value or shareholder value is 

for most companies the most important goal. 

 

III.7. Firm decision types 

 

In terms of behaviour, container terminals and / or the companies that own them take 

decisions at various levels: they decide what technology to use and how to compete, to fix or 

change capacity at what level, how to co-operate or collude, how to differentiate and / or 

diversify, and / or how to integrate horizontally, vertically or in conglomerate manner. 
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III.7.1. Type of technology and competition 
 
In a combined Cournot-Bertrand context, independent terminals compete in quantities with 

terminals in the same market and in prices with terminals serving diversified products. They 

may try to reach a pure activity goal for their product activity. If a container-handling 

company operates or has stakes in several terminals, it may co-ordinate activities over 

terminals in order to obtain an overall company goal. Cash-flow maximization at the company 

level for instance then no longer equals profit maximization at each terminal separately. The 

company’s terminals may be in the same or in different product markets.  
 
Hassan et al. (1990) show how scale, technical and allocative inefficiencies can result from 

inappropriate production choices, also in container handling. Figure III-2 illustrates the 

concepts graphically. x 1 and x 2 are both inputs, y is an output. Algebraically, allocative 

efficiency is measured as the ratio oc/ob. Technical efficiency is measured as the ratio y d / y f. 

Scale efficiency finally is measured as the ratio (y e / x e)/ (y d / x d). 

Figure III-2: Technical, scale and allocative efficiency 
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In an attempt to keep or push competitors out of the market, some form of limit or predatory 

behaviour may be applied, in setting prices as well as quantities (OECD, 1999, p. 63). It 

cannot be confirmed whether such behaviour occurs in container handling. Technically 

speaking, most of the major container-handling companies are in a cash position that allows 

them to sustain limit behaviour at least for for a while. However, pushing a terminal out of the 

market only helps as long as this terminal can compensate with other, more profitable 

markets. If the terminal goes bankrupt or its owners decide to leave the facility, the terminal 

will be handed over to a new owner under a new lease agreement, and the incumbent will 

have to start its action all over again. This contrasts with most other businesses, where a site 

can remain empty if a supplier leaves business or where the site can get a totally different 

function. Limit behaviour as a way of creating cost-based entry barriers is therefore not a 

sustainable solution to eliminate container-handling competition. 

 

III.7.2. Capacity change 
 
Capacity extension, as indicated in Section III.5, is a process that in container handling 

requires several months to years, depending on the type of modifications to be put into 

practice. Capacity expansion is very frequent: nearly all container terminals have seen their 

capacity increase one or several times through organizational or infrastructural changes. 

Capacity extension has an immediate impact on supply and demand. Oum, Zhang and Zhang 

(2000) consider capacity choice as a means to install technology-based entry barriers. 

 

III.7.3. Co-operation 
 
As shown in Chapter II, container-handling terminals and companies engage in a large 

number of co-operation agreements. Some of these agreements, most often the contractual 

ones, are an absolute necessity in order to be able to produce: acquiring necessary inputs, 

binding customers, etc. Such contracts may be made by the terminal or by the operating 

company owning the terminal or part of it. The latter occurs when for instance multi-terminal 

contracts are made, featuring special tariffs applied at all or a number of the operator’s 

terminals. Such discounting may be a means to enforce exclusivity in supply (Shapiro, 1999 

and Klein, 1996). PSA for instance discounted heavily in order to bind feeders (Business 
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Times, 2002b). Having many feeders calling usually is a positive element in gaining hub 

status in shipping companies’ networks. Other co-operation agreements, like joint ventures, 

acquisitions and mergers, are often not indispensable, but allow the terminal to obtain better 

results. Such agreements are typically made by the operating companies. Co-operation is 

often used as a means to create entry barriers, especially market-based barriers: carriers for 

instance are bound to the terminal due to their participations. Van den Bossche (2002c) shows 

however that such co-operation does not guarantee full loyalty. In that respect, transaction 

cost theory shows that in environments where the risk of hold-up is high, it may often be safer 

to conclude long-term contracts. 

 

Mergers in container-handling typically do not occur in waves. However, models of 

endogenization like in the wave analyses of Kamien and Zang (1990), Barros (1998), Fauli-

Oller (2000), Barkoulas et al. (2001), Gugler et al. (2002) and Rodrigues (2002) are useful for 

their assessment of merger effects. 

 

Collusion is considered as explicitly anti-competitive behaviour if it increases terminal profit 

(or any other yardstick applied) compared to the case where there would be no collusion 

(Kantarelis and Veendorp, 1988; Caves, 1999). Bloch (2002) and Economides and Skrypcacz 

(2003) analyse coalition formation in network industries like container handling. Collusion 

can also be tacit, non-cooperative: taking no aggressive action against competitors (Van 

Wegberg (1995). Except for co-ordinated actions among terminals having a common owner, 

collusion does not seem to occur in container handling, for the reasons set out in Section III.5. 

 

III.7.4. Network building 
 
An important issue in network industries like container handling, is the size of the network. 

The analyses of Economides and Himmelberg (1995), Economides (1996), Shaffer (1997) and 

Roson and Van den Bergh (2000) are useful in taking decisions on network size. Earlier 

contributions from McCall (1980) and Carlton (1992) analyzed network building for the 

banking respectively the electronic services sector and are transferable to container handling. 
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III.7.5. Differentiation and diversification 
 
Also from Chapter II, it appears that container-handling terminals as well as companies may 

find it worthwhile to diversify. A terminal that diversifies enters into a different product 

market, but is bound to the terminal location and will usually have to find an equilibrium 

between the different products so as to reach its terminal goal. Berry and Waldfogel (1999) 

illustrate for broadcasting how product choice may impact on merger decisions. The results 

are partially transferable to container handling. A terminal company that diversifies may be in 

different product markets due mainly to different locations. The terminal respectively the 

company are then in multi-product environments, which implies multi-market presence. Due 

to the importance of the spatial dimension in container handling, the analyses of Braid (1999 

and 2001) and Clemenz and Gugler (2002) are applicable. The importance of space with 

respect to merger decisions is quantified by Norman and Pepall (1999). Differentiation 

restricts to container handling, whereas diversification includes other cargo types. It may be a 

way of setting up market-based entry barriers. Quality choice, like in the models of Wauthy 

(1996) and Douglas and Miller (1974), may be a way of differentiating.  

 

Multi-market presence may coincide with multi-market contact if some of the owning 

companies are the same. In many industries, multi-market contact increases the tendency to 

co-ordinate actions (Bernheim and Whinston, 1990). However, as the necessary conditions for 

co-ordinated action from Section III.5 are lacking in container handling, at least when the 

other market players are not owned by the same company, terminals seem to compete rather 

than to collude. 

 

III.7.6. Integration 
 
Container-handling companies may integrate horizontally, vertically or in a conglomerate 

manner. It was shown in Chapter II that logistics is a business often sought after by container-

handling companies. In any case of integration, the overall company goal determines goals at 

terminal level: co-ordination is imposed. Damas and Mottley (2003) illustrate how container 

terminals owned by carriers may be influenced by their integrated character: carriers often 

seek for third-party container business for the terminal. This traffic is often not enough to 
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make the facility profitable, but it helps in bearing part of the terminal’s fixed costs. Vertical 

integration is often used as a means to create entry barriers, especially market-based barriers: 

terminals who go in transport and logistics for instance have a hinterland network which 

newcomers usually don’t have. Less than in other sectors, vertical integration is used for 

acquiring technologies on the input side. 

 

III.7.7. Closing down 
 
Closing down business is not a usual phenomenon in container handling. A company can stop 

activities at a terminal, but in that case, the lease agreement will usually oblige it to sell the 

premises to another operator, who will then start up the terminal again. Real closure usually 

only occurs when the facility has become obsolete or when it remains far under expectations. 

Among the rare examples are the Ceres Paragon terminal in Amsterdam, which Hutchison 

agreed to buy in order to close the facility down and move equipment to Rotterdam, with the 

consent of the Amsterdam municipality (World Cargo News Online, 2005r). Another example 

of this type is Katoennatie’s withdrawal from the Flanders Container Terminal at Zeebruges, 

which left the terminal empty. 

 

III.7.8. Type of competition as the primary decision 
 
If a one-stage game is considered, where terminal-operating company behaviour is restricted 

to choosing prices and / or quantities for terminals started up and for terminals acquired or 

merged with. The game could be extended in several ways, if one considers the terminal to 

make choices also on capacity, co-operation, differentiation or diversification and vertical or 

conglomerate integration. A type of game like in Faulhaber and Hogendorn (2000), where a 

telecommunications company makes sequential decisions on entry in the business, product 

scope, capacity, and operations (prices and quantities), or a merger game like in Adler and 

Smilowitz (2003) or Possajennikov (2001), can be introduced in container handling, but is not 

what is observed in reality. 

 

Note that the decisions made in a one-stage game may be repeated each time a change in the 

environment occurs. An environmental change could be a demand as well as a supply change. 
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Supply changes could be caused by competitors who change their output or price decisions, 

who modify capacity, who decide to co-operate, who differentiate and / or diversify, and / or 

who integrate. Changes in the environment occur sequentially, and therefore the one-stage 

game is in reality played several times, over multiple periods, like in Spulber (1995) and 

Friedman (1971). Such repeated interaction could again sharpen the tendency to collude, but it 

was shown that sufficient conditions are not present. 

 

III.8. Horizontal merger and acquisition effects 

 

Horizontal merger and acquisition effects can mainly be categorized as economic, financial or 

market-related (Azevedo, 1999). Depending on whether the partners’ emphasis is on 

economic or market-related motives, Bensaid et al. (1994) call the merger co-operative or 

concentrative. Company merger and acquisition translate as changed terminal conditions. 

 

III.8.1. Economic merger and acquisition effects 
 
With respect to the economic effects of mergers and acquisitions, a distinction can be made 

among transaction and size effects. Farrell and Shapiro (2000) denote the first type of effects 

as synergies, the latter as efficiencies. Efficiencies can but need not be merger-specific. In 

horizontal mergers or acquisitions, only the size effect occurs. In container handling, size 

effects can be obtained in the operational fields from Table III-10. 

 

The transaction cost savings from occur under the assumption of bounded rationality: in 

contractual arrangements, for each contract, a new search has to be initiated. This cost is 

avoided in a unified company setting (Nooteboom, 1999). On the other hand, firm size can 

make efficient hierarchical control impossible. In Table III-10, it is assumed that firm 

structure allows efficient management.  
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Table III-10: Operational fields affected by economic effects of mergers and acquisitions 

Operational field Size effect References 
Administration Fixed administrative costs can be 

spread over larger volume; 
possibility of standardization and 
automation 

Gilligan et al., 1984; Berndt et al., 
1991; Bouquet, 1992 ; Martin, 
2001; Van Wegberg, 1995, p. 1; 
Nawas, 1995; Durkin and 
Elliehausen, 1998; Van den 
Bossche, 2002d 

Contracting Bargaining power in negotiating; 
avoiding intermediaries 

Hagedoorn, 1993; Nooteboom, 
1999 

Equipment Sufficient equipment volumes to 
bargain input prices; equipment can 
be used more efficiently 

Caves et al., 1984 ; Clark, 1984; 
Beddow, 2001; Cordts, 2001 

Handling 
operations - 
technology 

Possibility to standardize within 
constraints imposed by shipping 
companies; product specialization is 
efficient 

Peltzman, 1977; Hagedoorn, 1993; 
Contractor and Lorange, 1988; 
Hennart, 1988; Encaoua, 1991; 
Van Wegberg, 1995, p. 1; 
Botelberge, 1996; Van den 
Bossche, 2002; Peters (2003) 
 

ICT ICT setup, installation and 
maintenance costs can be spread 
over larger volume; possibility of 
standardization; e-commerce more 
efficient and more attractive in 
larger network; sufficient volume to 
have in-house development, 
installation and maintenance of 
systems 

Contractor and Lorange, 1988; 
Borys and Jemison, 1989, p. 77; 
Hagedoorn, 1993; Van Wegberg, 
1995, p. 1; Nooteboom, 1999; 
Oum, Zhang and Zhang, 2000, p. 
8; Beddow, 2001; Van den 
Bossche, 2000 and 2002d 

Labour In-house training is efficient due to 
job specialization 

Contractor and Lorange, 1988; 
Beddow, 2001 

Marketing Fixed administrative costs can be 
spread over larger volume; more 
terminals means more attractive 
network; possibility of 
standardization; sufficient volume to 
do promotion with own staff 

Devine et al., 1985, p. 201; 
Hagedoorn, 1993; Van Wegberg, 
1995, p. 1; Cordts, 2001; Van den 
Bossche, 2002b 

R&D Technology development costs can 
be spread over larger volume; 
sufficient volume to have knowledge 
in house 

Devine et al., 1985, p. 201; 
Nooteboom, 1999; Van den 
Bossche, 2002b 

Security Fixed security costs to be spread 
over larger volume; possibility of 
standardization and automation; 
security provision can efficiently be 
provided in house 

Van Wegberg, 1995, p. 1; De 
Lloyd, 2003 
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A number of merger and acquisition effects only materialize in specific contexts due to site 

specificity, physical asset specificity or human operator specificity (Stewart, Harris and 

Carlton, 1984; Borys and Jemison, 1989, p. 77; Berger and Humphrey, 1994, p. 6; 

Williamson and Masten, 1999). Effects can also depend on the acquirer or merging partner: 

some are universal (occur with all partners), some are endemic (occur with some partners), 

and some are unique (to one specific partner) (Copeland et al., 2000, p. 121). 

 

In container handling, mergers do only allow to reduce process setup costs when terminals are 

within the same market, and when the terminal operator decides to shift all operations to the 

least-cost terminal. This contrasts with what Cordts (2001) observes in many other businesses, 

also in logistics. As closing down a terminal is often not an option due to lease agreements, 

such shifts are not likely to happen. 

 

III.8.2. Financial merger and acquisition effects 
 
It is known that for port investments, large amounts of capital are usually required, on the 

order of 150 bn USD / 1m TEU. Often, existing container-handling companies, especially the 

small, local ones, cannot afford the necessary terminal extensions. Mergers and acquisitions 

are therefore often an indispensable means to increase working capital (Bonney, 2002). 

Sufficient capital is also necessary for enabling innovations in technology (Declercq and 

Verbeke, 1994). Nawas (1995) and Bouquet (1992) deal with financial efficiency effects in 

banking, but their results are partially transferable to container handling. 

 

Financial merger or acquisition motives may further be avoidance of losses, attaining positive 

earnings, improving operating results or getting a stable management with stable results (Van 

der Vennet (1994). Azevedo (1999) mentions tax benefits resulting from merger or 

acquisition. 

 

Devine et al. (1985, p. 196) and Benefield and Perry (1994) see improved market valuation or 

stock market capitalization as further merger or acquisition effects. The latter effect applies to 

the stock-quoted container-handling companies. 
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Devine et al. (1985, p. 201), Berger et al. (1987) and Oum, Park and Zhang (2000, p. 9) refer 

to the beneficial effects on risk mergers and acquisitions may have. If a container-handling 

company merges with a different company active on different markets, risk is spread. 

 

Mergers or acquisitions are furthermore also be a way to generate company growth (Devine et 

al., 1985, p. 198; Anderson, 1990, p. 30). Company growth is often necessary in order to 

retain market value. 

 

III.8.3. Market-related merger and acquisition effects 
 
A merger or acquisition of companies active in the same market implies increased market 

power (Gale and Branch, 1982; Eckbo, 1985). Market power can have substantial effects on 

outputs and prices. The results Prager and Hannan (1998) and Hannan and Rhoades (1998, p. 

69) obtain for banking, Brueckner and Spiller (1991), Marín (1995) and Bamberger and 

Carlton (2003) for aviation, and Cotterill (1986) for retailing are partially transferable to 

container handling. 

 

For companies not yet active in a market, mergers and acquisitions may be the ideal way of 

entry, since it usually allows circumventing entry barriers (Hennart, 1988) and therefore 

allows quick entry (Hagedoorn, 1993; Contractor and Lorange, 1988; Borys and Jemison, 

1989, p. 77; Copeland et al., 2000, p. 118). Van der Vennet (1994) calls mergers and 

acquisitions relatively easy ways of differentiation. Mergers and acquisitions also allow 

quickly adapting products to markets, acquire sources of materials or competencies, acquire a 

strong trademark, set market standards, pre-empt or attack competition or defend one’s own 

product (Nooteboom, 1999; Botelberge, 1996). With a merger or acquisition, a company also 

acquires knowledge and control of local outputs and processes (Van Wegberg, 1995, p. 1). 

 

Mergers and acquisitions may also enable the company to delete excess capacity in a market 

(Martin, 2001), although capacity deletion is not evident in a highly regulated environment 

like in container handling. 
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Negative merger or acquisition effects from a terminal point of view may be decreasing 

flexibility in technology choice (Nooteboom, 1999). 

 

III.9. Effects of other forms of co-operation and integration 

 

III.9.1. Vertical or conglomerate integration 
 
Vertical integration may be inspired by efficiency as well as strategic motives (Martin, 2001), 

which differ from those accruing to horizontal mergers and acquisitions. Efficiency effects are 

solving the bounded rationality problem, internalizing information, internalizing technological 

abilities, solving small-numbers bargaining problems, solving other distortions in input choice 

like for instance uncertainty, and making price discrimination undone. Strategic effects are 

transport chain foreclosure, raising rival’s costs, increasing industry understanding, and 

avoiding contracting, transactions and negotiations costs. 

 

Conglomerate integration just like vertical integration allows circumventing transaction costs, 

but also allows spreading risk and building an empire (Martin, 2001). 

 

III.9.2. Joint-venture formation 
 
Joint ventures have in common with horizontal mergers and acquisitions a number of internal, 

competitive and strategic effects (Harrigan, 1985, p. 28; King, 1998). These effects may be re-

categorized as economic, financial and market-related effects.  

 

Economic joint-venture effects are that they allow to obtain beneficial input conditions and to 

gain synergies through partner coalition (Bloch, 2002). Financial effects from joint ventures 

are the abilities to gain means for which there is no market, to gain capital for debt leverage 

and to share risk. Market-related effects are to enter new markets, to circumvent trade 

barriers, to build locally accepted worldwide terminal networks, to acquire new technologies 

and customers, to get knowledge of new management practices or strategic information, to 

share output at least if terminals are in the same market, and to expand capacity.  
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Compared to mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures have a number of advantages 

(Nooteboom, 1999). 

• There is less of a problem with cultural integration. 

• Full partner screening is less important. 

• Focus remains on core competencies. 

• Existing brand name is maintained. 

• Input autonomy is maintained. 

• Local identity is maintained. 

 

III.9.3. Contracting 
 
Container-handling terminals or companies, like other companies, often prefer contracting to 

integrating, whether through merger, acquisition or joint venture, for a number of reasons 

(Nooteboom, 1999). 

• There is hardly any cultural problem. 

• Contracting allows hedging. 

• Contracts can be renegotiated and allow more flexibility. 

• Contracts still work, even if capital markets are not efficient. 

• If quality is defective, the contract can be stopped; if under integration quality is defective, 

a new production technology needs to be introduced, which is much more capital- and 

time-intensive, and which often suffers from asset-specificity in changing environments. 

• Separate companies maintain their full identity. 

• Set-up costs are lower than for integrated forms of co-operation. 

 

Drawbacks of contracts compared to mergers and acquisitions are that there may be spillovers 

of knowledge, and that conflicts of interest may surge which are hard to control. The latter at 

a terminal may for instance mean that traffic feed is not as it could be under a joint venture, 

and that service quality may not fully live up to shipping companies’ expectations. This 

conclusion can be derived from Zhang (2002, p. 1), who obtained similar results for alliances 

in aviation.  
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III.10. Abstracted merger aspects 

 

This section deals with a number of co-operation aspects to which no further explicit attention 

is paid in this thesis, but which need to be borne in mind when analyzing mergers and 

acquisitions, due to the locally strong impact they may have. 

 

III.10.1. Antitrust 
 
The possibility that a specific merger proposal is blocked by an antitrust authority, is not 

taken into account. In container-handling reality however, competition authorities follow 

closely high-profit businesses like container handling. Examples of antitrust worries and 

considerations are abundant. At Jawaharlal Nehru Port for instance, APM Terminals and P&O 

Ports among other foreign operators already present in the port were allowed to bid for the 

fourth container terminal, after earlier ministerial considerations on oligopoly prevention were 

reversed (World Cargo News Online, 2004al). India changed its bidding allowance policy on 

antitrust grounds: the rule that any operator cannot run more than two terminals in the same 

port now also includes neighbouring ports (World Cargo News Online, 2005u). Jakarta 

International Container Terminal in Indonesia was at first forced to close down due to alleged 

unfair competition, but the allegation was later recalled (World Cargo News Online, 2004cm). 

The grounds for merger rejection and antitrust rules are however under severe discussion, as 

shows for instance De Financieel-Economische Tijd (2002).  

 

Neither does this thesis deal with the possibility that an antitrust authority can impose an 

ownership ceiling to a specific company, of the type mentioned in OECD (2001, p. 73) 

 

III.10.2. Bidding 
 
Bidding is inherent to container handling in two situations. Of course it is inherent in case of a 

merger or acquisition, but here it does not differ from any other business. Therefore, an 

analysis like in Colangelo (1995), where companies combine horizontal and vertical 

integration through a three-stage game including (i) bidding for a company, (ii) input price 

setting, and (iii) output price competition, could also fit container handling. A problem then is 
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determining the amount to pay and bid for the company. Copeland, Koller and Murrin (2000) 

and Haspeslagh (1991) note that overbidding may be caused by too optimistic estimates of 

market potential and of synergies or efficiencies, or by a current market value which is 

unknown. 

 

A second situation where bidding occurs is specific to container handling: bidding occurs to 

obtain a terminal concession. West L.B. Panmure (2001, p. 13) observes that more and more 

the major container-handling companies are in cut-throat competition and consequently also 

bidding for newly developed terminals. Fees to pay, initially and annually, are incorporated in 

this thesis as fixed costs, and there is no reference to the bidding process as such. A bidding 

game, for terminal concessions in this case, could be but is not introduced here. The 

container-handling bidding process differs from classical bidding processes in the sense that 

the ‘content’ of the proposal is at least as important as the amount of money offered: the 

authority granting the concession wants to know what will be future performance of and plans 

with the terminal. 

 

III.10.3. Company culture 
 
Nooteboom (1999) observes that company culture is an important aspect which should not be 

overlooked in the merger or acquisition process. Ignoring the cultural dimension is the basis 

for many merger and acquisition failures. This is not different from the merger process in any 

other business. Cultural integration is an important part in merger human resource 

management. Desmet (2003) illustrates how culturally different container-handling companies 

can be. 

 

III.10.4. Entry 
 
Entry by third parties is in this thesis not considered to be an endogenous phenomenon. This 

is close to container-handling reality in the case of erection of new terminals, as public and / 

or port authority support or at least authorisation is required. New terminal entry therefore 

often has an exogenous character, where the decision to build a new terminal is of course at 

least partly driven by container-handling companies willing to occupy sites in a market with 
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high profits, but where on the other hand the decision is dependent on the willingness, 

capabilities and agenda of the public and / or port authority to allow a new terminal. A recent 

example of a port authority-induced terminal development is Philadelphia with its South Port 

Development (World Cargo News Online, 2005t). Government induction is found for 

instance in Ukraine where the Transport Ministry wants to develop a new port along the 

Kerch-Yenikale canal (World Cargo News Online, 2005af). Government intervention is found 

for instance at Port Botany, where no agreement is reached on how to develop and to whom to 

lease the terminal (World Cargo News Online, 2005ah), and at Dibden Bay, where the 

government forbade ABP’s terminal construction plans on environmental grounds (World 

Cargo News Online, 2004bw). Foreign direct investment rules may also prevent a newcomer 

from entering. Like in many other industries, entry by a third party depends not only on the 

presence of entry barriers, but also on current market rents, reaction patterns of incumbents, 

nature of eventual other potential entrants, resources and market information costs (Caves and 

Porter (1977). 

 

III.10.5. Market segmentation 
 
Within the same market, differentiation among customers is possible. Such market 

segmentation may be the basis for price discrimination. Hausman et al. (1968, p. 370-371) 

identify as sufficient conditions for price discrimination the possibility of identification of 

different price sensitivity and the possibility of arbitrage obstruction. The latter condition is 

automatically fulfilled in case of inherently non-transferable products, but needs to be 

contractually fixed when products are transferable in nature. Jamison (2000) and Bamberger 

and Carlton (2003) deal with price discrimination in the specific case of network industries, 

like container handling is one. 

 

III.10.6. Principal-agent control 
 
Part of Section III.6 was devoted to managerial impact on terminal activity goals, and the 

tension that this can bring in the relationship between shareholders and managers. The 

principal-agent problem and how to keep it under control is the subject of for instance 

Hansmann (1996). 
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III.10.7. Merger process issues 
 
Financial planning and control and are required in daily business management, but they 

deserve special attention in case of a merger or acquisition. Copeland et al.’s (2000) 

methodology for company valuation is specially designed for merger situations. 

 

Financial planning is part of a wider process, which Tallman and Shenkar (1993), Geringer 

and Frayne (1993) and Buckley and Casson (1998) describe. In fact, the authors developed 

the process for joint ventures, but it is transferable to mergers and acquisitions. The process 

consists of steps one needs to go through to make a thoroughly founded co-operation 

decision.  

• Decide to look for an investment option 

• Determine selection criteria 

• Identify partners 

• Evaluate partners 

• Decide on the partner to approach 

• Negotiate with the partner 

• Decide on the final partner and sign the contract 

 

Jespers (1991) and Nooteboom (1999) mention an element which is often overlooked during 

the set-up of a merger: under what conditions and when to break up the agreement (or de-

merge). 

 

III.10.8. Innovation 
 
An implication of working with mergers is that innovation that is to come is not considered. 

Demand and supply conditions are only analyzed for existing settings. 

 

III.10.9. Social welfare 
 
A number of outcomes of mergers and acquisitions are not only desirable from a company 

point-of-view, but can in the meantime be better for society and therefore increase social 
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welfare. Improved service, cost reduction, etc. under specific conditions are socially desirable. 

Although company rather than social welfare is in the focus of this thesis, welfare and 

antitrust analysis like in Corchón and Faulí-Oller (1999) is useful here, and, on the other hand, 

the results from this thesis are useful for antitrust analysis. 

 

III.10.10. Stock markets 
 
Although in a few number of cases, good stock market results may be a container-handling 

company’s primary goal, stock market results and reactions are not subject to analysis in this 

thesis. A supplementary reason is that Copeland et al. (2000) pose a number of 

methodological questions as to when a merger or acquisition is a success according to stock-

market standards. A success could be when overall value creation is higher than without 

merger or acquisition, when a lower premium is paid than the value of the acquired company, 

or when the merged company is better run than it would have been without a merger. As only 

a limited number of container-handling companies are stock-quoted, stock-market reactions’ 

explanation power is limited here. 

 

III.11. Useful techniques 

 

It was shown in Chapter I that port production and cost functions have been quantified in a 

number of ways. Tongzon’s (1993) production estimate and the cost estimates of Tovar de la 

Fe et al. (2003 and 2003c) and especially Marchese et al. (2000) and Turner et al. (2004) 

approach closest the multi-product container-handling environment. None of them however 

treats different products sold at different markets separately. 
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All of these studies use econometric estimation for determining production and cost functions. 

Such methodology involves a number of specific estimation problems. 

• What aggregation level to choose? If the aggregation is too detailed, no data and / or no 

sample elements may be found. If there is not enough detail, important information may 

be lost 

• Often the translog function is used in estimating. However, this functional form suffers 

from the so-called ‘non-zero’ property (no zero input values allowed if not zero cost) and 

the parameter number property (too many parameters can lead to multi-collinearity) 

The Economic Frontier Approach, the Thick Frontier Approach, Data Envelopment Analysis9 

and the Distribution-Free Approach all suffer from similar lack-of-data problems. 

 

The alternative chosen in this thesis is to apply an engineering technique. It however remains 

a problem to find the required, disaggregate data. Help may come from simulation and 

optimization modules developed. Their results can serve as inputs for the engineering cost 

calculation. One should however be well aware of the specific purpose that the simulation 

instrument was developed for, and consequently of the simulation level and specific 

container-handling context that it entails. Gambardella and Rizzoli’s (2000) overview of 

simulation techniques existing and applied for the different terminal activities, is helpful in 

this respect. A number of different contexts are summarized in Table III-11. 

Table III-11: Container-handling simulation contexts 

Reference Level Context 
Daganzo (2002) 
 

port Crane productivity in order to minimize ship 
delay 

Khan (2002) terminal Hong Kong International Terminals: focus on 
equipment handling rates, vessel operating 
rates, tractor turnaround times, yard grounding 
statistics, and resource utilisation levels 

Kurstjens et al. (1996) port Dutch Maasvlakte project 
King (1999) port Maritime entrance 
Kia et al. (2002) port  
Liu et al. (2002) terminal Automation 
Gambardella et al. (1998) and 
Mastrolilli et al. (2000) 

terminal La Spezia port 

 

                                                 
9 Data Envelopment Analysis was applied to container handling among others by Marchese et al. (2000). 
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Choi and Yun (2000) apply an object-oriented approach. Herrero et al. (2002) distinguish 

among parallel and pro-active simulation. Also can different simulation and optimization 

levels be distinguished: Steenken et al. (2004, p. 34 - 35) and Boll (2002, p. 125) distinguish 

among these. 

• Strategic simulation, dealing with terminal lay-out and handling equipment. 

• Tactical simulation, looking for solutions to disturbances in terminal operations. 

• Operational simulation, whereby different logistics alternatives are evaluated. 

 

Priorities will usually be imposed on the sequence of activities to be optimised at a terminal. 

Van de Merbel, 1998 states that a traditional sequence of more to less crucial elements looks 

like in Figure III-3. 

Figure III-3: Traditional importance of container terminal elements 

 
Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998 

 

Sometimes, an artificial agent structure is introduced, in which each agent performs a specific 

terminal activity. Such structure by definition does not conform to reality, so that outcomes 

need to be translated to the actual terminal situation. Rebollo et al. (2000) for example 

distinguish among agents and operations like in Figure III-4. 

Figure III-4: Container-handling agents according to Rebollo et al. 

 
Source: own composition based on Rebollo et al., 2000 

 

Thurston and Hu (2002) consider three agents: the Quay Crane Agent, the Straddle Carrier 

Agent, and the Traffic Agent. Henesey et al. (2002) set up a berth planning program, in which 
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transactions occur between the four main agents they distinguish: a ship agent, a berth agent, a 

yard agent, and a gate agent. The authors apply the following system architecture: 

• allocation of incoming containers to terminal yard; 

• dispatch of containers from terminal yard to ships; 

• allocation of yards with containers discharged from a ship; 

• dispatch of containers from terminal yard to hinterland transportation; 

• reallocation of containers after final decision of berth. 

 

Typical to Cournot and Bertrand settings, is the possibility to apply game theory.  Fauli-Oller 

(1997) is a useful reference in this respect, which combines merger analysis with game-

theoretic applications in an oligopolistic setting. 

 

III.12. Summary on market structure, firm behaviour and merger effects 

 

Many container-handling products may be distinguished, even at the same terminal. These 

products may be handled sequentially or in parallel. In the first case, one has multiple 

products, whereas in the second case, there is joint production, with particular effects on 

operating conditions for CHAPTER IV. Characteristics for distinguishing products originate 

from the container itself, its cargo, the vessel transporting the container, the hinterland mode, 

or specific handling requests. These characteristics will come back in CHAPTER IV among 

other characteristics.  

 

Compatibility of products is of particular interest, as it allows increasing demand for a 

terminal’s services. The size of the market as such can in general be measured with the help 

of a number of methods, of which only one is more or less feasible for container handling: 

similarity of streams. Using elasticities is hard as prices are often unknown, and shipments 

theories do not apply since container-handling is a service which is not shipped. The 

similarity-of-streams method can be used to determine the specific market size for each of the 

cells of the matrix in CHAPTER IV.  

 

With respect to the number of players, all facts seem to confirm that container handling is 

characterized by an oligopoly situation. This has important repercussions on the market 
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dynamics and relationships between terminals. On the one hand, different terminal cost 

structures may lead to different market shares of individual terminals, whereas on the other 

hand, different market shares may lead to different reaction patterns, which make individual 

terminals behave in a way that would be different under a different market setting. Business 

dynamics impact on the sections of the supply function from CHAPTER IV that will in the 

end be reached by maximizing profits, where demand and supply meet. Game theory is a 

helpful tool in such oligopoly setting. Two supplementary elements which lead to different 

market settings are the asymmetric distribution of information in container handling, and the 

absence of communication, which causes recurrent disequilibrium.  

 

It is also observed that container handling features fixed costs. This is a source of economies 

of scale at the terminal level, and therefore confirms hypothesis 1. The level of fixed costs 

depends on the specific technology used at the terminal, which supports hypothesis 2. 

 

The type of goals that the owners of a terminal pursue may depend on the organizational 

setting of the terminal and of the wider port, and therefore depend on the position in the 

matrix in CHAPTER IV. In turn, the goals, at terminal level or at company level, determine at 

what output and price level the terminal will produce. It can be observed that company value 

maximization, or shareholder value maximization in case shareholders are present, will be the 

most frequent goal. 

 

The supply functions developed in CHAPTER IV are primarily meant to support firm 

decisions concerning mergers and acquisitions, but they can also be applied to any output and 

price decision in general. Other decisions, relating to capacity change, network building, 

differentiation, diversification, integration and contracting indirectly equally benefit from the 

analysis in CHAPTER IV. All of these decisions, in as far as they have been taken in the past, 

be it by the terminal in focus, its competitors or other actors in the maritime chain, help 

structure the context in which terminal handling takes place and determine what setting out of 

CHAPTER IV the terminal finds itself in. 

 

An immediate, be it qualitative, answer to hypothesis 3 is provided by the efficiency effects of 

mergers and acquisitions that are encountered in existing literature, and which are learned 
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from decision-makers in the container-handling business. As horizontal mergers and 

acquisitions are considered, there are no immediate synergy effects. The efficiency effects at 

company level, which are reflected in the terminal cost functions calculated in CHAPTER IV, 

originate from administration, contracting equipment, technology, ICT, labour, marketing, 

R&D and security. Although not immediately in the focus of this thesis, financial and market 

effects deserve attention to, especially as it was shown in CHAPTER IV that mergers and 

acquisitions in general usually have long-term motives. Financial effects like acquiring 

capital, avoiding losses, spreading risk or increasing company value are based on rational 

motives, whereas company growth is often based on more irrational motives. Market effects 

can be reinforcing a terminal’s established position or allowing entry in a new market. 

Although market motives often prevail in deciding on mergers and acquisitions, the various 

operational areas where efficiencies may be obtained lead to the conclusion that these 

efficiencies are not to be neglected. Testing hypothesis 3 in CHAPTER IV is however 

difficult, as comparable and consistent data are lacking at this stage. 

 
There are a number of container-handling aspects which impact on conditions in CHAPTER 

IV, but which get no further immediate attention in the cost function analysis in CHAPTER 

IV. Antitrust for instance may prevent a merger or acquisition move, but may also impose 

supplementary costs if approved. Bidding in container handling occurs in two ways. It may 

influence the capital outlay for the merger or acquisition, or it may influence the conditions 

under which the terminal operates through bidding for a concession. Company culture is an 

aspect that is often overlooked, but that deserves sufficient attention apart from the cost 

analysis: many merger and acquisition failures are due to lack of cultural integration or 

willingness to integrate. Entry is considered to be an exogenous phenomenon, whereas in 

reality, market structure and prospects will make it an endogenous decision. Market 

segmentation is not considered, although the container-handling reality asserts that terminals 

try to take a share of consumer surplus. Principal-agent control, just like culture, is often 

overlooked, but may hamper merger or acquisition plans. The entire merger or acquisition 

process, from the conception of the idea to the conclusion of the agreement, may be a serious 

cost burden by itself, which is not further considered in this thesis. To the extent that mergers 

and acquisitions are considered, innovations are not taken into account. The cost function 

analysis from CHAPTER IV, in as far as cost data are available, allows similar construction 
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of cost functions for new terminal settings like for existing ones. Social welfare is not 

included in the cost function analysis, although it may impact on operating conditions if one 

of the actors in the maritime chain imposes the terminal to take it into account. Stock market 

reactions are not considered either, but may be the expression of company value, which is the 

result of the terminals’ operational results. 

 

In view of data availability, an engineering approach is chosen to construct cost functions in 

CHAPTER IV. Results from various simulations may be useful inputs to the engineering 

analysis. 

 

The next chapter goes into the detail of the container-handling process, and summarizes the 

factors that impact on container-handling supply and / or demand conditions. 
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IV.1. Rationale for the chapter 

 

The aim of this chapter is twofold: to visualize the container-handling process on the one 

hand, and to indicate what factors impact on supply and demand and therefore on efficiencies 

in container handling on the other hand. The following structure is adopted. 

• Section IV.2 details the sub-activities of the container-handling activity as well as their 

sequence.   

• Sections IV.3 to IV.6 give an overview of the conditions impacting on some or all 

container-handling activities and therefore on supply and demand, and on the level of 

economies of scale. These factors are classified in four main groups: policy, scope, chain 

and terminal-specific factors. 

• Section IV.7 summarizes the factors which are brought together in a matrix structure. 

 

IV.2. The container-handling process 

 

Container handling requires a sequence of a number of the activities depicted in Figure IV-1 

to take place. Depending on the container-handling product considered, this sequence is 

composed differently. 

Figure IV-1: Container-handling process for different container-handling products 
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Inbound and outbound containers both require waterside and landside operations. 

Transhipment-container handling only takes waterside activities. Storage is technically 

optional for all products. Each of the sub-activities is described in more detail below. 

 

IV.2.1. Unloading and loading 
 
Unloading and loading both involve the sub-activities mentioned by Linn (2003) in Figure 

IV-2. 

Figure IV-2: Detail of (un-)loading activities: 

 
Source: own composition based on Linn, 2003 

 
As mentioned in Chapter III, container (un-)loading can be performed with different 

techniques: lo/lo, ro/ro or sto/ro. Figure IV-2 takes a lo/lo perspective. Different techniques 

impose different requirements, not only on infra- and superstructure, but also on operations. 

Figure IV-3 makes a comparison between lo/lo and ro/ro techniques with respect to the 

processes of un-boarding and boarding. It appears that the two techniques vary to a large 

extent in the number and type of actions to be taken, and consequently also in container-

handling supply and demand conditions, the latter of which will be confirmed in Section IV.6. 
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Figure IV-3: Comparison of lo/lo and ro/ro techniques for un-boarding and boarding 

Unloading Loading 

Lo/lo  Ro/ro  Lo/lo  Ro/ro  

Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998 
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• Unlocking securing devices. 

• Releasing hatch cover cleats. 

• Unlashing un-containerized and heavy lifts. 

• Placing devices in baskets, bins, etc. 

• Repeating this procedure for every tier. 

Similar shipboard gang duties are required in case of loading. 

• Inserting securing devices, tier by tier. 

• Connecting reefers, open vents, etc. 

• Securing container stacks with lashing devices. 

• Monitoring container condition and ID. 

 

Quay crane allocation is a preparatory activity to (un-)boarding. Wilson et al. (2001) link 

crane allocation to berth allocation, since an available berth is unproductive if no cranes are 

available at that berth.  Closely related to crane allocation too are crane work programming 

and manpower management.  

 

Stowage planning, like the sub-activities from the previous paragraph, is supposed to precede 

the actual loading of the vessel, since it deals with “the arrangement of containers within the 

ship” (Meersmans and Dekker, 2001, p. 5). Wilson et al. (2001) split up stowage planning 

into two sub-processes:  

• ordering blocks of similar containers inside the ships; 

• assigning slots inside the blocks to individual containers.  

 

Shuffling containers is moving the containers from one stack position to a different stack 

position. Marshalling comprises movements from one location to another to suit the 

terminal’s operational requirements. There are what Steenken et al. (2004) call internal 

movements. 

 

Part of the shuffle-operations in case of unloading through lo/lo or sto/ro is grounding of 

containers: stacking them in a block in the storage area.  
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Yard traffic management, according to Meersmans and Dekker (2001, p. 8) involves 

retrieving containers from the stack and transporting them to the quay, or the other way round 

in case of unloading a ship. Retrieval only applies if storage occurs. Stacking vehicles in this 

case operate on stacking blocks, which are themselves divided in stacking bays.  

 

IV.2.2. Storage 
 
Since not all nodes in the maritime transport chain have equal capacity, storage is often 

needed. This buffer function of the container yard storage activity is only one of four of its 

functions. Other storage functionalities are allowing administrative procedures, allowing 

assembly of outbound containers, and accommodating delays. The storage activity, besides 

the physical placing of containers, also involves determination of storage space requirements 

and allocation of storage locations (Van de Merbel, 1998; Meersmans and Dekker, 2001, p. 

13).  

 

Not in all cases, storage is required or applied. It is only applied in what is called ‘indirect 

delivery / receipt’. If there is no storage, direct delivery / receipt is in place. Van de Merbel 

(1998) discerns 6 cases where direct delivery / receipt is often – although not strictly 

necessarily – applied:  

• in terminals operating from a railhead; 

• for high value cargoes, for which extra handling time means a high time cost; 

• for armaments, explosives and certain dangerous goods, where extra movements mean 

increased accident risk; 

• for large, awkward or heavy loads; 

• for fast-track containers; 

• for road vehicles travelling on ro/ro vessels. 

 

IV.2.3. Inter-modal delivery and receipt 
 
For inbound containers, after storage, or after goods are unloaded from ships in case of direct 

delivery, inter-modal delivery takes place, at least where import containers are concerned. 

Conversely, for outbound containers, before storage, or before loading in case of direct 
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delivery, inter-modal receipt takes place, at least where export containers are dealt with. With 

transhipment containers, the inter-modal delivery / receipt stage is not required (Miglior et al., 

2002). Figure IV-4 gives an overview of the steps required for inter-modal delivery and 

receipt in general, comparing indirect and direct techniques. 

Figure IV-4: Delivery / receipt process 

Delivery Receipt 

Indirect Direct Indirect Direct 

Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998 
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Figure IV-5: Delivery / receipt process for rail hinterland transport 

Delivery Receipt 

Indirect Direct Indirect Direct 

Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998 
 

Figure IV-6: Delivery / receipt process for barge hinterland transport 

Delivery Receipt 

Indirect Direct Indirect Direct 

Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998 
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It should also be noted that Figure IV-4 takes a lo/lo or sto/ro point of view. For Figure IV-5 

and Figure IV-6, the lo/lo perspective is a logical one. In case of ro/ro, where truck transport 

is the only possible solution, the container would not be lifted, but the chassis including the 

container would be (de-)coupled. For direct delivery / receipt under ro/ro, (de-)coupling could 

be done inside or outside the ship: in the first case, the hinterland vehicle is allowed to enter 

the vessel, whereas in the second case, it is not. With indirect ro/ro delivery / receipt, (de-

)coupling will automatically be done outside the ship. Under lo/lo, lifting is automatically 

done outside the ship. If lifting is done inside the ship, the technique used is one of sto/ro. 

 

IV.2.4. Data interchange 
 
An important aspect of container handling is document and data exchange. Tung (Chairman 

and CEO OOCL) states that “(un-)loading a 5.000 TEU ship involves about 40,000 

documents and 6,000 to 7,000 customs transactions” (Vickerman, 2003c). Asian 

Development Bank (2000, p. 28) refers to the use of management information systems, 

electronic data interchange, automatic cargo tracking and billing. 

 

Van de Merbel (1998) and Bang (2003) point out two main activities at the terminal which 

involve registration and transfer of substantial amounts of data: unloading / loading on the one 

hand, and inter-modal delivery / receipt on the other hand. During both unloading and 

loading, following ship operation work schedule documents are to be produced and 

transferred: a crane movement sheet, a crane sequence sheet, and furthermore also a discharge 

respectively loading sequence sheet. The process through which these documents are 

compiled and transferred is illustrated for different unloading and loading techniques in 

Figure IV-7 respectively Figure IV-8. For inter-modal delivery and receipt, the data-stream 

sequence is compared among different hinterland modes in Figure IV-9 respectively Figure 

IV-10. 

 

The situation for (un-)loading and inter-modal delivery / receipt of dangerous goods is even 

more complex with respects to data interchange needs. The data flow of inter-modal receipt 

from road is compared between dangerous and non-dangerous cargo in Figure IV-11. In the 
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specific case of empties, documents interchange requirements are still different. In the same 

figure, comparison is made for empty and non-empty containers. 
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Figure IV-7: Container-unloading data flow according to superstructure used 
Chassis lo/lo Straddle-carrier lo/lo Lift-truck lo/lo Straddle-carrier relay lo/lo Yard-gantry lo/lo 

  
Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998 and Bang, 2003 
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storage location  
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Figure IV-8: Container-loading data flow according to superstructure used 

Chassis lo/lo Straddle-carrier lo/lo Lift-truck lo/lo Straddle-carrier relay lo/lo Yard-gantry lo/lo 

 
Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998 and Bang, 2003
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Figure IV-9: Container-delivery data flow according to hinterland mode 

Road Rail Water 

 
 

Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998 and Bang, 2003
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Figure IV-10: Container-receipt data flow according to hinterland mode 

Road Rail Water 

 

Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998 and Bang, 2003 

 

 

 

Figure IV-11: Container-receipt data flow according to container content
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Non-dangerous Dangerous Empty 

Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998 and Bang, 2003
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IV.2.5. Infra- and superstructure provision and maintenance 
 
Two activities, termed as civil engineering activities in the approach of Op de Beeck (1999, p. 

4–7), are required before any container-handling activity at a terminal can take place: 

infrastructure provision and maintenance, and superstructure provision and maintenance. Also 

outside the terminal, specific infra- and superstructure are needed for allowing containers to 

enter or leave the sea port by sea and for distributing commodities to or collecting them from 

the hinterland. 

 

IV.2.6. Safety and security provision 
 
Also needed at a terminal are safety and security provision. Safety has to do with prevention 

and lessening impacts of accidents. Security has to do with prevention and lessening impacts 

of criminal activities which disturb the normal container-handling process. (City of Long 

Beach, 2002) 

 

Both safety and security involve prevention as well as mitigating activities. Prevention 

involves control and/or police power over cargo (for instance concerning treatment of 

hazardous goods), over persons (for example dealing with working conditions, illegal 

immigrants), and over equipment (condition and reliability of cranes, warehouses, etc.). 

Control and / or police power may be exercised by private persons/companies, by customs 

and/or by police. Mitigation involves for instance fire-fighting, but also having available an 

accident emergency procedure. Such procedure mostly goes like this: (i) the landside 

supervisor issues a safety stop, (ii) he seeks accident details via the outside supervisor, (iii) if 

IMDG1 cargo is involved, an emergency procedure is launched, (iv) if personnel is injured, a 

medical / first aid team is called, (v) if no IMDG cargo is in play, an engineering team is 

called, (vi) engineers remove equipment, (vii) barriers are erected around the accident site, 

(viii) operations restart and resources are redeployed, (ix) participants are debriefed and a 

complete accident report is drafted, and (x) an inquiry is conducted and suitable action is 

taken (Van de Merbel, 1998). 
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IV.2.7. Container-handling combining sub-activities 
 

Cargo handling requires a combination of the activities summarized in this section. Moreover, 

each of the above-mentioned activities is a dimension which can impact on cargo-handling 

costs and revenues through the options that are available for organizing the various activities. 

The cargo-handling product however which customers pay for does not necessarily cover all 

of these activities. And not all of the activities need be performed by one actor. Combinations 

of activities by actors can vary widely, so that container-handling costs and revenues as well 

as container-handling goals may differ according to the combination. As a consequence, a 

cargo-handling company will behave differently in its market under its various states, and the 

outcome under merger/acquisition can be one with high or low profit. 

 

IV.3. Policy factors influencing cargo-handling conditions 

 

Governments or related institutions can have substantial influence on the supply and demand 

conditions at container terminals. This section gives an overview of such fields of government 

impact. 

 

IV.3.1. Antitrust 
 
Antitrust measures, not necessarily in container handling, can weigh on container-handling 

demand. The EU’s heavily debated exemption on conferences for instance (Fairplay, 2005), 

could cause a container-handling market shock if it were reversed. Also in container handling, 

antitrust measures are considered, for instance through the Port Package (European 

Parliament and Council, 2001), which may impact supply and demand conditions. The 

European Commission’s (1997, p. 19) basic motive is that “Port services have traditionally 

functioned in isolated frameworks, protected by exclusive rights and / or legal or de facto 

monopolies of public or private nature.” 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
1 International Maritime Dangerous Goods Cargo, an international agreement on the transport of dangerous 
goods in packaged form at sea, largely based on rulings made in SOLAS 1972 and MarPol 73/78, and issued by 
the IMO (International Maritime Organization).  
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IV.3.2. Charging 
 
Governments charge ports in various ways. A classical example is lowering port dues on 

transhipment containers in order to attract this type of traffic. South-Korea applied this 

practice (De Lloyd, 2002e). The port of Los Angeles / Long Beach reduces free time available 

for pick-up of containers, which makes the port’s terminals less attractive, but also reduces 

congestion, which in turn increases terminal attractiveness (De Lloyd, 2005ad). India 

introduced a scheme that penalizes inefficiencies but that also rewards efficient operations 

(World Cargo News Online, 2003ab).  

 

IV.3.3. Customs 
 
Customs control on containers requires the container to be moved to customs zones or port 

health examination areas and to be returned to container yard. These extra shuffling moves 

generate extra operational costs for the container-handling company and extra time costs for 

the commodity owner. Customs control may equally have indirect handling cost effects if 

they hold up the stuffing or stripping process. Eggers (2001) illustrates the benefits to 

shipping companies as well as shippers from improved customs procedures and international 

accreditation of customs documents.  

 

The number of containers subject to control depends on the customs authority, and can vary a 

lot from port to port. In consequence of terrorist fear, the number has generally gone up. The 

thoroughness of the inspections also differs a lot. Kok (2001) notes the slowness of 

inspections in Rotterdam. Maersk Sealand even stopped transporting containers from the 

Philippines to Australia after those were subject to full quarantining and control. Terminals in 

Kingston (Jamaica) on the contrary benefit from minimal customs procedures. Van der Linde 

et al. (2003, p. 11) further observe large differences between sea ports in number of customs 

declarations which require reprocessing because of mistakes. Such time-consuming 

reprocessing means a competitive disadvantage for container-handling activities located in 

those sea ports. 
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IV.3.4. Employment 
 
Sea ports are important employment centres. More than 100.000 people found a job inside the 

Flemish ports in 2002, and the port sector was indirectly responsible for an additional 110.000 

jobs outside the port within Belgium (National Bank of Belgium, 2004, p. 12). In the USA, 

sea ports generate 16 million direct and indirect jobs (AAPA, 2005). It is therefore not 

surprising that various governments, even in this era of deregulation, support protected labour 

systems (Asian Development Bank, 2000, p. 26). In Belgium for instance, the law Major 

(Bestuur van het Belgisch Staatsblad, 1972) obliges port companies within the port perimeter 

to use qualified labour supplied by a fixed pool system. Strongly-held systems are sometimes 

also relaxed: labour rules for instance can be modified in such way as to enable terminal gates 

to stay open longer. 

 

IV.3.5. Environment 
 
Environmental concerns or pressure may impact on different terminal business areas. 

Concerns over dredging waste disposal for instance may postpone dredging or make it more 

costly. The port of London for instance had to strike a balance between economic growth and 

environmental sustainability after pressures from environmental groups (World Cargo News 

Online, 2004aa). As it comes to superstructure, there may be pressures to use environmental-

friendly terminal equipment, like for instance low-emission fuel tractors (World Cargo News 

Online, 2004aq). If purchase prices combined with operational costs do outweigh those for 

older, higher-emission equipment, shifting to the new type is even privately cost-efficient for 

the container-handling company. Such shifts can also be cost-efficient if the government 

compensates them, like in the case of Tacoma, where the port authority received a grant to use 

diesel oxidation catalysts (World Cargo News Online, 2005x). Uncompensated government 

regulation on emissions may make container-handling inputs more expensive. Regulation on 

engines for instance can increase reach-stacker prices as producers have to shift to other 

engine types (Van Dooren, 2002c and World Cargo News Online, 2004bb). Noise may be a 

particular problem too in container terminal surroundings, in which case the government may 

urge the port or the terminal operator to take sufficient measures (De Lloyd (2005l).  
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Introduction of general policies on port and terminal management, aiming for instance at 

better environmental performance, may also impact on supply of and demand for the 

terminal’s products, like in Australia, where the government introduced a new port services 

bill (World Cargo News Online, 2003aa). Mintiens (2001) refers to the specific problem of 

‘flying stevedores’, which, if introduced, would impose the need to have an environmental co-

ordinator, increasing the burden for terminal operators. Also non port-specific regulation can 

impact on container-handling (Drewe, 2001). Policies for instance aiming at shipping can 

impact on terminal attractiveness. The European Commission’s plans for having individual 

countries judge on which ships do not comply with environmental rules, may distort 

competition (Fairplay, 2005c and 2005e) and shift terminal demand in the respective 

countries. With respect to hinterland modes, similar regulation can be introduced, with similar 

effects on demand for terminal services. 

 

Musso (1998) refers to external terminal-operating costs, which may be subject to gradual 

integration by the government. (for instance internalising external hinterland mode costs or 

enforcing competition policy) 

 

IV.3.6. Financial capabilities 
 
Government’s or its related services’ financial capabilities will have a large impact on the 

nature of national ports plans, port master plans and especially on port project plans, and 

therefore also on demand for container handling at specific terminals. World Cargo News 

Online (2003z) illustrates how Le Havre’s terminal may have to cope with insufficient rail 

connection with the hinterland, due to lack of capital on the railway company’s side. A 

counter-example is Hamburg, where the city government announced integrated plans for new 

terminals including balanced hinterland transport links (World Cargo News Online, 2005n). 

The South African government left container-handling companies and their customers in 

doubt when unfolding their detailed plan for 2bn SAR terminal investments to be 

complemented with 37bn SAR unspecified hinterland mode investments. 

 

Pressure to prioritize certain projects in the national budget may come from various sides. De 

Lloyd (2002c) reports for instance how HPH’s president suggested Hong Kong to build a rail 
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link connecting container terminals with China’s main land. As public budgets shrink, private 

involvement through for instance public-private partnerships may become indispensable. 

 

IV.3.7. Liability regulation 
 
Liability regulation is an important prerequisite for trade. Mintiens (2001) refers to the 

liability problems that may arise in the case of ‘flying nations’. 

 

IV.3.8. Modal shift 
 
Government or port authority modal shift policies may shift the balance between hinterland 

modes used to ship a terminal’s containers towards or from the hinterland, therewith shifting 

terminal products, and eventually also the terminal’s attractiveness towards customers. 

Examples of measures are Germany’s introduction of LKW Maut (World Cargo News 

Online, 2004k), and the port of Felixstowe’s initiative to expand rail facilities connecting the 

port to the British rail network (De Lloyd, 2005v). 

 

IV.3.9. National independence 
 
Sea ports and container terminals can be instruments of national independence in the hands of 

governments. World Cargo News Online (2003u) reports how Palestinian politicians hope the 

Gaza ports project will soon materialize, mainly for political reasons, but also because of the 

delays Israeli ports impose on commodities due for Gaza.  

 

IV.3.10. Non-container-handling functions assigned to ports 
 

Next to container handling, a sea port can perform a number of other activities, some of them 

assigned by the government. These other activities may interfere with container handling and 

consequently with container-terminal supply and demand conditions.  

 

Military activities are a typical example of such an assigned activity. If military operations are 

making use of the sea port’s facilities and services, they consume part of that sea port’s 
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capacity, and can therefore reduce capacity available at container terminals (Vickerman, 

2003). However, the number of sea ports affected by these operations is usually limited, and 

in ports where military activities are deployed, timing and frequency is usually so that 

nuisance to commercial activities is minimal. Exceptions are terminals in war zones, where 

naval activities may get absolute priority. 

 

In its spatial planning policy, the government may also reserve part of the sea port for 

industrial activities. Alderton (1999, p. 13 - 14) makes reference to so-called MIDAS 

(Maritime Industrial Development Areas), which are sea ports showing concentrations of for 

instance petro-chemical or steel industry. Examples are the sea ports of Antwerp with sea-port 

industry generating about 65% of port value added and 30,000 direct jobs, Rotterdam with 

sea-port industry being responsible for 50% of port value added and 20,000 direct jobs, and 

Marseille generating 7,000 direct jobs. Such industry may be a generator of container traffic 

for terminals in the port. 

 

IV.3.11. Penalties 
 
Trujillo and Nombela (1999, p. 28-29) refer to penalties or fines which may be imposed upon 

container-handling companies in case a concession contract is breached. Grounds for 

breaching may be lack of agreed investments or insufficient quality. Such penalties can vary 

in structure and amount. 

 

IV.3.12. Public port planning 
 
The various levels of public planning on sea ports (national ports planning, port master 

planning and port project planning, see UNCTAD, 1985, p. 5) can have an impact on demand 

for terminal activities and on container-handling market structure. If a port gets assigned a 

different role, with correspondingly augmented or decreased investments, the terminal’s 

product characteristics may change. Table IV-1 summarizes the roles that sea ports get 

assigned. 
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Table IV-1: Possible sea-port statuses 

Reference Possible statusses Country 
Alderton (1999) Hub sea ports – feeder sea ports -  transit2 

sea ports -  domestic3 sea ports 
general 

Asian Development Bank 
(2000, p. 21) 

Local sea ports – regional sea ports - 
national gateway sea ports - transhipment 
sea ports 

Asia 

National commercial sea ports - 
complementary commercial sea ports – sea 
ports of local interest 

Canada, after 2003 Forum de Concertation sur 
le Transport Maritime 
(2003 

National sea ports - regional sea ports - 
Local sea ports 

Canada, before 
2003 

Martin and Thomas (2001, 
p. 6) 

Load centre sea ports – feeder sea ports -  
transit sea ports -  direct sea ports 

general 

Suykens (1995a, p. 2 and 
1995b, p. 2) 
Piodi (1999, p. 12) 

International sea ports – national sea ports – 
local sea ports 

Europe 

Stopford (2002, p. 30) Regional distribution centres - large 
regional sea ports - large local sea ports - 
small local sea ports 

UK 

 

Drewe and Janssen (2001, p. 18) refer to the main-porting phenomenon. A relatively new 

concept in port planning is the agile port system (APS)4, which may get its own place in port 

planning (Transystems Corporation, 2002; Garcia, 2004). Sea ports can of course get assigned 

several roles. Shannon port (Ireland) for instance got a feeder terminal as well as perspectives 

for a transhipment container terminal (World Cargo News Online, 2004az).  

 

If national ports planning is under reconsideration, new projects can incur a delay. HPH for 

instance placed a query for a strategic vision on ports in South-East England with the House 

of Commons, which would have delayed a number of port projects in the area, and therefore 

was a strategic tool to keep a new competitor out. Customers too can upset port planning: 

repeated complaints about bad service quality at Chennai’s existing container terminal made 

the government decide to build an additional terminal (World Cargo News Online, 2005aa). 

Finally, local government’s objectives conflicting with national government’s may also keep 

what was seen as the optimal national ports plan from materializing. Fairplay (2005d) gives 

                                                 
2 Transit ports are similar to free trade zones, in that imported containers are not subject to duties. Examples of 
such ports are Port Klang, Port of Singapore (until it became PSA) and Gwadar port (Pakistan). 
3 Examples of domestic ports are Ostend (Belgium), Mtwara (Tanzania), and Pensacola (USA). 
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the example of Indonesia where local governments have voiced their concern about national 

port plans.  

 

A change in port plans can sometimes cause a shock in a container-handling market. 

Australia’s New South Wales Government surprised customers and competitors when in 2003 

it announced that all handling activities at Sydney Harbour ought to be stopped when the 

lease agreement expired (World Cargo News Online, 2003y). An even more striking 

intervention occured in Vietnam, where the government decided to move many of Ho Chi 

Minh City’s 30 ports to three new locations (World Cargo News online, 2004d). 

 

Capacity planning is an important aspect of port planning. World Cargo News Online 

(2004cw) shows how insufficient capacity in the UK can cause immediate traffic loss to 

competing terminals, for instance Rotterdam.  

 

IV.3.13. Regional development 
 
The European Commission has the intention to create an integrated European transport 

network in order to strengthen cohesion between the regions. Such investments may boost 

sea-port activity in areas where transport infrastructure is improved. 

 

Sea ports themselves are important instruments to advance regional competitiveness. 

Haarmeyer and Yorke (1993, p. 2) emphasize this macro-economic role. This role explains 

why the European Commission makes an exception to the rule that no public aid to 

competitive businesses is allowed. Such aid can modify supply but also demand at terminals 

involved. 

 

IV.3.14. Safety 
 
Government regulation with respect to safety can imply an increased cost burden to container-

handling operators. In the United States, the US Department of Labor (2003) created a rule on 

vertical tandem lifts (VTL) in which it was stated under what conditions the practice is 

                                                                                                                                                         
4 A definition and explanation are given in Appendix A-5 
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allowed. UK health and safety legislation may oblige container-handling companies to install 

vibration-free cabins for their crane workers (World Cargo News Online, 2003ae). An 

argument in the discussion surrounding the European Commission’s Port Package was the 

safety risks involved in having ship crews do their own loading and unloading (European 

Parliament and Council, 2001). 

 

Safety measures have their cost, but they can also have a negative impact on terminal demand 

if they are not up to standards. World Cargo News Online (2004ak) illustrates how 

insufficient dredging made Buenos Aires coast guard deny a ship access to the Port of Buenos 

Aires, in spite of the special dredging fee per tonne that was levied on containers entering or 

leaving the port.  

 

IV.3.15. Sea-port organization 
 
Governments make choices for port organization. This organization is important as it may 

impact on infrastructure and superstructure provision, maintenance, pilotage and towage, 

radar surveillance and traffic management, promotion, fire-fighting, police and security 

provision. Asian Development Bank (2000, p. 26) states that sea-port organizational choice 

with respect to container handling depends on seven factors. 

• Activity scale. 

• Eventual corruption. 

• Government commitment. 

• Private competitiveness. 

• Private involvement in other port-related activities. 

• Private capacities. 

• Technical and economic regulatory capacities. 

 

Suykens and Van de Voorde (1998, p. 254), ECLAC (1999) and World Bank (2001b, p. 6) 

summarize a number of socio-economic and technological pressures which induce 

governments to change sea-port organization. Society in general, and therefore also 

transportation as a derived economic activity, is tending towards less public involvement in 

operational matters. This trend is strengthened by for instance European transport policy, 
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which aims at abandoning state aid which distorts competition, also in the domain of 

transportation. Technological changes are partly imposed by the rise of a global economy, 

which forces container-handling activities to increase productivity in order to remain 

competitive. Heaver (1993, p. 229 – 232) refers to five technological forces. 

• Other cargo-unit types: replacement of conventional break bulk by neo-bulk and 

containers, and specialisation in liquid and dry bulk. 

• Changing sea-port layout: larger terminals and larger throughput per running metre. 

• Capital-intensive investments: infrastructure and superstructure require large amounts of 

capital, which often only the private sector can offer, given the changed role of 

governments in society (Cass, 1996, p. 8 – 16; Piodi, 1999, p. 21; Sommer, 2001, p. 3; 

Wiegmans et al., 2002, p. 3, Mongelluzzo, 2003). Even for the private sector, raising the 

necessary capital can be a problem.5 

• Increasing share of railways and inland navigation in hinterland transport flows. 

• Differentiated sea-port employment, increasing productivity and job specialisation. 

In part, technological evolutions are also internal to the sector, since they can allow container 

handlers to materialize cost savings.  

 

Specific reasons for a shift away from predominant public involvement in container-handling 

operations are that public port operators usually are hardly cost-effective, use old 

technologies, do hardly respond to customer requirements, provide only limited services, have 

small capacity and show low labor discipline (Asian Development Bank, 2000). 

 

Trujillo and Nombela (1999, p 18-19) and World Bank (2001, p. 37-48) for the sea-port sector 

summarize the processes through which such reorganization can go: a choice can be made 

between modernization, liberalization, commercialization, corporatization and privatization. 

Asian Development Bank (2000, p. 25-29) adds decentralization. Estache et al. (2001, p. 3-4) 

add creating competition. Cass (1996) mentions selling operating concessions, setting up a 

joint public / private venture, creating subsidiaries under sea-port authority control but with 

private orientation. Asian Development Bank (2000, p. 23) adds unbundling. At the terminal 
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level, Holland (1999) states that privatization of existing facilities usually arouses more 

opposition than awarding greenfield concessions. In Nigeria for instance, landlord port reform 

was delayed for some time by the government, but bids were eventually introduced (World 

Cargo News Online, 2003v and 2005y). According to Peters (2001, p. 17), there is often 

reluctance to transfer the so called ‘regulatory functions’ to the private sector, so that often 

only the operational part shifts away from public involvement. A case contrasting to this view 

is the British ABP privatization, a unique but effective operation as shown among others by 

Haarmeyer and Yorke (1993). Indonesian sea-port reform went even further with a proposal 

to merge sea-port operators, shipyards and shipping companies (Fairplay, 2005d).  

 

Estache and Carbajo (1996) illustrate the processes and effects of privatization for the case of 

Argentina. Hoffman (2001, p. 223-224) shows for the Southern-American countries how 

private participation can help a sea-port and its container terminals gain international 

competitiveness: more efficient operations and increasing demand. Marges (2002) outlines the 

general consequences for port labour of each of the forms of reorganization. 

 

A reverse tendency can often be observed: a shift from no public involvement in operations to 

controlling part or all of it. Such trend is highlighted by Heaver, Meersman and Van de 

Voorde (2001, p. 6 – 9), who refer to Rotterdam where the publicly-organized sea-port 

authority acquired a stake in container-handling operations. Such move can have perverse 

effects on intra- and inter-port competition. World Cargo News Online (2003r) cites the 

example of Brazil, where the Association of Private Terminal Operators opposed to 

government plans to reverse privatization agreements. Arguments often cited and in favour of 

subsidies or public involvement are ‘regional or national interest’, and what Hughes (2003) 

calls sea-ports’ social role. 

 

Resulting sea-port organisational structures are mentioned in Section IV.5.9. 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
5 In Antwerp e.g., PSA’s takeover of HesseNoordNatie in 2001 was partly inspired by the need for capital for 
supplementary and replacement investments in order to cope with increased demands (quantity and quality). In 
part, also the strategy of Compagnie Maritime Belge (CMB) to cash-in its precious subsidiary contributed to the 
speed at which the takeover was concluded. 
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IV.3.16. Security 
 
External events, like terrorist attacks, may influence the share of security costs in the total 

amount of container-handling costs, and may impact on revenues. An often-heard debate for 

instance deals with the number of container inspections customs need to do. Thorough 

inspection for instance increases maritime chain security, but requires terminal operators as 

well as users to bear the time cost, apart from direct inspection costs to be borne. Helmick 

(2002), UNCTAD (2003) and Mullet et al. (2004) mention as possibly cost-increasing 

security initiatives the Container Security Initiative (CSI), Operation Safe Commerce, Vehicle 

and Cargo Inspection Systems, Radio Frequency Identification, Seals, Transportation Worker 

Identification Credential, Free and Secure Trade, the Customs-Trade Partnership against 

Terrorism (C-TPAT) and the International Ship and Port Facilities Security Code (ISPS). The 

US CCDoTT6 denotes foreign sea ports as remote ports, which are harder to control from a 

US point of view. 

 

IV.3.17. Social-welfare 
 
Sea ports may be used by the government as instruments to help increase national welfare, 

especially through job creation, but also through taxes and investments. Their macro-

economic role is one of the reasons why investment projects are often subject to cost-benefit 

analysis. In some cases, the government can give special support to specific initiatives, like in 

South Africa for instance, where the Black Empowerment Enterprise bidding for the Durban 

container terminal gets favourable treatment (World Cargo News Online, 2003ao). Such 

special conditions may impact on supply structure. 

 

IV.3.18. Taxes 
 
Tax systems may hamper purchase of cheaper equipment. ZPMC’s cranes for instance 

seemed taxed out of Brazil under the prevailing tax system (World Cargo News Online, 

2004ag). Taxes may also play on the demand side: free trade zones, like in Kingston 

                                                 
6 CCDoTT = Center for the Commercial Deployment of Transportation Technologies (Savacool et al., 1999) 
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(Jamaica), where no duties on imports and exports apply, usually attract supplementary traffic 

(SPG Media Plc, 2005).  

 

On the other hand, taxes are an important source of revenues for government. Large amounts 

of taxes are gained through sea ports as they handle the bulk of overseas commodities. The 

sea port sector handles more than 90% of the European Union’s trade with third countries, 

and approximately 30% of intra-Community traffic (European Commission, 1997, p. 4). In 

2002, about 2,379 mn tonnes of cargo were loaded and 3,701 mn tonnes were unloaded in 

Developed Market Economy ports7 (UNCTAD, 2003, p. 8-10). US sea ports handle 95% of 

overseas cargo (AAPA, 2005). The Flemish ports alone created nearly 11 bn EURO of direct 

(in-port) value added, and over 11 bn EURO more of indirect value added (National Bank of 

Belgium, 2004, p. 10). Taxing this value added generates a substantial share of government 

revenues. 

 

IV.3.19. Wages 
 
The sea port as such is a well-defined geographic zone delimited in space, and costs and 

revenues from cargo handling may be influenced by regulations specific to this area. E.g. in 

Belgium, each sea port is defined in all jurisdictional detail in Bestuur van het Belgisch 

Staatsblad (1993). The social and fiscal regime under which the container-handling sector is 

operating, is influenced by the law Major (Bestuur van het Belgisch Staatsblad, 1972), which 

stipulates working conditions, hours and salaries within the sea-port perimeter.  

 

 
Sometimes, different definitions cover the same area several times and have complementary 

rules prevailing. Port of San Diego (2004) defines the concept ‘port’ as used in its regulations 

as “the San Diego Unified Port District”. City of San Diego (2004) specifies its port district 

as “all tidelands and submerged lands which shall be conveyed to district pursuant to 

provisions of law”. Both legal definitions are used for different rules. 

 

                                                 
7 Includes following countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Faroer Islands, Finland, France, 
Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Monaco, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Norway, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and United Kingdom. 
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IV.3.20. War 
 
World Cargo News Online (2004bp) illustrates for Uganda how war can reduce demand for a 

terminal, be it directly, through the actual risk that commodities run, or indirectly, through a 

boycott of the respective country, affecting also terminals outside risk areas. 

 

IV.4. Scope-activity factors influencing container handling 

 

Container handling itself consists of a number of products which can sequentially or 

simultaneously be offered, but the activity can also be combined with activities in other 

businesses. This section summarizes what other activities are commonly performed by 

container-handling companies, to the extent that processing those other products interferes 

with container-handling goals and supply structure. Roberts (2005) shows what the effects 

can be of co-operation when products in different sectors are complementary, compared to the 

case where they are unrelated. 

 

IV.4.1. Commercializing spin-off applications 
 
These additional activities include services to shippers, shipping lines (or NVOCC, or agents), 

hinterland transporters, port authorities, depot operators, and other terminal operators. The 

activities are for instance tracking and tracing, ship arrival and berth scheduling, billing, 

hinterland traffic scheduling, depot management, etc. (Vickerman, 2003b, p. 5). 

Commercialising these functions can be a means to obtain economies of scope. 

 

Table IV-2 summarizes the main spin-off products supplied by the main container-handling 

companies or by their subsidiaries. 
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Table IV-2: Spin-off applications supplied by the main cargo handling companies 

Operator Incorporated 
or subsidiary 

Type of service 

HPH wholly 
owned 
subsidiary: 
LINE 

Combination Technology and Managed Logistics Services (for shipping lines and agents, shippers, hauliers or truckers, 
logistics providers, NVOCC, depot operators, terminal operators, port authorities and government agencies) 

PSA wholly 
owned 
subsidiary: 
PortNet 

Several services, split over several modules: 
Ship scheduling: EZShip (for shipping lines and agents) 
Billing: EZBill (for shipping lines and agents) 
Container alliance management: Allies (for shipping lines and agents) 
Cargo distribution: Cargo D2D (for shipping lines and agents, hauliers or truckers, logistics providers, NVOCC, depot 
operators and government agencies 
Route scheduling: Travis (for shipping lines and agents) 
GEMS (for shipping lines and agents, hauliers or truckers and depot operators) 
Depot reservation: EZDepot (for shipping lines and agents) 
Fleet optimization: Portnet Marine (for shipping lines and agents, port authorities and government agencies) 
Tracking and tracing: Infohub (for shippers, hauliers or truckers, logistics providers, NVOCC, depot operators and 
terminal operators) 
Terminal gate clearance: EZTruck (for hauliers or truckers, logistics providers and depot operators) 
Terminal operations: CITOS (for terminal operators) 
Stacking operations: CICOS (for terminal operations) 

APM 
Terminals

in-house e-business solutions (for shipping lines and agents, shippers, hauliers or truckers, logistics providers, NVOCC, depot 
operators, terminal operators) 

P&O 
Ports 

in-house Real-time scheduling and routing (for shipping lines and agents, hauliers or truckers and NVOCC) 
Solutions that use EDI, XML e-commerce and m-commerce technologies to support bookings, transactions, online 
payments and the transfer of cargo information (for shipping lines and agents, shippers, hauliers or truckers, logistics 
providers, NVOCC, depot operators, terminal operators) 
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Operator Incorporated 
or subsidiary 

Type of service 

Eurogate wholly 
owned 
subsidiaries 

Intermodal exchange: Eurogate Intermodal (for shipping lines and agents, shippers, NVOCC and terminal operators 
Warehousing: OCEANGATE, CTB-CFS-Bremerhaven, EUROGATE City Terminal (for logistics providers, depot 
operators and terminal operators) 
Packing: SeaWorthy Packing (for shippers) 
Forwarding: PEUTE (for shippers) 
Logistik: OCEANGATE (for shippers) 
Technical Services: Eurogate Technical Services (for terminal operators) 
Repair and Wartung: Depot 2000 and ReMain (for shipping lines, agents and NVOCC 

SSA in-house Feasibility Studies (for terminal operators, port authorities and government agencies) 
Container Equipment Maintenance (for terminal operators) 
Warehousing (for logistics providers, depot operators and terminal operators) 

Source: Port of Singapore Authority (2003), Hutchison Port Holdings (2003), P&O Ports (2003), APM Terminals (2003), Eurogate (2003), 

Stevedoring Services of America (2003), Arujo De Souza et al. (2003), Yap (2001, p. 12), Business Times (2002), Damas and Mottley (2003), 

Khan (2002) and Marine Digest (2003)
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IV.4.2. Handling non-containerized cargo 
 
Next to containers, container-handling companies can also handle other types of cargo like 

dry bulk or liquid bulk8 or general cargo9. At multi-purpose terminals, such cargo can even be 

handled interchangingly with containers, or simultaneously at different berths. Container-

handling activity goals are influenced in case one operator is dealing with different cargo 

types at the same terminal. A problem of capacity allocation arises. Appendix A-6 illustrates 

for the major container terminals to what extent terminals are used for multiple types of cargo. 

It can be observed that in most major ports, the largest volumes of containers are handled at 

terminals dedicated to containers. An exception is the Port of Singapore, where all terminals 

dealing with containers are used for multiple purposes. On the other hand, in nearly all of 

these sea ports, at least a part of the containers are handled at multi-purpose terminals. 

Exceptions to this observation are Shanghai, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Port Klang, Dubai 

and Qingdao, which only handle containers at specific container terminals. When multiple 

terminals in the same market are handling multiple products, the capacity allocation problem 

gets more complex. 

 

None of the previous effects occurs in sea ports with a specific ship/shore interface, like 

Specific Commodity Export Ports (ports specializing in one commodity type, for example 

coal or iron ore, like do the ports of Swinoujscie (Poland), Mormugao (India) and Kembla 

(Australia). This type of specific-interface sea ports is however a minority. 

 

In terms of impacts on supply, not only other cargo types processed at the same terminal, but 

also at different terminals, where some common input is shared, allow for economies of scope 

and will impact on the container product supply: resources do not remain idle and are 

therefore used more efficiently. If in simultaneous container and other cargo handling, other 

cargo holds up the container-handling process, the latter experiences increased costs. 

                                                 
8 Paelinck (2001, p. 9) defines bulk as cargo shipped in loose condition and of a homogenous nature. Cargoes 
that are shipped unpacked either dry, such as grain and ore, or liquid, such as petroleum products, vegetable oils, 
chemicals.” 
9 General cargo is defined as non-bulk cargo composed of miscellaneous goods, cases, bundles of steel, crates, 
bags, etc. (Paelinck, 2001, p. 9). Transystems Corporation (2002, p. 12) and Grenzeback et al. (2001) split up 
general cargo into break bulk and neo-bulk. The former is cargo on pallets, in bags, in crates, etc. Neo bulk is for 
instance steel, cars, etc. 
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IV.4.3. Inland port operation 
 
Sea-port container-handling costs may be influenced if a sea-port terminal operator also 

operates one or more inland ports. Management of the sea and the inland terminal can be 

combined, which may allow for economies of scope. Similarly, asset acquisition may be 

cheaper due to common ordering. Furthermore, also the ultimate goal of container-handling 

activities at the sea-port may be different than in the case where the sea-port terminal were 

operating as an independent unit. 

 

IV.4.4. Passenger handling 
 
Additional cost scope effects may occur if passenger and container handling are performed by 

the container-handling operator, be it at the same terminal or not. Passengers hardly ever use 

container terminals to (dis-)embark. Savings on overhead costs may materialize. Co-

ordination may again shift the container-handling goal. 

 
IV.4.5. Services to containers 

 
World Cargo News Online (2004bk) mentions the example of Cosco Pacific, which 

originated as a container leasing company and is also active in container manufacturing and 

repair, but which diversified into container handling, now its core business. A number of 

container-handling costs may be shared. For shuffling containers for instance to examination 

locations, or for shuffling damaged containers to repair facilities, the same equipment can be 

used. Co-ordination between these activities and container-handling may imply a shift in the 

container-activity goal. 

 

IV.4.6. Services to cargo 
 
Ferrari and Bennachio (2000, p. 10) note that “there is a high level of competition that leads 

terminal operators to differentiate port services from the sole port manipulation of cargoes to 

the (port) logistical services.” World Cargo News Online (2004af) terms this group of related 

services ‘port-centric logistics’. They may allow sharing fixed costs in container handling, 
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and joint co-ordination with container handling may lead to a modified container-handling 

goal.  

 
Op de Beeck (1999, p. 2bis and 7) discerns following logistics activities: bagging, 

consolidation, marking or labelling, packing, parcelling, quality control, sampling, 

stockpiling, stuffing and stripping, tallying and weighing. Baird (2003, p. 8) adds 

warehousing and distribution. 

 

Bagging in relation to containers only applies where bulk cargoes need to be transported 

through containers, and where the cargo allows holding in simple bags.  

 

Consolidation is done by an operator “who accepts LCL shipments from individual shippers, 

and then combines them for delivery to the carrier in FCL shipment” (Export 911, 2004).  

 

Forwarding is not to be confounded with consolidation, although both activities are often 

combined. Forwarding is “the delivery of goods usually from the exporter’s premises to the 

local customs in exporting, and vice versa in importing, in case of domestic, local freight 

forwarding, or the delivery of goods from the exporter’s premises, or from the port or point of 

origin, to the port or point of destination, or to the importer’s premises, in international, 

foreign forwarding” (Export 911, 2004). 

 

Packing, among others, involves putting into bags, bales, barrels, boxes, cartons, crates, 

drums or sacks, or on pallets. The kind of package chosen depends on seven elements. 

• The kind of product. 

• The mode of transportation. 

• The port of destination, with risk of mishandling, pilferage or theft. 

• Climatic conditions. 

• Customs duties and freight rates. 

• Packing material cost. 

• The buyer’s requirements. 

(Export 911, 2004) 
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Quality control is done through inspection, of the container, the cargo contained in it as well 

as vehicles transporting cargo and container. 

 

Stuffing or stripping, if performed at the sea-port container terminal, are done at the Container 

Freight Station (CFS). Planning to get a container stuffed as well as stripped involves a 

number of steps, just like the actual stuffing and stripping processes. The sequence of steps is 

summarized in appendix A-7.  

 

Stockpiling involves keeping stocks of certain commodities. In a container context, this can 

be under form of containers but also under form of loose cargo. This activity can mean a shift 

of part or all of the inventory cost towards the terminal operator in case the terminal gets this 

inventory role within the supply chain (Harreld, 2001).  

 

Through the process of sub-harborisation, several of the previous ancillary activities may be 

moved to areas outside the port, where for instance labour may be cheaper, space can be 

ample and not as expensive as within the port area. 

 

IV.4.7. Services to ships 
 
Container-handling companies or terminals may provide stores, water, medical aid, telephone 

service, bunkering, ship repair and ship waste disposal, all of them activities which are of use 

to ships and crew (Yahalom, 2002). Providing such services may allow sharing a number of 

fixed container-handling costs, and it may impact on the container-handling activity goal, 

although priority is normally on container-handling activities.  

 
IV.5. Chain factors influencing container handling 

 

Before the start of liner services and containerization, there was a strict functional split-up at 

least between the maritime, port and hinterland side, which was reflected in mostly 

contractual agreements and clear liability divisions. The commodity flow through the 

maritime chain was relatively easy, as represented by the full lines and arrows in Figure 

IV-12. A shipper called on a sea carrier to get his goods shipped overseas, often through an 
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agent. Once the carrier who would do the transport was determined, the sea port of call was 

selected, and a local stevedore and eventually a storage nation at that sea port were called. 

Trujillo and Nombela (1999) refer to the traditional distinction between stevedoring (which is 

the shipboard part dealt with in this section) and (un-)loading operations (the actual moving of 

cargo between ship and berth). Due to containerisation and corresponding technological 

evolution, this distinction has lost practical meaning. Sometimes loading and unloading is 

performed with the ship’s own equipment. The shipper would then decide about hinterland 

transport to the commodities’ final destination. Before, during and after passing the sea port, 

several supplementary services could be provided by the same company doing the cargo 

handling or not. 

Figure IV-12: Actors in the maritime transport chain 

 
 

Source: Meersman et al. (2003) 

 

Under that situation of functional split-up, the separate actors from Figure IV-12 could be 

discerned. These were supplemented by providers of port infrastructure and facilities (Drewry 

Shipping Consultants, 1998, p. 21 – 23 and Consilium Services Inc., 2002). Peston and Rees 

(1971) detail different types of shippers: (i) manufacturers / ultimate senders, (ii) marketing / 
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shipping managers, and (iii) consignees / ultimate receivers. The authors also mention 

container operators. Yahalom (2002) adds unions.  

 

Notteboom and Winkelmans (2003) in their stakeholder approach also mention logistic 

service providers, ship chandlers, ship repair services, banking and insurance companies, legal 

firms, sea-port authorities, inland terminal authorities, central and regional governments, 

supranational public organisations, trade negotiation groups, local inhabitants groups, tax 

payers and environmentalist groups. Not to be forgotten are shareholders of the various 

companies in the maritime chain. 

 

Globalisation, budgetary pressures and organisational problems have changed interrelations 

among the actors mentioned. Things started to move among shipping companies, who saw 

rates decline due to overcapacity. Among the first reactions were conferences (dating back 

already from the 1870’s, long before containers came into use) and consortia. More refined 

solutions were found in all types of alliances. But these proved to be in the same time very 

flexible but extremely unstable. (Transystems Corporation, 2002, p. 2 – 3; OngChin, 2004; 

Trujillo and Nombela, 1999; Massac, 1998) 

 

Nevertheless, this type of moves from the shipping sector made the power balance over the 

chain shift into their direction. Other market parties had the choice between on the one hand 

passively undergoing the changed market environment, undoubtedly leading to lower profits 

and eventually a takeover by shipping companies, and on the other hand react actively to keep 

power. 

 

The next sections show the most important reactions and chain variables that impact on 

container-handling demand, supply and activity goal. Via network building, co-operation, 

differentiation, diversification and integration, container-handling cost structures can differ 

from those of non-integrated terminals through economies of scope and network economies, 

and for integrated cases again they are supposed to differ between the various degrees of 

integration that occur. Co-ordination in turn will influence the container-handling activity 

goal. And network building, co-operation, differentiation, diversification and integration may 

impact on demand for container handling at the terminal. Moreover, if the other actors in the 
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maritime chain build networks, co-operate, differentiate, diversify or are integrated among 

themselves, this integration will influence cost and revenue structure of the container-

handling sector. Type and degree of co-operation between these parties is again determining 

for container-handling cost and revenue.  

 
IV.5.1. Charges 

 
Next to the expenses for container handling at the terminal, shipping companies also bear 

other costs at the sea port. Although container-handling expenses on average represent about 

20% of total shipping costs, other port expenses may determine terminal attractiveness 

towards customers (Panmure, 2001, p. 9-10). Sea-port organization and power relations in the 

maritime transport chain will determine whether the terminal operator has control or not over 

those port charges. World Cargo News Online (2003x , 2004v and 2004ab) and De Lloyd 

(2005) illustrate how supplementary box charges in Shenzhen, empty-box charges in 

Melbourne and higher port charges in Mombasa and California, all imposed by the respective 

governments or port authorities, did upset customers but also terminal operators. Terminal 

handling charges imposed by shipping companies on shippers equally worsen a terminal’s 

competitive position. Van den Bossche (2004) and Dynamar (2003 illustrate effects for Hong 

Kong – Shenzhen competition. Fung et al. (2003) show that the effect of terminal handling 

charges on Hong Kong’s container traffic is considerable. Dekker (2002) observes South 

Korea’s favourable position in this respect. If a terminal has to levy security charges because 

the government or port authority are not absorbing security costs, or if the government or port 

authority themselves levy such charge, this may equally alter a terminal’s competitive 

position (Van den Bossche, 2004b). 

 

Power relations often cause charges to diverge from marginal social cost levels, as defined by 

Ashar (2001) and Goss and Stevens (2001). 

 

IV.5.2. Containerization 
 
Shippers increasingly use containers also for transporting traditionally non-containerized 

commodities. Containers are multi-functional and allow transporting cartons, boxes and 

crates, pallets, bags and sacks, bales, drums and barrels, and rolls and coils. Examples of 
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newly-containerized products are paper, cars and dry or liquid bulk (World Cargo News 

Online, 2003t, 2003al, 2003ai, 2004j, 2004bh and 2005ac). Reasons for choosing containers 

for transporting are low shipping rates, low risk of damage and theft, ease of intermodality, 

frequency, speed and reliability of delivery (Panmure, 2001, p. 6). Such evolution is a positive 

perspective for container-handling demand. 

 

On the other hand, sometimes, a shift away from container transport is observed. World Cargo 

News Online (2003w) illustrates how one big supplier, Boeing in this case, can have a 

dramatic effect on a terminal’s business as the decision is taken to transport via air instead of 

by sea. 

 

IV.5.3. Environment 
 
O’Brien (2004) and Heseler (1999, p. 22 – 24) show how terminals are under growing 

environmental pressures. Kalmar responds to growing environmental awareness by entering 

into a green supply chain (Van Dooren, 2002c). World Cargo News Online (2003f) illustrates 

how UK environmentalists prevent new terminals from being built, which is beneficial to 

existing terminals as a potential new competitor is stopped. 

 

IV.5.4. Land transport concentration 
 
Land transport co-operation, like in Van Dooren (2002), or concentration, like in Van Dooren 

(2002b) may increase power of land transport modes in their relations with container 

terminals, shipping companies and shippers. This increased power can impose direct costs on 

the terminal through for instance more late arrivals. If increased power moreover leads to 

reduced service at connections towards and from the terminal, the volume of traffic shipped 

through the terminal may go down. 

 

IV.5.5. Land transport in terminals 
 
CHAPTER II shows that land transport operators took in some cases a stake in existing or 

new container-handling terminals, in co-operation with terminal-operating companies. 

Combinations with other transport actors or terminal ventures on their own are equally 
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possible. IFB for instance in 2001 started exploiting a terminal in Dunkirk (Van den Bossche, 

2001b). 2004 however, IFB withdrew from terminals in Antwerp, Dunkirk and Zeebruges 

(Leglay, 2004). 

 

IV.5.6. Quality requirements 
 
For a long time, terminal performance has been measured from a supply point of view. Goss 

(1993, p. 197 - 201) states that it is also important to consider the customer’s point of view, 

due to the derived-demand characteristic of transportation. Each of the sea-port actors 

described earlier in this chapter applies its own indicators to assess the performance of a 

container terminal. The respective indicators are summarized in Table IV-3. 

 

Fagerholdt (2000) describes how shipping companies can trade-off quality against cost of 

service. Bad container-handling quality may result in less demand for handling. MSC for 

instance cancelled its calls to Trieste as a result of poor service at the port’s container 

terminals. Power imbalances in the maritime transport chain may influence the degrees of 

freedom terminals operators have in scoring on terminal performance indicators.  

 

IV.5.7. Safety 
 
An important point of attention during stowage according to Van de Merbel (1998) and 

Meersmans and Dekker (2001, p. 5) which is to be taken into account in stowage planning, is 

preserving safety. This involves ships as well as cargo. For ships, stability, seaworthiness in 

terms of trim and list and container stacking weight limitations are important. For the 

containers aboard, grouping containers with the same commodity type and maintaining their 

accessibility during the entire process can minimize damage in case something happens. Such 

planning and process increases handling cost, for instance through re-stows needed for 

altering weight distribution, but also has positive implications on customers’ willingness-to-

pay. 
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Table IV-3: Container terminal performance indicators 

Actor Indicator category Indicator 
Shipper Physical • Cargo dwell-time 

• Freight integrity 
Shipping company Physical • Berth time 

• Handling rate 
• Ship turn-round time 
• Waiting rate 
• Working time over time at berth 

Physical • Berth occupancy rate 
• Quay transfer cycle time 
• Number of quay vehicles 
• Mean storage dwell tima 
• Mean stack height 
• Mean time between failures 

Factor productivity • Lifts per quay labourer hour 
• Lifts per yard crane operating hour 
• TEU stored per ha of terminal 
• Tons per berthing location or per meter 
• Tons per crane hour  
• Tons per working hour or gang hour 
• Trucks per gate per operating hour 

Terminal operator 

Economic / Financial • Charge per TEU 
• Operating surplus per GRT/NRT or per 

ton handled 
• Total income per GRT/NRT or per ton 

handled 
Source: Van de Merbel, 1998, p.41; Trujillo and Nombela, 1999, p. 45-46, p. 48-51;  Talley, 

2000, p. 11; Mangan et al., 2001; Berkowitz and Krick, 2002; D’Hondt, 2002; Vickerman, 

2003, Lobo and Jain, 2003, p. 8; Van den Bossche, 2003d; Rankine, 2004; De Lloyd, 2004e 

and 2005w 

 

IV.5.8. Sailing frequency 
 
Sailing frequency is a preliminary condition for a container terminal to attract new traffic. 

World Cargo News Online (2005ae) illustrates how important it is for a terminal to negotiate 

a good combination of deep-sea and feeder calls at a port. 
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IV.5.9. Sea-port authorities and terminals vs. shipping companies 
 
Sea-port authorities and terminals try to bind shipping companies through concessions for 

dedicated container terminals. Musso (2004, p. 42) shows that dedicated-terminal agreements 

are frequent in Asia, Europe as well as Northern America. Dedicated terminals have benefits 

for shipping companies as well as for terminals: terminals can rely on a fixed amount of 

traffic, whereas shipping companies are sure of sufficient handling capacity and quality. The 

extent of the benefits to both parties will depend of the nature of dedication: partly or full 

dedication. 

 

IV.5.10. Sea-port authorities in logistics 
 
Sea ports may integrate into logistics. De Lloyd (2002) illustrates how the port of Barcelona 

invested in Chinese logistics parcs. The effect may be that more Barcelona-bound traffic is 

generated in China. 

 

IV.5.11. Sea-port authority co-operation 
 
Co-operation in the sea-port sector does not only occur between container-handling 

companies, but also between sea-port authorities (UNCTAD, 1996). The initiative for co-

operation can originate from sea ports themselves, like in the co-operation agreement between 

Osaka and Kobe ports, which was mainly inspired by economies in overhead costs (World 

Cargo News Online, 2004cl). Other examples are Ghent (Belgium) and Boma (Congo) ports, 

or Cotonou (Benin) and Las Palmas (Spain), where technical co-operation and specific niche 

traffic were the primary motives (De Lloyd, 2005d and 2005n). In the case of Rotterdam and 

the Humber Trade Zone, market motives came into play (Humber Forum, 2004). The 

initiative can also come from a port association, like in Denmark, where Associated Danish 

Ports tries to attract new cargo for its members, this way making the association more 

attractive to new members, which in turn generates extra cargo attraction (World Cargo News 

Online, 2003l). Finally, public or customer pressure may induce or oblige sea ports to co-

operate. World Cargo News Online (2005am) illustrates the case of Tasmania, where studies 

showed that co-operation would make local sea ports more efficient and would increase their 
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joint market reach. Song (2003) illustrates how sea-port competition and co-operation may be 

combined. 

 

IV.5.12. Sea-port organization 
 
Sea-port organization is important since it determines costs and revenue structures which 

container-handling operations are confronted with.  

 

The authority institution in place mainly differs in decisional independence, unicity of 

command, financial independence and commercial management methods (Op de Beeck, 

1999, p. 35–48; Bichou and Gray, 2005, p. 80-82; Chouly, 2002; Chouly and De Langen, 

2003). These four dimensions can be grouped and reduced to two dimensions like in Table 

IV-4. Decisional and financial independence of the sea-port authority institution are a function 

of the degree of public involvement, which corresponds to the institutional setting the port is 

embedded in. Unicity of command and integrated commercial management methods depend 

on the degree to which the port authority is involved in day-to-day operations. Op de Beeck 

(1999, p. 11–23 and 50–73) considers a number of states for each of the two dimensions. 

These states are summarized in Table IV-4. They are illustrated with examples in appendix A-

8. 

 

Sea-port authority bodies under direct national jurisdiction have their authority incorporated 

in a state department. The sea port is viewed as an instrument for obtaining a general national 

government objective. The economic counterpart is that losses are borne by the government, 

while any profit is retained to cross-subsidise other public sectors. 

 

Sea-port authority bodies under sub-national jurisdiction are in the same situation as those 

under national jurisdiction, but a lower-level government takes the place of the state. In case 

of a federated state, the lower level can be a federal state, a multi-state agency, a city-state, a 

county, a special district, a municipal or area-wide district, a federal state together with a 

municipality, or a municipality itself. In case of a non-federated state, the lower level can be a 

province or a municipality. 
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Table IV-4: Sea-port organization matrix 

 Public sea-

port 

authority, 

national 

supervision 

Public sea-

port 

authority, 

Sub-national 

supervision 

Public sea-port 

authority, 

Self-governing 

Private sea-

port 

authority 

Corporate 

sea-port 

authority 

Land-lord 

sea-port 

authority 

I.. national – 

land lord 

II. sub-

national – 

land lord 

III. self-

governing – 

land lord 

IV. private – 

land lord 

V. corporate 

– land lord 

Limited-

operating sea-

port authority 

VI. national – 

limited 

operating 

VII. sub-

national - 

limited 

operating 

VIII. self-

governing - 

limited 

operating 

IX. private - 

limited 

operating 

X. corporate 

- limited 

operating 

Operating 

sea-port 

authority 

XI. national - 

operating 

XII. sub-

national - 

operating 

XIII. self-

governing - 

operating 

XIV. private 

– operating 

XV. 

corporate - 

operating 

Source: own composition based on Op de Beeck, 1999, p. 11–23 and 50–73 

 

Self-governing public sea-port authority bodies are given certain powers to regulate, control 

and improve the sea-port’s operations, development and financial undertakings. Independence 

from the public government is expressed in the sea-port authority bodies being constituted 

instead of being elected. In order to be called ‘autonomous’, a sea-port authority institution 

should at least be able to regulate labour in the port. Financial independence here usually does 

not involve striving to profit-making but own appropriation of a budget provided by a public 

government. 

 

One step further is total independence from a public body, a situation which is found in 

privately owned and operated sea-port authority bodies. This type of separate entity is subject 

to laws on private corporations but has no shareholders. It is often a subsidiary of some type 

of industrial company. Alternatively, such sea-port can also be part of a company exploiting a 

complementary mode of transport. 
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Shares are found in corporate sea port authority bodies, which allow limited liability and easy 

transfer of ownership. Commercial goals are typical in this entirely independent authority 

setting.  

 

Land-lord sea-port authority bodies belong to the type of port where the sea-port authority 

least intervenes in operations. In these sea ports, possession, occupation and use of property is 

transferred by the sea-port authority institution to a potential user, in exchange for a payment 

or a rent. This arrangement usually takes the form of a lease, which can adopt three varieties: 

a land lease, a lease to operate, and a lease for building. (Asian Development Bank, 2000, p. 

20) 

• A land lease grants the concessionary the right to possess, use and operate a (mostly) 

‘naked’ port area on payment of a ‘fixed’ concession duty (called a ‘canon’ by Trujillo 

and Nombela (1999, p. 26)).  

• In case of a lease to operate and manage, a management agreement transfers management 

and operation of a sea-port site, its equipment and administration to a management 

company, against parting with a share of cargo handling charges. 

• A lease to build makes the lessee financially responsible for all infra- and superstructure 

improvements and constructions, transferring these to the lessor (port authority) upon 

termination of the lease contract, but allowing the lessee to earn a toll on facilities 

constructed.  

 

Several types of conditions can be imposed on the lessee signing the lease contract. In Kochin 

for instance, DPA International won a contract for building and operating the International 

Container Transhipment Terminal (ICTT), upon condition that at least 400,000 TEU be 

handled within 10 years after obtaining the ICTT lease contract at another container terminal 

in the port operated by DPA International; furthermore, operations should be fully shifted to 

the ICTT terminal within two years after starting construction there; the contract runs for 30 

years (Manoj, 2004). Characteristics typically defined in concession contracts and limiting the 

lessee’s degrees of freedom are length, ownership division, labour requirements, operational 

practices, pricing boundaries, investment requirements, financial performance indicators, 

liability and risk division, and arbitration terms (Estache et al., 2001, p. 3; World Bank, 

2001c, p. 20-24; Crook, 2002, p.15 and Juhel, 2001, p. 166). 
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More port administration involvement than in land-lord sea-port types is found in limited-

operating sea-port authority bodies, in which the sea-port authority institution provides 

equipment for operations. Cass (1999, p. 35) sees these as a variant of the land-lord type, 

where besides the sea-port area also operational equipment is leased. Nevertheless, a 

contracting operator in a limited-operating sea port executes operations in his own name and 

commercial risk (like in a land-lord sea port), but under regulatory control and on account of 

the port authority (Trujillo and Nombela, 1999, p. 29-31). Such an operator can be granted a 

permit to operate a public utility, a permit to operate a private utility, or a joint venture 

contract. (Asian Development Bank, 2000, p. 20) 

• A permit to operate a public utility allows the container-handling company to operate a 

public facility on account of the port authority. The incentive for investing is low though 

in case of permits to use public utilities, since this contract is merely about private or 

common utilities or specific services, not about site occupation, which is the case in the 

land-lord system. 

• A permit to operate a private utility has the operator build superstructure of his own, but 

still has him operate it on account of the administration. 

• A joint-venture contract is often applied in case the operator has insufficient resources to 

equip the terminal himself.  

 

Under a comprehensive (or service, or operating) type of port authority, the sea-port authority 

institution also takes care of operations, although contracts with companies are still possible, 

as is frequently the case for stevedoring activities. 

Appendix A-9 gives an overview of the organizational forms of the 15 major container sea 

ports in the world at their container terminals. From this table, it appears that the land-lord 

type occurs most amongst the major container sea-port terminals, and more specifically the 

land-lease type, followed by the lease-to-build type. The largest share of the major container 

sea-port terminals are under local supervision, nearly half as much have a national supervisor. 

Moglia (2004) illustrates for some of the major European ports how different port 

organization impacts on port operating conditions, also with respect to container handling. 

Hilska (2001) shows that different market structures prevail for different port services in 

various European ports, and that these impact on container terminals’ attractiveness. 
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It should be noted that different organizational arrangements are applied to several terminals 

in the same port, even at the same time and to the same contractor. Dubai Ports Authority for 

instance won an operations contract for the existing Rajiv Gandhi Container Terminal in 

Kochi under a lease-to-operate concession (Manoj, 2004), and at the same time, it acquired a 

BOT contract for the International Container Transhipment Terminal in the same port (The 

Hindu Online, 2004). 

 

Container-handling goals may be different when container handling is integrating 

infrastructure and superstructure provision, maintenance, pilotage and towage, radar 

surveillance and traffic management, promotion, fire-fighting, police and security provision, 

compared to the case where it is not integrating one or more of these activities. A specific 

allocation of means to container handling, depending on the degree of integration of the 

provision of sub-activities mentioned earlier in this paragraph, may also make the specific 

terminal product or products more or less attractive, and this way influences customers’ 

willingness to pay. But also other sea-port products than container-handling and 

corresponding charges are under influence of sea-port organization, and can in turn determine 

a sea port’s attractiveness. Both container-handling and other services to ships, containers and 

cargo can impact on the revenues of the container-handling activity. 

 

Leasing-out of land is an important decision, since its grants the lessee the opportunity to 

monopolise a certain area during a fixed period10. 

 

The port authority typically itself has relations with a number of main users: with industrial 

companies within the port which are interesting for instance for their cargo-generating power; 

with shipping companies, which the port authority might want to attract for instance for their 

activity generation; with hinterland transport companies, which make the port attractive 

through well-established and fast hinterland connections. Furthermore, there are also links 

between supplementary port service providers and the port authority. Each of these links may 

impact on terminal demand. 

 

                                                 
10 Concessions are in fact a limitation to the freedom of establishment, and they are often the source of heated 
public and private debate.  
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IV.5.13. Sea-port promotion bundling 
 
World Cargo News Online (2004ao) shows how ports in western Finland co-operate in 

marketing and promotion. Such joint forces may have a positive impact on demand for 

container terminals in the sea ports. 

 

IV.5.14. Security 
 

Who deals with safety and security does not only depend on sea-port organization, but also on 

relationships between other actors in the maritime transport chain. Shipper demand can for 

instance induce container manufacturers or lessors to assume costs for installing extra security 

features (World Cargo News Online, 2003aj). Disagreement over who bears certain costly 

investments may also push certain security devices out of the market (World Cargo News 

Online, 2003ak), thereby shifting costs to other actors, for instance container terminal 

operators. Jau and Fang (2002) show how the disagreement of financing has delayed the 

introduction of security measures after September 11, 2001. 

 

IV.5.15. Shipper information 
 
Shippers have an increasing interest in getting information on the exact location and status of 

their commodities in the maritime transport chain. Cordts (2001) remarks that providing this 

information is more difficult and costly as demand for door-to-door services increases and 

more players in the transport chain are involved. 

 

IV.5.16. Shipper trade pattern 
 
Wilson (2005) and UNCTAD (1985) show how trade diversion through the choice of a 

different sourcing location, a restructuring of stockholding points, the choice of a different 

mode of transport or the choice of a different (un-)loading port may bring down a terminal’s 

demand. World Cargo News Online (2003as) shows how South-Africa opts for pipeline 

transport, which is detrimental to container terminal demand. 
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IV.5.17. Shipper or shipping company routing / mode decisions 
 
Terminal planning should be able to accommodate last-minute sea-port of discharge changes, 

voyage destination changes, inland route changes and hinterland transport mode changes (Van 

de Merbel, 1998 and Meersmans and Dekker, 2001, p. 6). Such changes require a partial or 

full rescheduling of unloading or loading operations, imposing a supplementary cost burden 

on container-handling operations. The ability to accommodate such last-minute requests is 

however an element of quality which has a positive impact on customers’ willingness-to-pay. 

 

IV.5.18. Shipping company concentration 
 
Shipping companies make a number of agreements among each other, which increase their 

concentration and their power in relations with shippers and other transport actors. Table IV-5 

summarizes the categories of co-operation agreements in shipping. 

Table IV-5: Shipping company co-operation 

Type of agreement Example 
Conferences Italy is served by 19 conferences 
Consortia Cosco, K-Line, Yangming at PSW-service 
Joint-ventures Lloyd-Triestino and Zim in AUX-service in 2003 
Mergers OMI’s bid on Stelmar in the tanker sector 
Strategic alliances Grand Alliance, New World Alliance, etc. 
Vessel sharing agreements 148 agreements being filed with the European Commission in 

2001  
Source: Creel, 2001; Francesetti and Foschi, 2001; Panayides and Cullinane, 2002; Baird, 

2003, p.14; Dunelm, 2003; Hanjin, 2004; Informare, 2004; Klinger, 2004 
 

IV.5.19. Shipping company hubbing 
 
Bonney (2002), Penfold (2002, p.7) and Roos (2002, p.4) describe how the hubbing 

phenomenon fits into shipping companies’ strategy for structuring traffic into main line and 

feeder traffic in order to save costs. Baird (2002) and Min and Guo (2004) show what savings 

can be obtained under what network structures.  

 

Alderton (1999) should be qualified where he nominates a sea port to be a pure feeder sea port 

or a pure hub. It can well be that for one shipping company, sea port A is a hub, whereas a 

competing shipping operator has his hub in sea port B, while it is using sea port A as a feeder 
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sea port in its network. This way, a sea port might be a hub for one shipping company, 

whereas it is just a satellite sea port in the feeder network of another shipping company. Drake 

(1999) makes a similar observation: what may be cost advantages to one carrier, may be cost 

disadvantages to another carrier.  

 

Extent of terminal-handling activities will therefore primarily be a strategic choice by a 

shipping company or another partner in the transport chain, provided this party has enough 

power in the chain to impose this choice on the other players. Each of these decision-makers 

will base their decision on individual preferences, but will in the meantime also react to 

competitors’ moves. Moreover, they all will be constrained by what other partners with more 

power impose. The joint decisions of several of these decision-makers in the port will 

determine whether the sea port is a large or a small one in activity size. World Cargo News 

Online (2005s) shows how PSA’s Brunei terminal has experienced problems due to a 300% 

increase in transhipment traffic. 

 

IV.5.20. Shipping companies in land transport 
 
ERS Railways, a rail joint venture between Maersk Sealand and P&O Nedlloyd, is an 

example of shipping-company integration in hinterland transport (De Lloyd, 2002h). Such 

integration is detrimental to terminal power in negotiations. 

 

IV.5.21. Shipping companies in logistics 
 

NYK Line’s intention to integrate into logistics means that it attains more chain power and 

enters into competition with terminal-operating companies where these also provide logistics 

services (De Lloyd, 2002f). 

 

IV.5.22. Shipping companies in terminals 
 
It is shown in CHAPTER II that a number of shipping companies have integrated into 

container handling in a number of ways. Benacchio and Ferrari (2000, p. 3 and p. 11–12) 

summarize the forms as taking a stake in existing or new terminals or in existing terminal 
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groups, or to develop projects on their own, which can be setting up terminal operating 

divisions or companies, or developing a specific terminal or (part of a) port. Examples are 

mentioned in appendix A-10. 

 

Reasons for vertical integration on behalf of shipping companies are container-handling 

expenses, relatively high profits, control over container handling, priority at the terminal and 

capacity provision (Asian Development Bank, 2001; Beddow, 2001; Van den Bossche, 

2001d). 

 

In most cases, operations at integrated terminals will be modified in order to optimize the sea 

operations. This means that terminals will often need to provide more capacity in order to 

work the peak demand from the sea side. 

 

Sometimes, sea carrier-owned terminals get permission to process the traffic of other carriers 

next to own traffic, as a measure to improve low occupation rates. CTDC for instance is a 

very profitable subsidiary of the CS Group, serving the parent company as well as other 

shipping lines (Modern Terminals, 2003; World Cargo News Online, 2001). 

 

Only in a few cases, sea carrier-owned terminals or terminal operating companies are really 

profit centres on their own, who can decide for instance to deal with other companies than the 

parent company.  This is true for example for APM terminals, established by the AP Möller 

Group in 2001 as a stand-alone division, which is gradually attracting more third-party 

business. Before, AP Möller’s port division was intended to serve mainly Maersk Sealand’s 

needs. (Damas, 2002). 

 

For terminals, integration from shipping companies can bring traffic stability. It is the reason 

why Hutchison decided to sell more terminal stakes to shipping companies (De Lloyd, 

2002c). A disadvantage to other, non-integrated terminals is that shipping companies get 

insight in prices and consequently have decreasing willingness to pay (Van den Bossche, 

2003b). 
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IV.5.23. Shipping company independence 
 
In some cases, shipping companies may prefer to keep full independence from terminal 

operators, or they may avoid dealing with concentrated terminal groups. Van den Bossche 

(2001) observes for instance how Maersk considered quitting Antwerp after PSA was 

awarded new left-bank terminals in addition to its right-bank assets. 

 

IV.5.24. Shipping company overbookings 
 
Shipping companies may overbook. The terminal is left with the problem of accommodating 

overbookings, which increases its costs, but which also impacts on its revenue if it manages to 

do so. 

 

IV.5.25. Shipping company or shipper handling requests 
 
Shipping companies can impose a number of loading specifications with respect to orientation 

or grouping of containers inside ships. Shippers can impose the request to change container 

status from FCL to LCL status or reverse. Processing such requests is costly but in the 

meantime beneficial to the terminal. Ward (1999) and Bruzzone et al. (1999) show how 

simulation analysis enables to deal with such requests in the least costly way.  

 

IV.5.26. Shipping company or shipper timing requests 
 
Late arrivals are frequent in container handling, from the sea side as well as from the land 

side. According to Panmure (2001, p. 11), the majority of inbound containers arrives more 

than 12 hours later than originally scheduled. If a terminal wants to accommodate such 

delays, costly spare capacity is required, or a number of extra terminal movements are needed 

(Van de Merbel, 1998 and Meersmans and Dekker, 2001, p. 6). On the other hand, the ability 

to allow for flexibility is generally considered a plus by shipping companies and shippers. 

This type of request boils down to a demand for priority of call (Van den Bossche, 2001c). 
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IV.5.27. Shipping company security requirements 
 
Security measures asked by shipping companies may impact on the terminal’s cost structure. 

For instance, stowing containers with doors facing complexifies stowage planning and the 

loading and unloading process. On the other hand, not complying with this specification is a 

negative element towards shipping companies which may influence demand negatively. 

 

IV.5.28. Terminals and inland ports 
 
In some cases, administrative or operational links may exist between sea ports and inland 

ports. As shown in Section IV.4.3, supply and activity goal effects may exist. But such 

agreement may also be a means for the terminal to generate more traffic. Examples of inland 

integration are Hessenatie’s inland terminal in Kortrijk (Belgium) and ECT’s inland terminal 

in Willebroek. Examples of mutual co-operation agreements are the Brussels, Liege, Lille and 

Paris ports agreement. An inland port which took a stake in a sea-port terminal is the inland 

port of Duisburg in P&O Ports Europe (World Cargo News Online, 2004l). In each of these 

cases, the sea-port terminal is assured of a larger amount of hinterland traffic than without the 

agreement. 

 

IV.5.29. Terminal co-operation 
 
Chapter II gives an overview of forms of horizontal co-operation that occur in container 

handling. It is observed that there is no co-operation between terminals of different handling 

companies. Co-operation between container-handling companies occurs at specific terminals 

for gaining market entry or for materializing cost economies. It is derived from CHAPTER III 

that ICT systems are one of the domains where cost economies can be gained. Damas and 

Mottley (2003) and Stumm et al. (2004) illustrate how uniform ICT systems may allow for 

cost economies and higher productivity. De Lloyd (2001b) illustrates the benefits of 

introducing PSA’s Portnet.com software also in the group’s terminals in Venice and Genoa. 

van der Linde et al. (2003, p. 12) show how higher productivity and uniform systems over 

terminals may increase customers’ willingess-to-pay for terminal services. A terminal 

network with several terminals in the same market may ask for co-ordination which shifts the 

container-handling activity goal. 
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IV.6. Terminal-specific factors influencing container handling 

 
 

IV.6.1. Container type 
 
Major distinguishing characteristics of containers are these. 

• Container dimension. 

• Container state. 

• Cargo weight. 

• Cargo nature. 

• Container destination. 

Costs and / or revenues may differ under each of these conditions. 

 

IV.6.2. Direct / indirect delivery 
 
Meersmans and Dekker (2001, p. 13) and Van de Merbel (1998) compare advantages and 

disadvantages of direct delivery / receipt in Table IV-6. 

Table IV-6: Advantages and disadvantages of direct delivery / receipt 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Passage through the terminal is quicker 

• Cargo risk is reduced 

• The container yard is avoided 

• Yard stacking equipment is not needed 

• Delays to vessels or vehicles are possible 

• Quay congestion can occur 

• Stowage sequence can be upset 

• Other activities, like customs for instance, 

can experience delays 
 

Source: Meersmans and Dekker (2001, p. 13) and Van de Merbel (1998) 

 

IV.6.3. Economic growth 
 
Economic growth as an exogenous variable may bring a shock in terminal planning. World 

Cargo News Online (2004z) for Australia, Hollmann (2005) for Hamburg and De Lloyd 

(2005u) for Vancouver shows how economic growth in trading-partner continents creates 
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congestion problems, whereas in Venezuela, terminals were left with idle capacity as trade 

shrank. 

 

IV.6.4. EDI 
 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) should support and speed up the flow of documents which 

accompany the cargo, and will this way have an impact on the cargo-handling process. An 

illustration and potential benefits of EDI processes are given by P&O Ports (2003), where 

improved bay planning, container-movement messaging and sea-cargo automation procedures 

are explained. Other illustrations of amounts that can be saved through EDI in container 

terminals are presented in HHLA (2000), Wehnert (2001) and Lokuge et al. (2003). EDI is 

part of what Pilsch (2001) calls the ‘management-systems’ element in the sea-port transfer in 

general and cargo handling in particular. Besides management systems, Pilsch also discerns 

the human and the technology elements.  

 

Electronic automation through EDI can in general be applied in all fields where traditionally 

documents are to be transferred or compiled. The number of document interchanges is vast, 

and EDI is therefore a large concept, also involving exchange or compilation of internal 

documents, where so-called Management Information Systems (MIS) can be applied. 

 

According to Van de Merbel (1998), computerized MIS have one or more of following 

effects. 

• Reduce paperwork. 

• Make data instantly available. 

• Make data updating easy. 

• Check entries automatically. 

• Make rapid documentation possible. 

• Enable automatic data analysis. 

• Give system prompts. 

• Give way to automatic billing. 
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EDI in general is stated by Van de Merbel (1998) to result in following effects. 

• Reduces keying-in. 

• Reduces the number of error sources. 

• Makes data available to all. 

• Improves advance planning. 

• Stimulates short-sea services. 

 

EDI changes container-handling costs through for instance savings in various areas as a 

consequence of EDI investments, and that it will change container-handling revenues as a 

consequence of improved terminal attractiveness if EDI is working properly or as a 

consequence of counteractive underperforming EDI. 

 

An overview of recent EDI technologies and their impact on terminal operations is given by 

Maudrich (2000). The use of electronic inter-modal platforms like is illustrated in Marine 

Digest (2003). 

 

IV.6.5. Gate procedures 
 
De Lloyd (2004e) shows how gate opening hours may be used as a tool to relieve congestion. 

In Antwerp, P&O Ports decided to have gates open 24/24. 

 

IV.6.6. Geography 
 
Type and scale of infra- and superstructure needed depends mainly on the geographical 

location of the sea port and its container terminals. UNCTAD (1985) and Kieran (2003, p.9) 

mention geology and hydrography as important geographical factors. World Cargo News 

Online (2003az) illustrates how geography can be a competitive factor in container handling. 

Notteboom (2002) shows what role in shipping networks can be assumed by peripheral ports. 
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IV.6.7. Hinterland connections 
 
On the container-handling revenue side, besides maritime access and terminal infra- and 

superstructure, hinterland connections deserve special attention. Major infrastructure works, 

like those planned by the European Commission for its TEN-T11 projects, can dramatically 

change a port’s accessibility and therefore also shift the share of sea traffic it bears, compared 

to the situation before the improved hinterland connection. The same is true for other 

infrastructural changes, as is indicated by Drewe and Janssen (2001, p. 9-10 and 17), where 

they refer to the importance of logistical accessibility which has outstripped that of physical 

accessibility. World Cargo News Online (2004cc) refer to uni-modal terminals, for instance 

all-rail terminals. 

 

IV.6.8. Hinterland tariffs 
 
Van den Bossche (2003) shows how overall high rail charges in Germany, which could 

hamper demand at German container terminals, are subject to exception for all traffic which is 

bound for or originates from the ports. 

 

IV.6.9. Hinterland size 
 
Hinterland size restricts demand for a terminal’s container-handling services. Some terminals 

may have a niche market, implying a de facto monopoly situation (World Cargo News 

Online, 2004ct). 

 

IV.6.10. Industrial activity 
 

Industrial or commercial companies active in or close to a sea port are subject to the same 

broad operating conditions as similar companies outside or further away from the port. Only 

                                                 
11 Trans-European Networks for Transport (see European Parliament and Council, 1996) 
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some very specific differences in working environment may push them to locate in or close to 

the port12.  

 

An interesting issue is the link between industrial and commercial activities on the one hand 

and container-handling costs and revenues on the other hand. Agglomeration effects through 

industry located nearby can lower container-handling costs, and a close commercial system 

and a large industrial basis using the sea port for acquiring consumer goods respectively raw 

materials and for shipping finished or semi-finished products can boost container-handling 

revenues.  

 

IV.6.11. Infrastructure 
 
In general, a number of options are available for each of the infrastructure sections from 

Figure IV-13. 

Figure IV-13: Sea-port-related infrastructure elements 

 
 

Particular problems infrastructure planning are berth type selection (World Cargo News 

Online, 2005v), dredging (World Cargo News Online (2004bl, 2004bv and 2004cb) and 

choosing a mooring system (World Cargo News Online, 2005q). JWD Group (2003) 

illustrates how terminal land use and configuration may differ between terminals. 

 

                                                 
12 This can be for the agglomeration and concentration advantages offered by a sea port. The phenomenon where 
these activities move out of the sea port (e.g. through regulation-induced measures) is often called ‘sub-
harborisation’, although this term applies more to functions related to cargo handling that not necessarily require 
a location within the port perimeter and that move outside the sea port. 

Infrastructure 

Terminal lay-out Maritime access to the 
sea port 

Connections to the 
hinterland 
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IV.6.12. Inland port 
 
Also if there is no institutionalized link between sea port and inland port(-s), the latter’s 

presence can have an impact on container-handling revenues and / or costs at the sea port’s 

terminal. If the radius of influence of inland ports on sea ports is sufficiently large, the inland 

port can lead to higher demand for container-handling services at the sea-port as well as 

different handling costs as barges are used for hinterland connection. 

 

IV.6.13. Intermodal delivery / receipt 
 
Container handling has different cost structures as a result of different inter-modal delivery 

systems in place. 

 

IV.6.14. Labour 
 
Piodi (1999, p. 12) makes a double split-up between job contract type (pool work or 

permanent work) and payment scale (piece rate or fixed wage). Suykens (1995, p. 3) adds 

reservation of port jobs to a ‘recognised’ class of workers as a separate type, while for our 

purposes we could consider this to be part of the pool system with exclusiveness conditions. 

Labour conditions have cost and revenue implications for a terminal. Ports which are prone to 

stakes usually have a negative reputation. Israel for instance had port strikes in 1997 and 2003 

(World Cargo News Online, 2003am and World Maritime News, 1997). Pusan (World Cargo 

News Online, 2003aw) and India (De Lloyd, 2005ae) had port strikes too, but for very 

different reasons. Dombois and Wohlleben (2000), Vezzoso (2000) and Turnbull (2002) deal 

with changed labour relations in German, Italian respectively British sea ports, and how this 

could avert strikes. Labour productivity may be increased by adequate training (World Cargo 

News Online, 2004ai). This is especially needed as new terminal technologies emerge 

(Consortium Aristotle University of Thessaloniki et al., 2000). 

 

IV.6.15. Lease or management contract duration and conditions 
 
Longer leases can enable operators to better recover their capital costs (World Cargo News 

Online, 2004cs). Lease prices and conditions impact on container-handling supply conditions. 
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IV.6.16. Lock operations 
 
With respect to operation of in-port infra- and superstructure, it is obvious that different 

operational regimes can influence revenues.  Included here are for instance operating regimes 

of locks, which may for example not operate on Sundays. 

 

IV.6.17. Maintenance 
 
Maintenance occurs over the life-time of infra- and / or superstructure, and is important in 

terms of container handling costs and revenues. For infrastructure maintenance, UNCTAD 

(1985, p. 85 – 88) for instance refers to dredging and other ways of maintaining and 

improving existing infrastructure. Maintenance type and frequency leads to costs of varying 

sizes, but forgoing maintenance or choosing an insufficient method of maintaining can mean 

decreasing revenues. If dredging for instance is not sufficient, maritime access depth can 

decrease, and this way, sizes of ships which can enter the sea port can be limited. Or technical 

defects can occur, which in the short run cause delays to port users, and in the long run maybe 

make them shift to an alternative port. 

 

For superstructure, just like for infrastructure, maintenance may be crucial, in the short run as 

well as in the long run. Technical defects usually lead to an emergency procedure, which 

interrupts normal processing: (i) a defect is reported to the control room, (ii) civil engineers 

are informed, who request action, (iii) a safety stop is called for engineering inspection, (iv) if 

repair is needed, a safety notice is issued to controllers, (v) barriers and signs are placed 

around the location, (vi) engineers repair the defect, after which barriers and tools are cleared 

away, (vii) completion is reported to control, (viii) a safety stop is called for engineers to 

leave, and (ix) operations can return to normal (Van de Merbel, 1998). This way, technical 

defects do not only decrease revenues, but they also increase container handling costs, no 

matter who does the maintenance. World Cargo News Online (2002b) gives an idea of 

amounts to be saved through well-planned maintenance programs.  

 

Van den Bossche (2000) mentions that in general, maintenance expenses increase with age. A 

new service recently introduced is on-site repair (World Cargo News Online, 2004ch). 
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IV.6.18. Overall sea-port traffic 
 
Overall sea-port amount of traffic can have an impact on container-handling revenues at a 

terminal in that port: directly when the amount of traffic causes congestion, indirectly when 

traffic volume requires infrastructure which slows down port transit. Overall traffic can be 

composed of container traffic, including traffic from other terminals in the port, other 

commodity types (dry and liquid bulk and general cargo) and passengers. Passenger traffic 

over sea has to do with business or leisure related regular ferry-line traffic or cruise traffic. 

 

World Cargo News Online (2004am) illustrate for Kotka (Finland) respectively Gavle 

(Sweden) how too much traffic makes shipping companies complain and makes them 

reluctant to call at the port. 

 

IV.6.19. Promotion 
 
Promotion strategies will influence the container-handling revenue level to a certain extent. 

The only downsizing effect on revenues could come from congestion caused by overly 

promoting the port, which could attract more traffic than some or all chain elements of sea 

port and / or terminal can bear. 

 

IV.6.20. Quay crane allocation 
 
Quay crane allocation, if well organized and planned, yields substantially more efficient 

container handling. An idea of possible gains is given by Boll (2002) and Zhang et al. (2002, 

p. 538). 

 

IV.6.21. Safety 
 
Container terminals are vulnerable to accidents, although the number of human injuries is 

usually low. Still, safety measures can have a positive impact as an added element of product 

quality. The port of Tauranga (New Zealand) for instance publicized its safe equipment tyres 

(World Cargo News Online, 2004cn). 
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Safety in fact starts at the approach channel to the terminal, where lights, buoys, beacons and 

other navigational aids can increase a terminal’s attractiveness. Towage and pilotage enforce 

safety of navigation on the approach channel and in port basins, and which have a clear link 

with port geography. Both effects of towage and pilotage on container handling revenues are 

positive if they increase safety and speed of crossing the maritime entrance, but are negative if 

they slow down the normal entry process compared to the situation without towage and / or 

pilotage. Gremmecke (2000) illustrates the benefits that can be gained from improved vessel 

traffic services. 

 

Safety at the terminal mainly involves responding to the weather (Schiffer, 2000). 

• Following windbreak rules. 

• Adopting ‘wind baffle’ stacking patterns. 

• Block-stacking. 

• Tying down to lashing points. 

• Maintaining ‘anchoring boxes’. 

• Taking account of extreme cold. 

• Preparing for heat. 

• Preparing for heavy rain, with standing water as one of the possible consequences. 

Each of these measures increases terminal costs but also increases willingness-to-pay for the 

handling product. 

 

IV.6.22. Security 
 
Container terminals are vulnerable elements in the transport chain. Through criminal acts, 

container-handling costs increase and revenues can decrease as customers look for an 

alternative (un-)loading operator. Security measures may bring revenues back to levels equal 

to those without accident risk and criminal threats. 

 

Different options are available with respect to security provision. There is the choice between 

internal and external provision, where the trade-off between external charges and internal 

transfer charges is to be made. There is also a choice between different techniques of practical 

implementation. With respect to container scanning for instance, there is X-ray scanning with 
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fixed scanners (World Cargo News Online, 2004ci), mobile scanners (World Cargo News 

Online, 2004ck), or scanning while unloading (Robinson, 2003). World Cargo News Online 

(2004w) refers to the huge delays often caused by fixed scanning. Techniques for providing 

terminal security are for instance CCTV (World Cargo News Online, 2004m) and interceptors 

(World Cargo News Online, 2004ay). 

 

If efficient, previous measures lead to less unauthorized people on terminal, better asset 

control, fewer losses due to theft, decreased insurance costs, less restart operations, less after-

event administrative work, less compensations to actors incurring damage and less repair 

costs (De Lloyd, 2005t, Griffitts, 2002 and Vinh, 2004b). Theft is a primary problem in 

particular areas like South America (Saavedra, 2002).  

 

On the other hand, if security operations are time and energy-consuming, they may hamper 

normal container handling, and therefore lower revenues. Lee and Song (2003) and Lewis et 

al. (2002), illustrate how and to what extent this could be the case. Akery (1999), Brown and 

Botello (2001) and Bowser and Huseman (2001) suggest some automated methods for 

alleviating negative effects of security checks. But even if not hampering, customers may just 

not be willing to pay for this extra service in cases where this payment would be required, so 

that container handling revenues go down equally. De Lloyd (2005q) refers to Hong Kong 

where shipping companies were reluctant to pay security fees introduced by terminal 

operators. World Cargo News Online (2004cv) refers to Felixstowe where the same situation 

prevailed. 

 

IV.6.23. Services to cargo 
 
Although these services do not necessarily need the physical location of a sea port, having 

them there can make the maritime transport process more efficient and may therefore 

influence demand for container-handling at terminals in the port. Several problems in 

providing these services however can abolish the benefit from having the services at the port. 

Packing problems for instance can be these. 

• Damage during packing / unpacking. 

• Uneven container loading. 
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• Insecure packing. 

• Administrative errors.  

 

The risk of packing damage and the packing time needed is lower if a tight rather than a 

secure stow is being applied. A tight stow is possible if packages are regular and uniform, 

dimensions fit neatly, only one type of cargo is involved, and packaging is sufficiently strong. 

A secure stow can consist of shoring, chocking / wedging, lashing or space-filling. Different 

materials can be used for this stowing. (Weeke, 1998) 

 
IV.6.24. Services to containers 

 
Presence of services to containers, not necessarily provided by the container-handling 

operator, may impact on demand for the container-handling product. 

 

IV.6.25. Services to ships 
 
Usually, a ship won’t enter a sea port for services to ships alone, except in case of emergency, 

but having these services at a sea port may be an incentive for choosing a specific terminal at 

a port of call. 

 
IV.6.26. Ship size 

 
Size of ships calling at a sea port will impose different requirements on sea-port and terminal 

infra- and superstructure. The general tendency in recent years has been to use increasingly 

large vessels. An overview of this evolution in container vessel sizes is given in Table IV-7. 

 

Ryan (1998, pp. 1125 -1227), Critical Interface Technologies Working Group (1999), Drewe 

and Janssen (2001, p. 17) and Marcus and Bardijs (2003) all refer to new ship developments 

like fast ships (with for example the FastShip13 concept). Another phenomenon often referred 

to is an even further increase size of container ships towards types called Malaccamax (> 

15.000 TEU). Some authors however doubt whether such large ships will be economically 
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feasible, making reference to technical requirements for such ships (see among others 

Stopford, 2002 and Harrison et al., 1999). 

Table IV-7: Container-vessel-size development 

Container vessel category Time of introduction/ 

Period of production 

Average TEU 

capacity 

Typical 

length (ft) 

Typical 

draught (ft)

1st generation (pre)1960-1970 1,700 TEU 450-630  

2nd generation 1970-1980 2,305 TEU 700  

3rd generation (Panamax) 1985 3,220 TEU 860-950 38 

4th generation  

(Post-panamax) 

1986-2000 4,828 TEU 900-1,000 42 

5th generation  

(Post-panamax-plus, 

jumbo, ultra-large 

container vessels, mega-

containerships) 

2000-2005 7,598 TEU 1,100 46 

Source: Vickerman, 2003d, p. 36, Rizvi, 2003, Trace, 2002, p. 5 and Harrison et al., 1998, p. 

26 and 36 

 
Ships’ cellular or non-cellular character (Van de Merbel, 1998) is another important 

characteristic. The share of cellular vessels in worldwide container trades has increased from 

48.8% in 1989 over 64,8% in 1998 to 73.3% in 2003 (ISL, 2004). 

 

Different vessel sizes and characteristics impose different container-handling costs to 

terminals. Which vessel sizes call at the sea port will depend on geography, for instance depth 

of maritime access, as well as on sea port status within a shipping company’s network, for 

instance a hub versus a feeder sea-port status. Steenken et al. (2004, p. 7) refer to ships of up 

to 8,000 TEU currently serving the main continental ports, whereas regional ports are usually 

served by smaller vessels of 100 up to 1,200 TEU. Larger ships calling at the port may on the 

one hand involve investments in larger infra- and superstructure, whereas on the other hand, 

                                                                                                                                                         
13 FastShip, Inc is an American joint-venture company of Izar, Rolls Royce, JP Morgan, CDC-IXIS, Cargolux, 
CP Ships, Lockheed Martin, TTS, BP, Aborro, CCI Cherbourg-Cotentin, and Delaware River Port Authority of 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey (Fastship, Inc., 2004) 
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this type of infra- and superstructure can probably allow larger economies of scale. Tozer and 

Penfold show the possible effect on container-handling productivity. D’Hondt (2002) shows 

how vessel sizes impact on terminal workload and attractiveness. 

 

IV.6.27. Storage 
 
Steenken et al. (2004) state that adequate storage space allocation is gaining importance since 

container ship’s average load is increasing, and since space inside the terminal is getting a 

very scarce good. 

 

The case is complicated because different storage systems can be implemented: the right 

number of slots in a block or row can be reserved for a specific ship, or alternatively, a yard 

area is reserved for a berthing space and the ship is allotted a berthing place according to the 

ship’s cargo (Steenken et al., 2004). Different systems may be sensible to interruptions to 

different extents. Chen (1999) mentions the major advantages of the different strategies.  

 

One cause of interruption is a misaligned stack, where the procedure usually started looks as 

follows, so that a delay will occur almost inevitably: (i) a misaligned stack is reported to 

control, (ii) a controller directs a driver to the location of the error, (iii) the driver realigns the 

container / stack, and (iv) the driver sees and adjusts without prompting. Another type of 

interruption occurs when a stack is leaning, where the following procedure is usually 

followed: (i) the stack is reported to control, (ii) the controller instructs the driver to unstuck 

and move the containers to a level area, (iii) surface debris is cleared away, (iv) engineers 

repair the yard surface. (Van de Merbel, 1998) 

 

In order to avoid the type of problems from the previous paragraph, it is important to respect a 

thorough planning procedure. Van de Merbel (1998) gives four fields in which lack of 

planning is immediately felt. 

• The terminal ends up with an inaccurate allocation of storage zones. 

• The terminal operator has to make unnecessary shuffles. 

• Stacking errors and shifts occur, imposing supplementary and costly planning efforts. 

• The hinterland modes and in the end also the final customer lose time. 
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For reason of the disadvantages of direct delivery / receipt, storage sometimes increases 

container-handling revenues compared to the case where storage does not occur, but on the 

other hand, negative storage effects may dominate, so that direct delivery / receipt allows to 

exploit its advantages, and especially the fact that yard stacking is avoided and stacking errors 

therefore do not apply. 

 

IV.6.28. Stowage planning 
 
Inadequate stowage planning may increase container-handling costs and may decrease 

revenues as errors in stowage may need to be corrected. Stowage planning is also called 

‘staging’ by Sideris et al. (2002) and Transystems Corporation (2002). 

 

IV.6.29. Superstructure 
 
Types of superstructure on which a choice has to be made inside the terminal, are described 

extensively in UNCTAD (1985, p. 73 – 100 and 105 - 206) and Vis and De Koster (2003). 

The main options with different impacts on costs and revenues are summarized in this section. 

 

For lifting the containers into or from the ship in case of lo/lo and sto/ro, one can use 

following types of shore cranes. 

• Portal gantry cranes. 

• Jib cranes. 

• Multi-purpose cranes. 

• Mobile cranes. 

Alternatively, also the ship’s own equipment can be used for lifting the containers: 

• The ship’s derrick. 

• A ship-mounted jib crane. 

• A ship-mounted gantry crane. 
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For carrying containers to the ship or for removing them from the quay in case of lo/lo, 

different systems can be used. World Cargo News Online (2003ah) shows that the previous 

concepts do not have the same meaning for all operators. 

• A chassis system. 

• A straddle carrier direct system. 

• A lift-truck system, which also includes reach stackers. 

• A straddle-carrier relay system. 

• A rubber-tyred yard gantry (RTG) crane system. 

• A rail-mounted yard gantry (RMG) crane system. 

• An AGV system (at the quay, at the yard, or at both parts of the terminal). 

• A more complex combination.  

 

Choices with respect to both infra- and superstructure impact on costs and revenues in 

container handling. Container handling cost effects of certain types of terminal transport 

equipment are summarized in Table IV-8. Service aspects, which are also important, are only 

partially dealt with in the table. 

 

With RTGs and RMGs trailers can be used for the transport between the berth and the yard 

gantry crane. In case of ro/ro, the last part towards the vessel is in any case to be done by 

trailer. The same is true for sto/ro. (Van de Merbel, 1998; Meersmans and Dekker, 2001, p. 8) 

 

In order to have inside access to ships, one uses a lashing cage, a gondola, a spreader, a 

ladder, or a lashing platform. For inspecting a container, safe equipment required consists of a 

mobile powered hoist, a platform or a cage lifted by a lift truck, a mobile platform, a 

scaffolding tower, or a ladder. (Van de Merbel, 1998) 
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Table IV-8: Cost comparison of terminal transport equipment types 

Advantages Disadvantages 
Chassis system 

• Rapid operation 
• Simple operation 
• Flexibility 

• (Usually) longer quay transfer travel 
distance 

• Job sequence changes posing problems 
• Absence of buffer stock at the crane 

Straddle carrier system 
• Flexibility • Safety 

• Travel distance 
• Damage sensitivity 
• Reliability 

RTG system 
• Ample flexibility 
• High productivity 
• Reliability14 

• High wheelloads 

RMG system 
• Reliable 
• Highly productive 
• Less sensitive to damage 
• Suitable for automation 
• Limited space usage 
• Low labour intensity 

• Low flexibility 
• High investment to be made 

Source: Van de Merbel, 1998b, Meersmans and Dekker, 2001, p. 9 and Steenken et al., 2004 

 

Some recent technologies are described in Beauduin (1999), Higgins et al. (1999), 

Transystems Corporation (2001), Dellinger and Klinge-Habermann (2002), Pislch (2004) and 

Giannetti (2004). These technologies are in following areas. 

• Auto-steering and container verification (World Cargo News Online, 2003d). 

• Brake types (World Cargo News Online, 2004aw). 

• Crane anti-sway (World Cargo News Online, 2004au).  

• Conceptual arrangements like robotic handling, the Computainer, Speedport-systems. 

• Container positioning, stack profiling and spreader path optimisation (World Cargo News 

Online, 2003at). 

• Crane modernization (Chong et al., 1999). 

• Energy supply (Koch, 1999). 

                                                 
14 This characteristic is questioned by Meersmans and Dekker (2001, p. 9) 
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• Engine protection (World Cargo News Online, 2004bx). 

• Extendable straddle carrier (World Cargo News Online, 2004cu). 

• Gate design: size and technology (Thomas and Urban, 2001) 

• Hydraulics replacement (World Cargo News Online, 2003ag). 

• Overheight attachments (World Cargo News Online, 2003s) 

• Remote monitoring and diagnostics (World Cargo News Online, 2003o). 

• Skeletal trailers (Hofman, 1999). 

• Terminal design: automated terminal container handling (Aldridge, 2001; Liu et al., 2002; 

Overton et al., 2001). 

• Tyre types (World Cargo News Online, 2004be). 

• Wireless communication system (World Cargo News Online, 2003at). 

 

Technological improvements in existing techniques sometimes involve large investment 

efforts, but meanwhile they can allow substantial gains in container handling costs through 

offsetting productivity gains. Moreover, technological improvements may be a barrier to 

entry: if a leader adopts a new technology which combines less costs with better service, 

followers may be obliged to equally adopt such technology, and the overall barrier level in 

container handling increases. 

 

Bello and Lafitte (1999) and illustrate that not only direct cost and revenue effects, but also 

indirect effects through maintenance, reliability and safety may be substantial. World Cargo 

News Online (2004ae) illustrates high replacement costs for crane ropes. Robinson (2003) 

states that the trend towards larger quay cranes implies costs through longer ropes, which 

cause more sway, and the driver being further away, which makes precision more difficult. 

 

Nam (1999), Rudolf (1999), Götting (2001), Nye (2001), Sandmann (2001) and Wiezorke 

(2000) show that not all combinations of superstructure fit together. World Cargo News 

Online (2003n) shows that small terminals require different superstructure than large ones. 

 

Production of each type of equipment is done only by a few producers. Figure IV-7 sums up 

the respective producers. 
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Table IV-9: Container-handling equipment producers 

Equipment type Producers 
AGV Kalmar, Demag / Gottwald, Mitsui engineering, Gaussin, 

Busicar, MOL, Magnum 
Reach stackers Kalmar, Fantuzzi, Hyster, Taylor / CVS , Sisu, Terex / PPM, 

S&B 
Ship-to-shore crane Fantuzzi / Regianne, Kone, Mitsui engineering, Nelcon, Noell, 

ZPMC 
Spreader Bromma, Elme, OEMS, Smits 
Stacking cranes Fantuzze / Regianne, Gottwald, Hilgers, Kalmar, Kone, Mitsui 

Engineering, Mitsubishi, Nelcon, Noell, Paceco 
Straddle carriers Kalmar / Nelcon, Noell 

Source: Van Dooren, 2002c and Pilsch, 2004 
 

IV.6.30. Terminal Planning 
 
Terminal planning is a time and cost-intensive process which is however necessary for fluent 

terminal operations. World Cargo News Online (2004, 2004u and 2004x) deal with the 

consequences of bad planning at the ports of Trieste (MSC leaving) respectively Mombasa  

(high demurrage charges) and Los Angeles / Long Beach (not enough trained workers). 

 

IV.6.31. (Un-)boarding 
 
(Un-)boarding needs to be secure in order not handle the wrong container. Bad (un-)boarding 

increases costs and decreases revenues in container handling. 

 
IV.6.32. Weather 

 
Severe weather conditions may increase costs as safety measures need to be increased. World 

Cargo News Online (2004bg and 2003j) illustrate safety measures needed against heavy wind. 

World Maritime News (1997c) shows possible effects of storms and heavy winter conditions, 

sometimes resulting in port closure. 

 

IV.6.33. Yard traffic management 
 
Transport itself is to be neatly organized and tightly controlled in terms of paths followed. 

The importance of quay transport organization is illustrated by e.g. Konings (1996). Two 
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organization systems are applied in practice: a single-cycle mode, whereby the transport 

vehicle only serves the cargo of one ship15, or a dual-cycle mode, whereby the vehicle serves 

different ships at a time (Steenken et al., 2004). 

 
IV.7. Factors influencing container handling: summary and impacts 

 
The factors from the previous sections can be brought together in a multi-dimensional matrix 

(89 dimensions in total), the basic structure of which is summarized in Figure IV-14. The 

dimensions of the matrix are the individual factors, and the values for the dimensions are the 

states that each factor can assume according to what was said in previous sections about costs 

and revenues. Each cell represents a combination of states for each dimension. If a container-

handling company who intends to undertake a merger or make an acquisition, knows the 

states of the various factors in Figure IV-14 for the target terminal and for its competitors, it 

can construct these terminal’s supply and demand functions with the techniques used in 

CHAPTER V. 

 

Figure IV-14: Container-handling supply and demand dimensions 

 

                                                    Policy                      Scope 

 

 

                                              Chain 

                                                                                                          Terminal-specific                 

 

 

 

It appears that terminal-specific factors are largest in number, followed by chain factors, 

policy factors and scope factors. Many but not all of the terminal-specific factors are under 

control of the terminal operator. The same is true for chain factors. All of the scope factors 

can be directly managed by the terminal, whereas none of the policy factors is under direct 

terminal control. 

                                                 
15 This is a generalization of serving cranes which Steenken et al. (2004) refers to.  
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The existence of the various factors shows that economies can differ under different 

container-handling conditions, and this way confirms hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 3 is confirmed 

in this chapter by the presence of different states for each of the factors. 

 

A change in one or more of the states implies changing cell in Figure IV-14. Table IV-10 

summarizes for each of the 89 factors whether a change in their state impacts on demand, 

supply and / or the container-handling goal at the terminal. 

 

CHAPTER V for a number of cells in the matrix of this chapter checks the size of eventual 

economies of scale by calculating cost functions for the respective situations.                                 
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Table IV-10: Container-handling factors and their impacts on supply, demand and activity goals 

Factor Supply impact Demand impact Activity goal impact 
Policy 
Antitrust Yes Yes No 
Charging Yes Yes No 
Customs Yes Yes No 
Employment Yes Yes No 
Environment Yes Yes No 
Financial capabilities No Yes No 
Liability regulation Yes Yes No 
Modal shift Yes Yes No 
National independence No Yes No 
Non-container-handling functions Yes Yes No 
Penalties Yes No No 
Public port planning No Yes No 
Regional development Yes Yes No 
Safety Yes Yes No 
Sea-port organization Yes Yes Yes 
Security Yes Yes No 
Social welfare Yes No Yes 
Taxes Yes Yes No 
Wages Yes No No 
War No Yes No 
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Factor Supply impact Demand impact Activity goal impact 
Scope    
Commercializing spin-off applications Yes No Yes 
Handling non-containerized cargo Yes Yes Yes 
Inland port operation Yes No Yes 
Passenger handling Yes No Yes 
Services to containers Yes No Yes 
Services to cargo Yes No Yes 
Services to ships Yes No Yes 
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Factor Supply impact Demand impact Activity goal impact 
Chain    
Charges No Yes No 
Containerization No Yes No 
Environment Yes No No 
Land transport concentration Yes Yes No 
Quality requirements No Yes No 
Safety Yes Yes No 
Sailing frequency No Yes No 
Sea-port authorities and terminals vs. shipping companies No Yes No 
Sea-port authorities in logistics No Yes No 
Sea-port authority co-operation No Yes No 
Sea-port organization Yes Yes Yes 
Sea-port promotion bundling No Yes No 
Security Yes No No 
Shipper information Yes Yes No 
Shipper trade pattern No Yes No 
Shipper or shipping company routing / mode decisions Yes Yes No 
Shipping company concentration No Yes No 
Shipping company hubbing No Yes No 
Shipping companies in land transport No Yes No 
Shipping companies in logistics No Yes No 
Shipping companies in terminals No Yes Yes 
Shipping company independence No Yes Yes 
Shipping company overbookings Yes Yes No 
Shipping company or shipper handling requests Yes Yes No 
Shipping company or shipper timing requests Yes Yes No 
Shipping company security requirements Yes Yes No 
Terminals and inland ports No Yes No 
Terminal co-operation Yes Yes Yes 
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Factor Supply impact Demand impact Activity goal impact 
Terminal-specific    
Container type Yes Yes No 
Direct / indirect delivery Yes Yes No 
Economic growth No Yes No 
EDI Yes Yes No 
Equipment Yes Yes No 
Gate procedures Yes Yes No 
Geography Yes Yes No 
Hinterland connections No Yes No 
Hinterland tariffs No Yes No 
Hinterland size No Yes No 
Industrial activity Yes Yes No 
Infrastructure Yes Yes No 
Inland port No Yes No 
Intermodal delivery / receipt Yes No No 
Labour Yes Yes No 
Lease or management contract duration and conditions Yes No No 
Lock operations No Yes No 
Maintenance Yes Yes No 
Overall sea-port traffic No Yes No 
Promotion Yes Yes No 
Quay crane allocation Yes Yes No 
Safety Yes Yes No 
Security Yes Yes No 
Services to cargo No Yes No 
Services to containers No Yes No 
Services to ships No Yes No 
Ship size Yes Yes No 
Storage Yes Yes No 
Stowage planning Yes Yes No 
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Factor Supply impact Demand impact Activity goal impact 
Superstructure Yes Yes No 
Terminal planning Yes Yes No 
(Un-)boarding Yes No No 
Weather Yes Yes No 
Yard traffic management Yes Yes No 
CHAPTER V 
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V.1. Rationale for the chapter 

 

This chapter analyzes a number of the fields where economies of scale can be gained, using 

cost figures from active container-handling companies. To this purpose, container-handling 

cost structures, or part of the structures, are reconstructed for a number of the cells of the 

matrix from chapter IV. 

 

V.2. Total operating costs 

 

This section analyzes the total operating costs for a number of existing terminals under a 

number of different conditions. Calculating operating costs is necessary to assess economies 

of scale. Not all of the 89 dimensions can be specified for the situations used in this section. 

The specific contexts in this section are chosen because of their clear definition and the 

availability of data for the various cost elements. The main distinguishing dimension between 

the three different settings that are considered in this section, is the use of specific crane 

superstructure. 

 

V.2.1. First-generation quay cranes 
 

The main scenario is one where first generation quay cranes are used. A distinction is made 

between two yearly terminal capacities: 210,000 TEU and 600,000 TEU container terminals 

are considered. The 210,000 TEU terminal has 8ha terminal surface and the 600,000 TEU has 

16ha. Furthermore, two types of equipment are considered: new and used equipment. No 

specification is made on other characteristics of the terminal condition according to the matrix 

in chapter IV: these are equal in all the situations considered, unless defined otherwise. 

 

The terminal operating cost structure is split up in three elements: 

• Labour. 

• Maintenance. 

• Other operating costs. 
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In the labour category (Table V-1), management, administration, operations as well as 

maintenance staff are considered. This implies all these functions are performed in-house and 

are not sourced in. With respect to maintenance (Table V-2), there is a distinction between 

container-handling equipment, computer and communication equipment, buildings, and other 

equipment. Under other operating items are analysed fuel, light and power, environmental 

care, legal instruments, insurance, auditing, and other overheads. Other overheads are detailed 

like in Table V-3. 

 

Table V-1: Detail of container-handling labour operating costs 
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Data from Drewry Shipping Consultants (1998) are used for each of the cost items. The 

Drewry figures are reprocessed to calculate total labour, maintenance and other operating 

costs, total costs and average costs, all of them on a yearly basis. The aggregate figures are 

shown in Table V-5. Appendix A-12 takes a look at the data behind Table V-5. 

Table V-2: Detail of container-handling maintenance operating costs 

 

Table V-3: Detail of container-handling other operating costs  
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In Table V-5, following specifications are used. 

• Calculations are based on figures from 1997 (Drewry Shipping Consultants, 1998). 

• Manpower costs are based on following labour setting: 

Scenario 210,000 TEU: 1 general, 1 engineering, 1 terminal, 1 accountant, 1 IT, 1 

operations, 1 control, 1 maintenance, 1 secretariat, 5 ship / yard, 25 quay crane, 42 

forklift, 36 tractor / trailer, 14 stowage / wharf, 11 ship / yard, 7 control, 2 computer, 12 

gate, 1 personnel, 2 roster, 1 senior depot, 2 depot, 8 technician, 12 mechanics, 7 

electricians, 6 trade assistants, 6 welders, 3 store clerk, 4 storemen, 3 pumpmen, 4 

tyremen, 1 payroll clerk, 3 billing clerks, 2 cashiers and 1 purchasing clerk; 

Scenario 600,000 TEU: 1 ceo, 1 terminal, 1 financial controller, 1 finance manager, 3 

seniores accountants, 10 accounts clerks, 1 IT manager, 3 IT officer, 4 IT systems support, 

1 marketing manager, 2 commercial services manager, 1 human resources manager, 1 

supervisor human resources, 1 security manager, 3 securities, 4 secretaries, 6 general 

assistants, 1 assistant operations manager, 4 supervisors, 4 planning supervisors, 6 

planning clerks, 48 general clerks, 12 gate clerks, 58 quay crane drivers, 71 yard gantry 

drivers, 112 tractor / trailer drivers, 55 forklift drivers, 4 foremen, 48 lashers, 10 general 

workers, 5 miscellaneous, 1 engineering manager, 2 engineering supervisors, 2 

supervisors stores and spares, 3 technical supervisors, 14 electricians, 18 mechanics, 4 

yard maintenance workers, 2 building maintenance workers and 3 engineering clerks. 

• Maintenance costs are based on following superstructure setting: 

Scenario 210,000 TEU: 2 quay cranes, 3 spreaders, 2 reach stackers, 6 forklift trucks, 8 

tractor / trailers, 1 generator and 3 work vehicles; 

Scenario 600,000 TEU: 5 quay cranes, 6 spreaders, 15 yard gantries, 1 reach stacker, 2 

forklift trucks, 25 tractor-trailers, 1 generator and 6 work vehicles. 

• The figures do not include maintenance costs for buildings and civil works. 

• Part of the power costs are fixed, part are variable. Fixed power costs depend on terminal 

size. 

• Different royalties apply according to the total traffic volume and according to a low or 

high royalty-scenario, like in Table V-4. Table V-5 counts with a low-level scenario. 

• Lease payments are not included in the operating costs. 
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Table V-4: Low and high-level royalties 

Throughput class Low scenario (USD/TEU) High scenario (USD/TEU) 

0 - 50,000 TEU 0 0

50,001 - 100,000 TEU 1 2.5

100,001 - 150,000 TEU 2 12

150,001 - 5 25

 

 
From Table V-5, it appears that labour cost is the largest contributor to operating costs, 

followed by maintenance and other operating costs. Average costs are indeed decreasing in 

throughput, especially as a consequence of the fixed nature of labour and maintenance costs. 

Increasing throughput tenfold makes average costs decrease to more than a tenth of the 

original costs. Still, overall economies are observed: average operating costs decrease from 

39.33 USD at 150,000 TEU to 32.83 USD at 200,000 TEU for a 210,000 TEU terminal with 

new equipment, against a move from 87.18 USD at 150,000 TEU to 68.72 USD at 200,000 

TEU for a 600,000 TEU terminal. 

 

Table V-5 assumes that all labour is permanently hired. In most container terminals, this is 

not the case: part of the labour force is hired on a temporary basis. Assume that management, 

administration and maintenance personnel from Table V-3 are permanently hired, whereas 

operational personnel is hired as operations require so. All labour inputs keep equal 

proportions for all throughputs.  

 

Recalculating operational costs with this modification leads to the cost figures from Table 

V-6. It is observed that the economies from increasing throughput are lower in Table V-6 than 

in Table V-5: moving from 150,000 TEU to 200,000 TEU for a 210,000 TEU terminal with 

entirely new equipment leads to an average cost decrease from 39.33 to 32.83 USD in Table 

V-5 and from 34.58 to 32.24 USD in Table V-6. 
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Table V-5: Operating cost figures calculated from Drewry Shipping Consultants (1998) 

 
 

Table V-6: Operating cost figures with flexible operational labour 
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In Figure V-1, a comparison is made among the total costs of the 210,000 TEU and the 

600,000 TEU scenario with a first-generation quay crane setting with entirely new equipment 

and with fixed labour. It appears that the total costs for each of the scenarios are in line, with 

the logical observation that 600,000 TEU terminals have higher costs due to the larger fixed 

power costs, whereas larger-capacity terminals have higher costs due to their larger labour 

force and equipment setting. 

 

Figure V-2 analyzes average costs for the same scenarios as in Figure V-1. It appears that in 

both cases, average costs are decreasing, which implies economies of scale. These are mainly 

due to fixed labour and maintenance costs. The difference in economies between the 210,000 

TEU and the 600,000 TEU terminal is however small under this setting. 

 

In Figure V-3, a comparison is made for total and average costs between the new-equipment 

situation like in previous figures, and the used-equipment situation, both with fixed labour. 

Situations where a combination of used and new equipment is in place, are not considered. It 

is observed that used equipment leads to higher total and average costs, but the economies are 

of the same order as with new equipment: average costs shrink from 39.33 USD at 150,000 

TEU to 32.83 USD at 200,000 TEU for new equipment, whereas for used equipment, they 

shrink from 40.36 USD at 150,000 TEU to 33.61 USD at 200,000 TEU. 
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Figure V-1: Total operating cost scenarios with first-generation quay cranes and new equipment. 

Total operating cost new equipment 210,000 TEU - 8 ha 
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Total operating cost new equipment 600,000 TEU - 16 ha 
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Figure V-2: Average operating cost scenarios with first-generation quay cranes and new equipment. 
Average operating cost new equipment 210,000 TEU - 8 ha 
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 Figure V-3: Total and average operating cost scenarios with first-generation quay cranes and new versus used equipment. 
Total operating cost new equipment 600,000 TEU - 16 ha 
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Total operating cost used equipment 600,000 TEU - 16 ha 
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Average operating cost new equipment 600,000 TEU - 16 ha 
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V.2.2. Panamax and post-panamax quay cranes 
 
Figure V-4 compares total costs under the first-generation (a), panamax (b) and post-

panamax (c) scenarios, all of them new but operated by a fixed labour force. Compared to the 

first-generation scenario, mainly the purchase price of quay cranes changes in the panamax 

and the post-panamax scenarios, and in line with this the maintenance costs. It appears that 

operating costs are in line with those in the scenario with first-generation cranes as far as 

structure is concerned, but slightly larger the larger the cranes in use: total operating costs at 

200,000 TEU with first generation are at 6,566,350 USD, with panamax cranes at 6,750,000 

USD, and with post-panamax cranes at 6,773,550 USD. This size-effect is mainly due to 

maintenance, whose costs are partly linked to the size and value of the cranes in use. 

 

Figure V-5 shows that average costs are increasing again in increasing quay crane size, but 

that they are in all situations decreasing in throughput, which implies economies of scale also 

with this type of cranes. Moreover, economies are increasing in crane size: panamax cranes 

have economies in average operating costs going from 40,22 USD at 150,000 TEU to 33.50 

USD at 200,000 TEU, and post-panamax cranes from 40.71 USD at 150,000 TEU to 33.87 

USD at 200,000 TEU for a 210,000 TEU terminal. 
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Figure V-4: Total operating cost scenarios with first-generation (a), panamax (b) and 

post-panamax (c) quay cranes and new equipment. 
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Figure V-5: Average operating cost scenarios with first-generation (a), panamax (b) and 
post-panamax (c) quay cranes and new equipment. 
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V.3. Capital cost 

 

As a short-run perspective is taken in this thesis, capital costs are not considered. However, 

their analysis could be useful in a merger setting, as expansion and renewal of infrastructure 

and superstructure, if under responsibility of the container-handling operator, may determine 

attractiveness of a certain terminal or group of terminals for merger, takeover or acquisition. 

 

To give an idea of the relative importance of operating versus capital costs, a comparison 

between the two is made in Table V-9. Table V-7 first gives the detail of capital costs. 

 

In order to calculate capital costs, following specifications are used in Table V-9. 

• Like in Table V-5, a distinction is made among new and used equipment. 

• Two possibilities are considered: a situation without lease agreement, where the total 

capital cost is the land and terminal cost plus the equipment cost, whereas in case of a 

lease agreement, the capital cost equals just the equipment cost, but the operating costs are 

increased with the lease payment. 

• A scenario with confined dredging and one with unconstrained dredging are considered. 

The second has a lower unit cost than the first. 

• For the entire terminal, it is assumed that the container yard construction price applies. In 

practice, there is a difference between container yard, storage yard and shed yard price. 

• Dredging volume is assumed to be 32,000,000m³, like it was in TRi Maritime Research 

Group (2003) for the London Gateway project. 

• A low-lease as well as a high-lease scenario can be applied. Table V-9 deals with a low-

level lease of 7,300 USD/m. At some terminals, for instance the Flanders Container 

Terminal in Zeebruges and the Westerschelde Container Terminal in Flushing, lease 

payments vary with the use that is made of the terminal: efficient use is stimulated. 

• It is assumed that buying used equipment is as expensive as buying new equipment. In 

reality, this is often not the case. In Table V-9, only new equipment is considered. 
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Table V-7: Detail of container-handling capital costs 

 
 

• Superstructure settings for 210,000 TEU and 600,000 TEU terminals equal those used in 

section V.2. 

For the scenario specific to the terminal under consideration, it is assumed that other 

equipment than yard gantry cranes relates to the yard gantry cranes in equal proportions as 

equipment relates to the gantry cranes under the 210,000 TEU and 600,000 TEU scenario. 

This implies following equipment settings for the terminals considered. 
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Table V-8: Equipment settings applied for selected terminals 

Equipment Type Antwerp - Hessenatie Bremerhaven Hamburg - Eurokai 

Quay crane 14 21 9

Spreader 9 12 8

Yard gantry 45 60 25

Reach stacker 3 4 2

Forklift truck 6 9 4

Tractor / trailer 50 70 35

Generator 1 1 1

Work vehicle 3 3 3

 

 

From Table V-9, it can be observed that the land and terminal cost usually is a multiple of the 

operating cost without a lease agreement. With post-panamax cranes for instance, land and 

terminal cost is at 2,368,447,200 USD for Hessenatie’s terminal in Antwerp, where 14 quay 

cranes are installed. Annual operating cost is at 37,010,702 USD when throughput is at 

1,655,341 TEU, with new equipment and fixed labour force. The equipment cost is more in 

line with annual operating costs in this case: equipment cost is at 169,242,000 USD. When a 

lease agreement is in place, the annual operating cost approximately doubles in most cases. It 

is logical that equipment cost and consequently also annual operating cost increase as first-

generation cranes are replaced by panamax and post-panamax cranes. 
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Table V-9: Capital cost figures for first-generation (a), panamax (b) and post-panamax (c) quay cranes and                                                  
new equipment calculated from Drewry Shipping Consultants (1998) 

 

 
 
 

 
 

(a)

(b)
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 (c)
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V.4. Conclusion 

 

Hypothesis 1 is confirmed in this chapter, to the extent that for all the different settings 

considered, economies of scale in average costs are encountered. Average operating cost 

curves have a decreasing nature. Also hypothesis 2 is confirmed: depending on the specific 

setting, economies are larger or smaller. These are the most important observations which 

relate to hypothesis 2.  

• Economies increase in terminal capacity. 

• Economies increase in quay crane size. 

• Economies decrease with labour flexibility. 

• Economies are more or less equal with used quay cranes as with new quay cranes. 

 

Observing economies in terminal operating costs may stimulate a merger or acquisition, 

especially if combined with economies specific to a merger or acquisition of several 

terminals. But also capital costs are interesting, especially as these often outweigh operating 

costs to a large extent. Especially land and terminal costs are a large multiple of yearly 

operating costs, under the scenario where the terminal operator pays for all infrastructure 

construction. Equipment cost is more in line with operating cost. Yearly operating cost 

approximately doubles where land and terminal construction are replaced by a yearly lease 

payment. In the latter case, capital costs are confined to equipment costs. 
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VI.1. Main conclusions 

 

Container-handling companies have engaged in various forms of expansion, of which many 

are co-operative. This thesis tries to assess the benefits from mergers and acquisitions in 

particular. It is shown to what extent economies of scale occur, how these depend on 

container-handling conditions, and how mergers and acquisitions in particular may generate 

economies of scale in container-handling. 

 

It should however first be stressed that the container-handling product, for which cost 

functions are constructed and economies are calculated, as such does not exist, but is 

composed of many products, distinguished in container destination, container dimension, 

container security, container state, cargo nature, cargo weight, vessel characteristics, vessel 

size, hinterland transport modes and handling / quality results. These products can be 

processed sequentially as well as simultaneously, which makes container-handling a multi-

product business. 

 

The existence of terminal economies of scale is shown in CHAPTER III, where the presence 

of fixed costs is stated. In CHAPTER IV, it is shown what factors contribute to the size of 

terminal economies. 89 influencing factors of container handling supply and demand 

conditions are identified. These factors are characterized as dimensions of a matrix structure, 

containing four groups of dimensions: policy factors, scope factors, chain factors and 

terminal-specific factors. Each of the dimensions in the groups has a number of states. 

Combinations of states lead to a specific cost and demand context for container handling. 

Factors can also impact on each other. The dimensions are summarized in Table VI-1. 

 

The size of the economies and the contributing operational fields to economies of scale in 

container handling are quantified in CHAPTER V for a number of settings. The observation is 

made that economies from terminal scale are in some cases substantial and mainly due to 

labour and maintenance. Hypothesis 1 is confirmed in CHAPTER V, to the extent that for all 

the different settings considered, economies of scale in average costs are encountered. 

Average operating cost curves have a decreasing nature.  
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Table VI-1: Dimensions influencing container-handling costs and revenues 
Policy Scope Chain Terminal-specific 

Antitrust Commercializing spin-off 
applications 

Charges Container type 

Charging Handling non-
containerized cargo 

Containerization Direct / indirect delivery 

Customs Inland port operation Environment Economic growth 
Employment Passenger handling Land transport 

concentration 
EDI 

Environment Services to containers Quality requirements Equipment 
Financial capabilities Services to cargo Safety Gate procedures 
Liability regulation Services to ships Sailing frequency Geography 
Modal shift  Sea-port authorities and 

terminals vs. shipping 
companies 

Hinterland connections 

National independence  Sea-port authorities in 
logistics 

Hinterland tariffs 

Non-container-
handling functions 

 Sea-port authority co-
operation 

Hinterland size 

Penalties  Sea-port organization Industrial activity 
Public port planning  Sea-port promotion 

bundling 
Infrastructure 

Regional development  Security Inland port 
Safety  Shipper information Intermodal delivery / 

receipt 
Sea-port organization  Shipper trade pattern Labour 
Security  Shipper or shipping 

company routing / mode 
decisions 

Lease or management 
contract duration and 
conditions 

Social welfare  Shipping company 
concentration 

Lock operations 

Taxes  Shipping company hubbing Maintenance 
Wages  Shipping companies in land 

transport 
Overall sea-port traffic 

War  Shipping companies in 
logistics 

Promotion 

  Shipping companies in 
terminals 

Quay crane allocation 

  Shipping company 
independence 

Safety 

  Shipping company 
overbookings 

Security 

  Shipping company or 
shipper handling requests 

Services to cargo 

  Shipping company or 
shipper timing requests 

Services to containers 

  Shipping company security 
requirements 

Services to ships 

  Terminals and inland ports Ship size 
  Terminal co-operation Storage 
   Stowage planning 
   Superstructure 
   Terminal planning 
   (Un-)boarding 
   Weather 
   Yard traffic management 
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Also hypothesis 2 is confirmed: depending on the specific setting, economies are larger or 

smaller. These are the most important observations which relate to hypothesis 2. 

• Economies increase in terminal capacity. 

• Economies increase in quay crane size. 

• Economies decrease with labour flexibility. 

• Economies are more or less equal with used quay cranes as with new quay cranes. 

 

Specific to mergers and acquisitions, effects on container handling conditions and economies 

at container terminals may be threefold: there may be economic, financial or market effects. 

This confirms hypothesis 3. Economic effects involve synergies and efficiencies. As the thesis 

focuses on horizontal mergers and acquisitions, efficiencies are more important than 

synergies. The economies may be obtained in the operational fields from Table VI-2. 

Table VI-2: Economic, financial and market effects of mergers and acquisitions 

Economic Financial Market 

Administration 

Contracting 

Equipment 

Handling 

ICT 

Labour 

Marketing 

R&D 

Security 

Capital 

Losses 

Market value 

Risk 

Growth 

Market power 

Market entry 

Excess capacity 

 

Acquisitions as limited companies focus on long-term positioning rather than cost-

economizing, just like ventures started up. Most limited-company agreements are very stable, 

as exit of business and even change in number of participants is very low. The longer duration 

of limited companies stresses their long-term positioning character. The fact that market 

motives are shown to dominate, as confirmed by the major container-handling companies’ 

strategies, does not imply that market effect necessarily need to be larger than economic or 

financial effects. As to strategies in CHAPTER II, this does especially not imply that no 

economies may result from merging or acquiring a company, as shown by Table VI-2. 
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The dimensions from Table VI-1, but also company decisions like type of competition, 

network building, differentiation, diversification and integration impact on specific merger 

and acquisition effects.  

 

With respect to network building, diversification and integration, it is shown in CHAPTER II 

that limited liability companies and contractual agreements are the most used forms of co-

operation by the major six container-handling companies HPH, PSA, APM Terminals, P&O 

Ports, Eurogate and DPA.  

 

As to network building in particular, it is noted that more limited companies are started up 

abroad than domestically, which shows that network building and entering new markets or 

reinforcing one’s position there is an important motive for expansion. Most limited companies 

are started up co-operatively, at least abroad. At home, the reverse conclusion is to be drawn. 

Most co-operative ventures have two participants and two nationalities involved. Most start-

up ventures have one of the two participants dominating, and in most cases, this is the partner, 

not the major container-handling company in focus. With respect to acquisitions, it is shown 

that they are less in number than start-ups, but what is similar is that they occur in majority 

abroad. Most acquisitions are majority acquisitions from the part of the major container-

handling company. Combined with a relatively small number of partners, this yields relatively 

high decision power to the major container-handling operator. 

 

Focusing on diversification and integration, it is observed that, except for the major operators 

PSA and Eurogate, all operators have started up more limited companies in the cargo-

handling business than in non-cargo-handling businesses. The logistics sector is most often a 

target sector. In majority, limited companies in both cargo-handling and non-cargo-handling 

businesses are meant to co-operate in technology (R&D). A second possible field of co-

operation, which however is always combined with technological co-operation, is marketing.  

 

Container terminals are also subject to integration next to integrating by themselves: most co-

operative container-handling ventures have one or more non-cargo-handling partners. 

Ventures with only cargo-handling participants are limited in number, also when the business 
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started up is in cargo handling. Favorite partners are industrial or investment companies and 

port authorities. 

 

Contracting is an element which may impact on size of the economies observed under 

hypothesis 2 and 3, and which is found in several of the chain dimensions of Table VI-1. 

Contractual agreements are frequently used for acquiring inputs, binding customers and 

providing additional services. Especially where contracts serve the provision of inputs, the 

focus is on cost-economizing. Where some type of co-makership applies, for instance in IT 

installation, a number of assets are shared. Management contracts are frequently applied in 

container-handling and arrange for container handling to be outsourced in exchange for a 

fixed amount of money, part of which may be conditional upon turnover or other criteria. 

 

It should however be observed that, with respect to the various decisions taken by container-

handling companies, different strategies are applied by the major container-handling 

operators. APM Terminals, Eurogate and DPA have started up more companies non-co-

operatively than co-operatively. HPH and PSA have quite often teamed up with shipping 

companies in their terminal ventures. Also P&O Ports did so, in contrast to APM Terminals, 

despite the fact that both have grown as terminal divisions out of shipping groups. P&O Ports 

was one of the first container-handling companies to start building an international network. 

 

A final conclusion of the thesis, of relevance to eventual use of the results obtained in a model 

and / or game setting, relates to the number of market players: it is concluded that container 

handling is a business where oligopolies prevail. Although the literature on number of 

suppliers in container handling is very scarce and disagrees on the activities to be included in 

the container-handling product, the fact that container-handling markets are very fragmented, 

and the fact that there is no trace of collusion, both lead to the conclusion that container-

handling markets may be characterized by Bertrand and / or Cournot competition, or 

Stackelberg equilibria where leadership shows up. Other, related market characteristics are 

that there is imperfect information, no communication between container-handling 

companies, multiple periods of container-handling companies dealing with each other, and a 

relatively low degree of buyer concentration. Container terminals or their owners can be 

subject to a wide variety of activity goals, ranging from profit maximization, cash-flow 
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maximization or shareholder value maximization, over managerial objectives, to equity goals. 

In industrial economics models, company value maximization is often of primary importance. 

 

VI.2. Directions for further research 

 

A particular problem relates to the analysis of market size and demand effects for the 

container-handling products like defined in this thesis. Further analysis is required to apply 

Shrieves’ (1978) similarity approach. This method is deemed easier to apply than 

geographical market delineation or the diversion approach. Data on specific shipments at 

selected terminals need to be collected and analyzed. 

 

Still on the demand side, shipping companies’ reactions on container-handling demand are to 

be included as a dynamic effect. 

 

Further, the cost function analysis, which was applied to a limited number of matrix cells, can 

be extended to more container-handling conditions. Combination with thorough knowledge of 

market size enables to fully assess the exact, quantified effects of mergers or acquisitions on 

the company undertaking such moves or on competitors. 

 

The entire methodology behind this thesis can also be applied to other cargo-handling 

businesses, and even to other modes of transport or to any other business, respecting of course 

a number of translation rules. A primary aim is therefore to cover all cargo businesses in the 

port sector. 

 

Finally, outputs from this thesis’ methodology ought to be used as inputs to decision-making 

models in for instance shipping, port-related antitrust, etc. A practical interface is to be 

developed for this purpose, which combines scientific accuracy with practical usefulness and 

user-friendliness in a pragmatic way. 
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Containerbehandelaars in de haven hebben zich in geëngageerd tot verschillende vormen van 

expansie, waarvan er veel een samenwerkend karakter hebben. Deze doctoraatsthesis probeert 

de voordelen van fusies en overnames in het bijzonder na te gaan. Er wordt aangegeven in 

welke mate schaalvoordelen optreden, hoe deze afhangen van de 

goederenbehandlingsomstandigheden, en hoe fusies en overnames in het bijzonder 

schaalvoordelen in goederenbehandeling kunnen teweeg brengen.  

 

Eerst moet echter benadrukt worden dat het goederenbehandelingsproduct, waarvoor 

kostenfuncties worden opgebouwd en schaalvoordelen worden berekend, op zich niet bestaat, 

maar is samengesteld uit verschillende producten, die verscheiden zijn in bestemming van de 

container, containerdimensie, containerveiligheid, staat van de container, aard van de 

goederen, gewicht van de goederen, scheepskarakteristieken, scheepsgrootte, hinterland 

transport modi en resulterende kwaliteit en behandeling. Deze producten kunnen sequentieel 

zowel als simultaan worden verwerkt, wat goederenbehandling tot een multi-product activiteit 

maakt.  

 

Het bestaan van schaalvoordelen op terminalniveau wordt aangetoond in HOOFDSTUK III, 

waar de aanwezigheid van vaste kosten wordt bevestigd. In HOOFDSTUK IV wordt getoond 

welke variabelen bijdragen tot de omvang van de schaalvoordelen. 89 beïnvloedende factoren 

van vraag en aanbod in goederenbehandeling worden er geïdentificeerd. Deze factoren 

worden gekarakteriseerd als dimensies van een matrixstructuur, die vier groepen dimensies 

bevat:  beleidsfactoren, scope-factoren, ketenfactoren en terminal-specifieke factoren. Elk van 

de dimensies in de groepen vertoont een aantal kenmerken. Combinaties van staten leidt tot 

een specifieke kost- en vraagcontext voor goederenbehandeling. De factoren kunnen ook 

mekaar beïnvloeden. De dimensies worden samengevat in Tabel VII-1. 

 

De omvang van de schaalvoordelen en de operationale domeinen die bijdragen tot die 

schaalvoordelen worden gequantificeerd in HOOFDSTUK 5 voor een aantal specifieke 

contexten. Er wordt opgemerkt dat schaalvoordelen voortvloeiend uit terminal-omvang in 

sommige gevallen substantieel zijn, en hoofdzakelijk toe te schrijven aan arbeid en 

onderhoud. Hypothese 1 wordt bevestigd in HOOFDSTUK V, in de mate dat voor de  
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Tabel VII-1: Dimensies die containerbehandelingskosten en – ontvangsten beïnvloeden 
Beleid Scope Keten Terminal-specifiek 

Mededinging Commercialiseren van 
spin-off toepassingen 

Heffingen Container type 

Heffingen Behandeling van niet-
gecontaineriseerde cargo 

Containerisering Directe / indirect levering 

Douane Exploitatie van een 
binnenhaven 

Milieu Economische groei 

Werkgelegenheid Behandeling van 
passagiers 

Concentratie in hinterland 
transport 

EDI 

Milieu Diensten aan containers Kwaliteitsvereisten Uitrusting 
Budgettaire ruimte Diensten aan cargo Veiligheid (ongevallen) Gate procedures 
Aansprakelijkheid Diensten aan schepen Afvaartfrequentie Geografie 
Modaal beleid  Zeehavens en terminals 

tegenover rederijen 
Hinterland verbindingen 

Nationale 
onafhankelijkheid 

 Zeehavenautoriteiten in 
logistiek 

Hinterland tarieven 

Niet-
containerbehandelingsf
uncties 

 Samenwerking tussen 
zeehavenautoriteiten 

Hinterland groote 

Boetes  Zeehavenorganisatie Industrial activiteit 
Publieke 
havenplanning 

 Bundeling van 
zeehavenpromotie 

Infrastructuur 

Regionale 
ontwikkeling 

 Veiligheid (misdaad) Binnenvaarthaven 

Veiligheid 
(ongevallen) 

 Informatie aan verzenders Intermodale levering / 
ontvangst 

Zeehavenorganisatie  Handelspatroon van 
verzenders 

Arbeid 

Veiligheid (misdaad)  Routing-beslissingen van 
verzenders of rederijen 

Lease of management 
contract duur en 
voorwaarden 

Sociale welvaart  Concentratie van rederijen Sluisoperaties 
Belastingen  Hubbing door rederijen Onderhoud 
Lonen  Rederijen in land transport Globale zeehaventrafiek 
Oorlog  Rederijgen in logistiek Promotie 
  Rederijen in terminals Allocatie van kaaikranen 
  Onafhankelijkheid van 

rederijen 
Veiligheid (ongevallen) 

  Overboeking door rederijen Veiligheid (misdaad) 
  Behandelingsvereisten van 

rederijen of verzenders 
Diensten aan cargo 

  Tijdsvereisten van rederijen 
of verzenders 

Diensten aan containers 

  Veiligheidsvereisten van 
rederijgen 

Diensten aan schepen 

  Terminals en 
binnenvaarthavens 

Scheepsgrootte 

  Samenwerking tussen 
terminals 

Opslag 

   Laad-  / losplanning 
   Superstructuur 
   Terminal planning 
   Aan / van boord brengen 
   Weer 
   Management van 

terminaltrafiek 
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verschillende onderzochte situaties schaalvoordelen in gemiddelde kosten worden 

aangetroffen. Gemiddelde operationele kosten vertonen een dalend karakter.  

 

Ook hypothese 2 wordt bevestigd: afhankelijk van de specifieke terminalcontext zijn de 

schaalvoordelen groter of kleiner. Dit zijn de belangrijkste observaties met betrekking tot 

hypothese 2. 

• Schaalvoordelen nemen toe met terminalcapaciteit. 

• Schaalvoordelen nemen toe in kaaikraangrootte. 

• Schaalvoordelen nemen toe met arbeidsflexibiliteit. 

• Schaalvoordelen zijn min of meer gelijk met gebruikte als met nieuwe kaaikranen.  

 

Specifiek naar fusies en overnames toe kunnen de effecten op containerbehandelingscondities 

en -schaalvoordelen drie vormen aannemen: er kunnen economische, financiële of 

markteffecten zijn. Dit bevestigt hypothese 3. Economische effecten omvatten synergieën en 

efficiënties. Aangezien in deze thesis de nadruk ligt op horizontale fusies en overnames, zijn 

efficiënties belangrijker dan synergieën. De schaalvoordelen kunnen opgetekend worden in de 

operationele domeinen van Tabel VII-2. 

Tabel VII-2: Economische, financiële en market effecten van fusies en overnames 

Economisch Financieel Markt 

Administratie 

Afsluiten van contracten 

Uitrusting 

Behandeling 

ICT 

Arbeid 

Marketing 

O&O 

Veiligheid (misdaad) 

Kapitaal 

Verliezen 

Marktwaarde 

Risico 

Groei 

Marktmacht 

Toetreding tot de markt 

Overcapaciteit 

 

Acquisities als naamloze vennootschappen focussen op lange termijn positionering eerder dan 

kostenbesparing, net zoals opgestarte bedrijven. De meeste overeenkomsten in naamloze 

vennootschap zijn heel stabile, aangezien uittreding uit de sector en zelfs veranderingen in het 
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aantal deelnemers heel beperkt zijn. De langere levensduur van naamloze vennootschappen 

bevestigt hun lange termijn positioneringskarakter. Het feit dat marktmotieven blijken te 

domineren, zoals wordt bevestigd door de strategieën van de zes grootste 

containerbehandelingsbedrijven, betekent niet dat markteffecten omvangrijker dienen te zijn 

dan economische of financiële effecten. Met betrekking tot de strategieën uit HOOFDSTUK 

II hoeft dit in het bijzonder niet te impliceren dat er geen schaalvoordelen kunnen resulteren 

uit het fusioneren met of verwerven van een onderneming, zoals aangetoond in Tabel VII-2. 

 

De dimensies van Tabel VII-1, naast ondernemingsbeslissingen zoals het type concurrentie, 

netwerkuitbouw, differentiatie, diversificatie en integratie hebben hun impact op specifieke 

fusie- en overnameeffecten. 

 

Met betrekking tot netwerkuitbouw, diversificatie en integratie wordt in HOOFDSTUK II 

aangetoond dat naamloze vennootschappen en contractuele overeenkomsten de meest 

gebruikte samenwerkingsvormen zijn onder de zes grootste containerbehandelaars HPH, 

PSA, APM Terminals, P&O Ports, Eurogate en DPA.  

 

Wat netwerkuitbouw in het bijzonder betreft wordt opgemerkt dat meer naamloze 

vennootschappen worden opgestart in het buitenland dan in het land van maatschappelijke 

zetel, wat aantoont dat netwerkuitbouw en het betreden van nieuwe markten of het versterken 

van posities in bestaande markten een belangrijk motief vormen voor expansie. De meeste 

naamloze vennootschappen worden in samenwerkingsverband opgestart, tenminste in het 

buitenland. In het land van herkomst wordt het omgekeerde vastgesteld. De meeste naamloze 

vennootschappen herbergen twee participanten en twee nationaliteiten. In de meeste 

opgestarte bedrijven domineert een van de twee deelnemers, en in de meeste gevallen is dit de 

partner, niet de containerbehandelaar in kwestie. Men stelt vast dat er minder overnames dan 

opstartende bedrijven zijn, maar beiden vinden hoofdzakelijk in het buitenland plaats. De 

meeste overnames zijn meerderheidsovernames vanuit het standpunt van de grote 

containerbehandelaar. Gecombineerd met een relatief klein aantal partners impliceert dit een 

grote beslissingmacht voor de grote containerbehandelaars.  
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Als de focus ligt op diversificatie en integratie wordt er vastgesteld dat, met uitzondering van 

de grote operatoren PSA en Eurogate, alle operatoren meer naamloze vennootschappen 

hebben opgericht binnen de goederenbehandelingssector dan erbuiten. De logistieke sector is 

het vaakst een doelwit. In meerderheid zijn naamloze vennootschappen zowel in 

goederenbehandeling als daarbuiten bedoeld om samen te werken in technologie (O&O). Een 

tweede mogelijk domein voor samenwerking, dat echter altijd wordt gecombineerd met 

technologische samenwerking, is marketing.  

 

Containerterminals zijn ook onderhevig aan externe integratie, naast de integratie die ze zelf 

op poten zetten: de meeste naamloze vennootschappe in containerbehandeling met 

samenwerking hebben een of meer niet-goederenbehandelingspartners. Vennootschappen met 

alleen goederenbehandelingsdeelnemers zijn beperkt in aantal, ook als de opgestarte 

onderneming in goederenbehandeling actief is. Favoriete partners zijn industriële of 

investeringsbedrijven en havenautoriteiten.  

 

Het afsluiten van contracten is een element dat een impact kan hebben op de omvang van de 

schaalvoordelen die onder hypotheses 1 en 3 worden waargenomen, en dat wordt 

teruggevonden in verschillende van de ketendimensies uit Tabel VII-1. Contractuele 

overeenkomsten worden vaak gebruikt om inputs te verwerven, klanten te binden en 

additionele diensten aan te bieden. Vooral waar contracten gebruikt worden om te voorzien in 

inputs, ligt de nadruk op kostenbesparing. Waar een vorm van co-makership van toepassing 

is, bijvoorbeeld bij IT-introductie, worden een aantal active gedeeld. Management contracten 

worden vaak toegepast in containerbehandeling en houden in dat containerbehandeling wordt 

uitbesteed met als compensatie een een vast bedrag aan geld, waarvan een gedeelte afhangt 

van omzet of andere criteria.  

 

Er wordt echter vastgesteld dat met betrekking tot de verschillende beslissing die 

containerbehandelaars nemen, verschillende strategieën worden toegepast door de grootste 

containerbehandelingsbedrijven. APM Terminals, Eurogate en DPA hebben meer bedrijven 

opgestart zonder dan met samenwerking. HPH en PSA hebben vaak samengewerkt met 

rederijen in hun terminalinitiatieven. Ook P&O Ports deed dat, in tegenstelling to APM 

Terminals, ondanks het feit dat beide als terminaldivisies uit scheepvaartgroepen gegroeid 
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zijn. P&O Ports was een van de eerste containerbehandelaars die startte met de uitbouw van 

een international network. 

 

Een laatste besluit uit de thesis, met relevantie voor eventueel gebruik van de resultaten in een 

model- of een spelcontext, heeft betrekking op het aantal marktspelers: er wordt afgeleid dat 

containerbehandeling een sector is waar oligoplies van toepassing zijn. Hoewel de literatuur 

met betrekking tot het aantal aanbieders in containerbehandeling heel beperkt is en niet 

overeenstemt in de activiteiten die mee in het containerbehandelingsproduct worden 

opgenomen, leiden zowel het feit dat containerbehandelingsmarkten heel gefragmenteerd zijn 

als de vaststelling dat er geen spoor van collusie is, tot de vaststelling dat 

containerbehandlingsmarkten gekarakteriseerd worden door Bertrand en / of Cournot 

competitie, of Stackelberg evenwichten waar sprake is van leiderschap. Andere, gerelateerde 

marktkarakteristieken zijn dat er imperfecte informatie is, geen communicatie tussen 

containerbehandelingsbedrijven, meerdere perioden waarin containerbehandelaars mekaar op 

de markt ontmoeten, en een relatief lage mate van concentratie aan de vraagzijde. 

Containerterminals of hun eigenaars kunnen aan een brede waaier van doelstellingen 

onderworpen zijn, gaande van winstmaximering, cash-flow maximering of maximering van 

aandeelhouderswaarde, over managersmotieven, tot evenredigheidsdoelen. In industrieel-

economische modellen wordt maximering van ondernemingswaarde vaak als de voornaamste 

doelstelling aangezien.  

 

Verder onderzoek kan zich op verschillende domeinen focussen. Een eerste bestaand 

probleem heeft betrekking op de analyse van de marktomvang en de vraageffecten voor de 

containerbehandelingsproducten zoals ze in deze thesis aan bod komen. Verdere analyse is 

vereist om Shrieves’ (1978) similariteitsbenadering toe te passen. Deze methode wordt geacht 

makkelijker toepasbaar te zijn dan geografische marktafbakening or de diversiebenadering.  

 

Verder aan de vraagzijde kunnen, in een volgende stap, de reacties van rederijen op vraag 

naar containerbehandeling als een dynamisch effect opgenomen worden.  

 

De kostenfunctieanalyse, die is toegepast voor op een beperkt aantal matrixcellen, kan 

uitgebreid worden naar meer containerbehandelingscontexten. De combinatie met een goede 
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kennis van de marktomvang laat toe om tenvolle de exacte, gequantificeerde effecten in te 

schatten van fusies of overnames op de onderneming die zulke acties onderneemt of op haar 

concurrenten.   

 

De volledige methodologie uit deze thesis kan ook toegepast worden op andere sectoren van 

goederenbehandeling, en zelfs op andere transportmodi of op om het even welke andere 

sector, met inachtneming uiteraard van een aantal omzettingsregels. Een eerste doelstelling is 

daarom alle goederenbehandelingscategorieën in de havensector te omsluiten. 

 

Tot slot kunnen outputs van deze thesis gebruikt worden als inputs voor het nemen van 

beslissingen aan de hand van modellen voor bijvoorbeeld scheepvaart, havengebonden 

mededingingsbeleid, enz. Een praktische interface, die wetenschappelijke accuratesse 

combineert met praktische bruikbaarheid en gebruiksvriendelijkheid, moet vanuit dit oogpunt 

op een pragmatische wijze ontwikkeld worden.  
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A.1. Appendix A-1: Sea-port definition 

 

Ports in general have over time been defined in a variety of ways. Every particular definition 

is tributary to the perspective from which one starts. One of these perspectives is cargo 

handling. In this respect, Flere’s (1967, p. 3) definition can be a good start: “A port exists to 

provide terminal facilities and services for ships, and transfer facilities and services for 

waterborne goods and/or passengers”. The previous definition shows that ports have from 

the beginning been linked to ship-to-shore or ship-to-ship transfer. Miglior et al. (2003) 

equally view the port as a node within the maritime transport chain, tied between sea and 

land.  

 

One of the port types is a sea port. Branch (1986, p. 1) defines these as follows: "A sea port 

has been defined as a terminal and an area within which ships are loaded with and/or 

discharged of cargo, and includes the usual places where ships wait for their turn or are 

ordered or obliged to wait for their turn, no matter the distance from that area. Usually, it has 

an interface with other forms of transport and in so doing provides connecting services". The 

last part of the previous definition, the connection with the hinterland, is the new element 

compared to Flere’s general port definition. It adds the distribution function to Flere’s 

definition which focuses on the port’s transfer function. It is especially the hinterland size 

which is a typical characteristic of sea ports: sea ports on average have a larger hinterland 

than any other type of port.  

 

Take the example of the port of Antwerp. Shipping companies serving this port ship 

commodities collected from or to be distributed to a hinterland comprising a lot more than 

just Belgium: the Netherlands, the Rhine-Ruhr area and Northern France are served via inland 

waterways, 12 international railway links towards a.o. France, Austria, Scandinavia, Germany 

and Switzerland) have their terminus in Antwerp, 300 regular road liner services are offered 

covering the entire European continent as well as the Gulf region and Russia, and 100 

pipelines connections are made towards Northern France, the Ruhr area and Rotterdam 

(GOM, 2002). The port of Hamburg’s hinterland stretches from Lisbon in the southwest till 

Glasgow in the northwest, Saint-Petersburg in the northeast and Istanbul in the southeast. It 

has direct sailings to 39 destinations outside Germany (Port of Hamburg, 2003). Another 
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example is the port of South Louisiana, which accounts for 15% of all US exports (Port of 

South Louisiana, 2003).  

 

It is the type of ports from the previous paragraph which this thesis focuses on. They handle 

the largest share of a region’s, nation’s or continent’s trade. Recently, intermodalism 

dramatically increased the port’s market perspective (Transystems Corporation, 2002). Due to 

the increase in hinterlands, more ports get into competition with each other, as is also 

observed by Hughes (2003).  

 

Sea ports are distinguished from inland ports, the latter of which usually do have much 

smaller hinterlands. There are however two problems with a hinterland-related classification: 

(i) also among sea ports, hinterlands may vary in size a lot, and (ii) the hinterland of the 

smaller sea ports may be as large as or even smaller than that of some larger inland ports. To 

the first problem and how it affects merger/acquisition decisions in cargo handling, 

CHAPTER III and CHAPTER IV come back. In answer to the second problem, there is 

another and more clear criterion allowing to distinguish sea ports from inland ports and 

therefore clarifying the type of ports we focus on: the location of the port: at sea or not. 

 

An inland port is then defined by Henk (2003, p. 13) as “a site located away from traditional 

land, air and coastal borders. It facilitates and processes international trade through strategic 

investments in multimodal transportation assets and by promoting value-added services as 

goods move through the supply-chain”. The latter part of the previous definition of course 

also applies to sea ports. It is the first part that makes the difference: sea ships cannot reach 

inland ports.  

 

For most ports, the locational criterion allows a clear categorization. Among the 5 major in 

terms of tonnage throughput European pure inland ports in 2002 identified by the European 

Federation of Inland Ports1 (2004), we find the ports of Strasbourg (10,8 mn tonnes (Port of 

Strasbourg, 2003)), Ludwigshafen (8,1 mn tonnes (Hafen Ludwigshafen, 2004)), Mannheim 

                                                 
1 The European Federation of Inland Ports (EFIP) groups the inland ports in the EU, Switzerland and central and 
eastern Europe (involving the countries Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Sweden 
and Switzerland). 
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(7,9 mn tonnes (Hafen Mannheim, 2004)), Karlsruhe (6,3 mn tonnes (Rheinhäfen Karlsruhe, 

2004)) and Mulhouse (5,8 mn tonnes (CCI Sud Alsace Mulhouse)).  

 

A number of ports however meeting the conditions of Henk’s inland port definition de facto 

are sea ports: although they are located some distance away from the waterfront, sea-going 

vessels can reach them. The European Federation of Inland Ports (2004) indicates the ports in 

Europe showing this mixed nature. Among the largest of them are Duisburg (37,1 mn tonnes 

(Port of Duisburg, 2004)), Paris (20,1 mn tonnes (Port of Paris, 2003)), Liège (19,5 mn tonnes 

(Port Autonome de Liège, 2004)), the Zeekanaal ports (9,9 mn tonnes (nv Zeekanaal en 

Watergebonden Grondbeheer Vlaanderen, 2003)) and Cologne (9,38 mn tonnes (Häfen und 

Güterverkehr Köln AG, 2003)). A similar distinction can be made for US inland ports (IRPT, 

2004). Moreover, a number of ports like the port of Antwerp are far away from coastal 

borders, but are commonly called sea ports and are without any doubt more than what one 

would expect to be an inland port in the spirit of Henk’s definition. 

 

This thesis focuses on the cargo transfer where sea-going vessels are involved, which 

primarily implies dealing with pure sea ports as defined by Henk. But as shown in the 

previous paragraph, also mixed sea-inland ports of the type shown in the previous paragraph 

can be part of the relevant geographical market for sea transport. Whether they will be part of 

it depends on the transport chain cost structure: it can turn out that those mixed sea-inland 

ports are cost-ineffective for port users, namely in case using a pure sea port and a hinterland 

mode for reaching the final destination (or in reverse direction) is cheaper than the mixed sea-

inland port solution. So probably the best criterion for discerning sea ports from inland ports 

is the nature of the vessels entering the port: if sea vessels can reach the ports, they are to be 

considered as sea ports for this thesis; if only inland vessels can reach them, they are to be 

considered as inland ports.  

 

Still, at world scale, the major ports in terms of tonnage used for sea transport turn out to be 

ports termed as pure sea ports by Henk, as shown by the data from Table A-1. To the specific 

effects of port location on cargo-handling mergers and/or acquisitions, CHAPTER III and 

CHAPTER IV hark back. The same will be done for vessel nature, since sea-going vessels are 

still very diverse in size and structure. 
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Table A-1: Major 10 world cargo ports (in tonnes) 

Port Cargo turnover 2002 (metric tonnes) 
Rotterdam 322.107.000 
Singapore 251.386.925 
Hong Kong 192.500.000 
Antwerp 131.271.471 
Kaohsiung 118.110.666 
Houston 109.399.877 
Shanghai 105.716.200 
Qingdao 100.586.268 
Hamburg 96.448.159 
Busan 96.066.000 

Source: Lloyd’s list, 2003 
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A.2. Appendix A-2: Cargo-handling limitation 

 

Cargo handling at a sea port requires a number of activities to take place at the sea port. 

Different systems are used to classify these activities. Systems are different in scope: some of 

them only consider the operational sea-port activities, others also include preparatory 

activities such as infra- and superstructure provision, EDI-facilitation, etc. The most relevant 

systems are presented here. 

 

In the group of classification systems with an operational focus, Jansson and Shneerson 

(1982) break up the sea-port transfer process into seven sequential activities, which are 

presented in Figure A-1. The figure takes the perspective of inbound cargo handling. Of 

course, a similar representation can be made for outbound streams. 

Figure A-1: Sea-port activities according to Jansson and Shneerson 
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Source: Jansson and Shneerson, 1982, p. 10 

 

Jansson and Shneerson state that capacity constraints of one element may have implications 

on other elements’ efficiency and/or effectiveness. This is marked by the overlap between the 

various blocks in the chain structure, and especially by the different size of the blocks: 

usually, not all elements in the sea port have similar capacities.  
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Van de Merbel (1998) applies a variation to Jansson and Shneerson’s system: he distinguishes 

among 5 kinds of activities in 5 different physical zones, as shown in Figure A-2. New 

compared to Jansson and Shneerson are Container Freight Station (CFS) operations. 

Figure A-2: Sea-port activities according to Van de Merbel 

 
Source: own composition based on Van de Merbel, 1998, p. 2 

 
Brennan (2001), in a similar way as Jansson and Shneerson presents a pipeline-like sea-port 

activities structure, stressing again the different capacities between the activities (see Figure 

A-3). In line with the activity groups (and corresponding sea port zones) which he 

distinguishes, Brennan sees as critical factors to sea-port capacity: 

• vessel access capacity (passage through approach channel and berth access); 

• terminal capacity; 

• port-inland interfaces capacity (rail and truck); 

• inland transport capacity (rail and truck, linehaul and destinations). 

Figure A-3: Balancing pipelines in sea ports according to Brennan 

 
Source: Brennan, 2001, p. 8 
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Yahalom (2002) discerns three sequential sub-systems in sea ports, to which he assigns the 

sea-port activities. Some activities can be found in more than one sub-system, as can be seen 

in Figure A-4. 

Figure A-4: Sea-port activities according to Yahalom 

 
Source: own composition based on Yahalom, 2002 

 

Miglior et al. (2002) also work with sea-port sub-systems in a series: (i) the wharf system, (ii) 

the stacking system and (iii) the land-side system. They consider one overall system, the 

transfer system, which connects the three sub-systems. No particular activities are referred to. 

Henesey et al. (2002) as well as Holguín-Veras and Jara-Díaz (1999) consider 4 terminal sub-

systems: (i) the ship-to-shore cycle, (ii) the transfer (between shore and storage area) cycle, 

(iii) the storage cycle, and (iv) the delivery / receipt cycle. Again, no detail of corresponding 

cargo handling activities is given. 

 

Steenken et al. (2004) describe a terminal as “an open system of material flow with two 

external interfaces”, where the interfaces are quay-side (or waterside, with (un-)loading of 

ships) and land-side (or hinterland, with (un-)loading of trucks and trains), and where 

containers are stored in stacks. This system can have the structure presented in Figure A-5.  
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Figure A-5: Sea-port activities according to Steenken et al. 

  
Source: Steenken et al., 2004, p. 6 

 

To the second group of classification systems belongs the system of Trujillo and Nombela 

(1999, p. 4), who refer to some preparatory activities needed at the sea port: ”An efficient sea 

port requires, besides infrastructure, superstructure and equipment, adequate connections to 

other transport modes, a motivated management, and sufficiently qualified employees.” They 

categorize sea-port activities as in Figure A-6. It can be noticed that for this second group of 

systems, the sequence of activities which was typical for the first group has disappeared: 

some activities are preparatory to cargo handling operations, but also need operation during 

cargo-handling operations. Locks for instance need to be installed but also operated. 
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Figure A-6: Sea-port activities according to Trujillo and Nombela 

 
Source: own composition based on Trujillo and Nombela, 1999, p. 19-23 

 

United Nations (2001), who consider four main activities taking place in sea ports for 

enabling the cargo-handling process, mention a number of additional activities as a condition 
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• ship arrival / departure, which requires provision of: 
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o opening / closing of hatches; 

o breaking out / stowage; 

o cargo handling; 

• cargo/container transfer to/from quay; 

• cargo arrival / departure. 

 

World Bank (2001b, p. 9) takes a different approach and regroups the list of sea-port activities 

in two groups: core and value-added services, as in Figure A-7. Marine services here also 

include provision of access infrastructure, and terminal services include provision of terminal 

infra- and superstructure. It can however be questioned whether ship repair services should 

indeed be classified as core services to cargo handling. Indeed, ship repair services will 

usually be performed in sea ports where ships enter for cargo (un-)loading, but not all ships 

use this service. 

Figure A-7: Sea-port activities by World Bank 

 
Source: own composition based on World Bank, 2001b, p. 9 

 

Op de Beeck (1999, p. 4 – 7) presents an approach of classifying sea-port activities, which 
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this reason, it is well fit as a guide through the activities taking place at a sea port and 

impacting on cargo handling costs and revenues. Op de Beeck categorizes in: 

• regulatory activities; 

• operational activities; 

• logistical activities. 

 

The term ‘regulatory activities’ comprises both what Alderton (1999, p. 6) calls 

‘administrative activities’, which is probably most related to regulation in the strict sense, as 

well as ‘civil engineering activities’. Also Alderton’s contribution is used in this section.  

 

Combination of both complementary approaches leads to the classification of sea-port 

activities given in Figure A-8. 

Figure A-8: Sea-port activities based on Op de Beeck and Alderton 

 
Source: own composition based on Op de Beeck (1999, p. 4 – 7) and Alderton (1999, p. 6) 

 

The structure of Figure A-8 is detailed into activities by the two authors. Civil engineering 

activities then comprise infrastructure provision and maintenance. Administration includes 

estate management, providing safety and security, collection of charges, promotion, and 

providing the ship and its crew with stores, water, medical aid, telephone, bunkers, repairs 

and waste disposal. Operational activities are (un-)loading, storage, intermodal receipt / 

delivery and (E)DI. Logistical activities finally include consolidation, (un-)stuffing, bagging, 

Logistics

Operations

Regulation

Administration Civil engineering

Cargo handling 
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stockpiling, packing, parcelling, tallying, marking, weighing, controlling quality and 

sampling. 
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A.3. Appendix A-3: Major container-handling operators’ co-operation 

track record 

 

This appendix presents the six major container-handling companies’ track record, company 

by company. The sequence for each operator is chronological. If a current operator has roots 

in or affiliations with another (current or former) operator, that other operator’s track record is 

also included, after that of the main operator. 

 

Acquisitions and mergers are marked with arrow lines, start-ups are marked with full lines, 

and attempts to acquire, merge or start up are in dotted lines. When a company or terminal 

name is framed red, this means that the exact date of acquisition, merger or start-up is not 

known. Following color codes are used: blue represents terminals or terminal-operating 

companies, green represents holding companies, in brown are logistics companies, in red 

maritime companies, and black finally shows companies not belonging to any of the previous 

categories. 
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A.3.1. Hutchison Port Holdings 
 

Figure A-9 represents HPH’s track record. 

 

Sources:  

HPH (2003 and 2004), HIT (2004), Cargo Services Far East Ltd. (2005), Hutchison 

Whampoa Ltd. (1997, 1998, 1999, 2000b, 2001, 2001b, 2002, 2003bh, 2005 and 2005b), 

Hutchison Delta Ports Ltd. (2005), Escape Artist (2000b), Grand Bahama Island Tourism 

Board (2005), Luxner News Inc. (2000),  Brennan (2001b), International Business Data 

(2005), Shanghai Port Container Co. Ltd (2005), Mc Graw Hill Construction (2002), 

Informare (2001b), Freightgate (2002), Hong Kong Salvage and Towage (2005), Swire 

Pacific Ltd. (2005), Asian Economic News (2000), The United Kingdom and Parliament 

(1999), Cirtwill et al. (2001), World Maritime News (1996), Nafed (1996), Hong Kong 

Shippers’ Council (1999), Nieuwsbank (1999), De Lloyd (1998), Van Driel (2002), European 

Commission (1999, 2001 and 2002b), Kok, 2001b, Realubit (2001), Bennett (2002),  Hyundai 

Merchant Marine Co. Ltd. (2002), San (1997), Peters (1995), Tradelink-eBiz (2000),  World 

Cargo News Online (1999, 2000e, 2000c, 2000m, 2001e, 2001f, 2001i, 2002d, 2003bb, 

2003be, 2004q, 2004bc, 2004ce, 2004cp and 2005r), ECT B.V. (2005), United Nations 

(2002), Navingo (2003), Informare (1999f and 2002d), Hanno Rotterdam B.V. (2004), Asia 

Times (2005), Inchcape Shipping Services (2005), Li Ka Shing Foundation Ltd. (2005), 

American Chamber of Commerce in Egypt (2005), SPG Media PLC (2005), Dardani (1999b), 

Informatie.Binnenvaart.Nl (2005), Zentrale-Du (2005), Schuttevaer (1998) 

 

ICTSI (2002, 2003 and 2005b),  Buenos Aires Port (2001), Empresas ICA S.A., Cargo News 

Asia (1996, 1997 and 1999), American Defense Council (2003), World Cargo News Online 

(2000b, 2001f, 2002d, 2003b, 2003av, 2004cx and 2004cy) , Cargo News Asia (1998 and 

2001), Micco, Pérez (2001), Torres (2005) and De Lloyd (2005ai and 2005y), Pmaesa 

(2003b), Informare (1999e), Peters (1995) 

 

 

 

Figure A-9: HPH’s track record 
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Hong Kong and Whampoa Dock Company1866

1870

Hunghom dock facilities 100%  startup

Tai Kok Tsui dock 
facilities

100%  startup

1888 Admiralty dock 100%  startup

1969
Whampoa Terminals Ltd.100%  

acquisition
100%  
startup

Hong Kong International 
Terminals CT4

1974

Hong Kong International 
Terminals CT6

1976

Port of Felixstowe100%  acquisition

Hong Kong International 
Terminals

85%  startup

100%  startup

Hong Kong International 
Terminals CT2

100%  
startup

1985 100%  
startup

Modern Terminals Ltd.
100%  acquisition

1989

1991

Hong Kong International 
Terminals CT7

100%  
startup

Hong Kong International 
Terminals CT8

50%  
startup

100%  startup

Nanhai International 
Container Terminals Ltd.

50%  
startup

1992 Zhuhai International Container 
Terminals Goalan Ltd.

50%  
startup

Zhuhai International Container 
Terminals Jiuzhou Ltd.

50%  
startup

Hutchison Whampoa Ltd.
Hutchison International Ltd.merger1977

Zhuhai Port Enterprises 
Group

Zhuhai S.E.Z. Fuhua
Group Company Ltd

50% startup

50% startup

Nanhai Municipal Transport 
Construction Investment Company

50% startup

COSCO50%  
startup

COSCO-HIT Terminals 
Ltd.

1972 Hongkong Salvage and Towage Company
100%  

acquisitionHongkong United Dockyards
50%  

startup
Taikoo Dockyard50%  startup

Swire Pacific Ltd.
100%  

acquisition

Hongkong Salvage and 
Towage Company Ltd.

100%  acquisition50%  
startup

50% startup
1979 Li Ka Shing Foundation Ltd100%  acquisition
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1998

100%  
startup

100%  startup

Wide Shine 
Terminals Ltd.

1994

1997

50% acquisition
100%  

acquisition

24.5%  acquisition

Mid-Stream 
Holdings Ltd. 

25.5%  acquisition

1996

1993

Yantian International 
Container Terminals Ltd.

70% startup
600 mn USD

Shanghai Container 
Terminals Ltd.

50% startup
1 bn RMB

Hutchison International Port Holdings Ltd.

100%  
acquisition

100%  
acquisition

Hutchison Delta Ports Ltd. 100%  
startup

Shantou International 
Container Terminals Ltd.

70%  
startup

Jiangmen International 
Container Terminals Ltd.

50%  
startup

1995

Freeport Con. Port Ltd.
50%  

startup Grand Bahama
Development Co. 

50% startupFreeport Harbour Company Ltd.
50% startup

Grand Bahama Port Authority Ltd. 
50% startup

Grand Bahama Port Authority Ltd. 
10%  acquisition

Grand Bahama
Airport Company Ltd.

50%  acquisition

Xiamen International 
Container Terminals Ltd.

100%  
acquisition

49% startup

Panama Ports Company Ltd. 
Cristobal and Balboa

72%  
startup

Chinese Resources 
Enterprise Ltd.

10%  startup

Port of Panama
18%  startup

Xiamen Haicang
Port Company

51% startup

Jiangmen Shipping 
Company 

50%  
startup

Shantou Port 
Authority 

30%  
startup

Hutchison Ports Shanghai Ltd 

Shanghai Port Container 
Comprehensive Development 

Co., Ltd 
50% startup – 1 bn RMB

Shanghai Port 
Container Co., Ltd 

100%  acquisition

Shenzhen Yan Tian
Port Holdings Co Ltd 

30% startup

Myanmar Intl Terminals Ltd.
20%  

startup

Thamesport Ltd.
100%  acquisition

Harwich Intl 
Port Ltd.100%  

acquisition
Shenzhen Inland 

Container Depots Ltd.
71%  startup

COSCO Pacific Ltd.12%  
acquisition

Hutchison 
Westports Ltd.

90%  
startup

Hong Kong International 
Terminals CT9

60%  acquisition

River TT Co
33%  

startup

100%  
startup

100%  acquisition

Maersk
Finance Ltd.

15%  
acquisition

Cosco Pacific Ltd.
7%  

acquisition
15% startupSun Hung Kai Properties

33% startup

Veracruz
Startup bid

lost

Buenos Aires
Startup bid, lost

3%  acquisition
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Grand Bahama
Development Co.

100%  acquisition

2002

Hongkong Salvage 
and Towage 

Company Ltd.

Hongkong United 
Dockyards

100%  
acquisition

1999

Jakarta International 
Container Terminal

51%  startup PT Pelindo II

49%  startup

Hutchison Atlantic Ltd.

Hutchison Ports 
Netherlands B.V.

100%  
startup

100%  
startup

E.C.T. Beheer N.V. 35%  
startup

2000
Klang Multi Terminal 

Sdn. Bhd.
30%  acquisition

(400mnMYR)
Portsnportals100%  

startup

Logistics 
Information 

Network 
Enterprise Ltd.100%  acquisition

2001

Hutchison Port Investments

Hutchison Ports 
Netherlands S.a.R.L.

Hutchison International Ltd.

ECT Beheer N.V.

100%  
startup

100%  
startup

41%  acquisition
(125 mn NLG)

ICTSI 
Int..Holding Co. 

100%  acquisition
(400 mn USD)

Hutchison Korea 
Termiinals

Korea  International 
Terminals 80%  startup

Hyundai Merchant 
Marine Co. Ltd.

Hanjin Shipping

10%  startup
10%  startup

100%  startup

Hutchison Kwangyang
Container Terminal

Hutchison Gamman
Container Terminal

Hutchison Busan
Container Terminal

Hyundai Kwangyang
Container Terminal 

Hyundai Gamman
Container Terminal 

Hyundai Busan
Container Terminal 

100%
startup

100%
startup

100% 
startup

100%
acquisition

100%  
acquisition

100% 
acquisition

215
mn

USD

Yantian International 
Container Terminals 

Ltd. (Phase III)

49%  startup

51%  
startup

Cosco
Pacific Ltd.
5%  acquisition

Ningbo Beilun Int. Cont. Term. 49%  
startup

Ningbo Port Authority
51% startup

Karachi 
International 

Container 
Terminal Ltd 

18% acquisition

Thai Laemchabang
Terminal Co. Ltd 

Shenzhen Yan
Tian Port 

Holdings Ltd 

7%
acquisition

Subic Bay Freeport Agreement,
overturned

Chennai Container Terminal
Startup bid

lost

Bandar Abbas
Startup bid

lost

100% startup
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2004

Asia Port Services Ltd.
100%  acquisition

100%  startup

2003

50%  
startup

Modern Terminals Ltd.OnePort Ltd. 40%  
startup

10%  startup

Shanghai Waigaoqiao
Free Trade Zone 

Stevedoring Company

Cosco Pacific (China) 
Investments Ltd.

Shanghai Investment 
Infrastructure Holdings 

Ltd.

Hutchison Ports 
Pudong Ltd.

100%  
startup

Shanghai Pudong
International Terminals 

Ltd. 40%  startup

20%  startup

10%  startup

30%
startup

LC Terminal 
Portuaria de 

Contenedores
S.A. de C.V.

51%  
acquisition

Hutchison 
Westports Ltd. 

51%  acquisition

Hutchison Ports 
Netherlands S.a.R.L.

ECT Beheer N.V.16%  acquisition

Hutchison Ports 
Waigaoqiao Ltd

100%  startup

Shanghai Mingdong
Container. Terminals Ltd

50%  startup

Shanghai International 
Port Group

50%  startup

Hutchison Laemchabang
Terminal Limited 

80%  startup

Lexton Thailand10%  startup

Hutchison 
Ports Thailand

100%  startup

10%  startup
Wolny Obszar
Gospodarczy

River TT Co11%  acquisition

10%  
acquisition

Jakarta International 
Container Terminal

Bid 
rejected

Ponce Startup invitation,
declined

Contecar
67% acquisition, 
interest expressed

CSXWT
bid lost

Busan New Port Startup bid
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Gwadar port Startup bid 
submitted

Alexandria International 
Container Terminals (AICT)

X%  startup

Alexandria Port Authority 

2005

Arab World for Port Development 

Al-Balagha Group 

PortCapital Ltd.
Hong Kong International Terminals

Cosco-HIT Terminals Ltd.
20%  

acquisition
10%  

acquisition

Cartagena Interest
expressed

2004 Ningbo Beilun Bid
lost

New Mangalore Port 
Container Terminal 

Interest
expressed

Madagascar Startup bid
lost
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Europe Container Terminus B.V.

Koninklijke Nedlloyd
N.V. 

Internatio-
Müller N.V.

Koninklijke
Pakhoed N.V. 

1966

Rotterdamse
Container 

Participatie
Maatschappij

ABN-Amro

Staff foundation

NS Groep N.V.

30,56%  
startup

30,56% startup 30,56% startup

8,32% 
startup

Europe Combined Terminals B.V.1989
100%  acquisition

1999 ECT 
Beheer
N.V.

Hutchison Ports 
Netherlands B.V.

100%  
acquisition

35%  
startup

35%  
startup

28%  
startup

2%  
startup

2001
Hutchison Ports 

Netherlands S.a.R.L.
57%  acquisition

26%  acquisition

ECT Home Terminal B.V. 100%  startup

1984 ECT Delta Terminal 100%  startup

1988 ECT Delta Sea-Land-
Terminal B.V.

X%  startup

ECT Delta Multi-User-Terminal100%
acquisition

1996 Delta Dedicated East Terminal 
100%  
startup

2000 Delta Dedicated West Terminal B.V. 

33%  
startup

Delta Dedicated North Terminal 100%
acquisition

Maersk Delta B.V. 

100%  
startup

Maersk Benelux B.V. 66%  startup

X100% 
acquisition

P&O Nedlloyd

50%  startup
50%  

startup
Euromax Terminal

ECT International
100%  
startup

Suez Canal Container Terminal 50%  
startup

A.P. Möller10% startup

Kato Invest Consort.40%
startup

Maersk Benelux B.V. 100%  acquisition

ECT Venlo B.V. 100%  startup1982

ECT Duisburg
100%  
startup

United Depots Containers 
Services GmbH DB Cargo AG 

DeCeTe48.01%  startup

51.99%  startup

TCT Belgium 50%  
startup

RCT Verbeke

1998
50%  startup

Trieste Int. 
Container 
Terminal 

100%  
startup

Sea-Land Service Inc.

X%  startup

CSKD-Intrans
53%  

acquisition
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Europe Container Terminals B.V.

2001

Hutchison Ports 
Netherlands S.a.R.L.

Rotterdamse Container 
Participatie Maatschappij

28%  acquisition

15%  acquisition

2003

Hutchison Ports 
Netherlands S.a.R.L.

54%  acquisition

2004

Steynhoef
Beheer B.V.

100%  
acquisition

Hanno
Rotterdam 

B.V.

100%  
acquisition

Rotterdam Short Sea Service 50%  
startup

APM Terminals100%  
acquisition

51.9%  acquisition

DeCeTe ECT Duisburg100% 
acquisition

ECT Hanno Terminal BV 50%  
startup

Port of Koper (LK)Franco Parisi

IPT

40%  acquisition30%  acquisition

10%  acquisition

Intercontainer-Interfrigo SA 

Intercontainer Austria GmbH 

75,41%  
acquisition

24,52%  
acquisition
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ICTSI1987

1988 Manila International 
Container Terminal

100%  startup

Soriano Group Razon Group Sea Land

1994
ICTSI International 

Holdings Corp 
100%  startup

46,75%  startup 46,75%  startup 6,5%  startup

Argentina Buenos Aires
Container Terminal 

50%  
startup Bemberg Inversiones, S. A. 50%  

startup

2000
ICTSI International 

Holdings Corp 
100%  acquisition

(60 mn USD)

ICAVE 
Empresas ICA 50%  startup

50% startup
1995

1996 Karachi International 
Container Terminal Ltd 

50%
startup

American President Lines Ltd 50%
startup

Ensenada International 
Terminal Ltd 

64%
startup

Surabaya 
Pelindo I

X% bid, lost

1997

Bojonegara Banten
Startup bid, lost

Jakarta International 
Container Terminal 1999 Startup bid, lost

CIPEF – JP Morgan - Soriano29%
acquisition

Dammam Container 
Terminal 

50%
startup

The Maritime Company for 
Navigation

50%
startup

International Ports Serv. Co. Ltd 51%
startup

100% 
acquisition

49%  startup

Santos Container TerminalStartup bid, 
lost

GP 
Investimentos

Startup bid, lost

Terminal Int. de Manzanillo SAX%
startup

64%  acquisition

Bauan Terminal 60% startup Atlantic Gulf and Pacific Company 
40% startup

Marubeni50%  acquisition

South Cotabato Integrated 
Port Services, Inc. 

37.5%  
acquisition

Asian 
Terminals

37.5%  
acquisition

Razon Group 100% 
acquisition
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Hutchison International 
Port Holdings Ltd.

100%  acquisition 100%  acquisition

2001

Subic Bay Freeport 33,33% startup
Royal Ports Services, Inc 

Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority 

33,33% startup

33,33% startup

2000
Thai Laemchabang Terminal Co. Ltd 49% 

acquisition

Tanzania International Container 
Terminal Services Ltd

75% startup

Vertex
25% startup

Tecon Suape S.A.

2003

Baltic Container Terminal Ltd 100%  acquisition
(155 mn PLN)

International Container 
Terminal Holdings, Inc 

100%  startup

100%  startup

Container Terminal Systems 
Solutions, Inc 

100%  startup

PT Container Terminals 
Systems Solutions Indonesia 

100%  startup

2004

Naha International 
Container Terminal Inc. 

60%  startup

Kaiho Koun Co. Okinawa Koun Co.

Sangyo Koun Co. Daichi Koun Co.

OTK Co. Daikyo Koun Co. 

12%  acquisition

Bandar Abbas Startup bid lost

Madagascar

2005
100%  startup

Port of Spain 
Trinidad

Startup bid 
rejected

Yemen Startup bid
submitted

Nigeria
Startup bid
submitted

Startup bid,
lost

Ponce Startup bid

Luanda Container Terminal Startup bid,
lost

Vallarpadam International 
Container Transshipment Terminal 

Kochi Rajiv Gandhi 
Container Terminal 

100%
startup
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A.3.2. Port of Singapore Authority 
 

Figure A-10 represents HPH’s track record. 

 

Sources:  

 

Port of Singapore Authority (2005 and 2005b), DFTECB (2005), Cargo News Asia (1997b, 

1997c, 1997d, 1997e, 1998b, 2001 and 2003), UNCTAD (1998),  World Cargo News Online 

(1998, 1998b, 1998c, 2000e, 2000n, 2001g, 2001h, 2003bc, 2005ai, 2004q, 2004bd, 2004bt, 

2004cz, 2004db and 2005aj), Philippines Port Authority (2005), Bridge Singapore (2005), 

Caracciolo (2001), AIVP (2001), Asian Development Bank (2000), Fiat (1998), Vieider 

(2004), Joseph (2003), Times Journal of Construction Design (2004, Marges (2004), 

Tharakan (2003), PSA Muara Container Terminal Sdn Bhd (2005), Informare (1999c, 2005 

and 2005b), Autorita' Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato (2002), Deputati d’Olivo 

(2002), Hussain (1999), Wang and Olivier (2003), Informare (1997), UNCTAD (2002), OT 

Africa Line (2002), CMB (2002, 2003 and 2005), United States Embassy Singapore (2001 

and 2002), De Standaard (2002), Port of Antwerp (2000 and 2003d), Vlaamse Gemeenschap 

(1999), Port of Antwerp (2003 and 2004), World Maritime News (1997f and 1997g), Vlaamse 

Havencommissie (2004), MBZ nv (2004), Sea-Ro Terminal nv (2004 and 2005), City of 

Göteborg (2001), Schelde Informatie Centrum (2004), Port of Göteborg (2004), Hessenatie 

Logistics nv (2005), KKNA (2005), Cosmos nv (2005), Schednet (2000), Singapore Times 

(2001), Nieuwsblad Transport (2005), Asia Trade Hub (2005), EBRD (1999), De Lloyd 

(2004c), Inchcape Shipping Services (2005), Min (2002), CIAS (2005), Suzue-PSA Cold 

Storage Pte Ltd (2005), JTC Corporation (2002), Intraco Ltd. (2002), Barwil (2005), Vopak 

Terminals Singapore Pte Ltd (2005), Royal Vopak (1999), Pizzolante (1999), Singapore 

Government (2005), SPECS Consultants Pte. Ltd (2005), Portnet.com (2001), CTO (2005), 

Autoscan (2005), CWT Distribution Ltd. (2001, 2003 and 2003b), Singapore Mirror (2005 

and 2005b), Freightgate (2000), Fairplay (2002), IFC (2005), Nieuwsbank (1999b), The North 

Africa Journal (1998) 

 

 

Figure A-10: PSA’s track record 
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Port of Singapore Authority Corp. Ltd.1849
Keppel Harbour

100%  startup

Brani Harbour 100%  startup

Tanjong Harbour 100%  startup
1860

SintermarCLP 

33,3%  startup

1978

Changi Int. Airport Services Pte Ltd 78%
startup

Suzue-PSA Cold Storage Pte Ltd 

Suzue Corporation 

51%
startup

49%
startup

1970 CWT Distribution Ltd

JTC Corporation

Intraco Ltd.DBS Bank

55%
startup

X%  startup

15.01%  startup
X%

startup

1980

Van Ommeren Tank Terminal 
(Singapore) Pte Ltd 

Royal Pakhoed

29%
startup

66%
startup

DBS Bank5%
startup

1988

Asia Pulp & Paper Company Ltd 

PSA-APP Distribution Pte. Ltd X%
startup

X%  startup

Sealion Huazhong Pte Ltd 100%
startup

Singaport Engineering Pte Ltd 100%
startup

PSA Insurance Pte Ltd 100%
startup

PSA Tanjong Pagar Complex Pte Ltd
100%
startup

SPECS Consultants Pte. Ltd 100%
startup

SPECS Consultants Pte. Ltd 100%
startup
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Fujian Straits Pte Ltd 100%
startup

Huanan Minjiang Investment Pte Ltd 85%
startup

Huanan Rongcheng Warehousing & 
Transportation Pte Ltd

85%
startup

Sealion Zhuhai Investments Pte. Ltd. 100%
startup

PSA Tianjin Wu Zhou Pte. Ltd. 100%
startup

Sealion Fuzhou Port Invest Pte Ltd 85%
startup

Singapore Guangzhou Port 
Investment Pte Ltd

100%
startup

PSA Italy Pte Ltd 100%
startup

Equi-Lease Pte. Ltd. 100%
startup

Dacca  Pte. Ltd. 100%
startup

PSA Marine  Pte. Ltd. 100%
startup

Maritime (2002) Pte. Ltd.
100%
startup

Smilesun Company Ltd
100%
startup

Thai Port Ventures Ltd 100%
startup

PSA Logistics Pte Ltd. 100%
startup

China Merchants - PSA 
Logistics Network Co. Ltd.

43.3%
startup

Fuzhou Jiangyin International 
Container Terminal Co.

41.7%
startup

Fuzhou Qingzhou Warehousing 
& Transportation Co., Ltd.

49%
startup

Fuzhou Qingzhou
Container Terminal

49%
startup

Guangzhou Container Term. Co Ltd 
49%

startup

Guangzhou Harbour Bureau 
51%

startup

1988

2000

CWT Pacific Ltd. 27.5%
startup

1999 30%  acquisition
Royal Pakhoed 70% 

acquisition
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Dalian Container Terminal Co.,Ltd
1996

Port of Dalian Authority 51%
startup

70.6%  startup

49%
startup

Sembawang Maritime & Logistics 

JTC International Pte Ltd 

AIG Infrastructure Fund 
9.8%  startup

9.8%  startup

9.8%  startup

1997

Maersk Line
14%  acquisition

Dalian Dagang Terminal 
49%

startup Fuzhou Port Authority
51%

startup

Nantong Container Terminal 49%
startup Nantong Port 

Authority 

51%  startup

Pasir Panjang
Container Terminal 

100%
startup

PSA International 100%
startup

Yeminvest30% 
startup

Yemen 
Holdings 

Ltd 
70%

startup

1992 Sinport Sinergie Portuali

1989
Voltri Terminal Europe

Sinport Sinergie Portuali Genoa Port 
ConsortiumGreen Finanziaria

Fiat Impresit

1.2%  startup

98.8%  startup

50%  
startup 50% 

startup

90% 
acquisition

1988
Vecon S.p.A

Sinport
Sinergie
Portuali

53% 
acquisition

Malpensa
Logistica
Europa

SEA Tecnologistica

33,33%  startup

33,33%
startup

33,33%
startup

Civitavecchia Container Terminal
100%  
startup

Cigading Container Terminal

PT Krakatau
Bandar SamuderaSalim Group 

X%
startup

X%  startup

X%
startup

Singapore-Dalian Port 
Investment 

Jawaharlal Nehru Port Startup bid, lost

1995 Laem Chabang Cont. Term. 1 Co. Eastern Sea Laem Chabang Terminal Co 
40%  

startup

Terminal Darsena Toscana 33,3%  startup

Dalian Bohai Rim100%  startup

PSA-China Logistics Pte Ltd 86.5%  
startup

1993 Singaport CleanSeas Pte Ltd 37.5%
startup Hitachi Shipyard Keppel Shipyard

Jurong Shipyard Sembawang Shipyard
X% startup

Dalian BHR Consultancy Serv. Co.
100%
startup

Autoscan Technology Pte Ltd 
100%
startup

Autoscan Technology SIP Co. Ltd 
60%

startup
Firstlings Printing Services Pte Ltd 60%

startup
SIP International Pte Ltd

60%
startup

North China Ports Consort.PteLtd 40%
startup

China Merchants-PSA Logistics Co.
43.3%
startup

Dalian Singamas International 
Container Service Co., Ltd.

25%
startup

Dalian PortnetCo. Ltd. X%
startup

DCT Logistics Co. Ltd 95% startup

DCT Logistics Co. Ltd
70%

startup
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2003

Yemeni State

1997

Damietta Port
Port Said Interest expressed,

no bidInterest expressed,
no bid

Subic bay Invitation to bid,
no bid

Gujarate Pipavav Port Ltd 40%
acquisition

2004

1998

61% acquisition

39% acquisition

1999
PSA Sical

Terminals Tuticorin

South India Corporation 
(Agencies) Limited 

Nur Investments 

57.5%
startup X%

startup

X%  startup

Tuticorin berth  8 Tuticorin Port Trust 
74%

startup
26%

startup

Sines Container Terminal
100%  startup

2000 PSA Muara Container Terminal 
80%

startup Negara Brunei Darussalam’s 
Archipelago Development Corp. Sdn

20%
startup

Voltri Terminal Europe Venezia
Distripark

Interporto
di Padova

X%
startup

X%  startup

Roma Terminal Container S.p.A. 44%
startup

100%  acquisition

Taicang
Container Port

Cosco Int. City 
Development Ltd.

43% acquisition

30% startup
70%

startup

Masahero Ltd.
100% 

acquisition

HessenNoordNatie nv
80%

acquisition

HessenNoordNatie nv20%
acquisition

50%
acquisition

2002

2001

44 % 
acquisitionX

Incheon Container Terminal 60%
startup Samsung Corporation 40%

startup

Hibiki Container Terminal City of Kitakyushu 
17 local companies

34%
startup

10%
startup

56%  startup

Singapore depot X%  startup
Poh
Tion

Choon

Sea-
Shore 

Transport

Allied 
Container 
Services 

Singapore 
Transport 

Supply 
Services 

Cosco-PSA Terminal Pvt Ltd 
51%

startup Cosco Pacific 

49%  startup

SintermarCLP 50% ac. 50% ac.

Ponce Startup bid

Portnet.com Pte Ltd.100%  startup

CIAS Sinport Airport Services SpA
Sinport Sinergie Portuali

Changi Int. Airport Services Pte Ltd 
60%  startup

40%  startup

CWT Distribution Ltd
7.66%  acquisition
(from JTC Corp.)

GATX Terminals Pte Ltd100%  acquisitionVopak Terminals Sing. Pte Ltd

Vopak Terminals Singapore Pte Ltd 
1.5%

acquisition

PSA-China Logistics Pte Ltd X
7.66%  acquisition
(from PSA Corp.) X

100%  acquisition

P-Serv Technologies Pte Ltd 
32.8%

acquisition

eLogicity International Pte Ltd
80%

startup
100%  acquisition

Dalian Jilong Logistics Co. 10.4%
startup

CWT Distribution Ltd20%  acquisition

X 3.2 %  acquisition

Mermaid Marine Australia 20%
acquisition

Thai Port 
Ventures 

Chennai Container TerminalStartup bid
lost

100%  acquisition
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Startup bid,
lost

2005

P&O Nedlloyd 60%  
acquisition

Kandla Container 
Terminal

Voltri Terminal 
Europe

X%  startup
ABG Heavy 
Engineering

X%  startup

Hong Kong International 
Terminals

20% acquisition
800 mn USD 

COSCO-HIT 
Terminals Ltd.

10%  acquisition
125mn USD

PSA China 
Pte Ltd. 

Tianjin Bohai Bay

Tianjin Port Group 

P&O Nedlloyd

Orient Overseas 
Container Lines 

40%  startup

20%  startup
20%  startup

20%
startup

Asia Container Terminals57% bid lost

Laemchabang Terminal 
Limited 

Gwadar port Startup bid 
submitted

APM Terminals 54 % 
acquisition

Vallarpadam International 
Container Transshipment Terminal 

Startup 
bid,
lost

PSA India Pte Ltd. 

PSA Europe Pte Ltd. 

PSA North East Asia Pte Ltd. 

PSA South East Asia Pte Ltd. 

PSA Middle East Pte Ltd. 

PSA China Pte Ltd. 
100%
startup
100%
startup
100%
startup
100%
startup
100%
startup
100%
startup

Jawaharlal Nehru Port
Startup bid,

lost
CSXWT

bid lost2004

Changi Int. Airport Services Pte Ltd Dnata78% acquisition
(100% from PSA) 

Singaport CleanSeas Pte Ltd 6.9% acquisition

CargoD2D Pte Ltd

Logipolis Pte Ltd

Portnet.com
International Pte Ltd

100%
startup

91.5%
startup
100%
startupLogipolis 2000 Pte Ltd

Logipolis (Malaysia) Sdn.Bhd.

Portnet.com Asia South Pte Ltd

Portnet.com China Pte Ltd

Portnet.com Europe Pte Ltd

Portnet.com Seattle Pte Ltd

100%
startup
100%
startup

100%
startup

100%
startup

100%
startup

100%
startup

Maritime Financial Services Corporation32.5%
startup

X
16% acquisition

Dalian PortnetCo. Ltd.
X%  startup

PortCapital Ltd.
100%
startup

Noordzeeterminal nv33,33% acquisition
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CWT Distribution Ltd

CWT Asia Pte Ltd 100%
startup

CWT China Logistics 
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

75%
startup

CWT Globelink Pte Ltd 100%
startup

Cambodia CWT Dry 
Port Corporation

Camsin Corporation Pte Ltd 

63.7%
startup

70%
startup

X%
startup

PAS

X%  startup

Invo-Tech Engineering Pte Ltd
60%

startup

CWT Managem. Serv. Pte Ltd 60%
startup

Camsin Trading Pte Ltd
49%

startup

BatamIndo Shipping & 
Warehousing Pte Ltd 

11%
startup

X
11% acquisition

(from CWT Dist.)

BES Technology Pte Ltd 

ST Medical Services Pte Ltd 

X%
startup

X%
startup

1988

2004

2001 Sterile Services (S) Pte Ltd.

Tomoe Shokai Co., Ltd. 

16.5%
startup

83.5%
startup

Mapcargo International Pte Ltd
16.5%
startup

CWT-SML Logistics LLC 40%
startup

Fuzhou Harbour CWT Co.. Ltd. 49%
startup

JIC Inspection Services Pte Ltd. 22%
startup

Sical CWT Distriparks Ltd. 45%
startup
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CWT Globelink (Colombo) Pvt Ltd 51%
startup

Globelink Container Lines (JB) Sdn Bhd.
75%

startup

Globelink Container Line (JB) Sdn Bhd
87%

startup

Globelink Container Line (Penang) 
Sdn. Bhd.

70%
startup

Globelink Container Line (Phil) Inc
55%

startup

Globelink Express Lines Pte Ltd
51%

startup

Globelink Freight Services Inc
55%

startup

Globelink International Pty Ltd
65%

startup

Globelink Marine (China) Pte Ltd
100%
startup

Globelink Pakistan Pvt Ltd
51%

startup

Globelink-Trans (Tianjin) International
100%
startup

Globelink WW India Pvt Ltd
51%

startup

GLS Interfreight Co Ltd
51%

startup

Globelink Container 
Line (EM) Sdn. Bhd.

38.28%
startup

CWT Globelink (South China) Pte Ltd
61%

startup

Globelink International Services 
(Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

87%
startup

Globelink International Services 
(Qingdao) Co., Ltd.

87%
startup

CWT Globelink Pte Ltd

1988

Beijing Gelin International 
Forwarders Co., Ltd.

27.5%
startup
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PSA Marine (Pte) Ltd. 

Tanker Mooring Services 100%
startup

PT Sealion Marine Indonesia 95%
startup

Precision Towing Pte. Ltd. 100%
startup

Sealion Australia Pte. Ltd. 100%
startup

Sealion India Pte. Ltd. 100%
startup

Sealion Offshore Pte. Ltd. 51%
startup

Sealion Towage Pte. Ltd. 100%
startup

2004 5% acquisition

Singapore Oil Spill Response 
Centre

100%
startup

PSA Port Services Nigeria 
Limited

100%
startup

Beibu Gulf Towing (Fang 
Cheng Gang) Co., Ltd.

Sea Sparkle Harbour Services 
Limited

40%
startup

Sealion Sparkle Maritime 
Services Limited

49%
startup

Ocean Sparkle Ltd.

51%
startup

Sealion Sparkle Port 
Services Limited

51%
startup

49%
startup

1988

South China Towing50%  acquisition

Fangcheng Port Authority 

42%
startup

58%
startup

Sang Muara Sdn. Bhd.
49%

startup
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Hessenatie nv1859

1964

Compagnie Maritime Belge

100%
startup

1988

6th Port dock Terminal 

100%  
acquisition

Stocatra
100%  acquisition

Stevedoring Gylsen

1984

100%  acquisition100%  acquisition

1967 100%
startupChurchill Terminal 

Nova & Hessenatie
Stevedoring nv

50%
startup

Vervoerbedrijf Nova N.V. 

50%
startup

100%
startupHansa Terminal 

100%  startupVrasene terminal 1992

1982 100%
startupDelwaide Terminal 

1990

Europe Terminal 100%
startup

MBZ nv Portinvest40%  
startup

1987

Sea-Ro Terminal nv1978

75%
acquisition

25% 
acquisition

1994 Sea Park nv 100%  startup

Carcenter
Zeebrugge nv

1995 Mosolf Transport 
GmbH

X%
startup

X% 
startup

Sea Technology Zeebrugge nv 100%
startup

Gothenbrugge nv

Port of Göteborg49%
startup

51%
startup

Hermes Zeebrugge
Stevedoring nv

100%
startup

1996

Ocean Container Terminal

50% 
acquisition

Antwerp Container 
Engineering 

100%
acquisition

Shackle nv 100%
startup

Hessenatie Logistics nv
100% 

acquisition

International Containers/Chassis Service 

100%
startup

1970

CARDIC bvba 100%
startup

ACPC nv

100%
startup

Cobelfret
50%

startup
50%

startup

Cosmos nv

Ferry Boats
100%
startup

Northern Intlet Terminal
100%  startup

1934 Hull Blyth & Co Ltd. Zeebrugge Shipping and Bunkering Co 
100%
startup

Van OmmerenCombined Terminal Operators 90%  
startup

1976 Compagnie Maritime Belge
30%

acquisition

Compagnie Maritime Belge
60%

acquisition

1985

Compagnie Maritime Belge
100%

acquisition

100%  acquisition

90%  acquisition
100%  startupHessenatie Consult nv

International Rail Partners N.V.
80%

startup

Belgische Bunkerolie Maatschappij nv45%  
startup

100%
startup
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2004 100%
startup

Deurganckdock Terminal 

2003 Cobelfret 75%  acquisition

50%  acquisition

2002

Compagnie Maritime Belge100%
acquisition

HessenNoordNatie nv

Noordnatie nvmerger

60%  startup

Van Gestel

40%  startup

PSA International
100% 

acquisition
66,66% 

acquisition

Cosmos management 51%  acquisition

PSA International 33,33% 
acquisition

100%
startup

Bastenaken Terminal 

100%
startupHolland  Terminals B.V. 

2001 Independent Barge Operators 
100%
startup ACPC nv / CARDIC bvba

100%  
acquisition

100%
startup

2000 Car Check Terminal nvX%  startup

1999 Cosmos management 49%  acquisition

1998 Montevideo port
X%  startup

1997
33,33%  acquisitionHessenatie Logistics Kortrijk nv

100%
startup

Computer Software Management 
Operations & Services N.V.

100%
startup

International Stevedoring Co N.V.
X%

startup

Repaircon B.V.
100%
startup

Woodpulp Terminal N.V.
100%
startup

100%
startupAccessory Plant Zeebrugge NV Combined Terminal Operators 

Sea Box nv 50%
startup

Zeebrugge Transport nv 45%
startup

Antwerp Associated Stevedoring 50%
startup

Coil Terminal nv 50%
startup

MSC Terminal Antwerp nv 50%
startup

MSC Home Terminal Antwerp nv 50%
startup

Cosco Pacific Ltd.25%  acquisition
Failed attempt

100%
startupWesterschelde Container Terminal

Tangiers new portX%  startup

MSC
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Noordnatie nv

1997

66.66%
startup

Noordzeeterminal nv

N.M.B.S.

33,33% startup

1882

1998
Noord Natie Ventspils

Terminals LLC 
40%

startup

Ventplac LLC 60%
startup

Havenbedrijf Noord Natie nv 100%
startup

International Distribution 
Partners N.V.

37.4%
startup

2000

1987
100%
startup

Norexa nv

2005 PSA International 100%  
acquisition
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A.3.3. APM Terminals 
 
Figure A-11 represents HPH’s track record. 

 

Sources:  

 
Maersk (2000 and 2005), APM Terminals (2001, 2002, 2002b, 2003, 2003bd, 2004, 2004ba, 

2005, 2005b, 2005c and 2005d), Hong Kong Shippers’ Council (1999), Maryland Port 

Administration (2002), Sea-Land Alumni (2005), CSX Corporation (2005), ACLSAL (2005), 

CSX Transportation (2005), American Commercial Lines (2005), American City Business 

Journals Inc (2004), Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia (1997), Hong Kong 

Shippers’ Council (2000 and 2001b), Webb-site.com (1999), TNT (2000), Drewry Shipping 

Consultants (2002), Maryland Port Administration (2005), Journal of Commerce Online 

(2003), Crowell (2005), APS Technology Group (2002), Waterfront Action (2005), Denton 

(2004), De Lloyd (2005c and 2005r), World Cargo News Online (1999, 2000f, 2000g, 2000h, 

2000i, 2000j, 2004f, 2004p, 2004ba, 2004ce, 2005d and 2005ab), Maersk (2004), The 

Economic Times (2004), Fairplay (2005b), Caribbean Shipping Association (2002), Barav 

(2005), CNDC (2003), Aktieselskabet Dampskibsselskabet Svendborg (2002 and 2003), 

Intels (2002), MLIT (2005), SPG Media Plc (2005), Pmaesa (2005), Damas and Mottley 

(2003b), Peters (1995), Jin and Wei (2005), De Lloyd (2005j), Informare (2004d) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-11: APM Terminals’ track record 
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A.P. Möller

A/S Dampskibsselskabet
Svendborg

1904

1912 Dampskibsselskabet af
1912, Aktieselskab

100%
startup

100%
startup

1918
Odense Steel Shipyard 

Ltd. 
100%
startup

1928 Maersk Line 100%
startup

1943

Interseas Shipping Co., 
Inc 

100%
startup

Moller Shipping 
Company, Inc 

Moller Steamship 
Company, Inc 

1953
A.P. Møller and Chastine

Mc-Kinney Møller
Foundation 

100%
startup

100%
acquisition

1930
Interseas Shipping Co., 

Inc 
X%

acquisition

1959 A/S Dansk Rekylriffel
Syndikat

X%
acquisition

1961 A/S Roulunds Fabriker100%
acquisition

1964
Dansk Supermarked A/S X%

startup

F. Salling A/S X%
startup

1970

Maersk Data 100%
startup

Maersk Air 100%
startup

A.P. Möller Group
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Maersk Drilling1972 100%
startup

Maersk Contractors1995 100%
acquisition

Tacoma Terminal1975 100%
startup

Mercantile1977 100%
startup

100%
startup

Maersk Singapore Pte Ltd1980 100%
startup

1985 Norfolk Line100% acquisition
1987 Franco-Belgian Services 100% acquisition

Maersk Container 
Industri AS 

1991 100%
startup

Maersk Container 
Industri Qingdao Ltd 

1998 100%
startup

1993 EacBen Container Line Ltd. 100% acquisition

1999

Safmarine Container Lines 100% acquisition

100% acquisition

Maersk Sealand
100%
startup

100% 
acquisition

100% acquisition

Maersk Olie & Gas AS 100%
startup

Organisator A/S
Landbrugets EDB-Center

SPS

Sea Land Global Container Shipping 

Sea Land International 
Terminal Operations 

100%
acquisition

Maersk Italia 100%
startup

Gioia Tauro Medcenter
Container Terminal S.p.A.

10%
acquisition

Suez Canal Container Terminal 10%
startup

2000
Maersk Argentina Holdings SA

100%
startup

Gabriel
70% acquisition

North Sea Terminal 
Bremerhaven GmbH

50%
startup

Bremer Lagerhaus-Gesellschaft AG&Co

50%
startup

1992 Kaohsiung Pier 120

1994 Kaohsiung Pier 76/77

1996 Maersk Kobe Terminal 100%
startup

LCB Container Terminal 1 Ltd 100%
startup

Maersk Kobe Terminal30% acquisition

Yantian International Container Terminals

10%
acquisition

AP Moller Finance SA 100%
startup

X
100%

acquisition

Port of Tanjung Pelepas30% acquisition

Dalian Container Terminal Co
5% acquisition

Houston Terminal

Universal Maritime Services
100%
startup

100%
startup

Maersk Taiwan Ltd. 100% startup

100%
startup

100%
startup

Maersk Pacific Ltd.
100%
startup

100%
acquisition

1997
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TORM Lines 

2002

A.P. Møller - Mærsk A/S. 2003 100%
startup

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

APM Terminals
100%
startup

APM Terminals (Jamaica) Ltd 
100%
startup

Kingston Container Terminal 50%
startupAPM Terminals North 

America Inc. 
100%
startup

Los Angeles Pier 400 
100%
startup

Miami Terminal 
100%
startup

Portsmouth Terminal 100%
startup

2004

APM Terminals Zeebrugge N.V. 100%
startup

Tangiers Terminal 90%
startup

10%
startup AKWA Group

Gioia Tauro Medcenter
Container Terminal S.p.A.

23.3%
acquisition

50%
acquisition

Xiamen Songyu Container Terminal 50%
startup Xiamen Port Group 

50%
startup

Gateway Terminals India Pvt. Ltd.74%
startup

Container Corporation of India 26%
startup

Douala Container Terminal 100%
startup

Aqaba Container Terminal 100%
startup

Luanda Container Terminal 100%
startup

Shanghai Int. Port GroupShanghai East Container Terminal 49%
startup

51%
startup

Qingdao Qianwan Cont. Terminal 
X%

startup

Cosco Pacific Ltd.X%
startup

X%
startup

P&O Ports Ltd 

Maersk Delta B.V. 

Maersk Delta B.V. 

Delta Dedicated West Terminal 
66%

startup

100%
startup

Europe Combined Terminals B.V.
33% startup

30%
acquisition

Gujarate Pipavav Port Ltd 
14%

acquisition

2001

Gujarate Pipavav Port Ltd 
22%

acquisition

Maersk Venezuela S.A. 100%
startup

Almacenadora
Conacentro S.A

49%
acquisition

Amalgamated Stevedoring Company

50%
startup

Maersk South America Ltd.100%
startup

100% acquisition

Aarhus Container Terminal
100%
startup

APM Terminals Romania Srl
100%
startup

Savannah Terminal 100%
startup

West Africa Container Terminal 100%
startup

Yokohama
Container
Terminal

100% startup

Contecar
67% acquisition, 
interest expressed

Voltri Terminal Europe40% bid, lost

Bandar Abbas
Startup bid lost

Startup bid,
lost

Contecar100%
acquisition

Vallarpadam International 
Container Transshipment Terminal 

Kochi Rajiv Gandhi 
Container Terminal 

100%
startup

APM Terminals
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Mina Salman Terminal X%
startup

Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo
(Holdings) W.L.L. 

X%
startup

2005

Apapa Container Terminal 100%
startup

Societé d'Exploitation du
Terminal de Vridi

40%
acquisition

Terminal de Contêineres 
do Vale do Itajaí S/A

50%
acquisition

Portsmouth Terminal 30%
startup

Tianjin Port (Group) Co. 

COSCO Pacific Ltd. 30%
startup

40%
startup

Madagascar Startup bid
lost

New Mangalore Port 
Container Terminal 

Interest
expressed
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Sea-Land Service Inc.1956

CSX Corporation100%
acquisition

1962 New York Terminal 100%
startup

Saigon Terminal
100%
startup

Cam Rahn Bay Terminal
100%
startup

Da Nang Terminal
100%
startup

Que Nhon Terminal
100%
startup

1967

1973 Elizabeth NJ Terminal 100%
startup

1975 Algeciras Terminal 100%
startup

1978
Dubai Mina Jebel Ali 

Terminal
100%
startup

1985
Tacoma Terminal 100%

startup

1991

X%
startup1988

ECT Delta Sea-Land-
Terminal B.V.

1987

1970
Sea-Land Orient Ltd 100%

startup

Kwai Chung CT3100%
startup

1981 Asia Terminals Ltd 51%
startup

Far East Consortium Limited 49%
startup

New World Development 

Central Development 20.5%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

RJ Reynolds Tobacco Inc 2%
acquisition

Sea-Land Orient 
Terminals Ltd 

66.6%
startup Ready City Ltd 

33.3% startup

100%
acquisition

Seagirt Marine Terminal 100%
startup

Jacksonville Terminal 100%
startup

1957

New Orleans Terminal 100%
startup

1972

Oakland Terminal 100%
startup

1965

Port Everglades Terminal100%
startup

Kaohsiung Pier 118/119 100%
startup

Europe Container 
Terminus B.V.

X%
startup
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A.P. Möller Group

100%
startup

Global Container Shipping 100%
startup

Domestic Trade

International 
Terminal Operations 

100%
startup

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

1999

Asia Container 
Terminals

2000
X%

startup

New World Infrastructure Ltd 

Hongkong Land Holdings Ltd 

Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd X%
startup

X%
startup

X%
startup

Dundalk Marine Terminal 100%
startup

1993
Charleston Terminal

100%
startup

Salalah Port Services 
Company

15%
startup

Goverment20% startup

A.P. Möller Group
Omani companies

15%
startup 19%

startup

Pension funds11%
startup

Public20%
startup

CSX World Terminals 
Hong Kong Ltd. 

2001

100%
acquisition

CSX World Terminals 
Xiamen Ltd.

Sea-Land Orient 
Terminals (China) Ltd. 

100%
startup

Sea-Land (Australia) 
Terminals PTY Ltd.(Adelaide) 

100%
startup

CSX World Terminals 
Adelaide Pty Ltd. 

Sea-Land (Australia) Terminals 
PTY Ltd. (Brisbane)

100%
startup

CSX World Terminals 
Brisbane Pty Ltd. 

100%
startup

100%
startup

100%
startup

100%
startup

50%
startupHamina Multimodal Terminals Haminan

Satama
50%

startup

Haminan Satama 100%
acquisition

Vostochny Int. Cont. Service Vostochny PortP&O Ports Ltd.1994
25%

startup
25% startup

50% startup

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition
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2005 Severstaltrans

2004 Modern Terminals Ltd.

100%
acquisition

takeover talks
abandoned
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A.3.4. P&O Ports 
 

Figure A-12 represents HPH’s track record. 

 

Sources:  

 

P&O Group (2002, 2002b, 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2005b), P&O Ports (2003, 2003b, 2004 and 

2005), Peters (1995), Terminales Rio de la Plata (1998), World Cargo News Online (2000e, 

2003bd, 2004cf, 2004o, 2005e, 2005ak and 2005al), Neva (2003), Interfin Trade (2004), 

Aslam (1998), Informare (2003b), Jinks (2003b), PMaesa (2000 and 2003), Indian Express 

Newspapers (Bombay) Ltd. (1999), BII (1999), UK Business Park (2005), QQCT (2005), 

AAPA (2000), Tharakan (2003), P&O Ferries (2002), Cour des Comptes (2005), KNV 

Goederenvervoer (2001), Sachitanand (2003), ABP (2005), Consonni (2001), Malta Today 

(2001), Cargo News Asia (1997b), Times Journal of Construction Design (2004), Van den 

Bossche (2001d), Aslam (1998) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-12: P&O Ports’ track record
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P&O Group 1830

100%
startupPort of Brisbane wharves

100%
startupPort of Sydney wharves

100%
startupPort of Melbourne wharves

100%
startupPort of Fremantle wharves

100%  startupP&O Australia Ports Pty Ltd.
1968

20%
startup

Konnas Terminal Klang

Kontena Nasional80%
startup

Port Klang Authority Kelang Container Terminal 1986
51%  startup

49%
startup

General public21,5%  acquisition

60%  acquisition

51%
startup

Southampton Container 
Terminals Ltd 

Associated British Ports

49%
startup

1988

1990 33%
startup

Asian Terminals Inc. 

7-R Port Services 67%
startup

Marina Port Services, Inc 

100%  acquisition

P&O Cold Logistics Ltd 

P&O Ports Ltd 

100%  startup

100%  startup

1981
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1992

Sinor 22.5%
startup

Gearbulk 22.5%
startup

Port of Tianjin 55%
startup

1993
Shekou Container Terminal

China Merchants Holding Co. 

COSCO

57.5% startup

42.5%
startup

44%
acquisition

59%  acquisition

1994

Terminales Rio de 
la Plata SA 

Nederlandse Financierings-
Maatschappij Voor

Ontwikklingslanden NV 

2.5%  acquisition

10%
startup

87.5%
startup

Swire Pacific Ltd 

Vostochny
International 

Container Service 

Vostochny Port

Sea-Land 
Services Inc. 25% startup

50% startup

Qasim International 
Container Terminal 

P&O 
Containers 

Mackinnon 
Mackenzie Pakistan 

Commonwealth 
Development 

Corporation UK 

Pakistan-Kuwait 
Investment Company 

(Pvt) Limited 

49%
startup

21%  startup
30% startup

25%
startup
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Mariveles Grain Terminal1995 51%
startup

1998

COSCO Pacific Ltd. 41%
acquisition

Laem Chabang International 
Container Terminal B5

34.5%
startup

Marita Marine Co 

Neptune Orient Lines 

Siam Auto Parts Co. 

P&O Netherlands B.V. 
Capital Rice Co 

P Thailand Machinery Co 

X%
startupX%

startup

X%
startup
X%

startup

X%  startup

X%  startup

1996 Maputo International 
Port Services 

Rennies Group 

CFM

30%
startup

33% startup

37% startup

1999

Nhava Sheva International 
Container Terminal 

95%
startup

International 
Terminal Operating 

Company, Inc 

100%
acquisition

Kutch Container Terminal X%
startup

South Asia Gateway 
Terminals (Pvt.) Ltd 

34.5%
startup

P&O Nedlloyd B.V 

John Keells Holdings Ltd 

Evergreen Group Taiwan 

International Finance Corporation 

Sri Lanka Ports Authority 

10%
startup

26.25%
startup

10%  startup

15%  startup

Asian Development Bank 7.50%
startup

7.50% startup

Commonwealth Development 
Corporation UK 

7.50%  startup

National Stevedores 

Natal Lashing 

100% acquisition

100% acquisition

P&O Ports 
North 

America 

100%
startup

1997 Gruppo Investmenti Portuali50%
acquisition

Pt Terminal Petikemas
49%

startup Tilbury Container Services34% acquisition

Ben Nghe container terminal 
50%

acquisition,
failed

Surabaya 
Pelindo I

X% bid, lost

Cagliari
International 

Container terminal 

Sech

Ptm

CLP 

Casic Sfirs

Regione FS 

51% startup 30% startup

15% startup 4% startup

64%
startup

10%
startup

26% startup

71%
acquisition

Tuticorin Container Terminal Startup bid,
lost
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X 49%
acquisition

2004

APM 
Terminals 

39%
acquisition

5%  acquisition

2002 100%  acquisition

2003

Laem Chabang International 
Container Terminal C3

100%
startup

2001
Latin American 

Infrastructure Fund LP 
37.5%  acquisition

(38.8 mn USD)

Severstaltrans100%  
acquisition

2000

London Gateway Port 100%
startup

London Gateway 
Logistics Centre 

50%  startup

Shell50%  startup

Qingdao Qianwan
Container Terminal 

49%  startup

Qingdao Port Authority51%  startup

APM Terminals41%  acquisition
(60 mn USD) COSCO 

Pacific Ltd.
39%

acquisition

Antwerp Combined 
Terminals

100%  acquisition

Gulf Services Group100%
acquisition

Transocean Terminal Operators 

New Orleans Marine Contractors 

100%
acquisition

Port Newark Container 
Terminal LLC 

50%
startup

P&O Nedlloyd
50%

startup

Chennai Container 
Terminal Ltd 

75%
startup

Chennitad Group25%
startup

Centerm

Canadian 
Stevedoring

100% acquisition
105mnCAD

Portsynergy

CMA-CGM

50%
startup

50%
startup

Egis Ports SA

80%
acquisition

MGM-Intramar MTND-GMP
51%  acquisition 50%  acquisition

Mundra
International 

Container 
Terminal 

100%  acquisition
(195 mn USD)

Qingdao Qianwan
Container Terminal 

X%
startup

APM Terminals Cosco Pacific Ltd.

X%
startup

X% startup

Port of Miami Terminal Operating Co25%
acquisition

Derince Container Terminal
100% startup,

delayed

Cagliari International Container terminal Gioia Tauro Medcenter
Container Terminal S.p.A.

71% acquisition
(from GPI)

Fairway Terminals Ltd.100%
acquisition

Richard’s Bay

Durban
Interest expressed

Interest expressed
Mombassa

Interest expressed
Bandar AbbasStartup bid

lost
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China Merchants Holding Co. 100%  acquisition
(610 mn HKD)

Severstaltrans 100%  acquisition

2005

Bengal Port Ltd. 44.5% startup

Mukund
Steel/Keventer Group 

West Bengal Industrial 
Development 
Corporation 

44.5%
startup

11%
startup

Jawaharlal Nehru Port
Startup bid,

lost

2004

Antwerp Gateway 67.5% startup

P&O Nedlloyd25%
startup

Duisport7.5%
startup

Vallarpadam International 
Container Transshipment Terminal 

Kochi Rajiv Gandhi 
Container Terminal 

Startup bid,
lost

100%
startup
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A.3.5. Eurogate 
 

Figure A-13 represents HPH’s track record. 

 

Sources:  

 

Sroka (2002), Eurokai KGaA (2005), Contship Containerlines Ltd. (2005), European 

Commission (2002), Informare (1996, 1996b, 1997, 1997b, 1998), Dardani (2000), Logistics 

Pilot (2001b, 2001c, 2002, 2002b, 2002c, 2003 and 2004), CP Ships (2005), BLG Logistics 

(2000 , 2002 and 2004), World Cargo News Online (2000, 2001b, 2001c, 2005z), Contship 

Italia Group (1998), Eurokai KGaA (2002), Spinetti (2003), Trenitalia (2004), Bremen Ports 

(2005), BLG Logistics (2004), BLG Logistics (2002), Eurokai KGaA (2005b), Eurokai 

KGaA (2005c), Eurokai KGaA (2005d), BLG Logistics (2003), Beneze (2005), Bremische 

Bürgerschaft (2004), Freie Hansestadt Bremen (2004), Computerwoche (1982), Deutsche 

Logistik-Zeitung (2004), My Logistics (2005), Informare (1999b), De Lloyd (2005j), 

Eisenbahnbetriebe Mittlerer Neckar  GmbH (2005), Railfan (2005), European Commission 

(2003), Bothmer (2003),  Datalog GmbH (2005), VDMA (2005), Frigoscandia Distribution 

(2005), Freie Hansestadt Bremen (2005), B-Online (2005), Mattauch (2002), Dialog 

Distribution and Automobile Logistics GmbH (2005), Handelskammer Bremen (2003), 

Container Contacts (2003), Hamburger Abendblatt (2003), Mezek (2005), Deutsche Bahn AG 

(2005), Marges (2002b), Cargo News Asia (1999), online conversations with BLG and 

Eurokai responsibles 

 

Figure A-13: Eurogate’s track record 
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EUROGATE GmbH & Co 
KGaA

1999

EUROGATE Intermodal
GmbH

100% startup

EUROGATE City Terminal 100% startup

EUROGATE International 
GmbH

100% startup

EUROGATE Italia Holding GmbH100% 
startup

EUROGATE Italia S.r.l

100% startup

2002

Eurokombi Terminal GmbH50% startup

EUROGATE Container 
Terminal GmbH

EUROGATE Port Systems GmbH

33.4% startup

EUROGATE Technical Services GmbH 100% 
startup

EUROGATE Landterminal GmbH 100% 
startup

Trimodal Logistik GmbH26% startup

NTT 2000 Neutral Triangel
Train GmbH

26% startup

100% startup

2000

Medgate FeederXpress

BoxXpress.de GmbH
38% startup

DHU Gesellschaft Datenverarbeitung
Hamburger Umschlagsbetriebe

25% 
startup

100% startup

DCP Dettmer Container 
Packing GmbH. & Co. KG

50% 
acquisition

BLG International Logistics GmbH 100% 
acquisition

TX Logistik AG

European Rail 
Shuttle Holding 

B.V.

15% startup
15% startup

Klaipeda container terminalManagement 
contract

Sepetiba container terminalManagement 
contract

St.-Petersburg Terminal

Novorossiysk Terminal

Vladivostok Terminal 100% startup,
withdrawn

100% startup,
withdrawn

100% startup,
withdrawn
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2005 Döhle (IOM) Ltd .

100% 
acquisition

2004

25% acquisition

2003
EUROGATE IT Services GmbH

50% startup

SWAN Container Line Ltd. 25% startup

Global Transportation Solutions LLC 

100% startup
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Eurokai KGaA1961

Holzmüller
Seehafenbetrieb KGaA

Stauereibetrieb PCO 
Paetz & Co. 

1987

1988

100% acquisition

100% acquisition

LISCONT 
Operadores de 
Contentores

S.A.

100% 
startup

1984

1985

1945

1935

1902 OHG Carl Eckelmann

Cäsar Eckelmann & Söhne Carl Robert Eckelmann

Kurt & Walter Eckelmann

1969

SEACONFOR GmbH

Eurokai City Terminal

SWOP GmbH

Eurokai Landterminal

ReMain GmbH 100% startup

100% startup

WienCont Container 
Terminal GmbH 

1.6% startup

EUROMANN 
GmbH 16.3% 

startup

1979

Econt AG

Müller & Sohn AG 25.1% 
acquisition

OCEANGATE 
Distribution GmbH 

X% startup

La Spezia
Container Terminal 

X% 
acquisition

100% 
startup

Peute Speditions GmbH100% startup

United Depots Containers 
Services GmbH 

Carl Tiedemann 
GmbH & Co. 100% startup
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100% 
startup

Contship North 
Europe Bv

33.45% 
acquisition

EUROKAI 
International 

Rotterdam B.V. 

X% startup

1989

1990

Eurotrans GmbH Rostock
100% startup

Carl Tiedemann 
GmbH & Co. 100% 

acquisition

10% acquisition Carl Tiedemann 
GmbH & Co.

1991 Euro-Metrans a.s. 

1992 Eurokombi Transport 
GmbH 

1993
EUROKOMBI Transport KGaA

EUROCARGO Container Freight 
Station and Warehouse GmbH 

EUROKAI Container 
Terminal KGaA

100% 
acquisition

1994

OCEANGATE Distribution GmbH100% 
acquisition

1996

Contship Italia sa

1999

66.6%  acquisition

EUROGATE GmbH & Co KGaA 50% 
startup

100% startup

EUROGATE Intermodal GmbH

EUROGATE City Terminal GmbH

EUROGATE Landterminal GmbH

100% acquisition

100% acquisition

100% acquisition

EUROGATE Container Terminal GmbH

Eurokai Bohemia a.s. 
100% acquisition

Ewersween Lagerhaus GmbH

100% 
acquisition

100% acquisition

PHH Personaldienstleistung
Hafen Hamburg GmbH

1998

X% startup

X% startup

X% startup

X% startup

X% startup

X% startup

100% 
acquisition
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100% acquisition

2003
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Bremer Lagerhaus-Gesellschaft AG&Co
1877

1999

EUROGATE GmbH & Co KGaA 50% 
startup

Container Terminal 
Bremerhaven GmbH

100% 
startup1971

1997

BLG Logistics Group AG & Co KG

BLG IT Services GmbH 
20% 

startup

BLG Data Services GmbH
100% startup

BLG Technical Services GmbH 
100% 
startup

EUROGATE Technical 
Services GmbH

100%  acquisition

1998

SCL Service-Centrum 
Logistik Bremerhaven

100% startup1982

100%  
acquisition

North Sea Terminal 
Bremerhaven GmbH 50% startup

Stadtgemeinde Bremen

100% startup

Kaufleute100% startup

0% startup
100% acquisition

50,42% 
acquisition

1973 Datenbank Bremische Häfen 35.7% startup

Park Hotel Bremen GmbH 0.05% startup1956

Port and Transport 
Consulting Bremen GmbH

100% startup
1976

BLG Consult GmbH
100% startup100% 

acquisition

Datalog GmbH 50% startup

BLG Unterstützungskasse GmbH 
100% 
startup

ZLB Zentrallager Bremen GmbH 
33.3% 
startup

BLG International Logistics GmbH 
100% 
startup

Frigoscandia Distribution GmbH

Bremerhavener Kühlhäuser GmbH 100% 
startup

60% 
acquisition

1974

1991

BLG Automobile Logistics GmbH 
100% startup

Columbus Cruise Center GmbH
13% startup

20% startup

BLG Automobile Logistics 
Italia S.r.l. 51% startup

Hansa Marine Logistics GmbH1995 50% startup
DIALOG GmbH 50% startup

100% acquisition

40% startup

A.P. Möller
50% startup
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2001

BLG Complements 
GmbH & Co

100%  
acquisition

100% 
startup

2003
X

8.9%  
acquisition

2002

BLG Cargo Logistics GmbH & Co
100% 
startup

BLG Coldstore Logistics GmbH
100% 
startup

2000

100%  acquisition

BLG AutoTec Gmbh & Co KG 100% startup

24.69%  
acquisition

Schultze Stevedoring GmbH 50% 
startup

BLG-ESF Warehouse GmbH 50% 
startup

Novtrans Services OOO 100% 
startup

X100%  acquisition

BLG East European Logistics GmbH
100% 
startup

EEL East European Logistics GmbH
100% 
startup

1999

Independent Cargo Control GmbH
33,3% 
startup

Ilas AG
100% startup

40% 
startup

BLG Automobile Logistics GmbH 

100%  acquisition

Stedinger Logistics Services GmbH 

Stedinger Logistics Services GmbH 

BLG Complements GmbH & Co

90% startupLoon Logistics Offer and 
Order.net Gmbh & Co KG

100%  acquisition

1%  
acquisition

2,5% 
acquisition

Mobileview AG 4,1% startup

BLG Kontraktlogistik GmbH
100% startup

BLG Kontraktlogistik GmbH

PaulGünther Cargo GmbH

PaulGünther Produktionslogistik GmbH

PaulGünther Industrielogistik GmbH

merger

WELOG GmbH
51% startup

BLG LESCHACO Logistics 
50%

startup

100%  acquisitionBLG Leads Logistics GmbH 
100% 
startup

BLG Leads Logistics S.Af. Pty
100% 
startup

BLG Automotive Logistics S.Am. 
Pty

100% 
startup BMS Logistica Ltda

100% startup

Logtrans Logistica Ltda100% startup

X

X

50%  
acquisition

50%  
acquisition

Motoliner
Amazonas Ltda

40% 
startup

Combitrans Amazonas Ltda20% 
startup

BLG in.add.out. Logistics GmbH
100% 
startup

Tchibo. Logistik GmbH

100%  acquisition

Dettmer Container Packing
50% 

acquisition

E.H. Harms GmbH & Co KG 
Automobile Logistics

50% 
startup
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2004

1.7%  acquisition 100%  acquisition

X
1%  

acquisition

BLG Logistics 
Objekt GmbH & Co

100% 
startup
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1976

Egon-Herbert Harms GmbH

E.H. Harms Auto-Terminal 
Bremerhaven GmbH & Co

100% startup

1987
E.H. Harms Auto-Terminal 

Hamburg GmbH & Co
100% startup

1990

E.H. Harms GmbH & Co 
Automobil-Transporte

100% 
startup

1982 BV Interrijn EH Harms Automobil-
Transporte RoRo Rotterdam 

50% 
startup

E.H. Harms Auto-Terminal 
Köln GmbH & Co

100% startup

1959

E.H. Harms Car Shipping Bremen
100% 
startup

E.H. Harms Car Shipping Stuttgart 100% 
startup

EH Harms Car Shipping München 100% 
startup

EH Harms Car Shipping Antwerp
100% 
startup

1963

1970 E.H. Harms GmbH & Co 
Automobil-Transporte Paderborn

100% 
startup

E.H. Harms PDI Bremen 100% startup1972

100%
startup

E.H. Harms Car Shipping Kaiserhafen 100% 
startup1977

1983

E.H. Harms Car Shipping Dallgow 100% 
startup

E.H. Harms GmbH & Co 
Automobil-Transporte Jena 

100% 
startup

E.H. Harms Car Shipping Königsborn 100% 
startup

1992 EH Harms Auto-Terminal 
Wörth GmbH & Co

100% 
startup

E.H. Harms GmbH & Co 
Automobil-Transporte Wallenhorst
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2004 Auto-Terminal Neuss50% acquisition

E.H. Harms GmbH & Co KG Automobile Logistics

50% startup
BLG Logistics Group AG & Co KG

50% startup
100% acquisition

2002

1998 BLG IT Services GmbH 20% startup

EH Harms GmbH & Co. KG 
Automobil-Umschlag Cuxhaven

100%  startup

EH Harms Auto-Terminal 
Poland Sp. z oo

ATS Autoterminal Śląsk
Logistic sp. z oo

100% startup
1993

EH Harms Auto-Terminal 
Kehlheim GmbH & Co KG

100% startup1995

Autoservice Wien Assembling 
und Logistik GmbH 

100% startup
1996

EH Harms Car Shipping 
Autotransport Koper doo

100% startup

E.H. Harms GmbH & Co 
Automobil-Transporte Dodendorf

100% 
startup1997

100% 
startup

E.H. Harms GmbH & Co 
Automobil-Transporte Cuxhaven

100%
startup

1999

E.H. Harms Auto-Terminal 
Köln 2 GmbH & Co

100% startup2001

2003

Cuxcargo Hafenbetrieb GmbH 
& Co. KG

50%  startup
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Contship North Europe Bv1974

1992 Eurokombi Transport 
GmbH 

X% startup

EUROKOMBI Transport 
KGaA

1999 EUROGATE Intermodal GmbH

100% acquisition

1993

100%
acquisition
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Contship Italia sa. 1967

Container Service 
Agency Srl

100% startup
1970

La Spezia S.p.A.
Container Terminal 

1971

Contship Espana Srl 100% startup

1974 Contship North Europe Bv100%  acquisition

1977 Contship UK Ltd 100% startup

Contell Transport Srl

1978 Contship Gulf Line 100% startup

Contship Holdings 
(NA) Nv

1981
Contship France and 

Intercon Liniagenturen
100% startup

1980

Costa Armatori
agency

1985
Italica

Marittima
Agenzia Srl merger

Costa Containerlines
1986

100% acquisition

1989
EUROKAI International 

Rotterdam B.V.

100% startup

100% 
acquisition

Econt AGX% 
acquisition

33.45% 
acquisition

Contship Containerlines Ltd. 100% startup1967

1973

Ocean Star Containerlines 100% startup

Sepor Terrestre e 
Marittima srl

100% 
acquisition

Contrepair srl

1987 Sogemar SpA
100% startup

1975 Contrepair srl 99%  startup

X 25% acquisition

X 15% acquisition

100% 
startup

100% 
acquisition

100% 
startup

100% 
acquisition
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1995

Gioia Tauro Medcenter
Container Terminal S.p.A.

Eurokai KGaA

1999

66.6% 
acquisition

66.55% 
acquisition
250 bn ITL

1994 Vado Savona
Container Terminal

EUROGATE GmbH & Co KGaA

15% startup, 
100% lease to 

operate

1990 Salerno Container 
Terminal

1997 Canadian Pacific Ltd. 100%  acquisition

71.43% startup, 
100% lease to 

operate

Maersk Italia
10% acquisition 

from GEPI

2004 Maersk Italia 23.3%  acquisition 

Calmedia SpA

2000
Marinvest srl

40% 
acquisition

2001

Terminal Darsena Toscana S.r.L.
50% 

acquisition

Terminal Container Ravenna S.p.A.
30% acquisition, 3-year 
management contract

18.57% acquisition 
from GEPI

2003 Cagliari International Container terminal 71% 
acquisition

Med Express Italia srl
33.4%  startup

Mediterranean 
Feeders LP. 

Camou Marine S.A.. 

United 
Feeder 

Services 
Ltd. 

merger

Industriale Canaletto S.r.l.
100% acquisition?

X
40% acquisition

OCEANOGATE Italia SrL 99% startup
1% acquisition

11.1% startup

Con-Tug S.r.l.
100% acquisition?

49% startupBLG Automobile 
Logistics Italia S.r.l.

22.2% 
startup

Medgate FeederXpress

100% 
acquisition

Port of Rijeka Container Terminal
3-year management contract

Ust-Luga Container terminal 26% 
acquisition

100% 
acquisition
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2004

BLG Automobile Logistics 
GmbH & Co

26.7% 
acquisition

Hannibal SpA 100% 
Start-up

Trenitalia Sp.A50% acquisition

2005 Voltri Terminal Europe40% bid, lost
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A.3.6. Dubai Ports Authority 
 

Figure A-14 represents HPH’s track record. 

 

Sources:  

 

Dubai Ports International (2005), Times Shipping Journal (2005), Manoj (2004 and 2004b), 

Joseph (2004 and 2004b), GlobalSecurity.org (2005), Barwil (2005b), Kalmar Industries 

(2004), World Cargo News Online (2004t, 2004ad, 2004bj and 2005l), Seatrade Middle East 

Maritime (2004), AME Info (2004, 2005 and 2005b), Nair and Punnathara (2005), The Hindu 

Business Line (2003), Dubai Customs (2005), Jafza (2005), SPG Media PLC (2005) 

 

CSXWT 

Hong Kong Shippers’ Council (2001c and 2003c), Tradeway (2005), Studiengesellschaft für 

den kombinierten Verkehr e.V. (2001), World Cargo News Online (2000k, 2000l, 2001j, 

2003ao, 2003be, 2003bf, 2003bg, 2004bs, 2005al), American City Business Journals Inc 

(2004b), Neva (2003), Tharakan (2003), Times Shipping Journal (2005) 

 

Figure A-14: DPA’ track record 
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Port Klang Free Zone 

Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority1980

2003

Jebel Ali Free Zone 
International

100%
startup

100%
startup

Jebel Ali Free Zone 100%
startup

Port, Customs and Free 
zone Corporation

Dubai International

100%
startup

100%
acquisition

2005
Tangier Med Free Zone 100%

startup
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Dubai Ports Authority

India Gateway Terminal 
Private Ltd

100%
startup

100%
startup

Port Rashid1969 100%
startup

Jebel Ali Port1979 100%
startup

Dubai Ports 
International

1999

100%
startup

Siyanco

Saudi Maintenance Corporation X%
startup

X%
startup

Jeddah South Container Terminal 

100% startup

2000 Port of Djibouti100%
startup

2003

Visakha Container Terminal X%
startup

United Liner Agencies 
X%

startup

Vizhinjam Container Terminal startup
bid

2004

Vallarpadam International 
Container Transshipment Terminal 

Kochi Rajiv Gandhi 
Container Terminal 

100%
startup

2005 15%
acquisition

Container Corporation of India 

Constantza Container Terminal100%
startup

Fujairah Container Terminal100%
startup

CSX World Terminals100% acquisition

2002 Djibouti International Airport 100%
startup

Port, Customs and Free zone Corp.

Dubai International 100%
startup

100%
acquisition

New Mangalore Port 
Container Terminal 

Interest
expressed

Startup bid,
lost

Laemchabang Terminal 
Limited 
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CSX Corporation

1980

CSX Trucking 100%
startup

1981

1983 100%
acquisition

1986

Texas Gas Resources 
Corporation 

30%
acquisition

1987

Rockresorts100%
acquisition

Yukon Pacific Corporation 

Sea-Land Service Inc.100%
acquisition

1982 CSX Minerals

Western Pocahontas 

New River Company 100%
startup

100%
startup

100%
acquisition

Quintana Minerals Corp 100%
acquisition

CSX/Sea-Land Intermodal100%
startup

CSX Transportation 100%
startup

CSX Oil & Gas 100%
startup

Total Minatome100%
acquisition

1988
X%

acquisition

Texas Gas Transmission 100%
startup

Transco Energy Company 100%
acquisition

1989 VMS Realty Partners 100%
acquisition

CSX Energy 100%
startup

CSX Commercial Services 100%
startup

CSX/Sea-Land Logistics100%
startup

CTI Logistx

33.33% acquisition

CSX Integrated Services 100%
startup
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1990 Enron Corp.100%
acquisition

1991
100% acquisition

1991 CSX Logistics

1993 66.66% acquisition

1998
Conrail 50%

acquisition

NS 50%
acquisition

Bridgepoint

100%
startup

CSX Lines

100%
startup

CSX World Terminals
1999

2000

TNT Post Group 100%
acquisition

Horizon Lines LLC 
50%

startup

2003

Carlyle Group

50%
startup

100% acquisition

CSX World Terminals 
Yantai Company Ltd.

50%
startup Yantai Port Authority 50%

startup

2001

CTG Terminal Gremersheim

CSXWT GremersheimX%
startup

100%
acquisition

Sea-Land Domestic Trade

100% acquisition

Zona Franca Multimodal 
Caucedo SA 

Caucedo Development Corporation 

35%
startup

Terminal Port Services 
of  Puerto CabelloCSXWT Boulton Puerto Cabello

50%
startup

100% acquisition

24.5%
startup

Busan New Port
Samsung Corp.75.5%

startup

Black Empowerment Enterprise 

Dudula Shipping 

50%
startup

50% startup

Durban Container Terminal Startup bid

65%
startup

Dragados SPL100% acquisition bid,
300.5 mn EURO, rejected
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2004

0.5% acquisition

Dubai Ports 
International

100% acquisition
1.15 bn USD

Vallarpadam International 
Container Transshipment Terminal 

Kochi Rajiv Gandhi 
Container Terminal 

Startup bid,
lost

100%
startup
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American Barge Line Company 

1927

Inland Waterways Co. W.C. Kelly Barge Line Co. 

merger

1938

Sweeney Shipyard 100%
acquisition

Jeffersonville Boat and 
Machine Co. 

100% acquisition

100%
startup

Commercial Transportation 
Corporation 

American Commercial Barge Line

1957 merger

Jeffboat, Inc. 100%
acquisition

1964

1967
American Commercial Lines Inc. 100%

startup

American Commercial 
Lines Holdings LLC.

100%
startup

100%
acquisition

1968 Texas Gas Transmission Corporation100%
acquisition

1981 WATERCOM100%
acquisition

1988 SCNO Barge Lines100%
acquisition

1988
Hines American Line, Inc.100%

acquisition

Hines Inc.

100%
acquisition

1992 American Valley Line, Inc.100%
acquisition
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1993 100%
startup

ACBL de Venezuela, C.A. 

1995 100%
startup

ACBL Hidrovias, S.A. 

1996 100% acquisition ContiCarriers and 
Terminals, Inc., 

2000

100%
acquisition

Peavey Barge Line 

UABLUltrapetrol 50%
startup

50%
startup

Southern Marine Service LLC NMI Holdings LLC 

American Commercial Lines LLC 
1998

Mobex 100%
acquisition

2001 55.4%
startup

Global Material Services 

Mid-South Terminal  Co

44.6%
startup

Mid-South Terminal  Co100%
acquisition

American Commercial 
Terminal

100%
startup

2002 Danielson Holdings100%
acquisition

2004 Ultrapetrol 100%
acquisition
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Georgia RR 

1830

Louisville & 
Nashville RR 

1850

Lexington & Ohio Railroad 

100%
acquisition

1833

Montgomery RR 

1834

Montgomery and West 
Point Rail Road Company 1843

100%
startup

Western Rail Road 
Company of Alabama 1870

100%
startup

Richmond, Fredericksburg 
& Potomac RR

Western & Atlantic 
Railroad Company 

1845 Nashville and 
Chattanooga RR 

Nashville, Chattanooga 
& St. Louis RR 

100%
acquisition

1847 Atlantic & LaGrange RR 

1857
Atlanta and West Point 

Rail Road Company 

1873

1908 Carolina, Clinchfield & 
Ohio RR

1957 Louisville & 
Nashville RR

100%
acquisition
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Seaboard Coast Line Railroad Inc

Cybernetics & Systems Inc. 100%
startup

Florida Publishing Company 100%
startup

Clay Video 100%
startup

Area Communications 100%
startup

1967

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad  Seaboard Air Line Railroad

merger

Piedmont & Northern RR

1969 Seaboard Coast 
Line Industries Inc 

100%
startup

1976 Durham & Southern RR

CSX Corporation 50%
startup

1980

1982

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

Seabord System

merger

100%
acquisition

100%
acquisition

CSX Transportation

1983

1987

1978

Louisville & 
Nashville RR

Chicago & Eastern 
Illinois Railroad 

Tennessee Central Railroad 

100% acquisition

100% acquisition

1971 Manon RR100%
acquisition

Demetree

100% acquisition
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1991

Virginia Retirement 
System 

50%
acquisition

50%
acquisition

1992 P&LE100%
acquisition
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Seaboard Air Line Railroad

Macon, Dublin & 
Savannah RR

100%
acquisition1958

Gainesville 
Midland RR

100%
acquisition1959

Georgia, Florida 
& Alabama RR

100%
acquisition1928

1900

1830 Portsmouth & Roanoke Railroad 
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Atlantic Coast Line Railroad  1871

Plant System 100%
acquisition1902

Louisville & 
Nashville RR 

100%
acquisition1903

Atlanta, Birmingham 
& Atlantic RR

100%
acquisition1927

Charleston & 
Western Carolina RR 

100%
acquisition1902

1830 The Petersburg Railroad 
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Chesapeake and Ohio Railway

Chicago South Shore and 
South Bend RR 1966 100%

acquisition

100%
acquisition1967

Western Maryland Rail 
Road Company 

100%
acquisition1971

Norfolk & Western 

Chessie System Inc 1973
100%
startup

100%
acquisition

CSX Corporation 50%
startup

100%
acquisition

1978

Chessie Resources Inc. 100%
startup

The New River Company 100%
startup

The Greenbrier 100%
startup

Beckett Aviation 
Corporation 

100%
startup

1978

1978 Aero100%
acquisition
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Baltimore & Ohio Railroad 1827

Louisa Railroad 
Company 1836

Virginia Central 
RR 

1850 100%
acquisition

1849
Blue Ridge RR

100% acquisition

Baltimore, Carroll and 
Frederick RR1852

Western Maryland Rail 
Road Company 1873

100%
acquisition

Covington & Ohio 
Railroad Company 1853

Chesapeake and Ohio 
Railroad 1868

100%
acquisition

Chesapeake and Ohio 
Railway 1878

100%
acquisition

Chicago & West Michigan Railway 

1900 Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad 

Detroit, Grand Rapids & Western Railway 

Pere Marquette RR

Chesapeake and Ohio 
Railway 

100%
acquisition

merger

1947

Chesapeake and Ohio 
Railway 

1963 100%
acquisition
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A.4. Appendix A-4: Ocean Shipping Consultants’ (2003) container-

handling geography 

 
Sub-continent Range Ports involved 

North continent Le Havre – Hamburg 

British Isles UK / Ireland 

North-Europe 

Nordic/Baltic Scandinavia, Russia, Baltic States, 

Poland and Northern Germany 

Baltic 

Atlantic Portugal, Atlantic Spain, Western 

France, Canaries, Azores and 

Madeira 

West Mediterranean Mediterranean Spain, Southern 

France, Morocco and Algeria 

Central Mediterranean Italy, Malta, Adriatic countries 

(Slovenia and Croatia) and Tunesia 

Southern Europe / Mediterranean 

East Mediterranean / Black Sea Greece Turkey, Black Sea 

countries (Bulgaria, Romania, 

Ukraine, Russia and Georgia), 

Cyprus, Syria, Lebanon, Israel and 

Egypt 

Arabian Gulf U.A.E., Eastern Saudi-Arabia, Iran, 

Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar and 

Northeast Oman 

Red Sea Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Yemen, 

South Israel, Eritrea, Sudan, 

Ethiopia 

Middle East 

 

Arabian Sea / Gulf of Aden Southern Oman, Southern Yemen 

and Djibouti 

Indian subcontinent   India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri 

Lanka 

Southern Africa South-Africa, Namibia, 

Mozambique 

West Africa Ivory Coast, Ghana, Nigeria, 

Senegal, Guinea, Angola 

Sub-Saharan Africa 

East Africa Mauritius, Kenya, Tanzania, 

Reunion 
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Northeast Asia South-Korea, Japan, Northern 

China and Pacific Russia 

Chinese Region Taiwan, Hong Kong, Southern and 

Eastern China 

East Asia 

 

Southeast Asia Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, 

Indonesia, Philippines, Brunei, 

Vietnam and Myanmar 

Australasia and Oceania  Australia 

New Zealand 

Oceania (most Papua New Guinea) 

 

Atlantic North and South 

Pacific North and South 

North America 

Gulf of Mexico  

Caribbean Puerto Rico, Jamaica, Panama, 

Bahamas, Domenican Republic, 

Trinidad, Martinique, Cuba 

Central American Caribbean and 

Gulf Coast 

Panama, Mexico, Costa Rica, 

Guatemala, Honduras 

Central America Atlantic Venezuela, Colombia 

Central America Pacific Mexico, Guatemala, Panama 

South America Atlantic Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay 

Caribbean / Latin America 

South America Pacific Chile, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia 

Source: Ocean Shipping Consultants (2003) 
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A.5. Appendix A-5: Agile Port System 

 
 
APS is a concept used to describe container-handling activities which conform to container-

handling goals and customer requests is the describes such a system as one which combines 

“an appropriate harbor with adequate draft and ocean access, specialized pier complexes, a 

large staging area strategically located for the best possible access to the major rail and 

highway arteries as well as the local industrial complex, inland rail / truck corridors 

permitting unrestricted access between the pier complexes and the staging area,  a buffer 

zone adjacent to the pier complex to store railcars, and  a manager supported by an 

electronic data processing system.” (Transystems Corporation, 2002) 

 

 In general, such system generates operational advantages in shifting the storage and CFS 

activities to an area called for instance Intermodal Interface Center (IIC), which may be some 

distance away from the container yard, which is then for example called Efficient Marine/Rail 

Interface Terminal (EMT). A fast connection called for instance Dedicated Freight Corridor 

(DFC) links IIC and EMT, which avoids landside congestion at the container yard. 

Applications of APS, like in Garcia (2001), illustrate how container-handling and cargo-

handling in general can be successfully organized and how they impact on cargo-handling 

costs and revenues. Offshore terminals, which among others Baird (2002) deals with, form a 

similar solution of shifting space-intensive storage and handling activities towards cheaper 

and amply available inland terminals. 
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A.6. Container-terminal scope 

Table A-2: Container-terminal nature according to cargo type at 15 major world container sea ports, October 2003 

Sea port Terminal Cargo-unit type Container throughput  
(2002, TEU/year) 

Kwai Chung Container Terminal (1-9) Containers (including reefers) 11.890.000 
Midstream Terminal – Fat Kee Stevedores 

Terminal 
Containers and project cargo 

Midstream Terminal -  Hoi Kong Container 
Services Terminal 

Containers (including reefers), breakbulk, 
uncontainerized cargo, dutiable goods, 

dangerous goods, and controlled chemical cargo 
Transward Terminal Containers and breakbulk 

Midstream Terminal – Faith & Safe 
Transportation  Terminal, Floata Consolidation 

Terminal, Ocean Crown Transportation 
Terminal, Wide Shine Terminal, Yee Lee Sea / 

Land Forwarding Terminal 

Containers 

7.250.000 
Hong Kong (1) 

Pearl River Delta Terminal Containers (including reefers) and breakbulk 
cargo (including dangerous and dutiable cargo) 

1.797.000 

Tanjong Pagar, Keppel, Brani, Pasir Panjang  
and Jurong Terminal 

Containers (including reefers), uncontainerised 
cargo and dangerous goods 

Pasir Panjang Wharves  
(operationally separated from Pasir Panjang 

Terminal) 
 

Multi-purpose containers / ingots / bags / steel 
coils / steel sheets / general cargo / steelworks / 

crawlers / MRT trains 

Singapore (2) 

Sembawang Wharves Multi-purpose containers / ingots / bags / steel 
coils / steel sheets / general cargo / steelworks / 

crawlers / MRT trains 

16.940.000 

Gamcheon Terminal Containers 433.000 (figure for 2001) 
Jaseongdae Terminal Containers 1.272.000 (figure for 2001) 
Shinsundae Terminal Containers 1.320.000 (figure for 2001) 

Busan (3) 

Gamman Terminal Containers 1.923.000 (figure for 2001) 
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Sea port Terminal Cargo-unit type Container throughput  
(2002, TEU/year) 

Singamman Terminal Containers - 
Uam Terminal Containers 447.000 (figure for 2001) 
Piers 3 and 4 Multi-purpose containers and general cargo 1.342.123 

Busan (ctd.) 

Pier 7 Multi-purpose containers / general cargo / coal / 
scrap iron and ore 

part of 1.253.119 (which 
counts for remaining 

terminals) 
Waigaoqiao Terminals Containers 1.780.000 

Yangshan Terminal Containers 1.800.000 (planned capacity) 
Shanghai (4) 

Huangpu Terminal Containers 2.170.000 
Piers 31, 39, 63, 64, 66, 69, 70, 75, 76, 77, 79, 

80, 81, 115, 116, 117, 118 , 119 and 121 (at CT 
1-5) 

No data No data 

CT6 Containers and petrochemical products 4.000.000 (estimated 
capacity) 

Kaohsiung (5) 

Other Piers  No data No data 
Containers Yantian Phase I 

Multi-purpose 
800.000 (figure for 2000) 

Yantian Phase II Containers 

1.200.000 (figure for 2000) 
Yantian Phase III Containers 2.000.000 (scheduled 

capacity upon completion) 
Shekou Container Terminal Phase I Containers 720.000 (figure for 2000) 
Shekou Container Terminal Phase II Containers 329.000 (figure for 2000) 
Shekou Container Terminal Phase III Containers No data 

Chiwan Kaifeng Container Terminal Phase I Containers 600.000 (figure for 2000) 

Shenzen (6) 

Chiwan Kaifeng Container Terminal Phase II Containers 400.000 (figure for 2000) 
Rotterdam (7) Steinweg Botlek Terminal  Multi-purpose charter cargo / containers / project 

cargoes / ro/ro 
No data 
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Sea port Terminal Cargo-unit type Container throughput  
(2002, TEU/year) 

Steinweg Beatrix Terminal Multi-purpose ferrous and non-ferrous metals / 
containers 

Steinweg Seinehaven Multi-purpose chemicals / containers 

 

ECT Home Terminal Containers 
ECT Delta Terminal Containers 

3.500.000 

Gevelco Terminal Multi-purpose general cargo / containers / neo-
bulk / steel / non-ferrous products / forest 

products /  high value project cargoes / heavy lift 
cargo 

No data 

Hanno Rotterdam Terminal Multi-purpose No data 
HT Holland Terminal Containers No data 

Klapwijk-Rapide Terminal Multi-purpose containers / steel products / tubes 
and pipes / heavy lifts 

No data 

RHB Terminal Project cargo, non-ferrous metals, steel coils, 
containers and reefers 

No data 

Rotterdam Shortsea Terminals Containers No data 
Uniport Terminal Containers 1.600.000 (projected 

capacity) 
Barge Center Waalhaven Containers 200.000 (capacity) 

Rotterdam (ctd.) 

APM Terminal Containers 2.200.000 (capacity) 
Los Angeles (8) Berths 121-131, 136-146, 206-209, 212-225, 

226-236, 302-305, 401-407 
Containers 5.600.000 

Burchardkai terminal Containers 2.150.000  
Eurogate terminal Containers 1.300.000  

TCT Tollerort terminal Container (including reefers) and hazardous 
cargo 

600.000 (capacity) 

Unikai container terminal Containers 140.000  

Hamburg (9) 
 

Buss Hansa terminal, Dradenau terminal, 
Unikai O’Swaldkai, C. Steinweg Süd-West 

terminal, Wallmann terminal 

Multi-purpose  containers / ro/ro / heavy goods / 
project load and conventional cargo / iron and 

steel 
 

500.000  
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Sea port Terminal Cargo-unit type Container throughput  
(2002, TEU/year) 

Berths 466,  
Berths 119-123, 317, 504, 851-869, , , 466, , 

732-748, 242-314, 118, 166,  

Containers and ro/ro 

Berths 1223-1231 Multi-purpose steel products / project cargo /  
unitized cargo / fruit / … 

Berths 474-484 Containers and breakbulk 
Berths 242-246 Semi-container 

Berths 248-256 and 300-314 Multi-purpose container / project cargo / 
homegenous iron and steel consignments / heavy 

loads 

1.020.000 (estimated) 
 

Berths 420-428, 702-714, 730, 851-869 and 
901-915  

Containers 3.967.000 (extrapolated from 
Apr-Dec figures) 

Berths 380 (Zomerweg Terminal) and 712 
(Cirkeldyck Terminal) 

Containers No data 

Berths 345-355 Multi-purpose project cargo / steel products / 
general cargo (including containers) / chemicals / 

bulk 

No data 

Antwerp (10) 

Berhts 416 and 1145 Containers / breakbulk cargo / palletized loads / 
bagged goods / metals / … 

No data 

Long Beach (11) Pier E Berths 24-26, Pier T Berths 132-140, 
Pier J Berths 232-234, Pier F Berths 6, 8 and 

10, Pier J Berths 243-247 and 266-270, Pier A 
Berths 90-94, Pier C Berths 60-62    

Containers 3.307.692 

NorthPort: CT1 (berths 8-11),  
CT2 (17-21) and CT3 (12-14) 

Containers 
 

2.480.000 Port Klang (12) 

WestPort: berths 7-13 (CT1, CT2 and CT3) Containers 2.050.000 
Dubai (13) Jebel Ali ( Berths and Port Rashid (Berths 33, 

34 and 35) Container Terminals 
Containers 749.449 

New York/New 
Jersey (14) 

Port Elizabeth Maher Terminals (Fleet Street 
and Tripoli Street)  

 

Containers 1.383.191 (2001) 
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Seaport Terminal Nature Container throughput  
(2002, TEU/year) 

Port Elizabeth Maersk Terminal Containers 650.065 (2001) 
Port Newark Container Terminal Containers 390.017 (2001) 

Port Newark American Stevedoring Terminal Containers 76.750 (2001) 
Howland Hook Marine Terminal Containers 498.399 (2001) 

Red Hook Container Terminal Multi-faceted container / bulk 10.344 (2001) 

New York/New 
Jersey (ctd.) 

Global Marine Terminal Containers 298.554 (2001) 
Qingdao (15) Qianwan Container Terminal Containers 3.400.000 

 
Source: (1) MarDep, 2004; Asia Container Terminals, 2004; CSX World Terminals Hong Kong Ltd., 2004; Hong Kong International Terminals, 
2004; Modern Terminals Ltd., 2004; River Trade Terminal Co. Ltd., 2004; Fat Kee Stevedores Ltd, 2004; Hoi Kong Container Services Co. Ltd, 
2004; Taikoo Maritime Services Ltd., 2004; Portion Wide Ltd., 2004; Tai Wah Sea/Land Heavy Transportation Ltd., 2004; Hutchison Whampoa 

Ltd., 2003; 
(2) Lewis, 2002;Port of Singapore Authority, 2004; Portnet, 2004; 

(3) Port of Busan, 2004; OSH, 2004;  KCTA, 2003; Wei,2003; 
(4) Hutchison Whampoa Ltd., 2003;Shanghai Industtrial Holdings Ltd., 2004; China Daily, 2002; 

(5) Ling-San, 2003;  TBBC, 2003; 
(6) JBIC, 1999, Irasia, 2001, Swire Pacific Ltd., 2003, China Economic Information Network, 2003, Informare, 2003; Barwil, 2004; Infomarine, 

2004; Hong Kong Shippers’ Council, 2003; SAR, 2003; 
(7) Lewis, 2002b; Port of Rotterdam, 2003d; C. Steinweg Handelsveem bv, 2004;Europe Container Terminals, 2004;Hutchison Whampoa Ltd., 
2004;Gevelco Transportgroep bv, 2004;Hanno Rotterdam, 2004;Klapwijk-Rapide bv, 2004;RHB Stevedoring and Warehousing, 2004;Uniport 

bv, 2004;Waalhaven Group bv, 2004;A.P. Möller Terminals, 2004; 
(8) Port of Los Angeles, 2003 and 2003b; 

(9) Port of Hamburg, 2003, 2003b, 2003c and 2003d, Buss Ports + Logistics, 2004; 
(10) Port of Antwerp, 2003c;Port of Singapore Authority, 2004b;Drewry Shipping Consultants, 2003;Luiknatie Group, 2004; 

(11) Port of Long Beach, 2003b; 
(12) Kader (2001), NorthPort (Malaysia) Bhd, 2003c; Port Klang Authority, 2003c; WestPort Malaysia, 2003; 

(13) DPA, 2004 and 2004b; APL, 2004; 
(14) PANYNJ, 2003c and 2004; New Jersey, 2004;American Stevedoring Inc, 2004; PNCT, 2004;Global Terminal and Container Services Inc., 

2004 
(15) Yikun (2003) 
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A.7. Stuffing and stripping planning and process 

 

Planning the stripping activity involves these activities. 

• Identifying cargo categories from Container Packing List (CPL). 

• Deciding on allocation of lifting and moving equipment. 

• Choice of manning level. 

• Finding appropriate work value. 

• Dividing tonnage by work value to find handling time. 

• Repeating calculation for other cargoes to find total handling time. 

• Adding allowances to find total job time. 

• Calculating start and end times for job, and entering data in work schedule. 

• Turning to next packing list.  

(Van de Merbel, 1998) 

 

Once planned, the final stage is of course the execution of the container stripping activity 

itself. Supervision and documents transfer are indispensable side-activities. 

• A request to unpack, a packing list, and an SSR-document2 are received, and the container 

move is scheduled. 

• Work order and tally list (and EIR) are prepared. 

• The container arrives, the work order is issued, and customs are informed. 

• The foreman inspects the container. 

• The foreman takes gang and equipment to the work location. 

• The doors are opened and cargo conditions and resources are assessed. 

• Cargo is unpacked, sorted, tallied and palletized where necessary; any discrepancy is 

reported to the foreman. 

• Packages are moved into storage under frequent checks by foreman and supervisor. 

• The clerk checks cargo, adds pile tags, and signs the tally list and gives it to the foreman. 

• The foreman checks the work location, the container is cleaned and the doors are closed. 

                                                 
2 Special Shipping Required, a document which describes the conditions under which commodities should be 
packed into the container in order to be shipped.  
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• The work order is signed, documents are returned to the office, and the terminal is asked 

to collect the container. 

• The clerk updates the MIS and requests customs clearance. 

• The clerk tells the cargo owner that the cargo is ready for collection.  

(Van de Merbel, 1998) 

 

Planning for container packing involves these activities. 

• The ship operator’s planner sending a Container Loading List (CLL) to CFS. 

• The CFS planner confirming that cargoes will fit in the container. 

• Discussion with the ship operator of any discrepancy. 

• Checking cargoes do not exceed container’s permitted payload. 

• The planner inspecting whether all cargo was received and cleared. 

• Checking packing, strength, compatibility, etc. 

• The ship operator sending the container loading plan (CLP). 

• The planner starting to prepare a detailed loading plan. 

• Calculation of space requirements. 

• Making plans for packing sequence and arrangement.  

(Van de Merbel, 1998) 

 

The stuffing of the container itself is again subject to a large number of control activities and 

documents to be transferred 

• The administrative supervisor checks data received and the customs clearance. 

• The SSR-document is sent to the terminal and an empty is moved to the CFS. 

• The CLP, work order and tally list are issued to the foreman. 

• The foreman checks the container position and condition, and may fill in the EIR. 

• The foreman collects and briefs the packing gang, which sets to work. 

• The foreman checks packing, stowage and securing, and seeks advice if needed. 

• Packing proceeds to plan, items are tallied and pile tags are collected. 

• The clerk completes and signs the tally list and gives it to the foreman. 

• The foreman inspects the container and completes the EIR. 
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• The foreman supervises the clearing up, signs the work order, and returns the documents 

to the office. 

• The administrative supervisor reports completion for having the container returned. 

• Clerks update the MIS, complete documentation and invoicing. 

• The administrative supervisor oversees the documentary procedures.  

(Van de Merbel, 1998) 

 

As a sidenote to stuffing / unstuffing operations, Export 911 (2004) mentions the need of 

(forced) ventilation in order to team up with heat and humidity, which may cause 

inconvenience to workers stuffing or stripping the container, and also to cargo being 

transported.  

 

Before stuffing the container, the vehicle supplying the commodities of course has to be 

unloaded at the CFS, which requires following activities 

• The CFS receiving the booking list from the ship operator. 

• The planner estimating the workload for the acceptance period. 

• Calculation of the proportion of exports likely to arrive each day. 

• Adding daily estimates for all vessels. 

• Assessing vehicle, wagon or bargo cargo from usual transport split. 

• Estimating the number of road vehicles, wagons and barges. 

• Preparing a rough work schedule. 

• Calculation of cargo deliveries accurately, using the vehicle appointment scheme. 

• Preparing a detailed and firm work schedule.  

(Van de Merbel, 1998) 

 

Actual receipt through a road vehicle of outbound commodities ready for stuffing requires the 

following physical and documentary activities. 

• The driver arriving and presenting the shipping note. 

• The clerk checking details against the consignment record; if details differ, a supervisor 

checks. 

• The clerk selecting the door / bay. 
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• The door / bay number being written on the shed instruction. 

• The driver returning to the vehicle and driving to the door / bay. 

• The clerk informing the supervisor, making up the work order and completing the tally 

list. 

• Issuing work order and tally list, and the foreman taking the gang to the unloading 

position. 

• The foreman checking vehicle conditions and working content. 

• The gang being briefed and setting to work. 

• The cargo being unloaded, and sorted and tallied by the tally clerk; in case of discrepancy, 

a foreman is called and action is taken. 

• The clerk checking storage, attaching pile tags and signing the tally list. 

• The foreman checking list and storage, and signing the driver’s documents, after which 

the driver leaves. 

• The foreman checking the work site and returning the signed documents to the office, 

which allows to update the MIS.  

(Van de Merbel, 1998) 

 

When dealing with rail instead of road, the main differences during receipt are these. 

• There are several consignments per wagon (which increases the work content). 

• The rail foreman / supervisor is at wagon position, supervising the unloading. 

• Cargoes are tallied both by the rail company and by CFS as they are unloaded.  

 

If barge transport is involved, this sequence occurs. 

• Cargo quantities per barge are again higher than per road vehicle. 

• The CFS / terminal foreman is at the barge berth, supervising the discharge. 

• The quay transfer operation is necessary. 

• Cargoes are tallied at berth and at CFS (at its entry and before storage).  

(Van de Merbel, 1998) 

 

Also after stripping the container, interaction with the hinterland mode is required, which 

involves following steps 
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• The vehicle arrives and the driver presents the collection order. 

• A clerk checks the details in the MIS, and any discrepancies are referred to the supervisor; 

the clerk also checks the driver’s identity and authorization. 

• The clerk selects the door or bay, issues a shed instruction, and the driver takes the vehicle 

to the door or bay. 

• The supervisor issues the work order and the tally list to the foreman. 

• The foreman takes the gang to the loading site, and checks vehicle position and condition. 

• Loading proceeds, the clerk checks and tallies. 

• When work is complete, the tally clerk and the driver check, the clerk signs the tally list, 

ad gives it together with the pile tags to the foreman. 

• The foreman signs the shed instruction and the vehicle leaves. 

• The foreman supervises the clearing up and returns the documents to the office. 

• The clerks update the MIS, and complete documentation and invoicing.  

(Van de Merbel, 1998) 

 

When dealing with rail for collecting inbound, unstuffed commodities, the main differences 

with road are these. 

• Collection orders are sent in advance or travel on train. 

• Two foremen are required: one foreman, the rail foreman, supervises wagon movement 

and loading, while the other , the CFS foreman, supervises unstacking and transfer to the 

wagon. 

• Two tallies are involved: a CFS tally clerk stands at the door, while a rail clerk stands at 

the wagon. 

• A rail advice note is prepared and sent to the rail company.  

 

Inland waterway transport compared to road transport implies that 

• Collection orders are sent in advance or travel on barge. 

• Like with rail, 2 foremen are involved: a barge berth foreman and a CFS foreman 

• A quay transfer operation may be required. 

• Two tallies are involved, like with rail again: one at the CFS and one at the barge berth. 

(Van de Merbel, 1998) 
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A.8. Sea-port organization: examples 

 
In CHAPTER IV, decisional and financial independence on the one hand and unicity of 

command and integrated commercial management on the other hand are the main dimensions 

to distinguish among port organizational types with an impact on container handling supply 

and demand. 

 

With respect to decisional and financial independence, five port organizational types are 

distinguished: sea-port authority bodies under direct national jurisdiction, sea-port authority 

bodies under sub-national jurisdiction, self-governing public sea-port authority bodies, 

privately owned and operated sea-port authority bodies, and corporate sea-port authority 

bodies. 

 

Examples of sea-port authority bodies under direct national jurisdiction are these. 

• Singapore, where the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore reports to the Ministry of 

Transport (Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore, 2003a). 

• Busan, with the Maritime Affairs and Fisheries Administration being one of the eleven 

authorities under the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (Port of Busan, 2003), 

and the administration being in control of the Korea Container Terminal Authority 

(KCTA, 2003). 

• Kaohsiung, where the Harbour Bureau operates under the sole responsibility of the 

Ministry of Transport and Communications (Port of Kaohsiung, 2003). 

• Klang, with the Board Chairman appointed by the King, and the 10 directors appointed by 

the Minister of Transport (Port Klang Authority, 2003). 

• Qingdao, where the Ministry of Transport and Communication still decides on 

investments, but it intends to bring the Qingdao Port Company, as it will do for 7 other 

ports, under local administration (Yikun, 2003). 

 
Sea-port authority bodies under sub-national jurisdiction comprise among others the 

following examples in federated states. 
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• A federal state, like for example in Dubai, where the Dubai Ports Authority (DPA) was 

formerly directed by the Emirate’s Sheikh and was reformed into a government agency 

(DPA, 2005). 

• A multi-state agency, like in New York / New Jersey, where the sea-port authority was 

formed as a bi-state agency in 1921 in order to settle a dispute between the states of New 

York and New Jersey (PANYNJ, 2003). 

• A city-state, of which, among the major world container ports, Hamburg is an example: 

the city-state undertakes the public functions in the port (Port of Hamburg, 2003 and 

Läpple, 2000). 

• A county, like e.g in Portland (Or., USA), where the authority is a regional government 

comprising Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington counties (Port of Portland, 2003); 

• A special district, like e.g. in Hong Kong, through the Marine Department of the Hong 

Kong Special Administrative Region (MarDep, 2003). 

• A municipal or area-wide district, like in Seattle, where municipal corporation board 

members are elected by voters of King County, giving them unique authority in the sea-

port area  (Port of Seattle, 2003), or like in Tacoma, with the port being an independent, 

municipal corporation that operates under state-enabling legislation and being classified as 

a special purpose district, like all ports in the state of Washington. 

• A federal state together with a municipality, like in Shanghai, where the Shanghai Port 

Authority falls under the Chinese Ministry of Communications, but also under Municipal 

Government (Consulaat-Generaal van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden, 2003); this 

situation is about to change to entirely local administration, like in the case of Qingdao 

(Yikun, 2003). 

• A municipality itself, like in Los Angeles, with the Los Angeles Harbour Department 

being a city department (Port of Los Angeles, 2003). 

In non-federated states, examples of ports with lower-level governments in charge are these. 

• A province, as in Canada, where 32 former state ports situated in New Brunswick, 

Newfoundland and Ontario have been transferred to provincial governments in 1999 

(Sherman, 2001); 

• A municipality, an example of which was the port Rotterdam till January 2004, where the 

Rotterdam Municipal Port Management was authorized by the Municipality of Rotterdam 

to manage the port zone (Port of Rotterdam, 2003).  
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An example of a self-governing public port is Long Beach, with its Board of Harbour 

Commissioners, whose members are appointed by the mayor and confirmed by the City 

Council. Commissioners appoint the Executive Director to head the Harbour Department, 

which carries out port policies and overviews port development (Port of Long Beach, 2003).  

 

An example of a privately owned and operated sea-port authority body which is a subsidiary 

of some type of industrial company, is found at the Port of Par (UK), which is owned by 

Imerys and run by the latter’s Port and Transport section, this section also acting as stevedore 

(Kessell, 2001). Other examples are the ports of Mailiao and Kuan Tang, the former being 

owned by Formosa Plastics Group (TBBC, 2003). An example of a company exploiting a 

complementary mode of transport is found in the port of Texas City, which is onwed by two 

railway companies, Union Pacific and Burlington Northern Santa Fe. 

 
The Port of Antwerp, where the shares of the Municipal Autonomous Port Company are 

owned by the city, is an example of a corporate sea port authority (Port of Antwerp, 2003 and 

Suykens, 2000). From January 2004 onwards, also the port of Rotterdam has adopted this 

structure (Port of Rotterdam, 2003c). 

 
With respect to unicity of command and integrated commercial management, three port 

organizational types are distinguished: land-lord sea-port authority bodies, limited-operating 

sea-port authorities, and comprehensive (or service, or operating) port authorities. 

 

Land-lord sea-port authority bodies can be land leases, leases to operate and manage or leases 

to build. Examples of land leases are found for example in Antwerp (Port of Antwerp, 2003 

and 2003b), Singapore (Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore, 2003a), Busan (among 

others at its Gamman terminal, see Informare, 1999), Rotterdam (Port of Rotterdam, 2003b), 

Los Angeles (Port of Los Angeles, 2003), Hamburg (Port of Hamburg, 2003b), Long Beach 

(Port of Long Beach, 2003), Klang (Port Klang Authority, 2003b) and New York (at Port 

Newark / Elizabeth Marine Terminal, see PANYNJ (2003b) and Dunelm (2002)). 
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A lease-to-operate-and-manage construction was set up in This construction was set up in 

Kingston (Jamaica), where the Kingston Container Terminal is owned by the Port Authority, 

but managed by APM Terminals (Port Authority of Jamaica, 2003).  

 

The port of Hong Kong for instance applies the lease-to-build contract type among others at 

the Kwai Chung Terminal (HKCTOAL, 2003). Also at Busan, a lease-to-build contract is 

used for the development of the New Port Project (Hong Kong Shippers’ Council, 2001). At 

Kaohsiung, part of container terminal n°5 was leased out through BOT (Build-Operate-

Transfer) (Port Technology, 2003). The Yantian International Container Terminal 

development at Shenzen is equally performed under such BOT regime (Woodbridge, 2002). 

In New York, the Global Marine Terminal was privately developed (Global Terminal & 

Container Services Inc., 2003), and the South Brooklyn Terminal is to be developed under the 

‘lease to build’ system (NYCEDC, 2003). 

 

Limited-operating sea-port authorities can take the forms of a permit to operate a public 

utility, a permit to operate a private utility or a joint-venture contract 

• A permit to operate a public utility is in place for instance in Brest, where the Chambre de 

Commerce et d’Industrie granted a permit to three operators (Legrifrance, 2003 and Brest 

Port, 2003). 

• A permit to operate a private utility exists for instance in Caen, where Combustibles de 

Normandie operates a terminal under such regime (Port de Caen-Quistreham, 2003). 

• A joint-venture contract is applied for example in Qingdao, for creating the new Qingdao 

Qianwan Container Port Cy Ltd. (Yikun, 2003). 

 

One example of a comprehensive (or service, or operating) type of port authority is Dubai 

where the Port Authority is assuming all functions from infrastructure provision to (un-

)loading (Dubai Ports Authority, 2003b). 

 
Theoretically, each cell from Table IV-4 in CHAPTER IV: can be an existing combination, 

but in practice sea-port organizational forms often cluster around a limited number of cells. 

This is what Trujillo and Nombela (1999) indicate: land-lord and limited-operating sea-port 
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authority institutions will typically be public, whereas operating sea-port authority institutions 

are often in private hands.  

 

Historical, geographical, political as well as cultural influences can cause a particular country 

of region to show concentrations of certain port organizational types. The ample supply of 

examples in Cass (1996, p. 29 – 31) show the particularities of each region or each country. 

Suykens (1995b, p. 3) makes a broad distinction between three traditional systems: the 

Hanseatic tradition, the Latin tradition, and the Anglo-Saxon tradition. The first two are 

typical for the European continent. They distinguish themselves from the Anglo-Saxon 

system in that they allow public supervision and execute only part of the functions a sea-port 

authority body could perform. Therefore, they comprise more or less the upper left section of 

Table IV-4  in CHAPTER IV: (Suykens and Van de Voorde, 1998, p. 255). 

 

Latin-type sea ports conform best to type I, since the central government is the public level 

which is most involved. Nevertheless, comparisons among sea ports merit sufficient caution, 

even when sea ports are of the same type, since each individual sea port shows its 

peculiarities. In France, Spain, Portugal as well as Italy for instance, state ownership of many 

sea ports is laid down in the constitution. Nevertheless, in France, profit-making was for a 

fairly long time impossible since sea ports were called in for budgetary policy measures. This 

situation was not encountered in Spain for example. 

 

Hanseatic sea ports best conform to type II. The variety of local levels responsible for 

supervision again makes this a very diverse category. In Germany alone for instance, federal 

states, city-states, municipalities or hybrid authorities composed of the former each have 

control over a number of sea ports (Op de Beeck, 1999). 

 

The Anglo-Saxon system is often called a total sea-port system. Through its characteristics it 

best matches the lower right types of Table IV-4  in CHAPTER IV: (Suykens and Van de 

Voorde, 1998, p. 255). Anglo-Saxon ports are most likely type XV sea ports. Even here 

though, public influence is not excluded, since shareholders can still be municipalities, as in 

Manchester for instance, or the central government, of which Liverpool is an example (Op de 

Beeck, 1999). 
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It should not be forgotten that sea-port categorization is not static: over time, sea ports shift 

over the categories of Suykens and Van de Voorde (1998). The typical national preferences 

often disappear so that sea-port type dispersion is getting larger: countries traditionally 

applying one of the systems above, have often introduced different structures for newly 

developed ports, often for budgetary reasons. The Latin type for instance used to be applied in 

all countries denominated as ‘Latin’ in culture, which are generally southern-European 

countries. Some of these have lessened central control. In six major French sea ports for 

example an autonomous authority of type III was installed in 1965, while 11 other sea ports 

remained under national supervision (type VI), and still others were under local control (type 

VII). In Canada, 353 of the 549 harbours and sea ports saw their facilities change status in 

1999: 32 sites were transferred to provincial governments (type VII in most cases), 31 to local 

interests (type VII also), and 64 sites to Fisheries and Oceans Canada (type XI). In Belgium, 

there was a notable shift from municipal port departments (type II) towards autonomous port 

authorities (type III) for instance in Ghent and Ostend, and even to corporatised ports (type V) 

for example in Antwerp and Zeebruges). These dynamics make the traditional comparisons 

among countries much more complex than before (Op de Beeck, 1999). 

 

What has changed too over time, is that the sea-port authority institution is often no longer of 

one type to all terminals on its territory: For some historic terminals for instance, a sea-port 

authority can remain an operating body, whereas for newly developed terminals, it can 

assume for instance a land-lord role.  
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A.9. Sea-port organization at major world container ports 

Table A-3: Organizational types at 15 major world container ports, October 2003 

Seaport Terminal Organizational type 
Hong Kong (1) Kwai Chung Container Terminal (Terminals 1-9), Pearl River Delta 

Terminal and Midstream Terminal 
II (Special Administrative District since 1997, lease to build) 

Singapore (2) Tanjong Pagar, Keppel, Brani, Pasir Panjang and Jurong Terminal I (Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore since 1996, land lease) 
Jaseongdae Terminal I (Maritime and Fisheries Administration, land lease since 1999, before: 

comprehensive) 
Uam, Gamman and Shinsundae Terminals I (Maritime and Fisheries Administration, land lease) 

Busan (3) 

New Port Project I (Maritime and Fisheries Administration, lease to build) 
Waigaoqiao Terminals VII (local administration (before: combined with national), joint-venture 

(before: comprehensive)) 
Shanghai (4) 

Yangshan and Huangpu Project VII (local administration, joint-venture) 
Piers 31, 39, 63, 64, 66, 69, 70, 75, 76, 77, 79, 80, 81, 115, 116, 117, 

118 , 119 and 121 (at CT 1-5) and CT6 
I (Harbour Bureau under national administration, BOT-lease) and VI 

(Harbour Bureau, joint-venture) 
Kaohsiung (5) 

Other Piers  XI (Harbour Bureau under national administration, no private 
participation yet) 

Yantian Phase I II (local administration (before: combined with national), land lease) 
Yantian Phase II II (local administration (before: combined with national), lease to build) 
Yantian Phase III VII (local administration, joint-venture) 
Shekou Phase I II (local administration (before: combined with national), lease to 

operate) 
Shekou Phase II II (local administration, land lease) 
Shekou Phase III II (local administration, lease to build) 

Shenzen (6) 

Chiwan Container Terminal II (local administration, lease to build) 
Rotterdam (7) ECT Delta Terminal, ECT Home Terminal, and 

APM Terminal 
V (government corporation from January 2004 onwards (before: 

municipal service), land lease)  
Berths 121-131, 136-146, 212-225, 226-236, 302-305, 401-407 II (municipal supervision, land lease) Los Angeles (8) 

Berths 206-209 XII (municipal supervision, operating Harbour Department) 
Hamburg (9) Burchardkai terminal, Eurogate terminal, TCT Tollerort, Unikai II (city-state of Hamburg, land lease) 
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container terminal, Buss Hansa terminal, Dradenau terminal, Unikai 
O’Swaldkai, C. Steinweg Süd-West terminal, Wallmann terminal 

Seaport Terminal Organizational type 
Antwerp (10) Berths 119-123, 317, 504, 855-869, 702-730, 420-428, 901-915, 732-

748, 242-314, 118, 166 
V (corporate with shares owned by municipality, land lease) 

Long Beach (11) Pier E Berths 24-26, Pier T Berths 132-140, Pier J Berths 232-234, 
Pier F Berths 6, 8 and 10, Pier J Berths 243-247 and 266-270, Pier A 

Berths 90-94, Pier C Berths 60-62    

III (self-governing under the municipality, land lease) 

Port Klang (12) NorthPort: CT1 (berths 8-11), CT2 (17-21) and CT3 (12-14); 
WestPort: berths 7-13 

I (Harbour composed by King and Minister of Transport, land lease by 
the Harbour Board)  

Dubai (13) Jebel Ali and Port Rashid Container Terminals XII (owned and operated by government agency) 
Port Newark/Elizabeth – Port Authority Marine Terminal Complex, 
Red Hook Container Terminal and Howland Hook Marine Terminal 

II (under bi-state supervision of New York / New Jersey, land lease) New York/New 
Jersey (14) 

Global Marine Terminal II (under bi-state supervision of New York / New Jersey, lease to build) 
Qingdao (15) Qianwan Container Terminal VII (local administration (before: national administration), joint-venture 

(Qingdao Port Company for 2nd phase (1 partner) and 3rd phase (3 
partners)) 

 
Source: (1) HKCTOAL, 2003; Hong Kong Shippers’ Council, 2003;  

(2) Lewis, 2002; Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore, 2003a and b; Port of Singapore Authority,  2003; World Cargo News Online, 2002; Port 
Technology International, 2001; 

(3) Port of Busan, 2003a,b and c; Informare, 1999; Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, 2003; Hong Kong Shippers’ Council, 2001; 
(4) Consulaat –Generaal van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden, 2003; Yikun, 2003; Baizhang, 2003; 

(5) Port of Kaoshiung, 2003; Port Technology, 2003; Ling-San, 2003; TBBC, 2003; Leng a.o., 2003; 
(6) Shenzen Yantian District, 2003; British Embassy Bejing, 2001; JBIC, 1999; Irasia, 2001; Trade 2000, 2003; Swire Pacific Ltd., 2003; China Economic 

Information Network, 2003; HKGCC, 2003; Informare, 2003; De, 2003; Barwil, 2004; Infomarine, 2004; 
(7) Lewis, 2002b; Port of Rotterdam, 2003, 2003b, 2003c and 2003d; 

(8) Port of Los Angeles, 2003 and 2003b; 
(9) Port of Hamburg, 2003, 2003b, 2003c and 2003d; 

(10) Port of Antwerp, 2003c; 
(11) Port of Long Beach, 2003b; 

(12) Kader, 2001; NorthPort (Malaysia) Bhd, 2003 and 2003b; Port Klang Authority, 2003, 2003b and 2003c; WestPort Malaysia, 2003; 
(13) Dubai Ports Authority, 2003, 2003b and 2004b; 

(14) PANYNJ, 2003c; (15) Yikun, 2003 
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A.10. Shipping company integration in terminals: examples 

 

Examples of shipping companies taking a stake in existing or new terminals are these. 

• COSCO together with PSA in Singapore since 2003 (World Cargo News Online, 2003). 

• COSCO together with Stevedoring Services of America (SSA) in Long Beach since 2001 

(SSAMarine, 2003). 

• P&O Nedlloyd and Evergreen together with 6 other partners in SAGT (Sri Lanka) since 

1999 (Ladduwahetty, 2003). 

• Neptune Orient Lines (NOL) together with P&O Ports in Laem Chabang since 2003 

(Informare, 2003b). 

• P&O Nedlloyd in Port Newark in 2000 (P&O Nedlloyd, 2000). 

• Evergreen in Oakland in 2002 (Informare, 2002b). 

• Maersk Sealand in Gioia Tauro (BLG Logistics, 2004). 

• Hapag-Lloyd in Hamburg in 2001 (Navis, 2003). 

• Americana Ships (itself a daughter of CP Ships) which decided in 2000 to develop the 

Shoal container complex in Galveston (Greater Houston Port Bureau, 2000). 

 

Examples of shipping companies taking a stake in existing terminal groups are these. 

• CMA CGM, which, through a joint-venture with P&O Ports, acquired 80% of Egis Ports 

form Egis Group (Informare, 2002). 

• China Shipping Group (CSG), setting up New Century Terminal Services in 2001, in a 

joint-venture with Marine Terminal Corporation (Informare, 2001). 

An example of a shipping company setting up a terminal division of their own is CSG, 

starting China Terminal Development Company (CTDC) in 2001 (Modern Terminals, 2003). 
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A.11. Passenger traffic 

 
Demand and supply of passenger transport by sea and therefore also passenger handling at sea 

ports are driven by factors which are totally different from factors encountered in maritime 

cargo transport and handling. As a consequence, sea ports where demand for cargo handling 

is high, need not show high passenger traffic figures in the same time. This is what shows up 

in Table A-4. 

Table A-4: Major 5 European passenger handling countries, 2001 

Port Passenger traffic (,000 units) 
Greece 57,212 
Latvia (Riga only) 50,166 
Denmark 37,791 
Germany 31,817 
Sweden 31,458 

Source: ESPO, 2004 
 
Comparison is not 100% possible from these figures, since countries rather than individual 

ports are ranked here. Nevertheless, it is clear that none of the above countries had sea ports 

on their territory ranked among the major world sea ports. Moreover, passenger handling 

terminals show no comparison with their cargo equals, and are preferably located on a safe 

and comfortable distance away from cargo-handling sites.  
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A.12. Drewry Shipping Consultants’ (2003) cost figures reprocessed 

 

This section summarizes Drewry Shipping Consultants’ (2003) cost figures like they are 

reprocessed in this thesis, as well as the cost figures derived from those figures. 

Table A-5: Aggregate labour cost figures calculated from Drewry Shipping Consultants 
(1998) 
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Table A-6: Aggregate first-generation crane scenario maintenance cost figures 
calculated from Drewry Shipping Consultants (1998) 
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Table A-7: Aggregate panamax-generation crane scenario maintenance cost figures 
calculated from Drewry Shipping Consultants (1998) 

 
 

 
Table A-8: Aggregate post-panamax crane scenario maintenance cost figures calculated 

from Drewry Shipping Consultants (1998) 
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Table A-9: Aggregate other operating cost figures calculated from Drewry Shipping 
Consultants (1998) 
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Figure A-15: Total operating cost scenarios with first-generation quay cranes and new equipment. 
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Figure A-16: Average operating cost scenarios with first-generation quay cranes and new equipment. 
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Figure A-17: Total operating cost scenarios with first-generation quay cranes and used equipment. 
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Figure A-18: Average operating cost scenarios with first-generation quay cranes and used equipment. 
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Figure A-19: Total operating cost scenarios with panamax-generation quay cranes and new equipment. 
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Figure A-20: Average operating cost scenarios with panamax-generation quay cranes and new equipment. 
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Figure A-21: Total operating cost scenarios with panamax-generation quay cranes and used equipment. 
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Figure A-22: Average operating cost scenarios with panamax-generation quay cranes and used equipment. 
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Figure A-23: Total operating cost scenarios with post-panamax-generation quay cranes and new equipment. 
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Figure A-24: Average operating cost scenarios with post-panamax-generation quay cranes and new equipment. 
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Figure A-25: Total operating cost scenarios with post-panamax-generation quay cranes and used equipment. 
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Figure A-26: Average operating cost scenarios with post-panamax-generation quay cranes and used equipment. 
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Table A-10: Aggregate first-generation crane scenario capital cost figures calculated 
from Drewry Shipping Consultants (1998) 

 
 

With panamax cranes, quay crane cost is at 6,200,000 USD, with post-panamax cranes at 

7,500,000 USD.  

 

 

 




